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Summary

This is a companion volume to Commission Report
87-24, Looking to California's Pacific Neighbor-
hood: A Report to the Governor and Legislature in
Response to Assembly Concurrent Resolution 82
(1986).

Through that resolution, the Legislature request-
ed the University of California, the California
State University, and the California Community
Colleges to report to the Commission by March 1,
1987, on their assessment of the need for several
categories of educational resources pertinent to
the Pacific Rim some three dozen countries bor-
dering the Pacific Ocean. It also directed the
Commission to analyze and compile these reports
and make recommendations to the Legislature
and Governor no later than July 1,1987.

This document consists of the three reports from
the's egments that of the Chancellery of the Cali-
fornia Community Colleges on pages 1-102, the
California State University on pages 103-172, and
the University of California on pages 173-337.
iCooking to California's Pacific Neighborhood

..(Commission Report 87-24) consists of the Com-
mission's response to these three reports and
discusses statewide policy issues about the Pacific
rim and basin that those reports raise.

Additional copies of both documents may be ob-
tained without charge from the Publications Of-
fice of the Commission. Further information
about them may be obtained from Dale M. Heck-
man of the Commission staff at (916) 322-8023.
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FOREWORD

Scholars predict that the twenty-first century will be known as the "Pacific
Century." Unquestionably, there has been a significant shift of trade, innovation,
and cultural influence to those nations which surround the Pacific. This shift cannot
go unnoticed. It requires that we improve our understanding of the region and
develop long-term strategies to increase our effectiveness among Pacific Rim
countries.

Until now, the response of the educational community has been largely piecemeal.
In recognition of the need to undertake a major study and to bring the public
postsecondary institutions together, the Legislature adopted a resolution requiring
the community colleges, California State University, and the University of
California to determine what role they should play.

This report summarizes the contributions which California's community colleges can
make to improving the state's economic position and its leadership role within the
Pacific Rim. Our colleges can make a significant contribution by increasing the
awareness of the economic and cultural impact of the Pacific Rim countries and by
improving the exchange of information that needs to be shared among colleges,
businesses, and foreign nations.

We look forward to the continued examination ofour programs and course offerings
to assure that they adequately respond to the growing influence of the Pacific region.

L.te
OSHUA TH

Chancellor
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The "Pacific Century" is dawning and with it dawns unparalleled promise -- and
unparalleled threat to the economy and lifestyle of California.

ACR Mandate

As a result of the growing interest in Pacific Rim issues, the Legislature passed
ACR 82, which instructed each segment of public higher education in California to:

A. Define its contribution to "meeting the needs of the state in
furthering [California's] economic position and leadership within
the Pacific Rim" and to "carrying out its responsibilities to
immigrants of Pacific Rim Countries.. .," and

B. Assess the need for:

1. Pacific Rim specialists
2. Scholarly exchanges
3. Program changes and exchange programs
4. Computer exchanges of information
5. A Center for Pacific Rim studies.

Community College Response

A. Community College Contributions to Furthering Pacific Rim Relations

Community colleges can contribute to furthering Pacific Rim relations
through:

1. raising awareness in the general populace of the importance of the Pacific
Rim to California;

2. attracting students -- especially minority students -- into Pacific Rim
specialties, not only at the associate degree level, but also for transfer into
baccalaureate majors at CSU and UC;

3. supporting Pacific Rim-related economic development in local
communities and assuring a Pacific Rim component in vocational
preparation, wherever appropriate.

1 u
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B. Specific AC R Issues

I.. Pacific Rim Spec:alists

Such specialists would be essential for carrying out necessary curriculum
and staff development. They would also serve as community resources.
They should be locally available, not closeted in a distant research center.
Such specialists already exist on many community college campuses, but,
to date, poor use has been made of their expertise.

Pacific Rim specialization is highly desirable for experienced employees,
but is risky for traditional students, unless a specific job market is
available for their skills.

2. Scholarly Exchanges

Exchanges would, without question, be of value. Pacific Rim countries
regard California community colleges as a model delivery system for
rapidly injecting technical expertise into a large and diverse labor force.
Community college faculty involved in vocational education are welcome
in Pacific Rim countries for their double expertise in up-to-date technical
knowledge and sophisticated instructional technique.

3. Program Changes and Exchange Programs

The following are recommended:

incorporation of Pacific Rim components in introductory general
education and occupational courses where they are appropriate is
order to assure that each student will have had such exposure in at
least one such course;

consideration of associate degree programs in Pacific Rim studies
and/or foreign languages;

consolidation of existing courses and development of some new ones
to create programs in regional studies for Pacific Rim countries;

O expansion of existing study-abroad programs, with rigorous
guidelines, and increases in scholarship aid for low income students.

4. Computer Exchanges of Information

231/38

Such exchanges would be desirable, but are considered out of the question
until domestic computer links are strengthened. Community colleges
might, for example, be linked into the recently developed CSU computer
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network. A less expensive asset would be satellite disks permitting
reception of broadcasts from Pacific Rim countries and teleconferences
with faculties and student bodies abroad.

5. A Center for Pacific Rim Studies

A Center should have at least one location each in Northern and Southern
California. Since travel and research funds are so limited in the
community colleges, a "enter would be of direct value to them only if it
were designed for the effective dissemination of information. On the
other 'land, locally based economic development institutes, possibly
associated with world trade centers, and sited throughout the state, would
be of great value in furthering California's "economic position and
leadership within the 2acific Rim region."

Proparsd by Nancy C. Clock Ed.D.

Educational Standards and Evaluation Unit

231;38
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Our shift from creditor nat. debtor, Japan's rise to economic dominance, the
razlidly. developing econo , of other Pacific Rim nations, the influx of new
Americans who trace their roots to Asia and Mexico and elsewhere on the Pacific --
all these forces necessitate a fundamental reorientation in our thinking.

In all our schooling, from kindergarteu on, whatever sense of cultural heritage we
have has come primarily from Europe. We study the history of Western Civilization,
European languages, philosophy, art, music, literature; trace our political and
cultural institutions to ancient Mediterranean cities and wandering Germanic
tribes; and determine the fate of our country by debating economic and political
theories authored by Europeans. Residing on the rim of the Pacific, we have yet
continued to look back toward Europe.

Now, with the economic center of world trade shifting East, and the cultural origins
of so many of us now traced to Asia and Latin America, the time has come to balance
our understanding of Western civilization and our training in Western management
and political theory with udy of the cultures and business practices and legal
structures and histories ana languages of the peoples who surround the Pacific.

Recognizing the necessity to develop an effective educational response to these
changes in cur economy and society, the Legislature passed Assembly Concurrent
Resolution Number 82 -- Relative to International Studies in July 1986. This
resolution required that, by March 1, 1987, each segment of higher education report
to the California Postsecondary Education Commission the results of:

a study of fits! role . . . in meeting the needs of the state in furthering its
economic position and leadership within the Pacific Rim region and in
carrying out its responsibilities to immigrants of Pacific Rim countries,
including but not limited to, an assessment of the need for all of the
folio' wig:

I. Pacific Rim specialists;

2. Increased interchange among scholars in countries of the Pacific
Rim;

3. Chcriges in current educational program offerings and exchange
programs bearing on Pacific Rim stv.dies;

4. Enhancing the exchange of information and ideas through improved
computer communication systems among University of California,

231/38 13 1



Californ1^, State University, and community college campuses and
university and toll..,, campuses in other Pacific Rim countries;

5. Establishment of a C ?nter for Pacific Rim Studies, to fulfill research
and public service fur ions pertaining to the Pacific Rim area.

14
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Alb Methodolog

To answer the questions posed in ACR 82, the Chancellor's Office:

1. Conducted interviews lasting from one to two hours apiece with ten college
presidents, deans of curriculum or of continuing education, and :acuity with
particular expertise or interest in international studies. The interviews
explored the respondents' perceptions of the proper role of community colleges
in dealing with the Pacific Rim and also their views on the understanding of
needs in the five areas specifically addressed in ACR 82. (See Appendix for list
of respondents and interview questions and topics.) These comments were
supplemented with information and insights gained from discussions with
Chancellor's Office vocational education specialists involved in community
development activities and with two Southeast Asian students and one
Caucasian student.

2. Summarized data from the Student Profile and Course Activity Measures
maintained by the Chancellor's Office. Unfortunately, it was possible to select
only twu data elements by specific country or region: "country student
graduated high school" and "foreign language instruction." As data are
currently maintained, except for foreign languages, neither courses nor
p. 'rams are readily identifiable as regional studies. (The structure of the
data base is itself one small indicator of the need for greater awareness of other
cultures as a focus of study and concern.)

3. Analyzed reports dealing with recent shifts in California's economy and
postsecondary responses, as !Mows:

The Future of the Pacific Rim is Now: Report of the Commission on the Pacific
Rim. California State University. December 1986.

Study Abroad Programs and Related Fund for Instructional Improvement
Grant Application for 1986-87. Board of Governors Agenda Item., July 10-11,
1986.

Catifornia Higher Education: The Challenge of the 21st Century. Tom Hayden,
California Assembly.

California Engineering Foundation, Conference on Technology, Industrial
Competitiveness. and State Policy. "Executive Summary." November 1985.

California: The State and its Educational System. Harold L. Hodgkinson.
Institute for Educational Leadership. 1986.

International Business Education Programs in the California Community
Colleges. Santiago V. Wood, Ed.D. Vista College. 1985-86.

15
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THREE CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
SYSTEM ro PACIFIC RIM UNDERSTANDING

The Legislature, in its Assembly Concurrent Resolution 82, was generally concerned
to determine the contributions all three of the higher education segments could
make toward "furthering California's economic position and leadership within the
Pacific Rim."

Historically, the community colleges have been the least involved in international
studies since such programs have traditionally been regarded as primarily "upper
division" and "academic." But, under the new circumstances so dramatically
recounted in recent reports (see bibliography on previous page) and in ACR 82 itself,
this relative indifference of the community colleges to foreign studies must be re-
examined. To begin this re-examination, the Chancellor's Office asked community
college administrators, known for their leadership in this area, to discuss in depth
their perceptions regarding the potential role of the community colleges in
advocating the interests of cur state in the Pacific Rim.

Summary of Respondents Comments on Community College Contributions

Respondents' answers can be grouped into the following major categories:

1. Increasing the awareness of the general population regarding the importance of
the Pacific Rim to California.

Most Californians have misgivings regarding the value of international
education. In fact, the largest impediment to the otherwise promising
educational and industrial initiatives that could be directed toward Pacific Rim
countries is the indifference of a public that has not yet realized full
significance of economic shifts that have, after all, occurred but very recently.
Few statewide programs will gain much support until the basic skepticism
regarding the value of foreign study is overcome.

The community colleges are well suited to bringing the urgency of these
matters to the population at large. Geographically disperF d, deeply entwined
in their own communities, involved with local industry, supplying a variety of
service courses to members of the community of all ages, updating small
business owners and employees facing career changes, and helping people new
to academic life figure out realistic goals -- serving an unbelievably diverse
student br.dy -- the community colleges have the best opportunity to build a
knowledgeable constituency among California's citizens.

Without such a constituency, efforts to institute programs of international
study would quickly reach the limits of available interest and public patience.

I6
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Their expansion could thus be halted far short of what is needed to assure our
continued economic prosperity.

Community colleges are in a position to make curricular changes which would
assure that most of the 1.1 million students in attendance would gain at least
some familiarity with Pacific Rim cultures. (See Issue #3, "Program Changes,"
P. 8.)

2. Attracting students -- especially minority students -- into Pacific Rim studies,
not only at the associate degree level, but also for transfer into bc.ccalaureate
majors at CSU and UC.

A major difficulty in developing specialized programs and majors in regional
studies, international business, etc., is that few students select such seemingly
esoteric subjects. If such programs at four-year colleges are to succeed in
having the impact upon California's future that the situation requires then, it
is essential that many more students become involved, taking at least minors
in these subjects. And the students who must make such decisions to specialize

, many of them, in the community colleges.

Roughly one-half of all CSU students and one-fourth of all UC students
complete their lower division work in the California Community College
system. Thus, the same program changes deigned to acquaint most students
in the community colleges with Pacific Rim culttires can also be used to attract
more students to in-depth studies at the four-year colleges. Moreover, if these
specialized programs are going to serve in part to permit immigrant students to
study their own heritage, and to prepare for Pacific Rim oriented occupations,
then the community colleges must be centrally involved, for that is where most
immigrant and non-white students are to be found. (See Issue #1. "Pacific Rim
Specialists," p. 25.)

3. Supporting Pacific-Rim-related economic development in local communities
and assuring a Pacific Rim component in vocational preparation, wherever
appropriate.

To make the most of the "rim of opportunity," as described by Assemblyman
Toni Hayden, California must be prepared to cooperate with business and
industry to aggressively seek out profitable business relationships with Pacific
Rim nations. A key component in this effort is a close working partnership
among government, business, and higher education -- particularly community
colleges. The role of the community colleges in this partnership would be to
assure companies interested in locating in California that their needs for
employee training can be readily and inexpensively met in their immediate
communities .

17
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Indeed, Califcrnia is coming late to this concept of partnership between
education and commerce and has already been hurt in competition with other di
states by the lack of such a fully developed partnership. Working with their
own community college systems, the Carolinas, Georgia, Arkansas, Florida,
Kentucky, and Massachusetts have all created "packages" designed to reduce
the "cost of doing business" in their states -- and then have gone out and
marketed these packages to Pacific Rim countries, attracting them to bypass
the much-closer state of California and locate on the Eastern seaboard! (See
Issue #5, "Pacific Rim Center," p. 35.) On the other hand, California's
community colleges have been known for their well-developed locar advisory
councils for occuaptional education. To adopt an effective "Pacific partnership"
then would just be a matter of duplicating that expertise in the area of multi-
national education.

Analysis of Respondents' Comments

The above comments are the distillation of a great deal of thoughtful discussion by
respondents. As such, no brief analysis here could do them justice. They merit the
further attention of the Board of Governors of the California Community Colleges.
To provide a focus for that attention, the following recommendations are offered for
discussion:

1. The Board of Governors of the California Community Colleges should consider
formulation of a policy endorsing local policies and programs designed to
increase multi-cultural knowledge. understanding. and the skills necessary for
working with Pacific Rim countries and those who have emigrated from them.

2. This policy should specifically encourage community colleges to build upon their
existing strengths in researching job markets to better determine (a) the need for
such skills and knowledge in a variety of occupations and ( b) the need for people
educated in Pacific Rim specialties, distinguishing between the need for such
training in newly emerging workers and in experienced employees.

3. This policy should also carefully delineate such constraints and obligations as
are essential to assure that Board policies regarding academic standards,
general education preparation, and access are adhered to and, moreover, that
such programs fulfill, rather than in any way undermine, the mission of the
community colleges.

4. The Board of Governors should direct the Chancellor's Office to reassess its
current policies and practices: (1) to determine- whether they hamper the
development of effective Pacific Rim programs, and (2) to modify or remove these
impediments wherever they are not otherwise necessary to assure #3 above.

18
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A 5. In connection with the work anticipated on a core curriculum, the Board of
Governors should direct the Chancellor to assess the need for establishing
"global awareness" as a component.

19
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SPECIFIC ACR ISSUES

Issue 3:

The Need for Changes in Program Offerings and Exchange
Programs

Note: Because respondents had the most to say regarding actual and
proposed programs, Issue #3 in the ACR, and because what they had to say
about them actually provides essential background to the other questions,
this report treats the following topic first:

What need is there for changes in current educational program offerings
and exchange programs bearing on Pacific Rim studies?

Summary of Respondents' Comments and Analysis

Comments regarding this topic can be grouped into three categories:

1. Changes in curriculum and course requirements (discussed on p. 9);

2. Development or enhancement of regional studies programs (discussed on pp.
13);

3. Development or expansion of study-abroad programs. Expansion of foreign
language offerings is also under consideration in those areas where increased
demand can support it (discussed on pp. 15).

20
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1. Changes in Curriculum and Course Requirements: Summary of
III Responses

(The changes mentioned below have not yet been implemented, but are
under serious consideration on the campuses of most of the respondents.)

a. "Internationalization" of Courses

Incorporation of a Pacific Rim or "global" perspective in some or all
courses for which it is appropriate, including business and vocational
courses, as well as the social sciences, humanities and communications.

Some version of this approach was endorsed by all respondents and
several were in various stages of trying to implement it on their
campuses. The least disruptive and most widely accepted version of this
recommendation was that the community colleges follow the lead of the
state Department of Education which now requires that students gain a
"global perspective" in K-12 (by studying, _,.g., "World Civilizations"
rather than "Western Civilization. ")

A series of workshops on "glooalizing" the curriculum was held in 1983-84
by Los Angeles Harbor College and the Institute for International
Programs at Los Angeles City College. More recently, the California
Community Colleges for International Education, a consortium, has been
funded by the Fund for Instructional Improvement to provide similar
workshops.

b. Changes in Degree Requirements

Several districts are currently weighLng the possibility of adding to the
requirements for the associate degree on their campus(es). Respondents
also recommended that the Board of Governors suprlement existing
regulations governing statewide general education requirements for the
associate degree to include one of the following:

Option #1: a course on the Pacific Rim oron the Eastern Hemisphere;

Option #2: a requirement that at least one of the general education
courses include a global (or a "Pacific Rim" or "Eastern Hemisphere")
component or emphasis;

Option #3: the study of a foreign language.

21
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Pacific Rim Languages Now Taught

Language

Community College
Enrollment

1988

Spanish 32,114
Japanese* 2,068
Chinese 1,490
Russian 481

Filipino 153
Some reported growing interest in
Business Japanese

22
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Analysis of Respondents' Comments Regarding Changes in Courses and
Curriculum Requirements

a. "Internationalization- of Courses

In order to raise the general level of interest in and knowledge about the Pacific
Rim among large numbers of Californians, curriculum changes of the kind
proposed would be essential. In fact, they might be the most important single
contribution the community colleges would make to furthering
California's "economic position and leadership within the Pacific Rim
region" and also to "carrying out its responsibilities to immigrants of the
Pacific Rim countries."

Modification of the curriculum sufficient to incorporate a Pacific Rim
perspective in all appropriate courses would have the most far-reaching
impact, but it would also be the most ambitious undertaking, requiring both:

1) extensive involvement and commitment from faculty, and
2) the acquisition of new knowledge.

Extensive curriculum development and faculty training effort would be
involved. New materials would have to be developed in dozens of fields; faculty
in most fields would need at least a locally provided workshop, and some 70,000
courses would need at least cursory assessment to determine whether a "global
perspective" or "Pacific Rim" emphasis were appropr.ate. Thousands ofcourses
would then need at least some redevelopment to incorporate the new
perspectives and materials. Curriculum modification taken on such a broad
scale would thus be a costly undertaking.

b. Changes in Degree Requirements

Option 1: New Courses

Rather than modify all appropriate courses, another approach would be to
first design an entirely new course that covered the key points, and then
add this course as a further degree requirement. This approach could
indeed expose most students to a global perspective (see Option #1,
above). Unfortunately, it would also have the disadvantage of requiring
three more units, thus cutting down on the time available for other
courses and possibly necessitating program modifications throughout the
state.

23
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Option #2: Modification ofsome general education courses

Working with existing degree requirements, but making slight
modifications (as in Option #2 above) could raise Pacific Rim awareness
without burdening students with further units. This approach could be
combined with a statewide effort to modify all appropriate general
education survey courses to incorporate Pacific Rim material -- a less
ambitious, and less intrusive, approach.

One drawback, however, is that such an approach would still miss
nondegree students and should thus be supplemented by an effort to
identify ways that Pacific Rim perspectives could be incorporated into the
requirements of appropriate certificate programs, as well. Whatever
changes are made in. the curriculum, it is especially important that
business and vocational students be accounted for. In particular, it
is essential that such students understand the probable impact of future
trends on their own occupations. For example, they should know that four
out of five jobs in California and most new employment will be Pffected by
our relations with Pacific Rim countries.

Option #3: Foreign language requirement

It does not appear feasible to require a foreign language for the associate
degree. Formal language study of one or two years, unaccompanied by
immersion in the language and not followed up with continued exposure,
rarely brings effective fluency in a language, although it does engender
some cultural understanding. (Cultural understanding, however, can
also be acquired effectively and more efficiently in a course designed
specifically for that purpose.)

Language study is sufficiently difficult and time consuming that to
make it a degree requirement might significantly reduce the
number of associate degrees awarded. (Foreign language could still
be required for transfer students, for those in regional studies, and for
selected occupations such as hotel management.)

24
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2. Regional Studies Programs: Summary of Responses

Respondents reported plans in a number of colleges to (a) combine existing courses
and (b) add a few new ones, where necessary, to create new regional studies
programs. Such programs are usually designed in cooperation with the UC and CSU
systems so that students wishing to transfer into such a major may readily do so.

Example: Chinese Studies, a City College of San Francisco program, shows
what can be done along these lines, especially where a large minority
community exists:

San Francisco City College

Chinese Studies

Anthro 18-19 China: Tradition and Revolution
Art 11) Oriental Art

20 Chinese Art

Chinese 1, 1A-1), 2, 3 & 4 Mandarin
10 A-C Conversational Cantonese
12A-13 Conversational Mandarin
14A-C Intensive Conversational Mandarin for Chinese-

Speaking Students
16-17 Chinese Characters
29A-13 Chinese Literature in Translation
39-49 Major Achievements of Chinese Thought and

Culture

(listory 35A-13
44

History of China
Comparative History of Overseas China

Interdept. Studies 27A-13 Asian Humanities
44 Ethnic Minorities in the U S

Music 24 Music of East Asia

Political Science 35 Government and Politics of East Asia

Psychology 22-23 Psychology of Minority Groups

San F. ancisco also has a program in Filipino Studies.

25
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Analysis of Respondents' Comments Regarding Regional Studies Programs

Note: The Program Inventory maintained by the Chancellor's Office no
longer lists Area Studies" programs -- and never did list them by region --
so no data on current offerings systemwide are readily available.

Regionil studies programs would most benefit:

transfer students and students seeking expertise in Pacific Rim countries, at
the lower division, introductory or "survey" level;

nontransfer students seeking to enter a career field upon completion c: an
associate degree.

reverse transfer students supplementing their existing professional expertise;

Traditional students who, on the other hand, are entering the job market for the first
time, should enter with more occupational skills at their disposal than just "Pacific
Rim expertise." (See analysis under 'Pacific Rim Specialists,"p. 15.)

26
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3. Study-Abroad Pre ,rams: Summary of Responses

A number of colleges offer study-abroad programs, most of them as members of
the CaliforniL Colleges for International Education. This consortium,
described more fully below, not only provides expertise and encouragement,
but it also permits campuses too small to support their own programs to send
students abroad in groups with students from other campuses.

Partly as a result of these efforts, colleges reported that in 1985-86 (including
summer 1986) 2,293 community college students studied abroad. The
following table, taken from Appendix C of the July 1986 Board of Governors
Agenda Item, "Study-Abroad Programs . . .", summarizes these data. It is
noteworthy that very few of these foreign study programs involve Pacific Rim
countries. (Exact figures are notavailable, since Pacific Rim countries are here
combined with other countries, but the preponderance of European courses is
nonetheless evident.)

Among the strongest of study-abroad programs serving the Pacific Rim are
those listed below. Mexican programs are to be found on many campuses, and
have existed for years. Programs for other "Pacific Rim" countries, however,
are quite recent. Drawing from other campuses as well, the following programs
typically have 18 to 35 participants a year:

Santa Barbara Time Cost

Mexico 4 wks/6 units $ 800.
Japan & China 15 wks/15-17 units $ 3,600
New Zealand tin Earth Sciences) 15 wks/15 units $ 2,750

San Francisco

Semester in Japan 15 units .
Business in Japan 3 wks/3 units
Japan: Journey through a Culture 3 units
China: 25 Day '....ady Tour 3 units

$ 3,850
$ 2,575
$ 2,800
$ 3,850

Other colleges, such as Hartnell and Palomar, have set up short tours courses.
Hartnell has sent several groups of low-income students to Japan and Hong
Kong, using discretionary funds. Palomar has also run short sessions -- such as
a "Fashion Design" course for one week in Hong Kong over Easter. In both of
these cases, administrators felt keenly the importance of taking students from
11w-income backgrounds who had traveled little in order to help them
understand the relation of their occupations to our nearest trading partners.
As Angelo Carli of Palomar put it, "I want them . know that fashion is being
done all over the world, not just in downtown San Marcos."

27
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Courses Jffered Abroad by Instructional Area
Fall 1985 through Summer 1986

Instructional Area

Number
of

Courses*
Number of
Students Countries and/or Islands

Credit
French Language & Culture 58 473 France
Spanish Language & Culture 39 353 Mexico, Spain
English Language, Literature & 25 344 England, Mexico
Culture
European Literature & Culture 8 83 Belgium, England, France,

Holland, Italy
Educational Study Tours 7 96 Belgium, China, France, Holland,

Italy, Mexico, Russia
Chinese Language & Culture 6 40 China
Art 5 98 Belgium, China, England, France,

Greece, Italy, Spain.
Geography 5 123 Australia, England, Mexico, New

Zealand, Peru
Japanese Language & Culture 4 Unknown Japan
German Language & Culture 3 6 Germany
Portuguese Language & Culture 3 17 Brazil
Biology 3 63 Australia, Jamaica, Mexico
Child Development 2 54 Australia, New Zealand
History 2 80 China, England, Mexico
Pyschology 2 77 Hawaii, Mexico
Social Science 1 15 China
Culinary Arts 1 21 France, Greece, Italy
Ornamental Horticulture 1 20 England, France

Total Credit 175 1,963
Community Services

Educational Study Tours 14 271 Australia, Austria, Bahamas,
British Isles, China, England,
France, Italy, Kt nya, Mexico,
Norway, Peru, Scandinavian
Countries, Spain, Switzerland,
West Germany

Art 2 36 Austria, England, Germany,
Switzerland, Russia

Nursing 1 23 China
Total Community Services 17 330
Total Credit & Community
Services 192 2,293

*Available for student selection.
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A A number of respondents made this point, especially those in more remote
areas, such as Butte Community College. They all expressed the view that it
was especially important that the relatively unsophisticated students often
served by the community colleges gain the opportunity to explore first-hand
the larger world. Without such opportunities, these respondents argued, their
students would be handicapped in, or even shut out from, the jobs oftomorrow
because of their culturally limited perspectives.
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Analysis of Respondents' Comments Regarding Study-Abroad Programs

As the 'Pacific Century" maws closer, interest in studying in Pacific Rim countries
has been growing, yet the development of appropriate programs has been much
hampered by two problems: (a) the primarily European orientation of those setting
up and those choosing study-abroad programs and (b) uncertainties as to the
legitimacy of community colleges offering any study-abroad program.

European Orientation

As shown by the previous table (Courses Offered Abroad by Instructional Area, Fall
1985 through Summer 1986), European countries are disproportionately represented
in study-abroad programs. This unbalance results partly from the fact that
European languages are taughtwith.so much greater frequency than Pacific Rim
lanssuAges(except Spanish). It also reflects the fact that community college
instructors are more familiar with Europe and better understand how to set up
programs there, where accommodations and laws are closer to those of the United
States. It also reflects the preference of students whose entire educations have
oriented them to viewing European culture as their true heritage.

It is evident that to merely expand study-abroad programs, or even to strengthen
them. might do little to increase our understanding of the Pacific Rim unless the
expansion were to occur specifically in Pacific Rim programs.

Thus, rather than emphasize study-abroad or other regional studies programs, it
may be better to first emphasize curricular changes in the general and occupational
courses. Unle s general education and other introductory courses take account of
the Pacific Rim, most students will not give it serious consideration when seeking
foreign study.

Study-abroad programs oriented to the Pacific Rim might also come closer to parity
if state policies granted them priority status -- and perhaps some special funding, at
least until participation became more balanced.

Uncertainties Regarding Legitimacy

Every respondent brought up this concern, pointing to frequent inquiries from
college administrators, district boards, and the public that put such programs on the
defensive.

In short, we doubt the value of international education as our economic competitors
abroad do not spend six to tcn years of their lives studying our language. Poor
countries, they yet spend precious dollars sending their people here, by the tens of
thousands, to study us and our technology and our consumer habits and our
management techniques and our automobile repairing techniques and even our
community college teaching techniques. Flattering, no doubt, but also dangerous if,
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m in our smugness, we fail to return the compliment and come to know them as well as
1 they know us.

Some other states are not taking this risk. The community college system of Florida,
for example, maintains three full-time faculty abroad, in three critical locations, and
sends thousands of students abroad to study each year. Florida has also aggressively
marketed its educational system and low "cost of doing business" to countries
throughout the world The combination of their obvious willingness to understand
the culture of foreign investors and entrepreneurs, their commitment to education,
and their effective marketing have paid off. Pacific Rim-based investments and
plant locations have gone to Florida -- investments and plant locations that might
well have come to California instead, if we had been as assiduous. The potential
benefits of study abroad are thus not only to the student, whose lifelong perspectives
can be enr.ched, but to the economy of California as well.

Study-A b-oad: Board of Governors Concerns

Mere "travel" without adequate preparation, supervision, and follow-through is
unlikely to yield benefits either to the student or the state. It could, in fact, reinforce
negative stereotypes. The very importance of these programs makes it all the more
essential that they be rigorously conducted. Recognizing this fact, in May of 1986,
the Board of Governors asked for a report on Study-Abroad Programs in the
community colleges. At that time, and since, Board members have raised serious
questions regarding study abroad in three areas: quality, equity, and mission.

Qt.' ality

Programs conducted far from the main campus, with perhaps more interest in
attracting enough students to fill a chartered plane than in assuring their
seriousness as students, are vulnerable to erosion of standards. And, indeed, rigor
has sometimes been absent.

Since study-abroad programs have not traditionally been regarded as a part of either
lower-division or vocational preparation, "travel-study" programs, where they
existed, have often been offered first under the "recreational" or community service
functions of the community colleges. Such programs have not had to set any
requirements of participants -- except, of course, the Liility to pay the airfare.
Subsequent credit programs may then suffer from the original perceptions of the
purposes and requirements of the program, thus undermining its academic integrity.

Today, however, this situation is changing rapidly. A new crop of study-abroad
programs have sprung up, quite different from the old. These programs have arisen
in recognition of the necessity for all community college students, vocational as well
as transfer, to understand the rapidly shrinking modern world. These new study-
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abroad programs stress academic nquiremencs, typically requiring harder work
than even regular classes, with great intensity of effort and seriousness of purpose.

California Community Colleges for International Education: A Consortium

Recognizing the need for improving study-abroad programs, a consortium called the
"California Community Colleges for International Education" was formed in 1984.
The consortium, comprised of about 30 colleges:

facilitates enrollment for study abroad across different campuses;
establishes high standards of rigor for study abroad programs;
seeks to gain voluntary adherence to these standards throughout the state; and

O provides workshops and materials in order to assure a uniform level.

Courses of consortium members must be taught by a credentialed instructor while
abroad and must be approved as credit courses in the regular catalog. Grades must
be assigned used upon examinations, and all other academic standards must be
upheld.

Since its founding a little over three years ago, this consortium has grown rapidly
from the four founding colleges. Its members, each pledged to upholding rigorous
standards in their study abroad programs, as well as to mutual cooperation, include:

City College of San Francisco
Coast Community College District

Coastline
Golden West
Orange Coast

El Camino College
Los Angeles Community College District

East Los Angeles
Los Angeles City
I larbor
Mission
Pierce
Southwest
Trade-Technical
Valley
West Los Angeles

Napa Valley College
North Orange County Community College District

Cypress
Fullerton

San Diego Community College District
San Diego City

3 °4,
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Mesa
Miramar

Santa Barbara City College
Santa Monica College
Santa Rosa Junior College
Ventura County Community College District

Moorpark
Oxnard
Ventura

Equity

If community colleges support specialized Pacific Rim programs and, especially,
study-abroad programs, won't participation in them be limited to relatively affluent
middle-class students and exclude poorer students? Also, if money is put into these
programs, and especially into financing participation in them by low-income
students, won't other less expensive programs of more general applicability suffer?

Most respondents interviewed had concerns in this area. For those whose schools
had been hesitant to undertake study-abroad programs at all, this issue had proved
to be the major stumbling block. Study-abroad programs are almost universally
regarded as potentially discriminatory and hence at least legally suspect if not

- actually unfair.

Nonetheless, resp-ndents from those schools with established study-abroad
programs argued treat nonparticipation by low-income students for economic reasons
was apparently not a problem. In support of this thesis, respondents offered the
following arguments regarding (a) actual costs, (b) financial aid, (c) student
motivation, and (d) locally generated scholarships:

(a) Actual Costs: Costs of living abroad are typically less than costs for
living in the vicinity of the community college in California,
sometimes even enough less to make up for the costs of
transportation as well. For example,

Cost of 3 Week Program in Mexico with Airfare -- $750

Cost of 3 Weeks residing near Palomar Community College -- $650.

Community college study-abroad programs are the most economical
to be found. Travel arrangements are put out to bid to assure that
the least expensive arrangements are made and colleges, unlike
tour packages, can arrange for students to stay in private homes on
an exchange basis. While these economies might not make foreign
study possible for all students, they still bring it within the reach of
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many typical community college students of modest means who
would otherwise never be able to afford such an opportunity.

(b) Financial Aid: Students receiving financial aid here while taking a
full load of credit courses abroad, do, of course, still receive that aid.
Since it is no more than they would otherwise receive, on the other
hand, it does not negatively impact financial aid programs. The
credits earned are applicable toward a degree and cost the taxpayer
nothing more than normal ADA plus the financial aid that would
have been provided to these students anyway.

(c) Student Motivation: With enough lead time and enough motigation,
even poor students can usually save enough out of money they would
otherwise spend on recreation to make up at least some of the
differences which exist between program costs and what would be
their usual school and living costs for that same period.

(d) Locally Generated Scholarships: Modest scholarship aid can help
make up these differences and create an incentive for those students
willing to save part of their own expenses. City College of San
Francisco, for example, held fund raisers to raise $6500, enough to
give needy students a stipend of $250 each toward their
participation in study-abroad programs whose total costs were
between $2500 and $3500 for a semester abroad.

Analysts of Respondents' Arguments Regarding Low-Income Participation

The table below (from the study originally done at the Board's request) shows that
less than 10% of those participating in study abroad programs in 1985-86 were
receiving financial aid.

These figures suggest that not as many low-income students as could be or should be
are in fact participating in study-abroad programs.

One explanation of this low participation may be that for low-income students, the
economic facts to be accounted for are not only the out-of-pocket expenses. For such
students who live at home, for example, and are not actually paying the full costs of'
housing and food, the actual costs of a trip abroad could well be prohibit've. Such
students may also have jobs they cannot afford to give up in order to be away for an
entire semester.

Another explanation offered by some respondents for the low participation by
minority and low-income students in study-abroad programs is that it is not so much
a matter of expense -- since there are ways around that problem -- but simply lack of
interest. Many low-income community college students, these respondents argue,
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Courses Offered Abroad
Fall 1985 through Summer 1986

CATEGORY

NUMBER OF
STUDENTS

NUMBER OF COURSES

Total*
Fall
1985

Spring
1986

Summer
1986

Inde-
pen-
dent

Study

Transfer
Pre-

Requisites?
Total

Receiving
Financial

Aid UC CSU Yes No
CreJit
Community
Services
Totals

1,963

2,293

134

134

194

17

211

62

2

64

55

2

57

77

13

90

39

39

159

159

164

164

126

126

49

49
NOTE: Figures are based on information recieved from a telephone survey of 43 colleges believed to

be offering courses abroad:

12 colleges reported no courses abroad
2f,' colleges reported offering credit courss abroad (4 of these colleges also offer community

services courses)
7 colleges offer community services courses abroad (3 of these colleges offer only community

services courses)

Difference in total number of credit courses on Tables A and B is due to some language courses
being offered in more than one term. A multiple count of those courses is shown on Table B.

have hardly been out of their own towns, let alone out of the country, and perceive
little need to do so. They and their families share the perception of many other
Californians that study abroad is at best a luxury, a bit of icing applied to the "real"
work of a college education by those families who have money to waste.

If these respondents are correct, and if such disinterest in foreign affairs could in fact
handicap low-income students, a study of ways to overcome this disinterest should be
undertaken. In any case, if international study programs are indeed embaced
wholeheartedly by the community colleges as appropriate to their function,
considerable effort should be put into determining whether in fact low-income
students do participate less often in study-abroad programs and, if so, for what
reasons.

Legitimacy

If, as some have noted, foreign tours abound, provided by travel agents everywhere,
why should community colleges get into the business? Moreover, since four-year
colleges typically provide Junior Year Abroad Programs, serious students can sign
up for such programs when they are mature and have adequately prepared
themselves to fully appreciate another culture through their lower division studies,
why again should community colleges become involved?

The question comes down to whether study-abroad and other programs aimed at
giving students an "international" -- or a 'Pacific Rim" -- orientation are appropriate
to the community colleges at all and, if so, whether they have a central or merely
peripheral place there.
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A number of respondents were ardent advocates of study-abroad programs. Indeed,
one college president, D.. James Hardt, President of Hartnell College in Salinas, has
made a point of using discretionary funds (owned by the college from the sale of land)
to send underprivileged Hartnell students to Japan and China, convinced that
community college students, and low-income students in particular, are those who
most need to glimpse the opportunities this larger world offers.

Those who share his view argue that -- whatever the risk of elitism in providing
inexpensive study-abroad programs in the community colleges -- it is nothing
compared to the elitism of restricting study-abroad programs to four-year colleges,
colleges most low-income students will never see, except possibly in night school.

Meanwhile, many other community colleges have been hesitant to support study-
abroad programs at all, fearing legal charges of discrimination, or subsequent
repudiation at the state level for expending ADA on programs not clearly a
legitimate part of the community college mission.

Study Abroad: Conclusions

Regional studies and foreign studies support each other. Certainly, any student
willing to devotee the time to specializing in regional studies on campus should have
the opportunity to visit that country and. should be given priority in receiving
scholarship aid to do so,.where necessary.

Study-abroad programs also possess value for nonspecialists -- if these programs are
properly handled. First-hand experience with another culture accomplishes so much
'of what higher education is supposed to bring about: it creates, at once, an
appreciation for the great differences and the great similarities between people and
for the real strengths, and the real shortcomings, of our own way of life. Newspapers
suddenly make more sense. Differences between foreign and domestic markets and
different customs for going business and makingcontracts come alive. The energy
and effort libling up in other economies, and the challenges and opportunities such
energy and effort represent, is brought home dramatically. What students began by
"taking for granted," they will never quite take for granted again. But, if such
programs are to have their intended impact, all colleges must adhere to certain
policies and procedures. (See Recommendation #3, p. 15).
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Issue 1:

The Need for Pacific Rim Specialists

Note: Respondents were not sure which of the following three things were
meant by "Pacific Rim specialist": (a) academic specialists, i.e., scholars,
researchers, instructors, and other resource persons with special
knowledge of one or more Pacific Rim countries, working primarily out of
an academic environment. ( b) students, completing baccalaureate majors
and/or graduate programs in Pacific Rim or Regional Studies; or (c)
professionals in other fields, e.g. business, law, etc., working in a
nonacademic environment, who possess or acquire special knowledge of
one or more Pacific Rim countries.

Summary of Respondents' Comments and Analysis

(a) Academic specialists would certainly be needed in abundance if the suggestions
for staff development and curricular changes outlined earlier in this report
were to be carried out. Precisely what kinds and in what numbers cannot be -

determined until the plans for such programs have been worked out in more
detail. All respondents commented, however, that it would be important for
any such specialists to be physically available to practitioners. They would
prefer to see them campus-based, but would at least insist upon such specialists
coining out regularly to local campuses and communities, where their special
knowledge could be communicated to the many people in need of it.

Several respondents also stressed that what is important may not be so much a
matter of creating new specialists, but rather of making better use of existing
ones. Respondents typically felt that there was already an abundance of
persons knowledgeable about Pacific Rim countries available among' faculty
and community contacts. Thus, if "resource people" (instructors, workshop
leaders and the like) were needed, the first priority would be to identify,
coordinate, and financially support existing personnel, who already have
Pacific Rim expertise, to carry out these resource functions, and then to develop
additional specialists where they were needed. (See also The Future of the
Pacific Rim is Now, p. 32.)

Several respondents also pointed out that what might be called "natural"
specialists are also available on most campuses. Foreign students, immigrants,
and first-generation students of Pacific Rim origin are an especially abundant
resource in the community colleges since most minority students come there
first for college.

The numbers of students potentially available to provide vari,us kinds of
specialized knowledge and skills, based upon their own national origin, is
suggested by the data in the table belo':. (These figures are taken from the
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1986 data base, Student Profiles, maintained by the Chancellor's Office of the
California Community Colleges. It categorizes students who graduated from a
foreign high school according to their country, citizenship, and type of visa.)

3s
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a
Pacific Rim Students

Enrolled in California Community Colleges in 1986
Who are Graduates of Foreign High Schools

U. S. Citizen Immigrant Foreign Student
East Asian

China 135 500 187
Hong Kong 326 982 294
Japan 461 316 478
Korea (North) 28 62 17
Singapore 25 23 78
Taiwan 326 982 294

Total 1,056 2,457 294
Total East Asian Students: um

U. S. Citizen Immigrant Foreign Student
Southeast Asia

Brunei 0 1 0
Campuchea 28 240 174
East Malaysia 1 3 2
Indonesia 105 99 432
Malaya 15 16 18
New Guinea 5 0 0
North Vietnam 74 340 299
South Vietnam 604 3,080 1,524
Thailand 54 139 55
West Malaysia 10 23 59

lOral 896 3,941 2,563

U. S. Citizen

Total Southeast Asia

Immigrant

Students: 7.400

Foreign Student
Commonwealth

Australia
Canada
New Zealand

57
539
26

73
525

41

15
177

15
Total 622 -639 207

Total Commonwealth Students: 1.468
U. S. Citizen Immigrant Foreign Student

Latin American
CgiIe 53 14
Colombia 108 233 23
Costa Rica 44 59 8
Ecuador 54 100 13
El Salvador 93 333 68
Guatamala 47 118 23
I Ionduras 14 31
Mexico 680 1,317 202
Nicaragua 64 145 49
Panama 63 48 6
Peru 148 255 45

Total 1,368 2,718 458
Total Latin American Students: 4.544

U. S. Citizen Immigrant Foreign Student
Philip a Ines

tppines

U. S. Citizen

Total Philippine Students: 4.327

Immigrant Foreign Student
U.S.S.R.

L .S.S.R. 28 106 12
Total U.S.S.R. Students: 146

Total Pacific Rim Students or U.S. Citizens with Pacific Rim Experience: 22,918
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(b) Students enrolled to Pacific Rim specialties -- Increasing the number of a
students who specialize in Pacific; Rim studies would seem to be one of the W
objectives of many of the proposed expansions in Pacific Rim programs.
Certainly attracting more students into such specialties could be an expected
result of including a Pacific Rim component in the general education and
survey courses that all lower division students take. (See Answers to Issue #3,
"Program Changes," p. 8.)

Nonetheless, in the near future at least, we must be cautious about
encouraging young students who lack other career skills to major in such fields,
unless they are expect eventually to do advanced academic work or research in
the area (and even then we must be careful that what will probably remain a
relatively limited labor market is not quickly inundated with capable young
experts).

On the other hand, to provide a Pacific Rim orientation to those preparing for
other occupations would seem a highly desirable way to strengthen the
preparation of young Californians. Special study of a Pacific Rim language and
culture with, for example, study-aoroad experience -- as an adjunct to some
other major -- could do much to enhance a student's career.

In particular, minority students of Pacific Rim origins might be encouraged to
develop an adjunct specialty in their own culture. Indeed, part of higher
education's responsibility to immigrants is to encourage them not only to share
their cultures with other Californians, but to deepen and systematize their own
knowledge of those cultures.

Ironically, there is sometime a tendency in areas heavily settled by immigrants
to assume that the "culture influence" is already there and will be transmitted
somehow "naturally" -- so that there really is no need for special educational
efforts to maintain it. But, on the contrary, with some: aotable exceptions, the
history of the "melting pot" has been the history of lost traditions, an occasional
"deli" notwithstanding. It is as important for Pacific Rim immigrants to be
given the opportunity to gain a deep and systematic introduction to the history,
philosophy, art etc., of their own traditional backgrounds as it ever was for
those of European descent to study such from their own heritage.

It should be kept firmly in mind that minority students know no more about
each other's cultures than European-Americans know, so that the learning and
sharing must be on all sides. Not only "white Anglos," but also Hispanic
students -- and Vietnamese students -- should be encouraged to explore China,
Japan and Canada and all the Pacific Rim regions.

In working with students of Pacific Rim background, however, nothing should
be taken for granted; none of it is simple. For example, several Southeast
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Asian students, informally interviewed for this study, have insisted that it is
"comnon knowledge" that "Ifyou are not white, there is no point at all in going
into international studies or international business, because you don't have a
chance!" Why not? "Because, it's a hard field anyway -- there are no ,obs, and if
they do hire someone ro 'ronresent America' they want them to be 'really
American.."

Clearly, this statement and others like it bear close study. If this is a
widespread sentiment among students, but is not a true representation of
hiring practices, then students must be made aware of the truth. If it is a true
statement, then we have a different, and quite urgent, job of education to
undertake -- the job of educating California businesses regarding the great
resource of talent in dealing with potential trading partners that could be
theirs for the asking if theyhired minorities with multi-cultural expertise.

In our new immigration, California has gained an enormous economic
advantage in its ability to work with Pacific Rim companies; yet we could
throw that advantage away -- and throw away some lives with it. To assure the
maximum opportunity to immigrants, and increase the economic prospects of
the state, we must make a sustained and systematic effort to research the job
markets and recruit minority students into opportunities where their
backgrounds will prove a partiamlar asset.

(c) Professionals with Pacific Rim expertise -- One college administrator made 9.
comment consistent with the students' views quoted above. "International
studies," he claimed, "is a dead end for the inexperienced." He stressed that
there is a difference between providing specialized training in Pacific Rim
studies to young, "traditional" students who will be venturing into the job
market for the first time, and providing it to experienced e.aployees.

Employers who are dealing* with companies abroad, or with foreign-run
companies considering locating it lifornia, would prefer to use mature and
trusted employees in these tra4sev..ons. On the other hand, such employees
may not be otherwise well prepared for working with citizens of another
country. is in such situations -- occurring with increasing frequency in
California -- that specialized training in international business and in the
language, history, culture, laws, and consumer preferences of other countries is
sought out.

The question of how best to provid this supplementary training and create the
in-house "Pacific Rim Specialists needed by California business should be
carefully studied. Each segment has a contribution to make, but without some
coordination there is at least a possibility that each segment will leap to the
same opportunities, duplicating services unnecessarily and distorting their
respective mission .. But there is also the danger that such opportunities will
be lost altogether if the segments simply avoid risk and restrict themselves to
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past commitments. Such decisions must, finally, be based upon a careful re-
examination of the rapidly changing market for higher education and a
subsequent rethinking of the proper roles of each of the segments responding to
it.



Issue 2:

The Need for Exchanges between Scholars

Note: Respondents viewed this subject as applying broadly to any
exchanges among experts of various sorts associated with postsecondary
education, rather than as limited to "scholars" per se.

Summary of Respondents' Comments and Analysis

Such exchanges were welcomed universally Pnd without qualification. Respondents
who had themselves visited, studied, or taught in Pacific Rim countries consistently
noted the "hunger" for expertise on the part' of leaders and teachers in these
countries.

One respondent quoted a Chinese colleague who had said, "There is a new
Renaissance coming, one that will revitalize all of use like the earlier Renaissance
revitalized medieval Europe. It is the meeting of the East and the West, the blending of
two cultures." The dean who quoted this statement went on to say, "..When you are
there, in Asia, you can just feel the energy. It crackles. You need to experience it first
hand to understand what is happening there."

Many Pacific Rim countries are struggling with the need to rapidly educate large
numbers of people in high technology as quickly as possible; thus, they particularly
welcome exchanges with administrators and instructors from the California
Community Colleges, since it is our system in particular that they perceive as a
model for ?roviding technical expertise economically and effectively to large
numbers.

Several respondents pointed out that some countries are so anxious to gain the
expertise of community college faculty that they will pay their way there. Orange
Coast College, for example, under a bilateral agreement, sent a team ofsix faculty to
Taiwan for three weeks in the summer of 1986 to provide a series of workshops on
Computer-Aided Design and Industrial Computer Applications, courtesy of Taiwan.
To take full advantage of such opportunities, however, requires considerable staff
time and thus, probably, some supplementary funding; however, such funding could
have great leverage. It could generate no- or low-cost experiences abroad that are
much needed by California faculty.

It proves more difficult, on the other hand, to bring foreign faculty here, since they
ar3 unable to live in this country on the salaries their colleges can provide. In one
California community college the nursing faculty brought a group of Chinese nurses
there for a summer at considerable personal sacrifice. The California faculty raised
the money on their own, through volunteer activities.
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Despite so much interest in the community colleges from contacts abroad, however,
respondents kept pointing out that here in California, when policy affecting faculty
travel is considered, the community colleges are rarely considered. Neither funds
nor much in the way of moral support exist for travel or teaching abroad by
community college faculty. Most of those who have gone have done so at their own
expense, or under the auspices of the countries they visited, or with an exchange
program like the Fulbright. Respondents thus strongly recommended that if
"scholarly exchanges" are to be supported, some financial support should be
designated specifically for community colleges.

Analysis of Respondents' Comments Regarding Scholarly Exchanges

Providing first-hand experiences with.other cultures for faculty is of unquestionable
value. Indeed, the only objection that could be raised is whether by using American
faculty to provide technical assistance to Pacific Rim countries, we are "giving away"
the technical secrets that could otherwise maintain our competitive edge. Most
respondents admitted such a possibility but felt that whatever such drawbacks
might be, they could be more than compensate4 by the new possibilities of
cooperation and trade such exchanges opened up. They also stressed the possibility
that such exchanges could help reduce poverty in tho,3e countries and might even
slightly increase the prospects of world peace.

Careful analysis of the costs and benefits to the community colleges of such
exchanges needs to be done. Such an analysis would also identify the issues
involved in assuring equitable acmiti to these opportunities to community college
faculty around the stagy
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Issue 4:

The Need for Computerized Information Exchanges

Summary of Respondents' Comments and Analysis

Development of a data base and distribution system as outlined in the CSU report,
The Future of the Pacific Rim is Now, Ch. VIII, is essential. In each region, all
nearby community colleges could be l poked into the closest CSU campus. Such an
arrangement would be essential to enable the community colleges to fulfill the
functions mentioned elsewhere in this study. The computer network would also
enhance the ability of the CSU colleges to effectively deliver what they develop.

While those queried were highly supportive of such a linkup, they were also taken
aback by the question. It was hard for them to think seriously about hooking up half
way around the world when they haven't been given the resources necessary to hook
up with their nearest neighbors. The community colleges cannot even communicate
with each other, let alone with the other segments.

Several respondents felt that satellite dishes might be a more immediate and less
expensive option. Such dishes could be used not cnly to broadcast programs directly
from Pacific Rim countries into classes in foreign languages, history, business,
political science, art, etc., but could be set up for teleconferences. Many s' dents
could then talk directly to students from other countries, thus experiencing first
hand the "reality" of these cultures. Faculty could consult with each other, and
technical information could be readily exchanged.

Respondents closely involved with the business community noted that, in addition to
!ts instructional uses, this equipment could be used to provide local businesses with
sorely needed information at costs very low to business but sufficient to make the
whole system self-supporting.

Analysis of Respondents' Comments Regarding Computerized Information
Exchanges

Computer links and telecommunications are essential to the effective dissemination
of timely information but equipment alone will not create service. Appropriate
structures would need to be designed, and the training and staffing necessary would
have to be provided for. Use of new technology does not come easily to most people,
particularly in nontechnical fields. Staff development programs would thus be
essential to actually realizing the potential of the equipment.

The extent of the vario,:s intended uses would have to be carefully planned for to
assure that the systems purchased were adequate. In such planning, it is important
that business and other "practical" uses not completely usurp the equipment,



thcreby closing out the "merely" educational purposes of increasing cultural
awareness for students. It is essential that all these uses be adequately taken into All
account in planning the initial structure of the system.

4 6
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Issue 5:

The Need for Pacific Rim Centers

Note: Respondents were uncertain whether the question referred to the
development of one center to serve California and the Pacific Rim as a
whole; or whether it referred to the concept of Pacific Rim Centers to be
located where needea; or whether it referred to centers :or specific countries
or regions on the Pacific Rim (e.g. "Far East Center" or "Center for Filipino
Studies").

Summary of Respondents' Comments and Analysis

The most universal concern expressed by respondents discussing this option was that
such a center not be isolated from the community colleges and the local regions
where the expertise was needed. All felt that there should be at least two such
centers, one north and one south. And all felt that the center should be designed to
facilitate rapid dissemination, or it would be of little use. Some flatly preferred that
each campus or at least each region have its own center, depending again upon
just what was intended.

Analysis of Respondents' Comments

Review of the answers suggests that in fact several kinds of centers are needed. On
the one hand, there is a need for one or two strong Pacific Rim Centers specifically set
aside for research, scholarly exchanges, data base maintenance, resource'
distribution, and publication. Here, centralization would permit the consolidation of
scarce resources and the cross-fertilization of ideas. On the other hand, for some of
the other essential functions )f a "center," a decentralized structure would be
essential. The more dispersed centers could sponsor conferences, host foreign guests,
and provide fbr the professional development of teachers e every level (including
postsecondary).

Exactly how such a center or centers should be set up and funded and specifically
what the priorities and requirements should be would best be determined after some
of the other questions raised in previous sections of the 3 report have 'nen answered.

Such centers should certainly encourage original research and scholarship, but to
assure that the many pressing issues facing California are not lost sight of, they
should be set up to facilitate constant exchanges between researchers and
practitioners. Those concerned primarily with practice, (e.g. policy makers, business
leaders, educators, and agriculturalists) should have an ongoing opportunity to help
define issues meriting investigation. On the other hand, even while res .archers are
made aware of practical concerns through frequent exchanges with these parties,
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they should still be buffered from too narrow a concern with immediate practical
results.

Rather than distort the research effort itself with premature demands for
practicality, what should be provided are supplementary structures designated to
readily "translate" findings. These supplementary structures could facilitate the
development and dissemination of practical applications. They would be staffed by
those prepared to understand scholarly studies and to explain their practical
implications to the larger public, including local business leaders and school
teachers.

Strong Resource Centers were regarded as so essential that without them any
effective response to the need to increase knowledge of the Pacific Rim was tho,ight
to be inconceivable. But their impact would be effective only if they were designed
with a strong commitment to development and dissemination.

In general, it appears the UC system would be the best suited for supporting original
research and maintaining rare primary sources for housing a "Primary Resource
Center."

The CSU system could provide several "Instructional Resource Centers," devoted to
developing curricula and materials embodying the research from the UC centers and
providing appropriate baccalaureate, master's and postgraduate certificate
programs, as well as in-service programs for teachers (K-postsecondary). CSU would
also seem the logical place to establish and maintain a current data base and to
distribute publications, etc. (See CSU's Pacific Rim Report, The Future of the Pacific
Rim is Now, Ch. VIII, pages 27-30.)

Finally, the community colleges, with their wide geographic dispersion, their history
of close ties with the industries in their districts, and thf 47 established role in
occupational training and employer-based training, would be the logical prices to
house "Dissemination and Development Centers." The immediate value of such
local centers to the community and to industry might, in fact, turn out to be so
evident that they could in time become largely self-supporting.

Several states have already taken steps to involve their community college systems
in such local dissemination efforts. As has been mentioned earlier, these states have
started by combining the efforts of their community college systems, their
departments of commerce, and their governors' offices to aggressively attract
industry to their communities. On the basis of this str ng partnership, these states
have then been able to make promises to companies interested in relocating into
their state, that they could provide them on-going training, at public exp,ise, for
both relocated and locally hired ersonnel.
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Some California community colleges, sensitive to the economic development needs of
their communities, have emulated these state-industry partnerships in their local
communities by starting Pacific Rim institutes.

Examples of"Deuelopment and Dissemination Centers" for international trade:

Oxnard -- World Trade Institute

The Institute is an adjunct of the newly formed Oxnard World Trade Center
and coordinates effor' 3 of Oxnard Community College, the local state college,
and private alleges to jointly provide:

training in the use of the World Trade Center Network, a data-base
system that provides 'information on international business for local
companies;

workshops and seminars for college credit leading to a Certificate in
International Trade;

links with local ethnic organizations to encourage trade relations with
Pacific Rim countries.

Vista -- International Trade Institute

The Trade Institute offers credit courses geared to local small business owners
and managers leading to a certificate in international trade. Courses include:
Careers in International Trade, International Trade Procedures, International
Marketing, International Letters of Credit, Introduction to Import/Export
Business, and the Basics of Exporting to Developing Countries, Foreign
Nations and Cultures, Japanese, and Spanish. The language laboratory
provides self-paced courses in Chinese, Japanese, and Korean. They also offer
community service seminars and televised programs.

Orange Coast -- Pacific Rim Academy

The Academy offers contract courses and fee-based seminars aimed at four
groups:

immigrants settling in Orange County
those working with expatriates of Pacific Rim countries
those developing cross-cultural business opportunities
investors and users of capital.



Coastline -- VI orld Trade Center

The Center is part of a joint venture with the Orange County World Trade III
Association. Coastline College provides the training that companies working
through the Trade Center require.

Role of Community Colleges in Economic Development

Michael Crow, a professor of Asian history and now Director of the Coastline Pacific
Academy, argues that the community colleges have an essential function to perform
in strengthening California's economic ties with the Pacific Rim, since it has always
been part of their function to research job markets, establish industry advisory
councils, and work closely with local chambers of commerce to determine as precisely
as-possible the training needs of Their- particular communities. They can respond
quickly and flexibly to the needs of local businesses trying to master the new skills
necessary to work with customers and partners across the sea. And with no
distortion of their function, they can join hands with local chambers and the state
Department of Commerce to offer the training necessary to attract Pacific Rim
companies to locate in California.

In this vein, the Chancellor's Office of the California Community Colleges recently
entered into an interagency agreement with the state Department of Commerce to
improve access to education, training and related services for California's business
and industry. Among many other things, it states that, upon request, the
Chancellor's Office will provide to the Department of Commerce a letter of
commitment describing training services and resources available to specific
companies considering locating in California.

Conclusions: Pacific Rim Centers

As the importance of local Pacific Rim centers to economic development become
manifest, there is good reason to anticipate adequate funding to do the job -- funding
not only from the public sector, but also (and especially) from the private sector as
well. Michael Crow has urged the state to create a revolving fund to provide "seed
money" to set up contract-based programs. He has argued that such programs could
become self-supporting within a few years, at which time the initial start-up money
could be returned to the revolving fund to make more money available to other
community colleges, trade centers, etc.

There is no question that if California is to remain competitive, it must have a way to
constantly upgrade the skills of those already employed, particularly the unusual
skills required for working with companies halfway around the world. It is also
obvious that California must, be able to offer Pacific Rim companies interested in
1,3eating here as "sweet a deal" as can Florida and Arkansas and North Carolina.
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Such a use of the community colleges is a further development of a function they
have come to fulfill with amazing success over the years.

The need to keep updating the skills of our labor force in response to constantly
changing technology and industry is not a need that was accounted for in the
original Master Plan (1960), since the need was barely perceived at that time. Thus
it was not assigned to any segment. The vocational functions of the community
colleges, however, and their ability to respond rapidly to the needs of their local
communities, have over the past few decades pulled them into a variety of efforts to
meet this need. In doing so, the community colleges have, if inadvertantly, helped to
fuel the amazing economic growth of California during these same decades.

They did so specifically by fulfilling the crucial function of not only preparing first-
time workers for a vocation, but by updating and shifting the skills of experienced
workers to keep them abreast of constant technological change. Moreover, by
working closelty with small business owners and with local chambers of commerce,
they have not only prepared people for existing jobs but have helped to create new
ones.

As the current efforts to clarify the roles of the community colleges proceed, and as
questionable extensions of functions are pruned, it is important that this essential --
even if originally unanticipated -- function not be accitleatally eliminated.

If the proposed research-oriented Pacific Rim Centers are established, their positive
impact upon our future could be assured by taking advantage of the voce tioval
training aspect of the community colleges. With the community colleges acting as
satellite centers, all that is gained in the research centers could be transmitted
quickly, in usable form, to the citizens of California to be used to support continued
economic growth.

In acknowledging and affirming this expansion of the mission of the California
community colleges, we must proceed with care. In particular, we must urge that
colleges, in working with Trade Centers and in responding to the immediate
requirements of rapidly changing technology and highly competitive industry, must
be especially careful to continue to maintain control over course objectives, course
content, and course standards. Moreover, in exercising that control, instructors
must be alert to the natural, though rarely intended, possibility that courses taught
under contractcould skirt issues that might prove uncomfortable to the client. Or
such courses may deal so narrowly with the immediate applications of subjects that
the opportunity to realize the linger term benefits of education -- as opposed to mere
training -- will be lost. On the other hand, if instructors do remain alert to this
danger, there should be little problem, since companies contracting with community
colleges usually want both the broad global perspective and the critical perspectives
colleges bring. Indeed, that is one reason they would buy Pacific Rim courses from a
college -- rather than from a training consultant.
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FINAL STATEMENT

The need for the rapid development of programs to increase 'Pacific Rim awareness"
and the appropriateness of using the community colleges to fulfill several key
functions in this effort, especially through centers designed for that purpose, can
hardly be questioned. Indeed, without an increased Pacific Rim awareness across
the population as a whole, few of the other proposed programs will have much chance
of success. Any effort to gain public support for legislative initiatives in this area, or
to get large numbers of students to major in Pacific Rim studies, etc., will fail unless
the public at large recognizes the importance of these efforts. The community
colleges are especially well suited to educate the public regarding the importance of
teh Pacific Rim economies and cultures.

Nonetheless, as the 'Pacific Century" dawns we must proceed with caution as well as
urgency: urgency because the stakes in economic prosperity, domestic stability, and
world peace are so high -- and are being won and lost with such great rapidity;
caution, because in responding to the urgent demands of the 21st Century, we do not
want to lose what has been of great value in our past.

In short, we must find ways to enrich our intellectual tradition and participate fully
in that explosion of possibilities that is the "new Renaissance," the coming together
of East and West. We must remain in the forefront of new technology, working very
closely with business and industry. But, in using the community colleges to do these
things, we must never lose that core of intellectual integrity, that independence of
thought and breadth of perspective that has been the legacy of education- to
democracy -- and to economic development as well!
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APPENDIX A

a A ppen,d ix Assembly Cnnourrent 1?esnlution R2 (1986)

Assembly Concurrent Ilesolution No. 82

RESOLUTION CHAPTER 112

Assembly Concurrent Resolution No. 82Relative to international
studies.

(Filed with Secretary of State September S. 1986.1

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

ACE 82, Hayden, University of California:. Pacific Rim studies.
Tlui measure would request the Regents of the University of

California, the Trustees of the California State University, and the
Board of Governors of the California Community Colleges, to
ceaduct a study of, and report to the California Postsecondary
Education Commission on. the role of the respective institutions and
particular campuses in meeting the needs of the state in furthering
its economic position and leadership within the Pacific Rim region
and in carrying out its responsibilities to k.unigrants of Pacific Rim
countries.

The measure would request the California Postserondary
Education Commissica to review the reports, compile them, and
make recommendations to the Legislature and Governor not later
than July 1. 1987. ,.. .

WHEREAS, The area known as the Pacific Rim, including all those
states and nations bordering on both sides of the Pacific Ocean,
comprises 60 percent of the world's population and has a combined
economy of greater than three trillion dollars ($3,000,000,000,000),
which is growing by three billion dollars ($3,000,000,000) a weelc; and

WHEREAS, Economic trade between California and other
tountrits is the Pacific Rim totaled over sixty-seven billion dollars
(587,300,000,000) in 1984 and is expected to continue to grow into the
forsemble future; and

WHEREAS, Four out of every five new American jobs depend on
exports, and in Cilifornia, one in 10 jobs is in the unporti export
business, and this figure is even higher in the technology-based
industries; and

WHEREAS, California is situated by virtue of its get/yr:lolly.
economy, history. and character on this rim of opportunity ..act 'n
a position to provide economic and technological leadership in this
dynamic region; and

WHEREAS, California currently receives some 30 percent of the
immigrants from Pacific Basin countries leading to the increabed
internationalization of California, which will create new challenges
for the educational and economic system: and

WHEREAS, Continued economic growth depends upon .in
educated work force and business, political, and community ieutier.,
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Attuned to the realities of other Pacific Rim countries: and
WHEREAS, For California to prepare for the future within an

internationalized economy, it is possible that more students will neea
to be educated in the business, political science, sociology. history.
language, religion.. economics, and culture of other Pacific Rim
countries; and

WHEREAS, The three public sepments of postsecondary
education in California provide a broad spectrum of distinguished
*research and educational offerings and exchange programs
pertaining to the Pacific Rim countries and regions within the Pacific
Rim; now, therefore, be it

Resolved by the Assembly of the State of California, the Senate
thereof CCZICUtrin& That the Regeots.of the University of California.
the Trustees of tl,e California State University and the Board of
Governors dein California Conununity Colleges are each requested
to conduct a study of the role of the respective institutions and
*titular campuses L meeting the needs Of the state in furthering
its economic position and leadership within the Pacific Rim region
utd in carr, rig out its responsibilities to immigrants of Pacific Rim
counties, including, but not limited to, an assessment or the need for
all cf the following:

(i) Pacific Rim speciali-
(2) Increased interchange among scholars in countries of the

Pacific Rim.
(3) Changes in r- nt educational program offerings and

exchange programs t nag on Pacific Rim studies.
(4) Enhancing the exchange of information and ideas through

Unproved computer communication systems between University of
California. California State University, and community college
campuses and university and college campuses in other Pacific Rim
countries,

(3) Esublishment of a Center for Pf...rific Rim Studies, to fulfill
research and public service functions pertaining to the Pacific Rim
area and be it further

Resolved, That the Regents of the University of California. the
Trustees of the California State University, and the Board of
Governor. .he California Community Colleges are requested. to
report to Lair California Postsecondary Education Commission on or
be -re March L. 1987. on the above-mentioned requests: and be it
further

Resolved, That the California Postsecondary Education
Commission is requested to I...view these reports. compile them. and
m.ake recommendations to the Legislature and Governor not later
than July 1987; and be it further

Resolvers, That the Chief Clerk of the Assembly t-ansrnit a copy of
this resolution to the Prezident of, and the Regents of. the University
of California. the Chancellor of, and the Trustees of, the California
State University, and the Chancellor of, and the Board of Governors

tee CalCorma Cornintn::ty Colleges.
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ACR 82

Interview Questions*
and

List of Respondents

Respondents

Angelo Carli, Dean, Community Education
Michael Crow, Director, Pacific Rim Academy
Donald Culton, Executive Director, California Consortium
of Community Colleges

William Fedderson, Superintendent/President
Dr. James Hardt, Superintendent/President
Larry Hendrick, Assistant Dean, Humanities/Fine Arts
Jody Hoy, French Professor
Sue Light, Head of International Studies

Ernest Matlock, Asst. Supt./Vice President of Instruction
John Romo, Vice President, Academic Affairs

Henry Schott, Department Chair/Instructor for Biology

Interview Questions

Part One

APPENDIX

Palomar College
Orange Coast College
LA-CCD

Napa College
Hartnell College
Sacramento City College
Irvine Valley College
San Francisco City College
E-tte College
Santa Barbara City College
Merritt College

a. What ..xisting programs and policies do you have at your college, in both ADA and
Community Service, that are related to the Pacific Rim including: World Trade or
International Business Institutes or Pacific Rim Centers, etc. foreign exchange or
study abroad programs, scholarly exchanges, telecommunications?

b. What other programs of these types are you aware of in the Community Colleges in
California?

c. What do you regard as the most important issues to be addressed in strengthening
economic and cultural ties with these countries? In particular, what do you see as
the role of the ccmmunity college-; in general, and/or your own college in particular
in addressing these issues?

d. What resources are available now at your institution that could be better used?
What state-wide policies or programs would facilitate such uses? What additional
resources would be needed?

e. In your experience, are there any barriers, problematic policies, practices, or
attitude' that do or would get in the way of such use of resources?

Part Two

"What do you think are the needs of the Community Colleges -if they are to exp-nd Pacific
Rim offerings of each of the following:

O1. Pacific Rim Specialists
2. Scholarly exchanges
3. Program changes
4. Computer exchanges and information with Pacific Rim Colleges
5. A Pacific Rim Center

5
* Each interview lasted approximately one hour and occurred between Feb. 15 and March 10 1987.
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PACIFIC RIM ACADEMY

2701 Fairview Road, P.G. Box 5005. Costa Mesa, CA 92623-0120 (714) 432-0202

APPENDIX C

Dr Donald R Bronsard. President

23 February 1987

Dr. N,ncy Glock
Chancellor's Office
COMMUNITY COLLEGES OF CALIFORNIA
1107 9th Street, 4th Floor
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear Dr. Glock:

RECEIVED
Cili!`crn:t

Please include Orange Coast College's new Pacific Rim Academy among your
discussions with members of the Chancellor's office and the Legislature.

Founded Summer, 1986 by the Coast Community College District, the Pacific
Rim Academy was designed as a separate instructional unit to provide non-
credit, cross-cultural contract training programs to the region's business
and industry. The Academy was provided seed money for a year's operation;
subsequently, the Academy is expected to be self-sustaining. In effect,
the Academy functions much like a Community Service operation, except that
it tailor makes programs to specific order rather than mass marketing
general programs to ir.flviduals in the community.

We have made significant strides since September. Now underway, for
example, is a contract with a $70 milliiln/year manufacturing company to
teach its senior exec ive staff Japanese language and culture. 25% of
this firm's sales are in Japan and it has a joint-venture operation there.
The firm's staff meets with our trainers each Saturday morning (8-12) and
is learning Japanese. Plans are developing to expand the training to
include junior members of the company.

Additionally, we have developed a weekly Symposium program which pulls
together world-class experts ti discuss in panel format an issue;
subsequently, the experts are available for consultation by our audience
members. The Symposiums differ from typical community service lecture
series by providing several experts together for both presentations and
personalized consultation.

In discussing our Pacific Rim Academy with others, there are a number of
attributes which merit emphasis:

1. Self Funding: While the program has been provided with seed-money,
it is soon expected to earn its own way through private sector
contracts and fees. We will be providing community training without'
resort to tax funds; yet we are not developing a host of leisure time
activities such as were the subject of the famous "hit list."

2. Economic Development: As the program matures, we expect f...; attract
overseas' "student-clients" and provide them training in American
business, culture, language, and other experiences. At present, our
efforts are focused upon assisting American nationals become more
competitive in the Pacific Rim nations.

District Board of Trustees

Nancy A roiLlit. Pm.ann
Conrad Nordquist. l'utPrnfino
Sherry L Baum
Walter V Howaid
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Memo to Dr. Glock, 2/23/87 Page 2_

3. lawUyillgatlrajaggi In evaluating the local demography, we found
new training needs. A declining number of local high- school
graduates are joined by an increasing number of persons in their 30Ak
and 40's, persons gainfully employed, frequently holding collW
degrees but requiring re-training or skill development for a changing
business climate. Many are not interested in degree programs and
find it impossible to attend typical college schedules.

4. Efficient/Cost Effective: Using on-site training, the Academy is not
impacting public facilities; it dramatically saves student time while
reducing transportation and parking congestion (by taking training to
the work place). (In the Japanese training program cited above, 15

company executives park in an empty commercial lot rather than crowd
college facilities; two faculty members travel 15 miles to the site
rather than 15 students traveling to the college.]

5. International Tra4e and Balance of Payments: Providing cross-

cultural training to modest-size firms (which characterize local

business) facilitates her international partici-ration. Of some
25,000 Orange County companies with more than 6 employees, only 995
have a staff larger than 100. While larger firms frequently have in-
house training, smaller ones often do not. Yet many small companies
could benefit from international trade if they had the knowledge.
About 65% of the County's manufacturing employees work in firms

employing fewer than 100 persons; they constitute a special "target"
audience of over 335,000 persons who could benefit from our cross-
cultural training programs. Who can estimate the impact this

training might yield for American international trade?

6. N2cessary SUDDOrj: With college budget difficulties, new staff

hiring frozen, -surchasing accounts frozen, etc., pressures mount
daily to close the Academy and return its staff to ADA-supported
teaching. While the Academy has made marked progress in six months,
it will take 18 to 24 months to adequately reach the target audience
with meaningful marketing activities. A revolving state fund from
which the Academy might "borrow" operating costs for 18-24 months
would be most useful. (Alternatively, returning the Academy -taff to
ADA credit instruction will not meet the need of the pa -icular

audience described above, but will simply further the shrinking of
the Community College system.)

7. Practical vs. Theoretical Education: Laudaol.; efforts are underway
to develop graduate programs for the Pacific Rim (eg: U.C. San Diego)
which will benefit California in the long run. maanwhile, a current
need is for practical training for working adults, now. It is urgent

that employed adults have opportunities to upgrade skills for

international competition; failing this, the economy will continue to _

decline under a crushing burden of foreign debt and lost

international markets. Community Colleges are the logical locus for
such an effort at practical client-centered training.

It is my hope that these observations together with the enclosures may be
helpful in your present undertakings. Please call if I can be of further

assistance.

, 1,01Y/
111

Sincerel-,

Michael G. Crow
Director

4s MC/jdh
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ils Overseas Insight
LIM Contract for Specialized Clangs

Sy BILL Buzau. Tim /SW Writer
and the various Pacific islandWhile stuOft a map in en

Orange Come Ulqe classroom
recently. Michael G. Crow had a
complaint.

"This mop cuts off half of the
Pacific Rim" be se ; to a f

college prolellowes-
year.

ORANGE Crow. three-
acoupriv tor of the new

Pacific Rim
Academy at the Costs MOM cop
amity college prefers maps that
show the vast expanse of the
Pacific Ocean and all the n:-'toes
it touches an.

An Asian history professor for
20 yam he now is in the
badness of helping businesses
compete throughout the Pacific's
vast territory.

To do that. the Pacific Rim
Academy is designed to tailor an
education wean for the specif-
ic needs of an individual business.
which would pay a fee for the
service.

The academy. Crow said. is like
any ntrepreneurial operations It
sells a service. He said that whet
the academy negotiates a en-
trant with a company seeking
some fors of education, the eon-
tract will provide for the cost.
overhead and for a small margin
of profit. The profits will go into
the Orange Coast College Foun-
dation. which will use tut money
for scholarships. equipment pur-
chases for the college. instrac-
none improvement and other
academic needs not funded by we
d 'ion. Crow knows that there is
a need for the services his acne-
my offers.

. Basle= la the Pad& She
We had a survey that Picket-

ed there are at least 150 compa-
nies in the county that have
interest in doing liminess with
the Pacific Rim."

Other surveys. by local banks
and industry TO is. have tallied
as many as 1.000 Orange County

Eee cur:ently doing busi-
th Pacific Rim nations -

1y in Japan. Taiwan and
Hong Kong. but Increasingly in
Central and South American
countries that border the Pacific.
as well as in Anintalill. Other
Pacific Rim players include New
Zeeland, Shwa*, Itores. Chios

SmvPs
And that opens up broad vistas

forCrcw.
"Operationally, we will be like

a Vona* ittgandie Crow
mid, "We will look

eeds
at tbe highly

apeckfic training nof our
region's busiessess and Indus-
tries. and we will provide consul-
tants and exports as escswery to
effectively address those needs.

"Far inetaace. 11 local firms
require a clads cane -
nese busbies etiquette.mho
=toms or cminesational Chi-
nese, we will put together train-
ing experiences tailored and
timed specifically for those
nem "

Ns Cleans Tat
The Pacific Rim Academy

opens in September. No made-
to-order dress have been con-
tracted. but Crow said two bin-
news are negotiating Milk the
academy. In October. thseacadi-
re will intensify its marketing

Waiter G. Homed. a trustee of
Coast Community Calk , Dis
tact. winch governs a,nge
Coat College, euneeiVen the Idea
for the academy.

"Community colleges must of-
fer relevant education, and
something like this is relevant to
the needs of thiworld." he said.

Howald. a Newport Beach
lawyer. has several international
clients. He said that in nabs
with these OM% it became
obvious to hint that public educe-
lion in the United States needed
to become more involved in
training people for world trade.

..Americana. including me.
have historically been among the
most provincial people in the
world." amid sakL

the past we could afford to
be But no longer. Now we have
to be international in our think-
ing and in our education." he said.

Crow mid Pacific Rim Acade-
my dosses can be offered at
times and places convenient for
businesses. "We can have classes
here at the cottage or we can go
to their place of beauties. or we
can teach them on the plane as
they fly to Asia." Crow said.

The length and scope of duns

.1111MMIIMNI. WIN.
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Michael G. Crow, director of the now Pacific Rim Academy,
sees a market for the education the academy is offering.

also are subject to the needs of an
individual business. "It can be a
one -on -one for an executive or a
class for a group of salespeople."
Crow said. "Everything is nego-
tiable."

The academy will use many
professors who teach at Orange
Coast and its two sister commu-
nity colleges. Golden West
Huntington Beach and Coastline
in Fountain Valley. he said. And.
in addition to regular faculty, the
academy will broker the services
of international experts who can
teach specific skills.

"For instance." Crow Md. "we
have an rgiert on the subject of
building a hotel in Beijing (Pe-
king!. If some company needs to
know about the red tape involved
in starting a hotel in Beijing. this
is the man who will do the
teaching."

Other subjects are brovier and
more academic, he noted. Many
expanding companies. he said.
will need special courses in lan-
guage. such as Japanese and
Chinese.

But even in the English-
speaking Pacific Rim countries.

such as New Zealand and Aus-
tralia. the liminess customs re-
quire special knowledge. Crow
said. "The academy, for instance.
might offer instruction on what is
the best way to advertise in New
Zealand." be said. "Ads that
appeal to our Southern California
beach culture won't work in New
Zealand."

Crow. 44, a native at Los
Angeles. is completing his Ph.D.
at ".JC Irvine in American-Chi-
nese relations, He has traveled
extensively throughout Asia. and
during his tenure at Orange Coast
he has taught economic history
as well as Allan history.

The academy's start is a mod-
est one, Crow operates from a
temporary. trailer-like building
on the campus.

But Howald is convinced that
the move to tailor coulahauty
college education to the special
needs of Pacific trade is an ids
whose tune has come.

"President Reagan has said we
must expand our trade, and he's
absolutely right." Howald said
"What we're preparing to do is to
export our technical education."
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SERIES I: CAPITAL AND INVESTMENTS
AROUND THE PACIFIC RIM

(Designed for all investors and users of capital.)

Mandl 4 (1) PACIFIC RIM STOCK MARKETS:
Reviewing opp 4.4.unities in Singapore. Hong
Kong. Tokyo, 1 dipei. Seoul, Manila, Australia,
and Bangkok.
*3930.01

(2) ATTRACTING ASIAN CAPITAL:
Strategies for enticing offshore investment.
*3930.02

(3) OVERSEAS PLANTS AND EQUIPMENT:
Prospects and pitfalls of offshore facilities.
*3930.03

(4) TAXES ANO OFFSHORE INVESTMENTS:
Plan to increase yield and profits.
*3930.04

Mardi 11

March 18

March 25

11111.,

SERIES II: ADAPTING TO LIFE
IN ORANGE COUNTY

(Designed for immigrants settling in Orange County.)

Aprg 1 (1) USE SUPPORT SERVICES:
Social and civic services will help you succeed.
*3930.05

April $ (2) DEVELOP A CAREER: .

Improve your work situation American style.
*3930.06

April 15 (3) CREATE A HOME:
Rent C 7 own a suitable California residence.
*3930.07

Apt 22 (4) TRAIN YOURSELF..
Use education to improve your destiny.
*3930.08

April 29 (5) PROTECT YOURSELF:
I use Amenca's legal system for self-defense.

1930.09

May 6

May 13

20

May 27
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SERIES III: ADJUSTING TO
PACIFIC RIM IMMIGRANTS

(Designed for persons working with expatriates
from Pacific Rim nations.)

(1) SUPERVISING IMMIGRANT WORKERS:
Manage workplaces with cultural differences.
*3930.10

(2) SERVING NEW CITIZENS:
Help newcomers adjust to Orange Cunty.
*3930.11

(3) RENTING TO NEW RESIDENTS:
Manage housing for immigrant occupants.
*3930.12

(4) MANAGING ORANGE COUNTY RESIDENTIAL
PROPERTY:

Guidelines for immigrant owners/managers.
*3630.13

SERIES IV: TRADE ACROSS THE PACIFIC
(Designed for persons confronting

cross-cultural business opportunities.)

June 3 (1) TRANSPACIFIC TRANSPORTATION:
Get goods to market. efficiently and safely.
*3930.25

June 10 (2) CROSS-CULTURAL MARKETING:
Sell goods to diverse values and attitudes.
*3930.26

June 17 (3) COUNTERTRADE AND BARTER:
Avoid import restrictions and currency scarcities.
*3930.27

June 24 (4) UCENSE AGREEMENTS, JOINT VENTURES,
AND DISTRIBUTORSHIPS:

Contract with experts to expand markets.
*3930.28

(5) MONEY AROUND THE RIM:
Bank. finance and exchange to optimize yield.
*3930.29

(6) TRADE POUCIES AROUND THE RIM:
Expand trade by facritating "official" goals.
*3930.30

July 1

July 8
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Wednesday afternoon SYMPOSIMS: (wpm of OrtumeCoutiCollecte
Panels of world-class 2and3;30tairing
wIN be individually available fordhettesioeinitIONeultetioniefth ettandeselit,
PM. Bring your questions and problem let our experts help you.

4 .416;*t.

;77 -
43:740-

Regist er for individual seats at SE6.00emb.,41iecititot emormonwilekate.advanneregiatradon.availidektethiff of meirtlelkdrr .
individual seat cost). plus $55 for each additional ticket "Blocks" may be for single event or scattered.throughout,the meson's
Symposium program. Season tickets (admitting bearer to each went) available at $6116 (saving more than 50% over individual seat prices.)

To register by phone. contact the Community ServiCakI19 Met714-432-5880n4th Visavaidastercard, or send yourchackor money order

Mr
to: Community Services Office. Orange Coast Coltilgai%WilltviewRded. P:0: Bore 50C Costa Mesa..C/c9211255.014

Mr For detailed symposiuth information. oorJeci, 1.1T Academy directly al.414-4324181. ,*;
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Dear
Executive:

PACIFIC
RIM

ACADEMY

ORANGE

COAST
C(LLEGE

Come
joinOrange

Coast
College's

exciting
new

"joint-venture"

inPacific
Rim

business
andcivic

education!

AssembEng

thebest
persons

available.
the

WEDNESDAY

SYMPOSIUMS

gather
a roster

ofworld-,;lass

experts
toprovide

you
with

timely
knowledge

on acurrently
critical

issue.

Moving
beyond

conventional

introductory

courses
or lectures,

each
WEDNESDAY

SYMPOSIUM

isdesigned
forpersons

already
familiar

...4*.h
theissue,

and

searching
forpractical

answers
tomosaics

questions
ant,.0edfle

suirgenions

regarding
opportunities

onthePacific
Rim.

Not
simply

a lecture
series.

each
WEDNESDAY

SYMPOSIUM

is aseif-contairted

andfree-wheeling

discussion

among
the knowledgeable

andreputable.

You
will

benefit
from

avariety
ofpersriectives

andalternative

approaches

toeach
issue.

Out

ofthismatrix,
weexpect

thatcreativity
andinnovation

will
befostered.

Inaddition
topresenting

diverse
views,

each
WEDNESDAY

SYMPOSIUM

will

provide
break-out

sessions
in v'aich

you
may

discuss
with

experts
your

particular

problems
andquestions

receiving
thatpersonal

advice
andconsailierion

usually

available
only

atmuch
greater

cost.

Don't
miss

thisexciting
opportunity

tochallenge
yuur

thinking.
develop

your
staff.

educate
your

associates

andprofit
from

today's
opportunities

onthePacific
Rim.

Order
your

tickets
now,

while
space

isavailable;

see*veiled
fordetails.

Ifyou
would

like
further

information,

please
call medirectly

atOrange
Coast

College's
Pacific

Rim
Academy

(714-432-5161).

Meanwhile,

welook
forward

to

meeting
you

at theWEDNESDAY

SYMPOSIUMS.

Sincerely.

Michael
G.Crow

Director
Pacific

Rim
Academy

P.S.
Don't

miss
your

opportunity

totactandconfer
with

these
world-class

experts
or

topics
ofvital

interest
toyouandyour

firm.
Send

theenclosed
reservation

form
today.

6"z



City College of San Franc co

Coast Ccotmunit College District

Coastline Community College

Golden West College

Orange Coast College

El Camino College

Gelid* Community College

Los Angeles Community Cattle District

East Los Angeles College

Los Angeles Sity College

Los Angeles Huber College

Los Angeles Mission College

Los Angeles Pierce College

Los Angeles Southwest College

Los Angeles TradeTechnical College

Los Angeles Valley College

West Los Angeles College

Napa Valley College

North Orange County Community College District

Cypress College

Fullerton College

San Diego Community College Distirct

San Diego City College

San Diego Mesa College

San Diego Miramar College

Santa Barbara City College

Santa Monica College

Santa Rosa Junior College

Ventura County Community College District

Moorpark College

Oxnard College

Ventura College

Si LTDY
ABROAD
Semester P r o g r a m s In . . .

.7), CHINA
ENGLAND
FRANCE
GERMANY

E JAPAN
E MEXICO

SPAIN.I
111116

California Colleges for Inte:-national Education

Your college is a member of California Colleges for International Education, a consortium of community colleges dedicated to

cooperation in increasing international understanding.

For Further Information and Brochures: Visit the Office of Instruction or Call (213) 621.2401 62 53



Santa 13arbara Community College District

i3arbarii 0=y Puriet-

March z, 1987

Dr. Nancy Glock
1107 9th Street, Fourth Floor
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear Nancy,

APPENDIX D

RECEIV
Canicula

Commurnty
Colleges

MAR 6 1987

I apologize for the delay in getting the international education materials

to you. I hope they're not too late.

Specifically, I've included:

1. Program fliers.

2. College International Education Policies.

3. Examples of Requests for Proposals.

4. Sample of a program proposal - China/Japan.

Some thoughts on future directions are the following:

1. Community colleges should be encouraged to include international
perspectives in the overall educational program, This emphasis

should include: genial curriculum, study abroad programs,
greater use of international students as a resource on campus and
in the community, and staff development.

2. California and the northwestern states must orient to the Pacific

Rika. Our curriculum and programs need to provide students with the
knowledge of and sensitivity to the Pacific Rim area (I personally
include Latin America in this area. Most material I read doesn't,

but I believe this is short-sighted).

'. Any effort toward internationalizing tile curriculum and programs
should include a significant amount of emphasis on tt.e multi-
cultural reality in the United States and especially California and
the five south-western states. The demography of our state is

changing dramatically. The schools, in general, are not preparing
students well for the reality of living in i multicultural/
multilingual society. The changes coming can be looked upon as an
exciting challenge or a threat. The schools really aren't doing

much to ensure the former.
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Nancy &lock
March 2, 1987
Page 2

4. The California Community Colleges can serve as a model post-secondary
educational alternative for many of the developing Pacific Rim
nations. I believe that the Chancellor's Office could serve as the
lead in making countries more aware of this marvelous educational
system. Educators from China, Thailand, Indonesia, etc. have
visited SBCC and expressed great interest in our lygem.

5. I sometimes feel that there is as great need to establish minimum
intercultural literacy expectaions as there is the need to addresss
reading, writing and critical'skills minimums.

6. I am glad that Assemblyman Hayden is attempting to heighten
awareness about California's future as a part of the Pacific Rim.
His prodding is important.

I wish you well with your project. If in the future I can provide
additional information or support, please don't hesitate to call. I'd

like to help--and next time I'll respond more promptly.

JR/jdm
Enclosures

56

Since

hn Romo, Vice President,
cademic Affairs
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APPENDIX E

Board of Governors of the
California Community Colleges

July 10-11, 1986

Item 9

Title: Study Abroad Programs and Related Fund for Instructional
Improvement Grant Application for 1986-87

Staff Presentation: Allan Petersen, Dean
Program Evaluation and Approval

Summary

In May 1986 the Board of Governors delayed approval of a Fund for Instruc-
tional Improvement Grant regarding study abroad programs pending a staff
report. This item provides additional badxground and analysis as requested by
the Board. It includes information about the kinds of study abroad programs
currently being offered in postsecondary institutions, the evolu;lon of those
programs, and the number of students enrolled in them. Educational, legal,.

and financial considerations associated with these programs are discussed.
Finally, an expanded description of the California Colleges for International
Education FII grant proposal is presented.

Recommended Action

The Instructional Policy Committee should recommend that the full Board
approve the proposed Fund for Instructional Improvement grant for 1986-87 for
the project titled, ."California Colleges for International Education," through
the Consortium's agent, Los Angeles City College, in the amount of $23,197 as
shown in Appendix A.

AG 10
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Background,

During the May 1986 meeting of the Board of Governors, there was considerable
discussion of the 1986-87 Fund for instructional improvement grant proposals.
it became evident that background information on study abroad programs was
needed for Board action on a specific proposal titled "California Colleges for
International Education." Action on this proposal was deferred pending a
staff report on the subject.

The term "international education," as used generally in higher education and
as used specifically in the California consortium grant proposal, refers to
study abroad programs as well as internationalizing (or introducing a global
perspective into) curriculum in a range of disciplines, developing courses and
programs in international business, and encouraging growth and innovation in
foreign language studies. Because the interest and concerns of Board members
center primarily on study abroad. courses, this report focuses on that particu-
lar component of international education, and in some places, the term "inter-
national education" is loosely applied as a synonym for study abroad.

Key findings

To gather information for this report, staff interviewed representatives of
all three public segments of postsecondary education in California, reviewed
community college course catalogs and class schedules, conducted a telephone
survey of 43 community colleges and studied state and national literature.
Key findings from these efforts are:

o Study abroad programs aye flourishing in two- and four-year colleges and
universities across the country and are expanding in number and enroll-
ments. Thirty-one of the 43 California community colleges contacted
offered approximately 200 courses abroad to over 2,000 students in more
than 24 countries (Jring the 1985-86 year.

o The primary objective of most study abroad programs is to enable students
to gain first-hand knowledge and understanding of other areas of the
world. Students, particularly those planning careers in teaching, gov-
ernment service, or world trade, have the opportunity to increase their
communication skills through participation in the language and culture of
other countries.

o California community college study abroad programs generally have an evo-
lutionary history, often originating as unsanctioned excursions that pro-
gressed to carefully organized community services activities and finally
developed into credit eligible programs that frequently contain educa-
tional and evaluation components more strenuous than most on-campus
programs.

o Study abroad programs in the senior segments are generally of semester
length in a specific foreign location with a limitation on touring.
Community colleges are moving in the same direction, with the majority of
credit offerings being semester length; however, shorter excursion-type
programs are still being offered. Non ADA-producing community services
study abroad offerings are typical of the shorter, excursion type.

AG 10 2
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o The California State University and University of California study abroadprocesses, conditions, contractual agreements, etc., are generally more
tightly organized than are those in community colleges.

Californiao State University and the University of California have adopted
Boars policy on the conduct of international education programs and have
provided for the administration of such programs from their systemwideoffices.

o Community college study abroad programs must adhere to Education Code72640 at seq. (so-called field trip provisions), but little oversight and
coordination are provided by the Chancellor's Office.

o A consortium of community colleges interested in international studies
has recently organized and, through various means, is providing for im-
provement of instruction and development of common practices with regard
to legal, financial and ethical considerations.

o Financial aid is utilized by some students in all three segments for par-
ticipation in international education programs.

o Selection processes are utilized by colleges in all three segments for
Participation in credit programs because all interested students cannot-
be accommodated and because the nature of the program requires prerequi-
sites, commitment and maturity.

o The Western Association of Schools and Colleges sanctions credit travel-
study courses.

o Participating community colleges are concerned about existing law relat-
:ng to field trips as it is applied to study abroad programs but believe
thee are in compliance with the regulations.

The National Perspective

International education is gaining in importance in American community col-leges. Increasingly, community colleges are augmenting the international/ in-
tercultural dimension of their curricula. Nationwide, thousands of community
college students are attending classes overseas. Thousands more are enrollingin on- campus classes and programs newly created or altered to meet the demand
for a citizenry better prepared for understanding our complex world.

Community college consortia dedicated to international understanding are
active in other parts of the nation. (Several of them are or have been funded
by the U.S. Department of Education through its Office of International Educa-tion Programs.) Among these are the International/Intercultural Consortium of
the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges (AACJC), the Pacific
Northwest Consortium, the Southwest Consortium, the Florida Consortium, andothers in New Jersey, Massachusetts, Texas and the mideest. Two of the bestknown are Community Colleges for International Development and the College
Consortium for International Studies, the latter counting over 120 members,
both primarily on the east coast.

67AG 10
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The December/January 1984-85 issue of the Community and Junior College Jour-
nal was dedicated to international education, and its feature article dealt
with strengthening curricula with international dimensions. A
Universitu e California

University of California Education Abroad Programs are administered by the
University of California, Santa Barbara campus, with active participation from
all cairpuses. In 1986-87, students are expected to study in Asia, Australia,
Africa, Europe, Latin America, and the Middle East. In exchange, students
will come to UC from these foreign institutions.

With careful planning students of most academic disciplines can :rake normal
progress toward their UC degrees; however, acceptance of credits earned abroad
toward major or graduation requirements depends upon UC departmental or campus
criteria. Approved courses 'are recorded on official UC transcripts. In

countries where instruction is not in EngTish, students participate in an
intensive language program ranging from five to ten weeks prior to the
academic year. An orientation program to help students adjust to the host
culture, environment, and university is provided.

Selection of UC undergraduate ttudents is subject to the following minimum
qualifications: 3.0 cumulativ,d GPA, or the equivalent, at the time of appli-
cation; junior standing by the end of the spring term; support of a special
campus Selection Committee; and completion of language courses as required,
with an overall GPA of 3.0, or the equivalent, by the end of the spring term.

Community college transfer students may participate in the Program as juniors
or seniors if they are transferring to UC Irvine, Riverside, or Santa Barbara.

The cost of studying abroad is comparable to the cost of studying on a UC cam-
pus. No overseas tuition or administrative costs are charged. The only addi-
tional costs directly related to the Program are for round-trip transporation
and vacation, travel, and personal expenses beyond what normally would be
spent at home.

As on a UC campus, participants are responsible for UC registration and educa-
tional fees, campus fees, and room, board, books and personal expenses. The
estimated total minimum expense for 1985-86 ranges from approximately $5,400
for the nine-month Hong Kong program to $8,500 for the twelve-month Norway
program. These figures include international transportation and a modest
amount for spending money and vacation travel. In comparison, the campus bud-
get estimates for studying nine months at UC range from approximately $5,800
to $7,900.

The Deputy Director of Education Abroad Programs for University of California
Systemwide reports that:

o Approximately 800 students are participating in Education Abroad Progra; .

this year at 50 universities in 25 countries.

AG 10 4
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o A 10% increase in student participation is forecast for Education Abroad
Programs withir the next three years.

o UC has special financial assistance program for ethnic minority
students.

o Students commit to a one-year study interval.

o Two years of language study in the host country's language is required
before students study abroad.

The Board of Regents and the Academic Senate have approved policy state-
ments supporting study abroad.

o There has been no observable effect of terrorism upon student participa-
tion in the Education Abroad Programs nor has any student been a taret.
However, students are continually advised to exercise prudence.

California State University

California State University International Studies Programs are administered by
the Office of International Programs in the Chancellor's Office. Interna-
tional Programs was established in 1963 as the official study_ abroad unit of
the California State University and C 'leges. Students are offered an oppor-
tunity to enroll simultaneously at o of the CSU campuses (where they earn
academic credit and maintain canpus residency) and in a foreign university or
a special study program center for a full academic year.

Eligibility is limited to students who: have achieved an overall grade point
average of 2 75 (except for a few specified programs where the minimum GPA is
3.0); will have upper division or graduate standing during their year of study
abroad; show ability to adapt to r new environment; and are, where required,
competent in the language of instruction at the foreign university. Sele:tion
is made by a faculty committee on the student's home campus and by a statewil.?
faculty committee. Since more- students apply than can be selected, selection
is on a cormetitive basis. California comrrunity college transfer students may
participate in the program as juniors or seniors and, of course, are subject
to the same selection process.

The International Programs operation is supported by state funds to the same
extent that such funds would hasit been expended had the student continued to
study at his home canpus in California. Students assume costs for predepar-
ture processing, insurance, transportation, housing, and meals. Home campus
registration fees, tuition on the home caucus for nonresident students, and
personal incidental expenses or vacation travel costs wAle abroad are also
paid by the student. Those accepted by International programs nay apply for
most types of financial aid available at their home campuses.

The Director of the International Programs at C-lifornia State University
reports tha t:
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o Costs to students are about the same as cn campus except for airfare.

o A minimum one-year (30 units) commitment is required of participants.

o Fifty (50) percent of students in international prograt, are receiving
financial aid.

o International programs are operated at costs slightly lower than on-
campus programs, as a general rule.

o No changes have 'peen observed in student participation due to terrorism
nor has any incident of terrorism or attempted terrorism been reported.

o Approximately 300 student FTE were reported in International Education
last year.

Survey Results 22:Community College Study Abroad Pro_grams

In spite of the emergence of study abroad programs as a legitimate and even
favored instructional strategy in many of our community colleges, statewide
data concerning these offerings have been -scant. Existing statewide devices
for collecting course data are hased on subject area rather than instructional
method or strategy. (For example, English Literature 101 is recorded the same
regardless of whether it is part of an England study abroad program or is
offered on campus.) For that reason, the Chancellor's Office identified those
colleges wit' study abroad prclrams through other means: identification of
international education consortium colleges, a search of college catalogs and
course offerings for clues and, firally, telephone calls (see survey in
Appendix 8).

The survey yielded the following information:

o At least 31 community colleges presently offer courses abroad; five
others plan to offer courses in the near future;

o The number of years colleges have offered courses abroad range from one
to 15, with a average of six years;

o The majority of courses taken abroad are also taught on campus. Only

four colleges indicated these courses were special courses taught only
abroad.

o Courses taken abroad are taken as a part of the students' major/degree,
as general education or as electives.

o Semester-length courses tend to tc taken by more full-time students,
whereas summer courses tend to attract more part -time students.

o In general, more women than man enroll in study abroad courses. The
majority of students taking credit courses are under 50 years of age,
whereas students taking community services courses are typically over 50.

AG 10 6
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The ethnicity of credit students is predominantly Caucasian (65-95Z),
with some Black, Hispanic, Asian, Filipino and American Indian; community
services courses average 92 percent Caucasian.

o Financial aid was provided to approximately 134 students (6.8%) taking
credit courses, Most of the aid provided was through Guaranteed Student
Loans (GSL) and some Pell Grants.

o Twenty-eight colleges offered or plan to offer credit courses in 24
countries and islands in 18 instructional areas. Approximately 175 dif-
ferent types of courses were offered in 1985-86 with roughly 2,000 stu-
dents participating. Courses are most often semester length and offered
for three units. Colleges with full programs generally require students
to take a minimum number of units for the semester. The majority of

credit courses transfer to both UC and CSU and have prerequisites.

o Although no terrorism had been reported, during the telephone survey it
was learned that several summer study abroad programs had been cancelled
because of the terrorist threat.

Table A (Appendix C) displays the courses offered abroad by insccuctional area
from fall 1985 through summer 1986. Table B contains information regarding
courses and students in the categories of credit and community services. Also
contained in Appendix C are descriptions of two community college districts'
international education programs: Santa Barbara and Los Angeles.

Additional Issues Relating to Study Abroad Programs

Legislative Interest

Some legislators have recently shown a heightened interest in promoting inter-
national education. Assembly Concurrent Resolution 82 by Tom Hayden, intro-
duced in 1985, contained legislative findings relative to the importance to
our "internationalized economy" of education in the business, political sci-
ence, sociology, history, language, religion, economics, and culture of other
Pacific Rim countries. ACR 82, in its initial form, would have requested the
University of California to conduct a study of needs and methods for further-
ing Pacific Rim international education. Assemblyman Hayden's staff contacted
the Chancellor's Office and requested information on community college offer-
ings relative to Pacific Rim countries as specified in the resolution, in pre-
paration for adding community colleges to the language of the me!s:re.
Although ACR 82 was not finally enacted, its introduction and the intent to
include community colleges are indications of legislative interest in inter-
national education.

4ccreditation

The Western tsociation of Schools and Colleges (WASC) recognizes travel-study
courses and, according to its 19P4 handbook, has established the following
policy concerning credit offerins,:

AG 10 7
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Travel-t' ly courses meet the same academic standards anri, require-
ments ..-campus courses of the institution. Acadpmic credit is
not awarded for travel per se.

Financial Aid

Students who wish to study abroad are eligible apply for financial aid in
all segments of postsecondary education in California. The aid includes
grants, scholarships, and loans such as Cal Grants, Pell grants, and National
Direct Student Loans (':OSL). It appears that the most common form of aid to
such students is guaranteed student loans.

According to the National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators
(NASFAA) Encyclopedia, under General Program Administration, Section 1.11.2.3
.regarding "Study Abroad," an enrolled regular student at one of their mevber
institutions may receive campagia ITCTIRese are federal funds) for study
outside the United States. This section, as well as as the section defining
"regular" student, is attached as Appendix D.

Two experienced financial aid officers from community college campuses have
confirmed that some students have been awarded diverse financial award pack-
ages while participating in a study abroad program. Student budgets were
developed and used which included reasonable allowances for costs associated
with the study abroad situation.

Student Aid Commission staff who have been contacted confirmed that Cal Grants
A and B (state aid furds) are allowed in similar circumstances as those dis-

cussed above. Therefore, an eligible student (regular student) is defined as
a student who is Inrol led for the purpose of obtaining a degree or certificate
or a student who is enrolled in a two-year program which is acceptable for
full credit towards a bachelor's degree.

aut Issues

In Califurnia's community colleges, study abroad programs must meet "field
trip" provisions of Education Code Section 72640 et seq. These provisions
provide that no student st:11 be prevented from making a field trip or excur-
sion (including trips out of the country) because of lack of sufficient funds

(see Appendix E).

This Education Code section authorizes community college districts ti conduct
study abroad programs and to collect apportionment for courses offered as part
of such programs.

Colleges believe they are meeting the requirements of the Education Code by
making grants and/or loans to applicant students who meet the requirement for
financial aid and who otherwise would qualify for the program. Since most
colleges offIr parallel courses on campus, students not meeting the financial
aid requirements and still not able or willing to pay their awn required ex-
penses can enroll in the same course on campus. In addition, study abroad

AG 10
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semester length programs feature living circumstances that may be less costly
than those at home, thereby offsotting the cost of travel to and from the pro-
gram location.

Last year, the chancellor furnished all colleges with a compliance check list
that included references to study abroad programs (see Appendix F). College
presidents were to either acknowledge compliance problems for each of many
compliance factors enumerated, or they were to indicate that they were in com-
pliance. The completed document was to be returned to the Chancellor's
Office. It is believed that the document spurred at least some colleges to
seek independent legal advice and to apply more strict controls to their pro-
grams. In every case, colleges acknowledged that they were in compliance with
the applicable Education Code nrqvisions.

CALIFORNIA COLLEGES FOR INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION ru GRANT PROPOSAL

Eastground

California Colleges for International Education is a consortium of 29 colleges
dedlated to the concept of increasing international understanding through
education. Other colleges are in the process of seeking the approval of their
governing boards to join.

To join the consortium, a college or district must implement study abroad pro-
grams in accordance with CCIE guidelines. To provide a framework for member
colleges to offer the highest quality programs, "Guidelines ,n Study Abroad
Programs" have been set. Under the guidelines, each college implements a
policy regarding selection and evaluation of classes and instructors. Col-
leges also designate a person who represents the study abroad program.

The state goals of the consortium are to:

o Encourage development of an international perspective in community
college classrooms;

o Increase awareness and encourgement of international development through
technical education;

o Promote opportunities for sharing of international/intercultural
expertise;

o Form liaisons between organizations and consortia involved in interna-
tional ed: motion activi ties;

o Provide incentives for faculty to add to or expand the international
dimensions of their teaching; and

o Provide an international and intercultural education resource to the
Chancellor's Office.
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Areas identified for cooperation include: study abroad programs, internatior.-
al curriculum projects, international development projects, grant writing, AI'
faculty exchange programs, and meetings, symposia and workshops on any or all VI
of the ak-ve.

The Consortium Proposal

In April 1985, the Consortium submitted a proposal requesting support for its
program to expand its membership, inform all colleges of the responsibilities
assumed under law when study abroad programs are inaugurated, and promote
instructional quality standards among all participating faculty. This pro-
posal was favorably received by the Advisory and Review Council but, because
of the severe budget reduction for the Fund, the proposal was not recommended
to the Chancellor. The Council did propose, however, that this project be

. recommended if the Fund were augmented.

In 1986, the Consortium again submitted a proposal and the Advisory and Review
Council again gave it favorable consideration, recommending it for support in
the 1986-87 fiscal year.

This project is designed to encourage the development of quality study abroad
programs and to provide incenZives for faculty to develop or_expand the inter-
national dimension of their teaching. The project will encourage the develop-
ment of new teaching materials across the curriculum by offering workshops and
a graduate-level class taught by a nationally recognized specialist in curri-
culum development and will offer support for faculty selected to prepare
teaching materials.

The workshops will emphasize four areas in which American community colleges
dee involved in international education: 1) study abroad classes and pro-
grams; 2) curriculum development; 3) foreign faculty exchanges; and 4) inter-
national development activities. Workshop leaders will include those with a
specialized knowledge of how to internationalize classes and how to initiate
new programs. Encouragement will be given to increasing and improving in-
steixtion in international business. Also, new methods in learning foreign
languages will be discussed.

The project will be administered by the International Education Program office
at Los Angeles City College. It will, however. be a consortium project. At
the conclusion of the funding, California comunity colleges will have greater
expertise in international education. Membership in CCIE will be increased
and more colleges will have produced guidelines for international activities
that are in harmony with existing regulations. More students will he exposed
to global perspectives, and the consortiur will be closer to establishin, a
self-supporting office with a regular staff and budget. An abstract of the
project and the project budget are included as Appendix A. Al s: shown it
Appendix A is a list of member colleges in the California Colleges for
International Education (CCIE).

AG 10 10
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Projects Recommended for Funding Under
Boatel of Governors' 1986 Basic Agenda

Accountabi i i tt
Recommendation #3:

"...enhance understanding of role and mission of community colleges
by those who work in or attend thew..."

GRANTS
1-77:377in

Recommended

DISTRICT: Los Angeles
COLLEGE: Los Angeles Ci ty

CALIFORNIA COLLEGES FOR INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
(242-86-03) $ 23,197

Most California community colleges lack experience and
expertise in the conduct of study abroad programs, parti-
cularly in the administrative details involved in the
legal, contractual, liability and supervision matters.
Many are unaware of the efrphasis which mist be placed upon
careful preparation and evaluation of coursework in order
to guarantee quality programs. This proposal is designed
to strengthen an already functioning consorti.;11 of col-
leges which is addressing these needs. The consortium
will retain a coordinator to arrange necessary meetings.
consult with colleges considering study abroad courses,
and provide systerratic comunication.

AG 10 A-1
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ABSTRACT OF PROJECT

INTERNATIONALIZING THE CURRICULuM

The International Education Program will coordinate a project designed to 1)

encourage the development of quality study abroad programs, and 2) provide

incentives for faculty to add or expand the international dimension of their

teaching. The means to reach these objectives will be the strengthening of

California Colleges for International Education, a consortium of colleges com-

mitted to the promotion of international understanding tnrough education.

Building on the foundation of the Global Curriculum Project for 1983-84, the

project will disseminate information and materials already available; will

encourage the development of new teaching materials across the curriculum by

offering workshops and a graduate level class; and will offer support for fac-

ulty selected to prepare teaching materials.

Most California cortrunity colleges have a lack of experience in the area of

Study abroad programs, particularly in t!'e administrative details involved in

legal, contractual, liability and supervision matters. Emphasis must be

placed on careful preparation and evaluation in order to guarantee quality

programs.

The present two elected officers of CCIE are full-time administrators, unable
to assume the responsibilities of leading the consortium except on a part-time

basis. The project will provide funding for an international education spe-
cialist, Dr. Gerhardt Steinke, to organize meetings at colleges throughout the
state, which will encourage discussion of study abr:id and internationalizing

the curriculum. A curriculum specialist (former .bal Curriculum Project

Director Chris McCarthy) will work with faculty in .,reparing teaching mate-

rials. Nationally-known curriculum soecialists wil participate in meetings

designed to entourage greater awareness of internat.)nal education.

Emphasis will be placed on a wide distrihution of information, through project
summaries, a newsletter and the continued develonnent cf tne International
Education Resource Center at Los Angeles =arbor Co 11e3e.

At the conclusion of the project, Cal i fornia ty col leoes will have

greater expertise in international education. Membersnio in CCIE will he
increased and more colleges will have nroduced guidelines fcr international

activities. More students will .L.e exeoset.i to nlobal perspectives, and the

consortium will be closer to establishing a self-supportinri office with a re;-

ular staff and budget.

AG 10 A2
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Use the following format for a budget summary. Also, on a separate page,
explain in detail how funds will be spent within each category.

WHEN ENTERING DOLLAR AMOUNTS, ROUND OFF
TO NEAREST DOLLAR. DO NOT TYPE CENTS.
OBJECT i
OF 1

EXPENDI- CLASSIFICATION

-....16=1....wwww,...............

LINE
Local

TURing

1 Fund far
1 In3iFikir6nal

Other Total1 improvement

1100 TEACHERS' SALARIES 1 8,333 3,000 11,333
1200 SUPERVISORS' SALARIES 2

1200 COUNSELORS' SALARIES 3

2200 INSTRUC AIDES' SALARIES 4

2100 CLERICAL SALARIES 5 1,773 1,773
2300 OTHER CLASSIFIED SALARIES 6 14,999*
3000 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 7 2,378 2,378
4100 TEXTBOOKS 8
4200 OTHER BOOKS 9 500 500 1,000
4XXX INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPLIES 10 -

4XXX MEDIA SUPPLIES 11 150 1,000. 1,150
4XXX OTHER SUPPLIES 12 500 500 1 000#1, ,i r- -.- mar--

(LOANS ONLY) 13
SXXX CONTRACTS (SERVICES) 14 6,850 6,850
SXXX CONFERENCE, TRAVEL 15 300 2,400 2,700
SXXX CONTRACTS, RENTS 16 500 500
SXXX UTILITIES, HOUSEKEEPING 17

6400 1

-357T-TTEEEPTUE
EQUIPMENT LEASE PURCH 18

X00I 300 0
TOTAL DTRECT COSTS 19 14,034 29,749 43,981

77117'.NDIRECT
SUPPORT C71AR1ES % 20 1

TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS 21 14, 234 29,749 43,983

*This includes S4,298 in Unclassified Student Worker and Professional Expert salaries.
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California Colleges for International Education (CCIE)
Member Colleges

1. Coastline Community Coll ege

2. Cypress College
3. East Los Angeles College
4. El Camino College
5. Fullerton College

6. Glendale College
7. Golden West College

8. Irvine Valley College

9. Los Angeles City College
10. Los Angeles Harbor College
11. Los Angeles Mission College

12. Los Angeles Pierce College

13. Los Angeles Southwest College
14. Los Angeles Trade-Technical College

15. Los Angeles Valley College

16. Moorpark College
17. Napa Valley College

18. Orange Coast College

19. Oxnard College
20. Saddleback Coll ege

21. San Diego City College

22. San Diego Educational Cul tural Compl ex

23. San Diego Miramar College

24. San Francisco City Col 1 ege

25. Santa Barbara City College

26. Santa Monica College

27. Santa Rosa Junior College

28. Ventura Coll ege

29. West Los Angeles Col l ege

72 AG 1G A-4
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APPENDIX B

International Educational Telephone Survey

College:
Person Contacted:

Date:

Introduction and Definition:

1. Does your college presently offer, offered in the past, or plan to offer
courses abroad?

Present Past Future
yes no yes no yes no

If yes to #1, please answer the following questions as appropriate. If
actual figures are not available, please provide estimated percentages.

2. How long has the college offered courses abroad?
Years

3. Courses taken abroad are:
part of major/degree
electives
other

efienarramova

4. C&,urses taken abroad are: (Please provide estimated percentages)
Regular on campus courses also taught abroad.
Special designed sections of regular course.
Is separate Board approval obtained . yes no
Special courses only taught abroad.
Other (i.e., contract education)

5. Students taking courses abroad are:
full-time
part-time

.11111111.1.011

6. What are the characteristics of student participants?
tioe Sex Ethnicity

18-29 Female hite
30-49 Male Black
50 and over Hispanic

Asian
Other
Filipinos
Am Ind/Alaskan

7. Is financial aid available for students taking courses?
yes no

If yes, what king of aid?
Regular

Special (funds uniquely used for courses abroad)
Other

AG 10 8-1



S. Please supply the following information for courses offered or planned for the 198S-86 academic year IFoll 985 through Sommer 1986). If information for Individualcourses is INA ova liable. pla.se provide totals or percentage estimates.

Course Title Country

101Ass

OFFERED CREDIT
8S 86 86 of irensfer nom-

len2th Fall selim Summer Units Ind. St VC 1 CSU Credit

1 1

Community
Services

0 of 0rere-
of Stu. Recd quisites ADA

Students Financial Aid Yes ho Claimed

1 ----,11---1
I -1

I

1

1

1 1

9. Do y3J know of any other colleges offerIn4 courses abroad/ yes no.
If so, please list

S ti

AC/



Appendix C

Table A
CoPrses Offered Abroad by Instructional Area

Fall 1985 through Summer 1986

Instructional Area
# of

Courses'
f of

Students Countries and/or Isla-ds

CREDIT .

""Fisch Language & Culture 58 473 France
Spanish Language & Culture 353 Mexico, Spain
English Language, Literature

& Culture 25 344 England, Mexico
European Literatire & Culture 8 83 Belgium, England, Fr ...ice,

Holland, Italy
Educational Study Tours 7 96 Belgium, China, France,

Holland, Italy, Mexico,
Russia

Chinese Language & Culture 6 40 China
Art 5 98 Belgium, China, England,

France, Greece, Italy,
Spain

Geography 5 123 Australia, England, Mexico,
New Zealand, Peru

Japanese Language A Culture 4 Unknown Japan
German Language & Culture 3 6 Germany
Portuguese Language & Culture 3 17 Brazil
Biology 3 63 Australia, Jamaica, Mexico
Child Development 2 54 Australia, New Zealand
History 2 8C China, England, Mexico
Psychology 2 77 Hlwaii, Mexico
Social Science 1 15 China
Culinary Arts 1 21 France, Greece, Italy
Ornamental Horticulture 1 20 Englund, France

Total Credit 175

COMMUNITY SERVICES

Education...1 Study Tours

14 271 Austral.a, Austria, Bahamas,
British Isles, China,
England, Prance, Italy,
Kenya, Mexico, Norway,
Peru, Scandanavian
Countries, Spain,
Switzerland, West Germany

Art 2 36 Austria, England, Germany,
Switzerland, Russia

Nursing 1 23 China

Total Community Services 17 330

Total Credit & Comunity
Services 192 2,293

"'Mailable for student selection.

AG 10 C-1
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Table 3
Courses Offered Abroad

Fall 1985 through Sumrnotr 1986

Students

Total

Number of Courses

Receiving
Fin. Aid

Fall I Spring I Sumnes Iniep.
I Total*

1 1935 I 1986 I 1986 I Study

I Transfer I uisites
-0Z-7-zscr1re ';.3

Credit 1 1,963 I 13 I 194 16 2 I 55 77 I 39 159 154 I l'.5 149

Commto i ty

Services I 330 I I 1.7 I 2 2 I 13

.....11/JrI
totals 1 2,293 134 i 211

I
64 I 57 I 30 139 159 164 I 126 i 49

M A T = = M . . .71111. INC11111111211141?/2. 1...r2TC.12.=/ L 17 T. T =LT SU= .7. Ig? . : L _ .TS "A' 2 =1...T

NOTE: Figures are based on information received from a telephone survey of 43 col teles leveq

to he offering courses abroad:

12 colleges reported no courses abroad
29 colleges reported offering credit courses abroad (4 of these colleges also offer

community services courses)
7 colleges offer canrrclity services courses abroad (, of these colleges offer only

community services courses)

* Differ!,nce in total number of credit courses on Tables A and 6 is Jue to some linquAle :o'irses
being offered in more than one term. A multiple count of those courses is shown on Table 3.

76 AG 10 C-2
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Santa Rarbara Communitq CaLcle District.w.surwmarri.

Santa Barbara Community College District provides internatival education pro-
grams for its students through its Santa Barbara City College Office of
Academic Affairs.

For the most part, student programs are interdisciplinary. Courses to be
offered rust be regularly offered college courses and comply with state
and local regulations.. Credit course offerings specifically developed for
study abroad programs are not permitted. Courses are graded unless specifi-
cally approved for credit/no-credit by the office of Academic Affairs and the
International Educatic- Advisory Committee. Detailed planning is included in
all course proposals, and student and faculty evaluations are required.

Students enrolled in semester-length study abroad programs must have completed
twelve units of college level course work including English or its equivalent.
A screening process for selection is employed which includes evaluation of
applications, character references, academic references, and transcripts.

The President of Santa Barbara City College reports:

o Santa Barbara City Co' age has been involved in the study abroad program
for three years.

o A literature/social science emphasis has been operated in Cambridge:
England for three years (120 students).

o An arts emphasis has been operated in Paris, France for the past two
years (83 students).

o A social science erphasis has been operated in China for one year (43
students).

o Spanish courses have been offered in Cuernavaca, Mexico, for 11 years
(summers only - 40-50 students per year).

o Only courses which are part of the regular curriculum are offered.

o No travel-only courses are offend for State apportionment.

o Evaluation of courses in international programs is more rigorous; than
that for on-campus programs.

o The Santa Barbara Community College District Board of Trustees has
approved a policy statement for inte-national programs credit courses.

S5
77
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Los !Angeles Community College District

Travel study courses have been offered in the Los Angeles Comeunity College

District since 1970, and perhaps earlier. Init lally, programs were offered

without district sanction by instructors interested in enriching the educa-
tional experiences of their students. In some cases, students received credit
upon return by applying for credit by examination. In 1977 the Board of
Trustees approved the offering of a Spanish language program in Mexico as part
of the Harbor College summer session, and the Committee on International Eau-
cation was formed to work in cooperation with the newly created Office for New

Dimensions. Administrative Regulation E-19, Travel Study Program, defining

the requirements at the International Education Program, was subsequently

adopted by the district.

Under the guidance of New Dimensions, a Travel Study Program was established
for the summer of 1978. Summer session, unfortunately, was cancelled through-

out the District tsat year. Four travel programs, however, were conducted as

unsanctioned courses. With the.demese of the Office for New Dimensions as a
result of Proposition 13, the Travel Study Program was assigned to the dis-
trict's Division of Educational Planning and Development. In the summer of

1979, two classes were offe.ed for credit in Mexico, Spain and Israel by Har-
bor College.

The International Education Program became part of Metropolitan College in
January 1980, with credit and administrative support being prcvided `1, Harbor
College. Nine summer classes were offered in 1980, along with a spring
theatre program in New York City. From December 1980 to September 1981 the
International Education Program office was located at Los Angeles City Col-
lege. (About that time, Metropolitan College closed .operations.) Since then

the office has been located at the district office, with cry lit oeing granted

by Los Angeles City College and Los Angeles Trade - Technical College. Courses

currently are taught in over twenty countries around the world. It is esti-

mated that 259 students partiLipated in courses abroad in 1985-86.

78 AG 10 C-4
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APPENDIX 0

Excerpt from the lational Association of
Student Financial Aid Administrators Encyclo,;edia

General Program Administration

1.11.2.3 Study Abroad

A student may receive carrpus-based aid for study outside tne
U.S. offered by the institution he or she is attending, or under
a written agreement oetween the two or more institutions involved
which indicates that the student is considered to be enrolled by
the home institution at which he or she expects to receive a
degree or certificate. As a regular student, the credits that
are received for study abroad and transferable to the home insti-
tution must be acceoteu for credit toward the student's degree or
certificate. Being considered a regular student while studying
abroad is sufficient for the purpose of including a reasonable
allowance for costs associated with such study in the student's
campus -based cost of attendance. To be "normally included," the
course of study abroad does not have to be a required part of the
degree or certificate prograri- curriculum in which the student
is enrolled.

1.11.2.1 Regular Student

AG 10

To be eligible for Pell and campus based funds, a student
must be enrolled as a "regular student." The "workload" required
for a GSL is less stringent (see 6.8, GSL and PLUS Programs, for
requirements).

A "regular student" is defined as a student who is enrolled
in an eligible program at an institution of higher education fN.-
the purpose of obtaining a degree or certificate or student who
is enrolled in a two-year program which is acceptable for full
credit towards a bachelor degree.

To conform with these program eligibility requirements it is
necessary for the institution to have in place:

o P, method to identify a student's purpose, intent, or goal in
attending the institution (through this vehicle the institu-
Von determines whet"er or not the student is there for the
purpose of obtaining a degree or certificate or is in a
transfer program); and

o a method which is used to link the student's declared pur-
pose to the awarding of Pell and campus -based aid.

87
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If the institution has this necessary two-part system in
place, it should review that system to ensure its conformance
with program regulations. As pointed out in the August 4, 1983,
USDE Dear Colleague letter, if, in examining its operations for
the 1983-84 year, the institution does riot have such a system in
place, it must do two things:

o establish such a system, and

o reconstruct the records for the 1981-82 and 1982-83 award
years u, der the new system to ensure that only eligible stu-
dents received Pell and campuz-based aid.

Current understznding of the Department of Education policy
can be summarized briefly as follows: if a student enrolls in a
course and is taking it only for his or her own self enrichment
or satisfaction and does not evect to pursue a degree or certi-
ficate program, the student would not he eligible to receive a
Pell Grant or canpus-based aid. If, on the other hand, that stu-
dent has indicated an intent to obtain a degree or certificate
and enrolls in a course of study leading to such, he or she could
be eligible for financial aid.

Nothing in the regulations mentions a student having to de-
clare a major. Therefore, if the student is undeclared but the
course would lead him or her eventually to a degree or certifi-
cat..., and that is the student's purpose For taking the courses,
he or she.would be eligible for Pell Gr -.1: and campus-Oesed aid.
Thus, a student can be in an undeclared .ajor category or enolleo
in a course of general study which wnul

.. lead him or her to a
degree or certificate and still oe eligf,le for Pell and campus-
based funds.

In answer to an earlier question regarding eigibility for
NDSL and CW-S funds, ED stated that, in order. to be eligible to
receive NDSL and CW-S funds, the student must be enroiled or
accepted for enrollment in an eligible institution and determined
to be a "regular student" enrolled in an "eligible program." The
term 'regular student" is defined as a person who enrolls in an
eligible program at an institution for the purpose of obtaining a
degree or certificate. Simply stated, if the student is attend-
ing an institution of higher education for the purpose of

o obtaining a degreee,

o obtaining a certificate a wa rded by the institution*, or

(*NOTE: This requ1re7ent is net if the State or an agency
external to the institution awards a certificate. However,
the school should .oward a certificate of completion of the
program even though the student receives a certificate from
another entity.)
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o is in at least a 6-month program leading to a certificate or
degree that prepares the student for gainful employment in a
recopized occupation, then that student is eligible to
receive the NOR. and CH-S funds [and SEOG funds if otherwise
el igible].

In order for a "special student" to conform to "regular stu-
dent" requirements, the institution must have in place (1) a
method to determine whether the student is enrolled for the pur-
pose of obtaining a degree or certificate or is in a transfer
program, and (2) a method which is used to link the student's
declared purpose to the awarding of Title IV aid.

59
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APPENDIX E

EDUCATION CODE PROVISIONS RELATED TO FIELD TRIPS

EDUCATION" CODE

4 72446.(Flanit el ewe; sato nit operettas seal Jaaaary 1, 1191111) F.:co:aloes owl field tries
The governing board of a coma:sooty college district may:
(a) Conduct field tnpt or excursions m connection with courses of instruction a schooleiated
'Amami:Lek cultural, athletic, or college band activities to and from plies in the state, any other state,
the District of Columbia. of a foreign country for Modena enrolled in a college. A kid trip or excursion
to and from a forma country may be permitteS to familiarize students with the language, history.
pography, natural somas- and other studies relative to the district's course of study for such pupils.
(b) Engage such instructors. supervisors. and other personnel as desire to contribute the- services over
and above the aurrnal period for which they are empSoyal by the datrict, if necessary, and provide
equipment and supplies for such field trip err mousion.
(c) Transport by use of distrun equipment. contract to provide transportation. sir arrange transportation
by the use of other ogwornent. of students. instructors. supervisors or other personnel to and from places
in the state, any other state. the District of Columbia. or a foreign country where such excursions and
field tron are bang conduoted; provided that. when dtsusct equipment is used. the governing board shall
secure liability insurance, and if travel is to and from a foreign country. such liability insurarce shalt be
secured from a sarner licensed to transact insurance bususess in such foreign country
(di Provide superns4on of students involved in field tnps excursions by certificated ernpIoyees of the
Memo.
No student shall be required to pay a fee to participate to an Instructionally relates field trip ct oxcursion
within the sate.
No student shall be prevented from =lace the field trip or excursion because of lack of sufficient funds.
To ass end, the governing board sha:t coordinate efforts of community service groups to supply funds for
stedenu is, need of them.
No group shall be authorized to take a field trip or excursion authonted by this section if any student
who is a member of such an identifiable group will be excluded from participation in the field trip or
excursion became of lack of svIscient funds
No expenses of students participating in a field trip or excursion to any other state, the District of
Columbia, or a foreign country authorized by this section shall to paid with district funds. Etpenscs cf
instructors. chapenans. and other personnel perm:spacing in a fir..: :rip or excursion authonzed by :Ms
action may be paid from district funds. and the district may :ay from district funds all incidental
expenses for the use of district equipment during a field trp or ex....rsion authorized by this section.
The atterianoe or participation of a student in a field trip or ex, overt authunred by this section shall
be considered attendance for the purpose of crediting attendance for apportionments from the State
School Fund in 'he fiscal year. Gralited attendance resulting from such field tnp or excursion shad be
limited to the amount of attotdance which ',Andl have accrued had the students not been engaged .1 the
field trip or common. No more contact bows shall be generated by a held trip cc excorsion than if the
class were held on campus.

All persons making the field trip or oxcutsion.shall be deemed to have Waived all ciaints against the
mono or the State of California for injury, accident. death occurnng during or by reason of
the field trip or eat-union. All adults taking out-ofstio: fiut4 tnps or excursions ant all parents or
guardians of students taking out-of-state held trips or excursions shall sign a oatemoit waiving sucntits
(e) Nothing in this section shall he construed to require the governing board of a oonrnunity college
district to pay the coos of meal). holging, zr..1 other incidental expenses for students panic:peon in held
tripe and excursions, The costs of meals and lodging are incidental in nature and shall not be applied in
determining the funds necessary for a student to participate in a field trip or . .ursion.
(1) Tits sec* et shall remain in effect only until January I. 194t. and as of duo date is repealed, unlsos a
lat- enacted statute, which is enacted before January I. 1988. deletes or emends that date If that late is
sot deleted or extended, then, on and after January I. 1988, port taut to Section 9611 of the Government
Code. Section nb40 of the Education Code. as amended by Section 76 of Chapter '97 of the Statutes of
1979, shall have the same force and effect as if this temporary onion had not beer. enaoted.
AmenSei Stan laos cb 197 i 75: Stott Zo Ea Sea 1913-14 cis I 1 1. operattyt Jut) I. 1944 Slats 1144 di ;74 1 a.
atartrve mks oversune July 3. Ma

4 72640. (Emmet of rwo: operative January 1. MS) Excursions Lad field trips
The governing board of a community college distract may'
(at Conduct field trips or excursions in connection with courses of instrucoon or school-related social.
educational, cultural. athletic, or college band ;moos to and from places in the slate. any other state.
the District of Columbia. or a foreign country for students enrolled in a college. A fold :r.p or excursion
to and from a foreign country may be permitted to familiarize students with the language, 'notary.
seography, natural scierioes. and other ituaiid fela11.1 to the district's course of study for such pupils.
330 p EA C0044
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EDUCATION CODE
§ 72650

(b) liefic such instructs", soperew.---- :4-41 other personnel as deoire to contrhute their .ersicei. oi -9and above th't normal period (or *hien they are employed by the district. .f no.esa.ari. and provideeanapineaat mad supplies for such ield trip or excursion.
(e) Trsmport by use of datnet equipment. contract to provide transportation. 4.r arrange tranaporattonby the we of other equipment. of students, instructors.

Surierrisora or .rther perunine: to and from placesin the state. any other state. the District of Colurnbis, or a foreign country where sia.h exi:ursior.s andkid trips an boa; conducted: provided that. *Ilea district equipment is used. the gosernin; board :hailswum liability insurance- and if treed is to and from a foreign country. such ;lability insurance shall bemated from a turner licensed to transact insurance business in such foreign country.(d) provide auperraaos of students involved in field tripe or excursions by
certif.cated ernr;oyees ol thedistrict.
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No coop shall be *whams:1 to take a field trip or excision authorized by this secoon .f any studentwbo is a member of such an identifiable group will be excluded (corn parttoipation in the field trip or=mice because of lack of sufficient funds.
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All persons making the field trip or excursion shall be deemed to have waived all claims against thecistnct or the State of California for "jury. 1. cadent. illness. or death occurnng during or by reason ofthe field trip or excursion. AU t..ittlu out.ofstate field trips or excursions and all parents orguardians of st:dcats taking osit-of-tiate field trips to excursions shall signs statement eatiug such
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APPENDIX F

PROGRAM ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW
1986

In terra Vona?
Area: Studies (Sec. 8)
Resource:
Phone: (916) 322-4656

College:

musours am aus sar...ararare zr.i=ng :.-a-air-sszaecogr-=eassz= .szt .-rs-ram=i 3,=-4====.1-.7 . 4-7,-rzzxzaers-sx.
Response
Yes No

AUTHORITY

EC 72640

EC 72640(c)

EC 72640(d)

EC 72640(d)

EC 72640(d)

AG 13

1.

COMPLIANCE FACTOR

Are field trips or excursions to a foreign
country scheduled in connection with an appr )ved
course of instruction?

If "Yes," please complete the following.

2. a. Is district equipment used to provide
transportation?

b. If so, is cost pro-rated among students?

c. Is i'ability insurance secured from a
carrier licensed to transact insurance in
the foreign country?

d. Are students supervised by certificated
employee(s) of the district?

3. Is any student who is an Identifiz.ble member of
the group for whom the field trip or excursion
is planned prevented from attending because of
lack of sufficient funds?

a. If so, has the governing board coordina;ed
efforts to provide funds for students in
need of them?

4. Has credited 1.ttendance resul ting from the field
trip or excursion been limited to the contact
hours that would have been generated by a class
held on campus?

F-1
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PROGRAM ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW
1986

Interna tional

Area: Studies (Sec. 8)

Resource:
Phone: (916) 322-4656

Col lege:

AUTHORITY COMPLIANCE FACTOR
K2Sponie
Yes lo

EC 72640(d) 5. Have all adults taking the field trip or excur-
sion waived in writing all claims against the
district : nd the Stat-.-. of Cal ifornia for injury,

accident, illness nr death occuring during or by
reason of the fiel trip or excursion?

EC 72640(d) 6. Have parents of minors participating on the
field trips or excursi.;ns signed a waiver as
specified in number 5?

EC 72640(d)

--..,

1. Has t..e district clavned transportation allow-
ances from the 3o3rd of Governors for expenses
incurred as a result of the field trip or
excursion?

,

EC 72641 8. Has the district provided or made Ivailable
medical or hospital sertice, or ,-....,th, thrcurt a

coruany or corporation authorize:? to .13 busireass

in California, to 11 students p.lrticipatinj in
the field trip or excursion?

1

9.

.

Does the district pay for such insurance?

EC 72642 10. Is air transportation provided?

a. Is such transportation provided by
chartered aircraft opera ted exclusively ti.y

an air carrier or foreign air carrier in
accordance with tne provision of the
Federal Aviation Act of 1953?

COMPLETED BY

AG 10

4A AE

F-2
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APPENDIX F

OXNARD COLLEGE

CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGE CONCEPT PAPER

1. Project Title: Oxnard World Trade Institute

2. Duration of Training Program: short-term training in a

minimum of ten eight-hour workshops for up to 300

participants.

3. Private Industry Support: Estimated $10,000 to include

cost of training, supplies, consultants, mailings, travel

expenses and publications.

4. Project Manager and Project Director

Dr. William H. Lawson/Manager
Delm/Vocational Education
:xnard College
4000 South Rose Avenue
Oxnard, CA 93033
(805)488-0911, ext. 229

Tanya Burke/Director
Division Director
Business/Public Services
Oxnard College
4000 South Rose Avenue
Oxnard, CA 93033
(805)488-00911, ext. 306

5. Funding: Employer-Ba'sed Training and ADA funding

requests for $69,554.

6. Length of Project: January 1 - June 30, 1987

7. Statement of Outcomes:

Oxnard College in cooperation with the City of. Oxnard, the

Ventura County Economic Development Association (VCEDA), the

Ventura County Private Industry Council (PIC), the Oxnard

Harbor District, the City of Port Hueneme, and the newly

formed Southern California World Trade Center Council,

would work to develop the Oxnard World Trade Institute

(OWTI) affiliated with t' local Ventura County universities,

i.e., California Lutheran University, the California State

9.4 87



University System's Ventura Learning Center (including

UCSB and CSUN) and other appropriate private universities

411
(see Exhibits "A-1 - A-4") . This Institute would be a part

of the Oxnard World Trade Center recently designated by

thg World Trade Center Association. The OWTI would provide

training in the use of the World Trade Canter Network, a

computerized communication/data-base system designed to

help international businesses reduce costs, contact new

companies, increase profits, and receive educational service.

A "Survey of Interest"(Exhibit "B") conducted by the Oxnard

World Trade Center Association would be used as a basis for

the development of workshops and seminars to be offered

to Center associates. This survey would also be-a resource

for the clearing-house function.

The initial outcomes would be:

A. Development of an operational Education Institution

Committee as part of the Oxnard World 1.Ide

Institute (OWTI).

B. Development of a Business Advisory Committee as

part of the OWTI.

C. Development and offering of a series of workshops

and seminars for college credit to aelp small

businesses expand their exports to the Pacific Rim

Basin countries (see Exhibit "C").

D. Development of an International Trade Training

Certificate for those who successfully complete

the required training courses.

93
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E. Provision of appropriate training for business in the

use of tha World Trade Center Network.

F. Establishment of working relationships with other World

Trade Institutes in the Southern California World

Trade Council and the World Trade Institute of the

World Trade Center in New York.

G. Identification of local ethnic organizations to

encourage cultural linkages for internationf7. trade,

particularly with the Pacific Rim Basin countries.

H. Promotion of international trade training for women

and economically-disadvantaged groups to encourage

business development by them.

I. Development of resources for OWTI activities by

establishing working relationships with the California

Community College Administrators of Occupational

'Education's new Economic Development Ccmmittee, the

California State World Trade Commission, and other

government and private organizations concerned with

economic development and world trade. (see Exhibit

fiDat).

J. Development, publication and distribution of a

"Directory" of educational resources in the Oxnard

World Trade :nstitute's service area of Ventura, Santa

Barbara, San Luis Obispo, Ker., Counties as well as

the northern section of Los Angeles County.

9 6
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OXNARD WORLD TRADE INSTITUTE

Proposed Budget

1. Staffing

A. Certificated

1. Project Director
(25% x $35,000/yr x .5 year)

2. Project Coordinator
(75% x $35,000 x .5 year)

$ 4,375

$ 13,125

3. Instructors
(20 classes x 8 hr/class x

$25/hr) $ 4,160

B. Classified

1. Project Assistant
(30% x $18,000/yr x .5 yr)

2. Project Secretary
(100% x $18,000/yr x .5 yr)

3. Clerical Assistance
(10 hrs/wk x $4/hr x 26 wks)

C. Fringe

$ 21,660

$ 2,700

$ 9,000

$ 1,040

$ 12,740

1. Certificated
($21,660 x 20%) $ 4,332

2. Classified
($12,740 x 30%)

TOTAL STAFFING:

97

$ 3,822_

$ 8,154

$ 42,554
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Proposed Budget
Page 2

2. Supplies $ 4,000

3. Miscellaneous

A. Travel/Per Diem/Mileage $ 6,000

B. Communications/NETWORK $ 7,000

C. Publications $ 3,000

D. Equipment $ 3,000

E. Consultants $ 4,000.......___

PROJECT TOTAL: $ 69,554

9
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CITY OF
Exhibit "s.i.

X 11 r

37(.iF:NG

'eotemoer 18, 1986

TO: City Manager

F is Economic Development Oirector(

SUBJECT: Update on the World Trade Center Association - Oxnard

DISCUSSION

On March 28, 1986, the World Trade Center Association received and aaroved -e

City's reouest to establish a World Trade Center in Oxnard. After official

designation was received. the City Council authorized the formation of :.tee

World Trade Center Steering Committee. The Steering Committee consist: of

seven representatives from tne following entities:

City Council
Economic Oevelopmeot Advisory Commission

Oxnard Harbor Oistrict
.Ventura County Economic Oevelopment Association

Robert P. Wamef4;con Comoany
The Private Industry -Council
The City of Port Hueneme

The City Council of the City of Oxnard is designated as ex-officio mewers of

the Steering Committee.
The Steering Committee has held five meetings to

date.

In order to be accented to the World Trade
Center Association, aoplicants must

be legally constituted bodies interested in operating, dtvelooing, or 'laming

a World Trade Center. A World Trade Center must be designed to accommodate

activities devoted to world trade, provide a minimum standard of services, ono

have facilities or bra/rams under development which will create an operational

World Trade Center. to meet these requirements of the World Trade Center

Association, the Steering Committee identified four phases of development for

the successful preoaration of the World Trade Center Association - Oxnard:

Phase I Application (omitted)

Phase II Conceptual Plan in orogress)

Phase III Business Plan (including a detailed

implementation plani

Phase IV !alimentation

/CURRENT STATUS

Phase I Conceptual Plan

The World Trade Center Association - Oxnaro oe 'moor:crated 35 3

non-profit organization. The world Trade :enter Association .11; :oasis: le

a seven-amer 3oard of Directors (rtoresentative of the Steering ::rmittee!

and an Advisory bard. There will exist tire, classes of memoersn,2
.1:b tre

following annual dues:

Founding Memoir S1,000

Associate Meecer S 500

Student (fulltime) S 60

A conceptual budget nas been oreoared Used on in anti:foe:el 1:: -warmers aro

other revenue from wITA activities. -oral revenue ant:c:lated to -aisec

576,750 within a 15-month oeriod ;see Attachment 11. A pant account s to :9

estao)ished at tne 3ant of A. Levy. lentora County Economic 3eve;oomeqt

Association (VCEDA) will be responsible for the account:. Sionaturt

authorization has been given to reoresentatives from ICWA !Uncr "orris., :::

(John Chase) and the Economic Oevelopment Advisory :cmnission 7ool-is:.

TWO signatures dre required to dfsourse funds.

The Steering Committee has authorized Oxnard
College to anal? 'or a ;rant to

establish the World Trade Institute. The course wort .ould orovide trainilo :1

businesses who are interested in expanding into the Pacific Aim veryet. '-

addition, the Steering Committee Peas authorized
staff to 40017 'or a 550,000

Job Training Par'.nersnio Act grant. This funding would assist in the

development of the business plan (Phase III), a resource/referral :enter.

full-time staffing, and an international :race library see Attacnment

Thentxt meeting of the Steering Committee
is scheduled for Occoui- 10. :986.

I will continue to provide updates on developments as they occur.

JPS/OG:la
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CITY OF

Exhibit A-2

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DEPT. 300 W. THIRD ST. OXNARD, CA 93030 (805) 984-4611

ACX P. STEWART.
ECONOmiC 0EvELOPPAINT CEPT OtRECTOR

Dr. William H. Lawson

Dean, Vocational Education

Oxnard College
4000 South Rose Avenue

Oxnard, California 93033

Dear Dr. Lawson:

June 3, 1986

We are pleased that Oxnard College wishes to work with the City of Oxnard,

VCEDA, PIC, and other organizations in the development of the World Trade

Center in Oxnard. One of the major components of the World Trade Center is to

have a World Trade Education Institute similar to one found in New York and

other World Trade Center lo:ations.

The new World Trade Center Oxnard we have formed with others in this region

would benefit from an education institute being available to provide training

for international trade: The City of Oxnard is committed to the project and

will be providing up to $20,000 in support of it. In addition, there will be

funding from the Economic Development
Administration and/or the U.S.

Department of Commerce International Trade Association.

We envision Oxnard College as one of the prime developers of the Institute and

for articulation with the California State University Center, California

Lutheran College, and a "2 plus 2" arrangement with the Oxnard Union High

School District. This consortium of educational institutions with Oxnard

College's leadership would provide the training for businesses interested in

world trade. Also, training in the use of the "World Trade Center Network," a

computerized information system and a data bank, would be most helpful to the

members of the Center.

We look forward to working with Oxnard College as we have before. I believe

that we have an opportunity to develop a World Trade Center that would make a

major contribution to the economic growth of the area.

JPS:jas

94

Sincerely,

Jack P. Stewart
Economic Development Director
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May 30, 1986

Exhibit A-3

PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCIL. OF VENTURA COUNTY

Dr. William H. Lawson
Dean, Vocational Education
Oxnard College
4000 South Rose Avenue
Oxnard, CA 93033

Oear Or. Lawson:

Your proposed involvement in developing a World Trade Education institute

as a part of the World Trade Center for the City of Oxnard, VCEDP and

ourselves is very much appreciated. We recognize that one of tht lirst

components of a World Trade Center that needs to be developed is all edu-

cation institute. We are pleased that you are requesting funding for -

this purpose.

There needs to be good articulation and cooperation among the California

State University Center, California Lutheran College, Oxnard Union High

School District and your College in order to develop the variety of

educational activities necessary to support a World Trade Center.

At this stage, the PIC is providing $10,000 of seed money to jointly

fund the development studies that will establish the center and institute.

We believe a World Trade Center would be an excellent economic develop-

ment project. We also know that by involving Oxnard College and others

in the educational aspect of the Center this will be an incentive for

business to become involved and learn how to engage in international

trade. It is particularly important that the special education courses

be developed to permit businesses to be competitive in the worldwide

competition that we now face from the Pacific Rim countries.

We look forward to the develop, it of this first-of-its-kind project in

Ventura County and are pleased that Oxnard College is willing to play a

prominent role in its development.

Sincerely,

n H. Chase
xecutive Director

JHC/jdr
1 of

260 Maple Court. Suite 210 Ventura. California 93003 (805) 644-0181 95
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June 4,1986

Dr. William Lawson
Dean, Vocational Education
4000 South Rose Avenue
Oxnard, CA 93033

Dear Dr. Lawson,

Exhibit A-4

IS

This is in-reference to your proposal to help fund the World
Trade Education Institute as part of the World Trade Center, Oxnard.

VCEDA, in conjunction with the City of Oxnard, Private Industry
Council (PIC), and. other organizations is now implementing its
new status as an approved World Trade Center.

A World Trade Education Institute'as envisioned in our LEnter's

application provided articulation with universities such as the
California State University Center, California Lutheran Univertity,
the award Union High School District, and the Ventura County
Ccaecnity College District. We support Oxnard College, with its

mapy.activities in the local area, becoming the moridnating
organization on the educational coalition.

VCECA will be providing the support of its association members and

will work with Oxnard College and the educational coalition to
develop and promote suitable training for businesses interested in

international. trade.

We strongly support the Oxnard College's application and look

forward to Implementing it in 1986/87.

- Since

Shappee.

Presilent

inn n

.1 2

Menus County Economic Development Association 601 Daily Drive Suits /28 Camarillo, CA 93010 (805) 484 -4394
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SURVEY OF INTEREST

WORLD TRADE CENTER
FACILITIES AND SERVICES

A. PRIMARY INDUSTRIAL
CLASSIFICATION

Please indicate which of the following primary industrial
classifications most fit your organization. If more than
one applies number them in order of importance (I)
being most important. Please also indicate whether
your organization is engaged in world trade or other
affairs by placing a y_ next to the category:

Importance/World Trade Related

A. Production
B. Supply
C. Distribution
D. Processing
E. Service
F. Government
G. Education
H. Research/

Development
I. Non-profit

Association
J. Other

Please briefly describe the field of interest and activity
of your organization:

WO1 J. 'II )11 GEN'
A*_t-VOIATIQP.

SURVEY OF INTEREST IN
FACILITIES AND SERVICE

INTRODUCTION AND INSTRUCTION

The World Trade Center Association Oxnard is
pursuing a survey in response to the rapid growth
international trade in Southern California, and in
particular in Ventura, Santa Barbara. San Luis
Kern one North Los Angeles Counties. The sunr
provide a measure of the needs and preferences
local organizations such as your own.

This survey is the first of a series. hich MI helpI
WTCAOX more effectively and responsively plan
programs, services end facilities for international
which will be offered to local businesses and wh
be incorporated in the WTCAOX.

Please take the time to review and coopiele the
enclosed survey and help plan for the future of
international trade in the region. Your responses
survey are confidential and will be used only for
statistical tabulation and appropriate iriorma!ion
up by designated representatives of the WICA.

If you do not have enough room for a written an
you may attach a separate sheet and add the qu
number tc' it. If an answer doesn't apply please
the next question. Complete as many questions
you can. If you have any questions contact one
representatives and we will be pleased to discuss
with you. Return the completed survey to one of
WICAOX's representatives or mail it to:

World Trade Center Association Oxnard
500 Esplanade Drive, Suite 810
Oxnard, CA 93030
(805) 988-1406 I 0 1



B. DESIRED MEMBERSHIP
ORGANIZATION SERVICES

How important are each of the foNowing membership
organization services to your organization
(Le. 1 -Vary. 2Signiicantly, 3Moderalely,

4SNghtly, 5Unimportant)?

Ho. Service Rating

1 Market information
2 Political lobbying
3 Trade and industry information
4 Economic/financial information
5 Management advice
6 EducationaVtraining programs
7 Employment opportunities
8 Public relations/marketing support
9 Positive industry image

10 Exchange with same industry individuals
3 11 Monitoring on new developments

E12 Strength from unity of representation
13 Offer new opportunities for business
14 Advancing research and development
15 Better access to resources
16 Forum for discussion of mz.jor issues
17 Interaction among industry segments
18 Effective management support
19 More exposure of products and services
20 Anticipating and adjusting to changes
21 Social and civic benefits
22 Health and recreational benefits
23 Personal and family assistance
24 Library and information services
25 Conferences, seminars and meetings
26 Club with appropriate environment
27 Operational support
28 Offer link to global trade network
29 Reduce cost for trade transactions
30 Protocol and intercultural programs
31 Coordination on trade missions
32 Exhibition. mart and fair programs
33 Rapid, low cost global communications
34 World trade databases and bulletins

105

C. PREFERRED FEATURES OF
WORLD TRADE CENTER

Please rate the following features of location
facilities and services in terms of their importance in
meeting your organizations needs
(le 1-Very 2Significantly 3Moderately 4-Slightly
5-Unimportant)

No. Location Features Rating

1 Proximity to World Trade Business
2 Access to Air Transportation
3 Access to Rail Transportation
4 Access to Truck Transportation
5 Access to Maritime Transportation
6 Access to Freeways
7 Access to Public Transit
8 Access Good Duality Residential
9 Near Beaches and Recreation

10 Near Colleges and Universities
11 Prestige Location
t2 Access to Large tabor Base

No. Facility Features Raying

13 Access to Hotels
14 Access to Retail/Restaurants
15 Access to Industrial/Warehousing
16 Access to R $ 0 Facilities
17 Access to Governmental Center
18 Access to Foreign Trade Zone
19 World Trade Center Theme
20 World Trade Support Facilities
21 International Identity
22 Telecommunicationsfieleconfwencing
23 International Information Center
24 Exhbit/Felarade Mart
25 Competitive Rental Rates and Terms
26 Flexible Office Space Planning
27 Convenient and Ample Parking
28 Unique Design/Interior Treatment
29 Business and Industrial Theme
30 Convention/Meeting Facilities

No. Service Features Rating

31 On-Site TransirIors
32 Library/Data Research Services
33 Trade Education Programs
34 Delivery/Messenger Services
35 Industry Association Membership
36 World Trade Club Membership
37 Foreig Business Representatives
38 Computer/Database Services
39 Banking/Financial Services
40 Marketing/Promotion Services
41 Temporary 011ices/Cierical Stall
42 Personnel and Employment Services
43 Copying and reproduction services
44 Security and monitoring services
45 Travel and tourist services
46 Trade development services
47 Access to trade publications
48 Multimedia and audiovisual services
49 Radio and television broadcasting
50 Prase and mass news services

Please specify any other features which you would
consider important in meeting your organization's
needs:
51
52

INTEREST SURVEY FOLLOW UP

11 you would like to participate in a follow up to this
survey and obtain further information on World
Trade Center's services and facilities please
provide the following Information.

Name:
Title:
Company:
Street/P.O.:
City/Stale/Zip:
Telephone:

106 co
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EXHIBIT "..": Proposed Coursework

Course Number/Description Units

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

Interdisciplinary Studies (IS)

IS 200A - Chinese Culture

IS 200B - Korean Culture

IS 200C - Japanese Culture

IS 200D - Central American Cultures

IS 200E - Mexican Culture 1/2

IS 300A - Survival Chinese 1/2

IS 300B - Survival Korean 1/2

IS 300C - Survival Japanese 1/2

IS 300D - Survival Spanish 1/2

Business

Bus 100A - International Contracts and 1/2
Distribution Agreements

ous 100B - Basis of Importing 1/2

Bus 100C - International Transportation 1/2

Bus 100D - International Distribution 1/2

Bus 100E - International Finance I 1/2

Bus 100F - International Finance II 1/2

Bus 200A - Chinese Business Practices 1/2

Bus 200B - Korean Business Practices 1/2

Bus 200C - Japanese Business Practices 1/2

Bus 200D - Central American Business Practice 1/2

Bus 200E - Mexican Business Practices 1/2
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Exhibit "D"

The CCCAOE Economic Development "Blue Ribbon" committee

ORGANIZATION/Agency/Representative

Joint Senate Committee on Science/Technology: John
Garamendi

2. Joint Assembly Committee on Science/Technology: Sam
Farr

3. Californif%

4. California

5. California

6. California

7. California

8. California

9. California

10. California

11. California

Engineering Foundation: Robert Kuntz

Economic Development Corporation

Chamber of Commerce

Associatton for Local Economic Development

State Department of Commerce

State Department of Education

State Job Training Council

State Chancellery

Business Roundtable

12. California Manufacturers' Association

13. California State World Trade Commission

14. U.S. Department of Commerce

15. U.S. Small Business Ad,inistration

16. National Association of Industry Specific Training Providers

17. Employment Training Panel

18. Governor's Office

19. Lt. Governor's Office

20. California Occupational Education Coalition

21. State Council on Vocational Education

22. California Association of Community Colleges

23. Association of California Community College Administrators
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24. ,,ssociation of Community Cr ,ege Trustees

25. Chief Executive Officers Association

26. Chief Instructional Officers :sst5ciatic,n

O. Ida Rae Lapum, 'alley College/CCCAOE President

2L. Pamilia Fische. .osemite Community College

29. Sandra Mellor, College of San Mateo

30. William Lawson, Oxnard College

10 :;
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BACKGROUND

RESPONSE TO

ASSEMBLY CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 82

MAR 1 2 1987

On 18 September 1986 The California State University Board of Trustees approved a
recommendation of the Chancellor that a commission be established to study how
The California State University can establish closer and more productive relations
with the countries and peoples of the Pacific Rim. The membership of the
Commission was to include a broad mix of faculty, administrative, business, and
governmental representatives. The Commission was directed to focus principally,
but not exclusively, on specific actions to implement the following goals:

1. Introduce more courses in international affairs and international business into
CSU curricula, both on campus and in the CSU overseas centers.

2. Create added opportunities for faculty to share their expertise with business
and political leaders who are, or should be, dealing with the Pacific Rim,

3. Create more opportunities for CSU undergraduates to study foreign languages
related to the Pacific Rim and motivate them to do so, particularly as an
adjunct to disciplines such as international business, where such study has a
practical application.

4. Increase the number of crosscultural courses available within the CSU, with the
objective of enhancing student sensitivity and adaptability to nonAmerican
cultures, particularly those of the Pacific Rim.

5. (a) Analyze the mix of foreign students entering the CSU and plan for better
balance among Pacific Rim representation, with the intent of providing
the "maximum opportunity and appropriate diversity among students"
mandated by Title S.

(b) In furtherance of this goal, make every effort to secure an increase in the
level of support for tuition waivers, both domestic and foreign, to comply
with the original intent of the Donahoe Act, as presently embodied in the
Education Code.

6. Work with the federal government to secure support for those educational areas
in which the national interest is involved, including but not limited to offering
instruction in critical languages and pursuing the concept of national study
centers in the third world.

7. Encourage CSU campuses to develop innovative teacher training programs in
international studies.

8. Foster interinstitutional cooperation in establishing new overseas centers and
using existing centers among educational institutions, public and private, which
have a common interest in the Pacific Rim.

Assembly Concurrent Resolution Number 82, adopted in Assembly 25 August 1986
and in Senate 29 August 1986, requested the Trustees of The California State
University to conduct a study of, and report to the California Postsecondary
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Education Commissicn on, its role in meeting the needs of the state in furthering its
economic position and leadership within the Pacific Rim region and in carrying out
its responsibilities to immigrants of Pacific Rim countries, including but not limited
to, an assessment of the need for all of the following:

1. Pacific Rim specialists.

2. Increased interchange a: long scholars in countries of the Pacific Rim.

3. Changes in current educational program offerings and exchange programs
bearing on Pacific Rim Studies.

4. Enhancing the exchange of information and ideas through improved computer
communication systems between the University of California, The California
State University, and community college campuses and university and college
campuses in other Pacific Rim countries.

5. Establishment of a Center for Pacific Rim Studies, to fulfill research and public
service functions pertaining to the Pacific Rim area.

This charge was forwarded to the Commission for inclusion in their deliberations.

On 14 January 1986 the report of the Commission was presented to the Board. of
Trustees. The principal findings and recommendations of the report, a copy of
which is attached as Annex A, are summarized below.

SUMMARY OF FINDB4C4

The Pacific Rim includes all of those lands with at least a portion of their coastlines
fronting on the Pacific Ocean. As an economic, political, and cultural concept, it
additionally includes those nations adjacent to Pacificfacing states that are
oriented to the Pacific region.

If The California State. University is to respond to the economic, cultural, political,
and educational imperatives presented by the growing importance of this region,
there is a series of needs requiring response:

the need to introduce more internationally focused courses into the CSU
curriculum;

the need to stimulate interest in and opportunity for the study of Pacific Rim
languages;

the need to attain a beneficial mix and balance of Pacific Rim foreign students;

the need to assist faculty in the development of the knowledge and experience
to interpret Pacific Rim peoples and cultures to students, to state business
leaders, and to state political leaders;

the need to foster interinstitutional cooperation in expanding overseas
opportunities;
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the need to prepare new teachers to promote cultural understanding among
students;

the need to secure financing for those educational areas that support the
national interest, such as critical languages and study centers for various
countries of the Pacific Rim.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Internationalization of the Curriculum

At a minimum, college students should be required to know as much about the
culture and civilization of the Pacific Rim nations as they are required to know
about European or Western culture and civilization. To this end, a series of
recommendations is proposed. Each campus should identify those General
Education and major courses which lack, but should include, a Pacific Rim
perspectiveand revise such courses. Not only should language competency be
required for graduation, but each CSU campus should make available one or
acre Asian languages. These steps will be more effective if instructors utilize

local ethnic communities as learning resources and utilize the expertise of their
own ethnic and area studies faculties and departments.

2. Language and Culture

Apathy and resistance have characterized the approach of education to foreign
language onlyand such apathy and resistance erode our ability to deal with
our Pacific Asian neighbors. Language equality with Pacific Asians will require
that foreign language instruction be made a stateside requirement beginning
with grade one, and that special attention be given to the Chinese, Japanese,
and Korean languages. The California State University should commit itself to
a major expansion of Pacific Asian language and area studies, and should see
that such efforts receive proper fiscal support from state, federal, foundation,
and business and international sources.

3. Internationalization of the Business Curriculum

In contrast to providing international business courses for those business
students who choose to "specialize," the internationalization of the business
curricul'un will involve adding international segments to all principles courses;
requiring all business majors to study a foreign languagewith Asian languages
strongly recommended; and establishing international business internships that
emphasize U.S.-Pacific Rim relations.

4. Student Internships in Pacific Rim Countries

Recognizing the value of experiencing another culture, it is recommended that
the possibility be explored of designating particular CSU campuses to
coordinate student internship programs in Japan, Mexico, Taiwan, South Korea,
Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong, the Pacific Latin-American lands, and others
as appropriate. California businessthe ultimate beneficiaries of such student
experienceshould be asked for help in supporting internships.
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5. Teacher Preparation for Instruction About Pacific Rim Peoples, Cultures aad
Languages

Teachers-to-be need far greater exposure to the nations and peoples of the
Pacific Rim. Some of this will be gained with the introduction of language
requirements and with the internationalization of the General Education
program. In addition, prospective teachers should become acquainted with
Pacific Rim instructional materials appropriate to their fields, and special
efforts should be made to attract teacher candidates from population groups of
Pacific Rim origin. Current teachers returning for more study should have
access to master's degree programs with a Pacific Rim focus and should be held
to the same standards of Pacific: Rim subject matter awareness and competency
as those expected in the teacher preparation program. Education programs in
The California State University should take the lead in organizing in-service
and post-service activities such as workshops, special sessions, and after-school
programs designed to enhance the knowledge and competency of current
teachers on matters relating to the Pacific Rim. Exchanges of student-teacher
candidates and teacher preparation faculty with their counterparts in Pacific
Rim countries would enhance such knowledge, understandings, and
competencies.

6. International Food and Agricultural Development Initiatives

International food and agricultural development initiatives with appropriate
less-developed Pacific Rim countries should be encouraged. Those California
State University campuses with appropriate faculty and programs should
vigorously pursue international food and agricultural development initiatives
with less-developed Pacific Rim countries. Social scientists should engage in
related study of the impact of such agricultural change on the lives of the
inhabitants of the Pacific Rim lands.

7. Creative and Performing Arts

The changing character of California's resident population provides an
unparalleled opportunity for a major broadening of the cultural horizons of our
students and the society of which they are a part. The several cultures of
Hispanic Pacific American and Pacific Asia are sufficiently strongly
represented in the new immigrant communities of California to provide an
unparalleled opportunity for a sharing of their theatre, music, and dance with
campus audiences. CSU campuses, where appropriately located, should exert a
major effort to help new immigrant peoples, such as the refugee populations
from Southeast Asia, to preserve the various art forms of the lands from which
they came. The CSU shouts consider inaugurating an annual Pacific Rim arts
festival and should make efforts to gain participation in national tours of
Pacific Rim art exhibits as well as performers. Continuing Education units
could arrange overseas arts tours of Pacific Rim lands.

8. Services to be Made Available to the Business and Political Leadership of
California

There may be no more important need with respect to the dawning Pacific
century than the raising of the general public's awareness of the peoples living
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on both sides of the Pacific Rim. CSU must educate beyond its several
campuses in ways that are accessible and comprehensible to Californians. The
California Stem University should establish a computerized CSU Pacific Rim
Information Network which catalogs and disseminates information to business
and political leaders, with electronic mail bulletin boards to allow users to
have access to its data base. Publicationsperhaps a monthly CSU Pacific
Rim Newslettershould be issued regularly. Pacific Rim Resources Centers
should be established in the major regions of the state, and the CSU should
prepare' a comprehensive directory of services provided to the public by all 19
campuses. Pacific Rim Institutes, analagous to that on the Long Beach
campus, should be encouraged as the academic administrative units to offer
courses, conferences and programs that meet the requirements of all
Californians who need to know more about the Pacific Rim. Such institutes
should organize and conduct regular in-depth tours of Pacific Rim countries to
study business and professional practices. Consulting services for Pacific
Rim-oriented business should be strongly enhanced, and a "California-Pacific
Issues Forum" should be established to meet bi-monthly, in changing locations,
to define issues of particular California political-business-professional
concern and offer briefings on major issues to the administrative i tadership
and legislature in Sacramento.

9. Enhancing Faculty Competencies to Participate in a General Expansion of
Pacific Rim-Focused Instruction in The California State University

Faculty expertise in Pacific Rim matters already exists, and current faculty
should be used to the maximum extent in carrying out the recommendations
for enhanced involvement in Pacific Rim concerns. As vacancies occur, new
faculty should be recruited with the specific goal of adding competence in
Pacific Rim matters. An effort should be .made to encourage faculty to seek
temporary appointments on the faculties of Pacific Rim universitiesand
faculty should be financially supported in their efforts to gain first-hand
knowledge of Pacific Rim affairs and cultures. A portion of sabbatical leaves
should be used for the development of faculty competencies in Pacific Rim
matters.

10. The Attainment of an Educationally Beneficial Mix of Pacific Rim Students
and Their Financial Support

The presence of foreign students is in the interest not only of the students
themselves, but also of their American classmates and the campus as a whole.
A major effort should be made to recruit a Jocial and economic cross-section
of students from the Asian Pacific Rim nations. Such students could be used
as resource persons in strengthening the foreign language and culture programs
of the campuses. It is recognized that a preponderance of students from one
country in a few majors does not achieve these goals, and it is recommended
that increased monitoring of the admission, academic progress, and graduation
of visa students be undertaken to make certain that our attempt to further the
economic development of other countries is accomplished.

11. Expansion, Greater Usage, Funding, and Organization-Direction of Centers in,
and Dealing with, the Pacific Rim

A council should be created to advise on and encourage projects in the Pacific
Rim and to share ideas and disseminate information. CSU campuses should be 109
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encouraged to establish centers for study, research and activity so that
somewhere in the system all the regions and countries of the Pacific Rim are
included. Opportunities for the expansion of CSU onsite centers in the
Pacific Rim and of consortial participation in centers operated in the Pacific
Rim countries by other institutions should be pursued.

SUPPORTING DATA

In reaching its findings, the Commission addressed a number of detailed studies of
the CSU's present and possible future involvement in activities directly related to
the Pacific Rim. These studies were not forwarded with the Commission's report,
but some of the more salient data are attached as annexes to this report:

B Pacific RimRelated Curricula
C Enrollments in Pacific RimRelated Curricula
D FTE Enrollment in Foreign Language Courses Related to the Pacific Rim.
E Exchanges and Cooperative Arrangements in the Pacific Rim
F CSU Students in the Pacific Rim
G Pacific Rim Students in the CSU
H Bilingual/Bicultural Programs

STATUS

The report of the Commission has been forwarded to the Statewide Academic
Senate for their review and comment. In consultation with the Academic Senate,
the Office of the Chancellor will draw up a plan of implementation for Trustee
review and approval.
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THE FUTURE OF THE PACIFIC RIM LS NOW

a Opportunities and Challenges
for TI,.. California State University

(A report to the Chancellor and the Board of Trustees by the Pacific Rim
Commission of the CSU)

The century that will begin in the year 200C, all evidence suggests, will be a "Pacific
Century." The nineteenth century was a European century in the sense that the
impact of Europe's technology, trade and power was the most important single
influence felt throughout the world. In the first half of the twentieth century,
North America, particularly the United States, came of age as a world force. And
European gave way to Atlantic influence.

In the last years of the present century the balance is again shifting. The United
States, both a Pacific and an Atlantic state, is playing a pivotal role in this shift,
and no state of the American mainland is more directly influenced than California.

Reflective of this is the fact that in 1982 for the first time everthe volume of
American trans-Pacific trade exceeded that which cossed the Atlantic.

In 1986, moreoever, 60 percent of the world's population lives in countries fronting
the Pacific Oceanmore than one billion of them in a single land, China, home to
one-quarter of the planet's people. And the combined gross national products of the
Pacific lands (other than the United States) had increased to two-thirds of the
American GNPtwice their percentage only two decades earlier. The combined
economies of the Pacific Rim countries ere greater than three trillion dollars and
growing by three billion dollars a week.

California, predicted to become the fourth ranking economic "land" in the world by
2000, is a major part of this emerging Pacific world. Eighty percent of the foreign
trade passing through California's ports is with Pacific countriesaccounting for
more than 1.5 million jobs from exports alone to Pacific Rim nations. This trade
totalled more than 67 billion dollars in 1984. And California's peoples increasingly
reflect the Pacific Rim territorial and cultural roots of the state's (and the nation's)
newest immigrants: the Mexican-immigrant and Mexican-descended population of
southern California; the Chinese, Japanese, and Koreans of the coastal cities; the
refugees of the Indochina War in Southeast Asia, and the growing numbers of
Filipinos, Samoans and others from various of the Pacific island groups.
Approximately 30 percent of the country's Pacific Rim immigrants settle in
California. School and CSU (and other university) enrollments mirror this
population-composivion change.

The future of the Pacific Rim is clearly nowespecially for California. And it is a
multi-dimensional futurewith political, cultural, informational, educational,
scientific, and defense implications as well as great economic importance.

** * *

Agenda. In recognition of the dawning of the Pacific Century and of the
dramatically increased importance of Pacific Rim countries to California,
Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds of The California State University appointed a CSU
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Commission on the Pacific Rim to make recommendations to the Chancellor and to
the Board of Trustees to prepare Californiansof today as well as tomorrowto
take advantage of the opportunities, as well as to meet the challenges, of the
developing closer relations of the United States with its neighbors on both sides of
the Pacific Ocean. "The overall objective of the Commission," Chancellor Reynolds
said, "is to study how The California State University can establish closer and more
productive relations with the peoples and countries of the Pacific Rim."

Subsequent to appointment of the Commission and its first meetings, the California
Legislature, in August 1986, passed a concurrent resolution requesting the Trustees
of The California State University, as well as the Regents of the University of
California and the Board of Governors of the California Community Colleges, "to
conduct a study of, and report to the California Postsecondary Education
Commission on, the role of the respective institutions and particular campuses in
meeting the needs of the state in furthering its economic position and leadership
within the Pacific Rim region and in carrying out its responsibilities to immigrants
of Pacific Rim countries." The Assembly resolution strongly suggests that "more
(Californian) students will need to be educated in the business, political science,
sociology, history, language, religion, economics, and culture of other Pacific Rim
countries."

In reviewing possible means to accomplish these broader ends, the Commission
endeavored to respond to the following needs:

1. The need to introduce more internationally focused courses, particularly as
these relate to the Pacific Rim, into CSU curricula, both on campus and in
overseas settings, not least of all as these rehire to international business and
involve cross-cultural understanding.

2. The need in particular to increase opportunities for CSU students to study
Pacific Rim languages and to motivate them to do so.

3. The mug! to attain a beneficial balance in the mix of Pacific Rim foreign
students enrolled in the CSU and to obtain an increased number of tuition
waivers for them.

4. The need to assist faculty in the development of the knowledge and experience
to interpret our Pacific Rim neighbors to both students and to the state's
business and political leadership and to create new opportunities for the sharing
of such expertise with these leaders.

5. The need to foster interinstitutional cooperation to establish new overseas
opportunities, and to increase use of existing overseas facilities, among
educational institutions with a commitment to understanding Pacific Rim
countries and cultures.

6. The need to encourage CSU campuses to develop innovative teacher preparation
strategies that will help the student, from the first day in school, to better
understand other people, including our Pacific Rim neighbors.
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7. The need to work with the federal government and other major funding sources
to secure support for those educational areas in which there is a national
interestwhich includes, but is not limited to, instruction in critical languages
and establishment of national study centers in various of the countries of the
Pacific Rim.

Before presenting its recommendations, however, the Commission regards it as
imperative to define what it means by the term "Pacific Rim" and to relate its
challenges and opportunities to the capabilities of higher educationin order that it
may convey to all who read this report the high importance it places on the
readiness of California to play a role of maximum advantage in a "Pacific Century"
that may already be here.

*44*
Definition and Relationships. The Pacific Rim as a geographical concept includes
all of those lands with at least a portion of their coastlines fronting on the Pacific
Ocean. As an economic, political, and cultural concept, it additionally includes
those nations adja,bent to Pacific-facing states whose inteests and identities are
primarily oriented to the Pacific region. Taken together, these lands make up the
community of peoples of the Pacific Rim.

It is the East Asian lands, however, that have most recently attracted the economic
attention of Californians and other Americans. These include (1) technologically and
financially powerful Japan; (2) the newly industralized lands of South Korea, Taiwan,
Singapore and Hong Kong, some of whose economic activities already challenge both
the United States and Japan; (3) the People's Republic of China, inhabited by a
quarter of the world's population and engaged in a dramatic attempt to reorganize
its economy without significantly altering its political processes; (4) the
non-Communist and increasingly economically important member countries of the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) (the world's fifth most populous
land Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, the Philippines and Brunei as well as already
mentioned Singapore), and (5) the Soviet Union, geographically more a part of the
Pacific than the Atlantic world, North Korea, and Vietnam (and its neighboring
satellites, Kampuchea and Laos).

To the southeast of the great Asian land-mass and its insular and peninsular
extensions lie two other important Pacific Rim nations, Australia and New Zealand,
both underpopulated and of major strategic importance to the United States and
California.

Of great interest, too, to the United States from a strategic perspective are the
Pacific island states, extending across the expanse of the Central and South
Pacific. As they have gained independence and have increasingly sought economic
assistance and the recognition of their significance as sovereign states, they have
gained a new importance to the security and well-being not only of this nation but
also the entire Pacific area. Made up of over fifty distinct geographical / political
entities, the Pacific islands will play an increasing role in the thinking of major
commercial and foreign policy forces in the future.
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The world of the Pacific Rim, however, is by no means only the world of the nations
of East Asia and the southwest and middle Pacific. It is also the world of the
Americas. It should not be overlooked that this nation's two chief trading partners
are both of this hemisphere and Pacific as well as Atlantic nations: Canada and
Mexico. The Pacific Rim not only includes both these large and important neighbors
of the United States but also the Central American countries of Guatemala, El
Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica and Panama and the South American
coastal lands of Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru. The trade of California itself,
however, as distinct from that of the nation as a whole, was greater in 1985 with
Japan (by far) as well as South Korea and Taiwan than it was with Canada or
Mexico. And the state's trade with Hong Kong was also greater than
Californian-Mexican commerce (but not that with Canada).

California's trade balance with the trans-Pacific lands, however, was a negative
one. Exports to Japan were less than one-third the value of imports from Japan.
And large imbalances also existed with respect to economic relatior. with South
Korea, Taiwan, and Hong Kong.

This imbalanceamong otter "deficits"very much concerned the CSU Pacific Rim
Commission. If the United States and California import far more from the East
Asian Pacific Rim countries than they export to them, it is also true that
disproportionately far more Asians (and Latin Americans) learn English than
Americans study Pacific Rim languages. (Japanese students take six years of
English instruction, for example, before high school graduation.) If Spanishthe
language of Mexico, coastal South America, and Central Americais excluded, the
"imbalance" is of astounding proportions. Asian students, moreover, flock to the
United States, partly because they do know the language, while the movement of
Californian (as well as other American) students to Asiato local universities or
U.S. study centersis modest by comparison.

In 1985 there were 5,161 Pacific Rim visa (or foreign) students enrolled in the
CSU-59.3 percent of all students in this category. 4,854 of these were from East
Asia and the Pacific islands, overwhelmingly from the former. 338 of such students
were Japanesealmost the same number (360) as the American students who
participated in the CSU Japan Center in the 21 year period from 1964 to 1985.
Similarly, while 1,020 students from Taiwan were enrolled in the CSU in 1985, only
380 CSU students took advantage of the University's Taiwan Center between 1963
and 1985, a period of 22 years.

There is a connection, we believe, between the imbalance in American, and
Californian, economic relations with the Asian countries of the Pacific Rim and the
limited preparation of Californians (and other Americans) to understand the
cultures, values, strategies (in economic, political and other fields), and gener 11

behaviors of their neighbors across the Pacific (and closer to home).

The same might also be said with respect to the wars of Asia (and Central
America)both past (Vietnam) and present (the continuing conflict in Cambodia).
Three times in almost a single generation has the nation engaged in major wars in
the Pacific Rimfor which Californians, like other Americans, have paid
dearlyand in none of these conflicts did we adequately perceive the threat in the
years leading up to hostilities.
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English is taught as a second language throughout the world todaynot least of all
in Asia and Latin America. Non-Americans, moreover, read daily (and often, in
detail) of the United Statesits economic problems as well as preferences (and,
often, its trade and technical secrets) as well as its politics, its arts, its popular
culture, and even its history in world-circulating magazines like Time and Newsweek
and international editions of the Wall Street Journal, New York Times, and
Herald - Tribune. And American movies and television programs are shown
throughout the world.

The California State University is one of the great universities of California and ti e
nation. Its present 335,000 students are but a fraction of the millions of
Californians it has helped to prepare for useful and satisfying lives. It is our belief
that there are things that can be done today in The California State University that
will, similarly, more adequately prepare Californians to deal with the complex, but
comprehensible, world beyond their borders. Californians can be educated to play
an even more meaningful role in the Pacific century now unfolding before our eyes.

The involvement of California in international matters is considerably greater than
many of the veritable, and recognized, nations of the world. California itself is
truly an "international state"more involved in global economics, communications,
cultural, scientific, and other activity than any other component of a larger
"nation-state" in the history of the world. Yet there remain quarters in which there
is still today, despite the evidence cited here, the lingering feeling that monies for
international education go beyond the mission of The California State University.
There are those who question why the CSU engages in activities beyond the
statenot the least of all in the world of the Pacific Rim.

The Commission believes that the information present; d here will help to correct
such perceptions and the recommendations that follow, when implemented, should
do much to prepare both today's and tomorrow's Californians for their new
relationship with the rest of the Pacific Rim. They should also help to complete the
broader image that we, as Californians, have of the world. The Pacific Rim is an
increasingly important part of that world, but developments along the shores of this
great ocean basin, and among its ports, should ever be kept in a global perspective
that recognizes the interdependence of human society in all parts of the planet.
And it should be recognized that there are both positiveand
negativeconsequences of ever more formidable interaction among the economies
and technologies of this world. CSU (and other) scholars and students should seek to
understand the impact of colliding cultures and help their constituents increase the
benefits and modify the dislocations of a world increasingly discovering itself.
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I. Recommeneations to internationalize the CSU curriculum from a Pacific Rim
perspective.

Since the founding of the republic, this country has conducted the bulk of its
international trade with the countries of Europe. This trade resulted not only
in the flow of goods from Europe but also in the influx of millions of
European immigrants. The cultural, historical and political backgrounds of
these immigrants strongly influenced the cultural, social and political
development of American society.

However, since the 1950's, the United tates has steadily and rapidly
increased its trade with the countries of the Pacific Rim. In 1982, for the
first time in history, U.S. trade with the Pacific Rim countries exceeded that
with European countries. This trade is expected to grow to be several times
greater over the next several decades. Corresponding to this increase in
trade has been the sharp increase in the influx of immigrants from Pacific
Rim countries, particularly from Asia and Latin America. These immigrants
now constitute over three-quarters of the immigrants entering the country
annually.

The impact of these changes has been especially significant on California,
given its strategic locltion on the edge of the Pacific Rim. A recent report
of the California Department of Corumerce summarized this impact:

As America's population has moved westward, California cities have
replaced New York Boston, and Philadelphia (as well] as the growth
centers for international trade, just as Tokyo and Hong Kong are replacing
London and Paris as trading centers. California does more than $65
billion worth of business with Pacific Rim nations, and we account for
more than one third of United States trade with Japan. Some 85 percent
of our imports come from the Pacific Rim, and 78 percent of California's
exports go to Pacific nations.

Due to the huge influx of capital from the Pacific Rim, many analysts expect
the financial center of the country to eventually shift from New York City to
Los Angeles, perhaps within the next few decadt... And, since cultural
infusion usually follc.ws closely on the heels of capital infusion, the various
Pacific Rim cultures, particularly the cultures of Asia, may be expected to
influence and transform American culture to a greater and greater degree,
first in California and eventually throughout the country.

In addition t:o this cultural transformation, the country can also be expected
to be transformed economically, politically and socially by these changing
influences. Californians, and eventually all Americans, will have increasing
contacts with the Pacific Rim nations, particularly the Asian nations. As our
commercial, cultural and political interactions with these lands increase, our
knowledge (or lack thereof) of the geogrr.,..hy, history, culture, politics,
economy, and languages of these nations will become increasingly relevant to
the present and future well-being and viability of our state and nation. The
relevance of such knowledge can also be expected to Increase eue to the
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projection that, by the year 2000, almost 40 percent of the state's population
will be comprised of Asians and Hispanics, most of whom will trace their
ancestries and cultural backgrounds to Pacific Rim nations.

Institutions of higher education, particularly those in California, will
certainly not be immune to these profound changes. While it is certainly
understandable, given our nation's historical roots, why our institutions of
higher education have placed the study of Western civilization at the heart of
the college curiculum, the resulting preponderance of Western perspectives
in the college curriculum now appears to be incongruous in comparisci with
the paucity of non-Western perspectives in that curriculum. For example,
courses on Asian cultures and societies are generally a miniscule proportion
of these total course offerings available in most U.S. colleges and
universities, including those in California.

In view of the changes dJscribed above and their ramifications, there is
clearly a great need to incorporate a Pacific Rim perspective into the college
curriculum. If present and future generations of college students are to be
adequately prepared to assume the roles and challenges that lie ahead of
them, they must acquire much more extensive knowledge of the Pacific Rim
nations than most of them can currently obtain through existing academic
programs.

I II i 1,111 11 ;-01 ;..01 I II about_the
culture and civilization of the Pacific Rim nations as they are rewired to
know about European or Western culture and civilization. Such knowledge
should include basic information on the history, politics, economy, geography,
philosophy, culture and religions of these nations, with some focus on the
major countries of Asia and Latin America. Students should also be provided
with opportunities to learn the languages of the Pacific Rim, especially the
Asian languages.

The following recommendations are offered to propose ways in which the
required knowledge may be incorporated into the curricula of CSU campuses:

I. Each campus should review its general education program and identify
those general education courses which lack, but should include. a Pacific
Rim perspective. The courses should be revised to incorporate basic
information on the history, geography, politics, economy, philosophy,
culture, and religionr of the Pacific Rim nations. For example, many
campuses require a history course on Western Civilization. Such a
course might be replaced by a course on World Civilization. Or, if that
is judged not to be feasible, consideration should be given to offering an
additional course that covers the peoples of the Pacific Rim nations.
These peoples and their cultures must beitudiesl.

2. Pepartments_on_each_cam_nus should review their majors and identify
those required courses which should revised_to_incornorate_a Pacific
ItimpeLsperaiyeismadditiQujigsmr&I ;ourses should be developed that
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reflect such a perspective. While the need for incorporating such a
perspective may be the most obvious for such majors as international
business, anthropology, philosophy, history and the arts, other majors, for
which the need is less obvious, may also benefit from such revisions. For
example, psychology students could benefit greatly from the additional
insights into human behavior they could acquire from a cross-cultural
perspective. No area is more important today, however, than our
growing (and currently unfavorable) economic relations with key
countries of the East Asian Pacific Rim. It is recommended that such
department, major or program review could begin, accordingly, with the
true internationalization of the business curriculum and that
"international business" instruction prepare students for understanding,
and dealing with, the economically assertive industrialized, and
industrializing, nations of Asiamany of whose values, policies and
practices are not merely modifications of North American and European
behaviors. They artslifferent in many important respects. (See also sets
of recommendations #3.)

MI I 1.14 _ II $ ok :41L's - I I ;tat tl I

CSU campuses should offer one or more Asian languages,
individually or cooperatively with sister institutions and find ways to
encourage more students to learn these languages. Cooperative offering
of Asian languages should increase the number of opportunities to learn
such languages. Departments offering certain majors might also
consider requiring Asian languages as part of the major or a related
minor. International business students should have competency in one or
more foreign languages, and those of the major Asian trading nations are
surely particularly relevant to Californians.

In carrying out the recommendations listed above, it must be understood that
students should be required to gain not only a cognitive understanding of
Pacific Aim cultures but also an affective understanding of these ci.dtures.
Too frequently students study other cultures from a distance, viewing them in
the abstract as something foreign and outside the realm of their experiences.
As a result, they may acquire a lot of factual knowledge and cognitive
understanding of these cultures but little empathy and sensitivity toward
them. Even so-called experts in international relations, who may have
extensive factual knowledge about other cultures, sometimes display an
incongruous lack of sensitivity toward these cultures.

Such cross-cultural gaps could be bridged for many students by having them
study local Asian and Hispanic communities and by having them directly
interact with Asian and Hispanic students on campus. These ethnic
subcultures would not only be far more accessible to the vast majority of
students who cannot afford to go abroad but would also represent a rich
cross-cultural learning resource. Moreover, these subcultures are an
ever-present reality of American society, especially in California, and are
far more difficult to study in the abstract, impersonal way in which "exotic"
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foreign cultures are often studied. If Americans do not have some
understanding of, and feeling for, the cultural diversity within their own
sociey, they are unlikely to develop a true appreciation for it in the world at
large.

The following additional recommendations reflect ways in which the concepts
discussed above may be incorporated into the curriculum:

4. Courses designed to help students learn more about Pacific Rim nations
should consider the Inclusion of an affective dimension which will lead to
greater cross-cultural understanding and sensitiviti. As various studies
Lave shown, simulation games, role-playing exercises, and other
irincriative teaching strategies can greatly enhance cross-cultural
learning experiences, particularly in the affective dimension.

S. Instructors should consider utilizing local ethnic communities as a
learnimierairce for their courses. Speakers may be invited from these
communities, classes may be taken on field trips to visit these
communities, or students may be assigned spcial projects that will
require them to carry out field-based research or other activities in
these communities.

6. Campuses should utilize the expertise and resources on Asian and
Hispanic communities available through their Asian-American or
Mexican=AmtriaanitudiesiepartileIIILALIngrann. Collaborative

:forts between these departments and the more traditional departments
should be encouraged in order to develop the logical connections between
ethnic studies and international studies. Students should be led to
understand that, in many respects, the domestic problems and issues
addressed by ethnic studies may be seen as a microcosm of the global
problems and issues addressed by international studies.
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IL Recommendations on language and culture (See also recommendation 1:3.)

The authenticity of our nation's claim to greatness, indeed its very survival,
direct us to know more about the language and related ideas of people in
other lands. As the largest university in the world's seventh largest economy,
an economy increasingly linked to Pacific Asia, The California State
University should be in the forefront of preparing students to live in, and
contribute to, the next century: the Pacific century.

ALw

Literacy in the language of another society is the initial, and essential, key to
understanding that society. Despite the best intentions, cultural sensitivity
workshops, traveler's handbooks, and phrase guides, the average American
businessman, educator, or official arrives abroad, and remains, a functional
illiterate. The resulting social, communicative, and economic disadvantages
are profound.

Underlying the growing trade imbalance with Pacific Asia, which has
received so much attention, there is an enormous educational imbalance with
I. icreasingly serious consequences, as has already been noted. Unless we can
reverse the apathy and resistance toward foreign language study, our ability
to deal with our Pacific Asian neighbors as equal partners will continue to
erode. To be illiterate means to be unequal. The consequences of such
inequality are serious and will require substantial, long-term efforts to solve.

At the K-12 level, Pacific-Asian languages represent only a tiny portion of
foreign language instruction. For 1984-85, out of a total of 517,443 students
in foreign language classes, only 2,380 were studying Chinese, 1,027 Japanese,
934 Vietnamese, and 51 Koreanless than one percent of our foreign
language preparation effort! (Substantial numbers of these students,
moreover, were of Asian ancestrymeaning that fewer other young
Californians, proportionately, were learning a non-European Pacific Rim
language.) While these figures (except Korean) have improved in the last
three years, the numbers remain woefully inadequate. If we consider the
number of years of instruction available in these languages, as compared to
Spanish or French, the situation is even more disturbing.

Of 4,078,743 students enrolled in K through 12 in California in 1984-85, only
4,392 were studying an Asian language. In Japan all students must take six
years of English to graduate from high school.

To really learn a language, it is necessary to start early. Elementary school
children can, and do, learn foreign languagesrapidly and with much less
resistance than teenagers and adults. Moreover, their pronunciation is
better, especially in languages where tone qualities are essential for
meaning. And young children actually enjoy the language learning
experience. They find it both stimulating and rewarding. Foreign language
learning in the early school years, moreoever, sets an important pattern. It
makes the study legitimate and as normal a part of school curriculum as
mathematics or history.
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It Is imperative that The California Stat tei-lity recognize that there is a
major contradiction between its new foreignlinimge admission requirement.
effective with the start of the 19884'; acadtinic year. and the fact that
substantial numbers of its students figsoc avail themselves of foreign
languagesjubtstgmaidessaimsamfaigga. The Commission's support of
expanded foreign language instructionvariously demonstrated in this
reportseeks to build on the new foreign language admission requirement
towards the end of a California population more able to communicate with
peoples who speak languages other than English.

The following recommendations (in addition to 1:3 above) are offered to make
the Californian increasingly equalthrough literacywith his Pacific Asian
counterparts:

I. foreign lanfuage instruction should be made a statewide required subject
beeirming in made I with special attentionAglyen to Chinese. Japanese,
and Korean because of the increasing importance of CaliforniaAsian
relations and the need to make up for decades of neglect.

a. Summer curriculum development institutes should be convened,
beginning in 1987, by cooperating CSU campuses in each of the
major languages. Such institutes would bring together CSU faculty
currently teaching these languages as yell as K-12 teachers in the
existing programs for the purpose of designing curricula for
language instruction and associated cultural materials.

b. Interim experimental training programs should be designedand
implementedfor primary language instruction utilizing Pacific
Asian students already literate in the respective languages. Foreign
student fee waivers could be used to compensate these
studentteachers and need, accordingly, to be dramatically
=landed. Development of such programs should begin immediately.

c. Trial programs should be instituted and run in selected school
districts. These should make it possible to accelerate curricular
development and design of Asian language and culture focused
teaching credential programs (analagous to those already in place at
San Francisco State University). (See recommendation V-6.) The
first of these trial programs should be conducted in the fall of 1987.

d. Campus early childhood centers provide a unique opportunity to
offer early age language instruction and should be encouraged to
play a role in the development of Pacific Rim languageliteracy of
young Californians. However, it should also be appreciated that
language instruction of school children in the early grades should be
followed by opportunities to continue to learn and/or apply the
languages.

e. An effort should be made to organize not only the academic
community but also business elements and political leadership to
institute these 'Programs statewide.
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- H.
expansion of Pacific Asian language and area studies.

a. Scholarships should be instituted for CSU students who successfully
pursue three years of a Pacific Asian language and associated
foreign studies. Such scholarships should be funded through a
statewide program of matched grants from a business community
that can only benefit from the results of stth an effort.

b. Lottery monies provide a major opportunity to establish, and
expand, Pacific Asian language and area studiesgiving campuses
the means to do important instructional things that they are not now
doing and would not otherwise be able to do. This ooportunity
should be seized. -.......

c. An extraordinary effort should be mounted to secure the
resourcesinicially a mixture of grant and state fundsto upgrade
the teaching of the languages and cultures of the Pacific Rim
region. This would involve intra-system and extra-system
collaboration of language and area studies faculty through summer
institutes, on-line computer networks, and faculty development
grants.

d. The overseas programs of the CSU in Pacific Asia should be
expanded and strengthened by taking the following steps: i) The
network of language and area studies faculty identified in 2.c. above
should be more actively, and extensively, used in all aspects of the
operation of our overseas programs, ii) wider and deeper
collaborative relationships should be established with American and
Asian universities in the creation and operation of overseas centers
(e.g., jointly sponsored and run between CSU and other American
universities and including the use of adjunct and visiting
appointments for local Asian faculty), iii) collaborative relationships
should be encouraged and sustained with the international business
community (using center faculty as a consultation resource,
providing short-term in-country training for business visitors, etc.),
and iv) overseas centers should be established, or affiliation
initiated with existing programs, in Korea and Southeast Asia
(Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, and the Philippines).

3. The size of the CSU system and the economic significance of
California's ties to Pacific Asia should be utilized to secure non-revenue
fund from_ three sources: the National Endowment fcr the Humanities.
the California international business community, and governments and
businesses of Pacific Asia.

0

a. The National Endowment for the Humanities has recently announced
new endowment-wide initiatives. One of these is aimed at reversing
the trend in foreign language and culture training which has left this
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country unprepared to communicate with, and understand, the rest
of the world. The specific areas of support which the endowment
provides relate directly to many of the recommendations made
above. Grant applications which are systemwide or involve multiple
campuses (e.g., those which impact the largest number of students)
have the best chance of support. The CSU system needs to bring
together the relevant faculty and administrators, using winter or
summer intersessions to write and submit applications.

b. According to the press and reports such as that of the Pacific. Rim
Task Force of the California Economic Development Corporation,
the business community of this state today recognizes the enormous
potential of trade relations with the Asian states of the Pacific
Rim. Unless the managers and sales personnel of this future trade
are to compete as functional illiterates, a tremendous effort of
training is required. The business sector should recognize its
selfinterest in supporting such an investment.

c. As an aspect of bilateral cultural relations between the United
States and Pacific Asian nations at all levels, mutual exchanges of
faculty, educational opportunities (such as fellowships, internships,
and fee waivers), and resources should be vigorously pursued. This
can best be accomplished through carefully articulated longter: a
goals.
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III. Recommendations concerning the internationalization of the business
curriculum.

126

It is vitally important that CSU business curricula prepare future business
leaders for international trade. The current imbalance of trade between the
United States and many Pacific Rim countries cannot continue to exist.

Until very recent years, most business schools paid little or no attention to
international aspects of business. It was thought that business was business
n', matter where conducted. American business people were, and many still
are, notorious for their lack of understanding of the differences in cultures
and how this lack often prevents successful trade relations.

San Francisco State University, among other CSU campuses, was one of the
early leaders in providing meaningful instruction concerning international
business. However, even at SFSU, there was only an international business
major and some business community work through the Center for World
Business. This meant that about 95% of the business students, those who are
not international business majors, were not previously touched by
internationlization. Today, however, a great number of courses contain a
large international segment which impacts on all business students. The
international business major at SFSU, as an example, is now offered at both
undergraduate and graduate levels. Various cultures are emphasized through
a variable topics course and opportunities for work/study exist through the
programs conducted by the U.S.-Japan Institute, the Center for World
Business, and the U.S.-China Business Institute.

The following recommendations are strongly made with respect to the
education received by all business majors in the CSU system:

1. /JLSchools of Business should internationalize the curriculum with a
mar emphasis on Pacific Rim countries. This can best be done by
means of international segments in all principles courses (management,
marketing, finance, and accounting) and through greatly increased
emphasis on cultural aspects in a variety of courses within the various
majors and by encouragement of business student enrollment in
appropriate non-business courses outside the major.

2. International business majors should be required to take a foreign
language and strongly encouraged. where appropriate, to take such
IL 1 n n n: 41. Lis . h 'r .m. r
at adjacent campuses.

3. CS11 campuses should establish international business internship
programs with particular emphas:s on U.S. Pacific Rim relations. These
could be with U.S. or foreign firms engaged in international business
either in their California (or U.S.) offices or outside the country. (For
specific recommendations respecting internships in Pacific Rim
countries besides the U.S., see following recommendations IV:1-4.)
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a means of educating students and meeting the needs in particular of the
California business community.

Experimental education has clearly shown that learning through doing is a
most efficient means of acquiring both competencies and understandings.
Conventionally, however, most students going abroad to do so as exchange
scholars of one kind or anotheras under the present CSU overseas centers
program. The possibilities for Pacific Rim student internships, however, are
enormous and might profit from already existent models.

In terms of business internships, these would appear to be possible not only in
Japan, the most complex of our Pacific Rim neighbors in terms of corporate
organization (and the most experienced and successful in international trade),
but also in the WIC's" (Newly Industralized Countries), especially South
Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia, and Hong Kong., Indonesia, the
Philippines and Thailand are also possibilities. An offer of such CSU student
business internships in Taiwan, for example, has already been received.

An appropriate model might be the core campus-based, one-on-one program
exemplified by San Diego State 'University exchanges with six Japanese
institutions. The strategy might be to designate core campuses in South,
Central, and Northern California upon which to build such envisaged student
intern programs. Such intern programs would center on one-on-one
stipulated relationships between, say, a Japan studies institute or a Center
for Asian Studies on a particular campus and single Japanese companies,
banks, or other counterparts. The reactions of a major Japanese bank to a
proposal of this sort, so far as student interns are concerned, have been very
positive. Though this particular banking house has not yet dealt with student
interns, for the past ten years it has had intern arrangements with foreign
banking officials and government executives, especially from Southeast Asia
but Ilso from Western Europe.

Outside the CSU there are also two highly successful models worthy of
emulation: (1) The Business Fellowships in Japan Program: A Summer
Residence Program for MBA Candidates, jointly sponsored by the Japan
Society (New York City) and the International House of Japan (Kokusai Bunka
Kaikan). The aim of this program is to introduce future business leaders to
the structure and style of major Japanese firms. (2) The University of Santa
Clara Law School's Summer Institute in Tokyo: This program provides
participants with insights into the complex Japanese legal environment within
which all businesses, including American, must function.

The opportunities for suitably qualified studentsparticularly, but not
exclusively, graduate studentsare almost as numerous as the disciplines
that could be participants in such intern programs. These include, besides
business and law, public service in general, education (K through graduate
school), communications, agriculture, social services, the arts, and almost
every area of potential career serviceall relevant to today's, not just
tomorrow's, Pacific century)needs.
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With respect to Japan in particular, where such internships have already
been pioneered, major firms clearly realize the usefulness, over the long
term, of better relationships that can be advanced by mutual
understanding and sympathy. Such internships are a potentially important
step in this process. Japaneseand, presumably Taiwanese, Koreans,
Singaporeans and otherswill cooperate with us willingly, but we must
display an equal commitment and must recruit our most mature,
dedicated, and well-trained students as participants. Questions of
financing, moreoever, must be decided by ourselvesmost importantly,
those relating to air travel and living expenses. For, generally, such
internships are not remunerated by the host entity, though arrangements
do vary.

The following recommendations are offered to stimulate the development of a
broadly based and campus-administered series of student interships, both
graduate and upper-division undergraduate, in Pacific Rim countries.

1. The possibility should be actively explored regarding desigrotion of a CSU
r- I JS 1-1111 I Ott= . II. :ff./ Mt - I

unit responsible for student business (and other) internships in Japan and
Mexico. Such campuses should seek to serve students on other CSU
campuses in their region, however.

2. Similar internship programs shoykLbe_established on other CSU campuses
for other countries in the Pacific Rim regionparticularly (but not

I el U ./.4 wt: i.11 i
the Pacific Latin _American lands. These campuses should be responsible
for ensuring that only truly qualified participants take part in the program.

3. Exploration should take glace regarding the possibility of qualified interns
also being assigned to People's Republic of China international trade
nodespossibly in exchange for similar opportunities for Chinese
students in California.

4. Given the fact that California businesses will be the ultimate
beneficiaries of such internships. their help should be sought in funding
CSU student internships in Pacific Rim countries.

33
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V. Recommendations respecting teacher preparation_for instruction about
zaciarainussugerbAnilturztancuangliages.

Like other students in The California State University (and colleges and
miversites in general), most of those planning to enter the teaching
profession (K-12) are exposed to a very limited extent, if at all, to the
peoples, cultures and languages of the lands of the Pacific Rim. Yet, as
teachers-to-be, they have a strong nee for an understanding of nations and
peoples who will be of far greater importance to Californians in the years
ahead than they have been in the past.

In addition, increasing numbers of California's K-12 students are natives of
one or another Pacific Rim country or are children of recent migrants from
these lands. Demographic data indicate that K-12 students of Pacific Rim
heritageAsian, Mexican and other Pacific Latin American ancestryare
increasing more rapidly than any other category of young people in our
schools. And there is a need to attract more students from these groups to
prepare themselves for service as teachers in our schools.

For students from traditions other than those of the Pacific Rim countries, it
is also highly desirable that they be exposed to teachers who reflect such
different cultural and national origin backgroundssome of whom may be
able to provide leadership, too, in the teaching of languages not currently
taught in most of our schools. (See recommendation II:1.)

Ili_following_ recommendatio,ns accordingly, are made to improve K-12
teaching related, directly or otherwise, to Pacific Rim peoples and cultures:

1. CSU campuses should make a major effort to recruit reacher candidates
from population groups of Pacific Rim origin. Such recruitment efforts
should include both students from high schools and community college
transfers. Besides serving as role-models for students of the same
national origin, these prospective teachers will aid other students in
tomorrow's schools to understand different dimensions of Pacific Rim
cultures. If they are competent in Pacific Rim languages, as many will
be, they could make substantial contributions to the teaching of such
languages in our schoolsnot least of all in the neglected area of Asian
languages. In particular they could make possible an even faster start in
the teaching of these languages at the elementary school level (see
Recommendation 11:1).

2. CSlLstudents intendingto become K-12 teachers (and/or administrators)
should not only be fully subject to the same general education and major
requirements of all other students. not least of all as these incorporate
Pacific Rim related materials. but CSU teacher preparation programs
should also provide for the thorough exposure of these prospective
teachers to instructional materials approproriate to their fielcic and
leveJs of teaching dealing with Pacific Rim countries. Education
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coursesno less than those in such disciplines as psychology and
economics, for exampleshould be enriched by materials drawn from
the experiences of Pacific Rim countries other than only the United
States. California social sciences and humanities candidate-teachers
(including literature) should have no less background respecting the
Pacific Rim, especially the major lands of Asia and Mexico, than they
possess respecting Western Europe (see page 8, third full paragraph).
Teacher preparation is a campus-wide responsibility, but education
professors are primarily accountable for teaching students how to
teachnot least of all about peoples and cultures foreign to the
experiences of non-Asian and/or non-Mexican descended student
populations.

3. CSU teacher_certificatiors
returning to the campus for more advanced (or different) degree: to the
same standard of Pacific Rim subject matter-awareness and
competency as undergraduates preparing to be teacher:. The same
standard of competency, however, maybe attained by other means, but it
must be attained.

4. pacific Rim-focused master's degree programs should be a enable to
teachers lacking a background in this area. Such degrees would help such
teachers assume leadership roles in a broadening of the K-12 educational
experience.

5. CSU education prog.-ams should take the lc d in California in organizing
in-service and post-service instructio nal activity aimed at broadening
the Pacific Rim-awareness and -competency of practicing_ teachers.
The California State University is the leading institution in this state in
the preparation of teachersas, indeed, it is in the nation. There are
more CSU graduates teaching in California's schools today than
graduates of any other educational institution. The university has an
obligation to yesterday's graduates, no less than today's prospective
teachers, to enlarge their awareness of a major part of the world of
which both California and the nation are an integral part. This might be
done, among other means, through comprehensive in-service programs
and workshops offered to school districts throughout the state, special
summer sessions in which school districts may wish to encourage
participation, expanded continued education instruction in this area, and
after-school programs brought, wherever possible, to the site of the
teacher's service.

6. Commission for Teacher Credentialing guidelines provide opportunities
sh

used by CSU campuses to encourage the preparation of basic credential,.
spec I

1
it, t

cultures. The example of San Francisco State University in providing
such training in Japanese, Tagalog, and two Chinese dialects is worthy of
emulation in this respect. Appropriate attention should also be paid to the
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development of the understanding of the values and behaviors of peoples
that social studies and humanities disciplines provide. (See also
Recommendation II:1:c.)

7. Individual CSU campuses should make maximum efforts to provide
Pacific Rip resource persons to assist schools in their service areas to

.1.. .

8.

9.

0'011 ;Is l es_a 0,0 1

the Pacific Ocean. This could include the exchange, short- and/or
long-term, of appropriately qualified faculty between these campuses
and schools in their service-areas. It could also include guest lectures by
university Pacific Rim specialists to junior and senior high school
classes, visits of elememtary school (and other) students to campuses for
Pacific Rim-focused musical and other cultural events, and adjunct
service of K-12 teachers with experience in teaching Pacific
Rim-related materials on university educational faculties.

1)11' 1 1. 1 I -to Si . I I

preparation faculty and student teacher candidates. with major Pacific
RinLiands. Education faculty from Pacific Rim lands would have much
to contribute to the education of future California teachers, and service
in such countries by our own teachers would do much to prepare them for
leadership roles in the broadening of the K-12 teacher-preparatory
instruction of their CSU students upon their return to campus. Teacher
candidates who hive been to Asia or Pacific Latin America would have
major contributions to make to the schools that hire them, while Pacific
Rim prospective teachers would greatly enliven CSU teacher preparation
activity.

whole Recommendations I:1 and 2): the inc,-poratipn of Pacific
Rim-focused. materials in all subjects where appropriate and expanded

1 a .

major nations of the Pacific Rim (such as China. Japan and Mexico).
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w
VI. Recommendations regarding international food and agricultural development

jnitiatins.
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The CSU can and should contribute to the creation of a more stable and
orderly international environment among less developed nations, especially
nations of the Pacific Rim. If these developing Pacific Rim countries can
create conditions which both stimulate and permit their citizens to increase
their productivity, the end result will be a collective rise in the international
standard of living and a more stable and orderly international environment.
Developing countries must do much for themeslves, but, until their
productivity can become self--regenerating, they will need technical and
managerial resources from the developed nations.

The California State University has a number of campuses with faculty that
have expertise and experience in international agricultural development. Dr.
Warren J. Baker, President of California Polytechnic State University, San
Luis Obipso, was appointed by President Reagan as a member of the Board
for International Food and Agricultural Development and served from 1983 to
1986. In 1986 another CSU president, Dr. Hugh La Bounty, California State
Polytechinc University, Pomona, was appointed by President Reagan to this
important body. Several CSU universities host undergraduate and graduate
students and participate in food and agricultural development projects funded
by the Agency for International Development, Peace Corps, Food and
Agriculture Organization, Rockefeller and Kellogg Foundations, and other
governmant agencies, foundations, and private industry.

following recommendations are offered to advance CSUPacific Rim
agricultural cooperation, to study the social effects of agricultural change,
and to incorporate the results of such activity into tie learning experiences
of appropriate CSU students.

1. International food end, nricnItural development initiatives with
appropriate less devel, ig acific Rim countries should be. encouraged
at _CSU units.

2. fis,:,1 campuses. with appropriate faculty and programs. should vigorously
pursue internation.1 food and agricultural development initiatives with
less developed Pacific Rim countries. The California Polytechnic State
University, San Luis Obispo project for development of a college of
agriculture for the humid tropics in Costa Rica is an example of such
activity. In :fight of California's unique position related to nations
bordering the Pacific Oc an, it is appropriate for CSU units to focus
international agricultural oevelapment efforts on nations of the Pacific
Rim. These activities can provide human expertise needed to develop
the food and agricultural sector of these countries and improve the diet
and health of their citizens.

In addition, this involvement can provide stimulation and professional
development opportunities for both faculty and students. The
opportunities for similar partnerships di such countries as Indonesia,
Mexico, and the Philippines, among other nations, should be actively
pursued. 137
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Impact of such
these Pacific
interdisciplir- --
of the world

agricultural change on the lives of the inhabitants of
Rim lands. The opportunity exists for major

cooperation that cannot help but expand our knowledge
.ineral and Pacific Rim societies in particular.
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VII. Recommendations respecting the creative and performing arts.

The changing character of California's resident populationdramatic in some
parts of the stateprovides a veritably unparalleled opportunity for a major
broadening of the cultural horizons of our students and the society of which
they are a part. Like so many aspects of Californian and American life, the
influence of European-evolved theatre, music and art is dominant, quite
naturally, in our culture, and such arts should continue to be strongly
suported by university and society alike. But California in generaland The
California State University in particularshould also play a leading role in
the expansion of the knowledge of appreciation of the art-forms of the
various Pacific Rim countries.

The arts are a language or, perhaps more accurately, a series of
languagesno less so than the different national languages of the world.
They also use symbols to communicate. Music, for example, is
comprehensible (and, therefore, appreciated by all persons), it may be that
this, too is because a new language has to be learned. The same might also
be said of art (and its lines and colors) and theatre (which possesses a style
and substance that is more than the speaking of words).

The following recommendations are offered to encourage a greater awareness
and appreciation of the creative arts among the students and other publics
serviced by The California State University:

134

1. General education courses in the arts. like all other general educationi I l IL" ;1 1 111,t. 'I VII
the contributions of the several Pacific Rim cultuns. (See also
Recoi mendation I:1.) "Music in World Cultures" - "Art in World
Cultures"-type courses should, in fact, embrace the creative
contributions of peoples like those of China, Japan, Mexico, Southeast
Asia, the Pacific Islands, and the various other Pacific Rim cultures.

2. Majors in __the various creative and performing arts should be similarly
reviewed (as more generally Recommended in 1:2 above).

3. w . 6 61 I 411 H. r

to help new immigrant peoples. such as the refugee populations from
Southeast Asia. to preserve the various art-forms_of the lands from,
which they carne. There was a time, for example, when the historic
culture of Cambodia knew few equals in the world. And, to the extent
that this culture remains alive in the music and art of the Cambodian
population of California, it should be encouraged to experience both its
retention and a possible new flowering.

4. The several cultures of Hispanic Pacific American and Pacific Asia are
sufficiently strongly represented in the new immigrant communities of
California to provide an_emos.t_unoaralleled opportunity in the American
experience for a sharing of their theatre. music and dance with campus
audiences. CSU campuses should seek, vigorously, to draw upon such
community resources to make the student experience a richer and
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livelier one because of the employment of such resources. The
cooperation between California State University, Northridge, and the
East-West Players of Los Angeles in blending strains of Asian and
Western drama exemplifies the potentiality for pioneering creativity in
the arts. Pre-college school populations and the general public should be
invited to participate in the cultural programs of the university.

5. The CSU as a system-as well as individual campuses, should aggressively
pursue a strategy to gain participation in national tours of Pacific Rim
att exhibits as well as performers. Foundation and philanthropically
funded art-tours sometimes involved only the expenditure of carriage
and insurance costs.

6.
with P . Traditional dance-troupes, often
campus-based, in the Malay lands, for instanceIndonesia, Malaysia and
the Philippines--could be invited to tour CSU campuses (which, located
as they are, would provide an opportunity for the general California
public to view the infrequently seen &noes of these culturally rich
lands). Philippine contemporary art, as anothar example, is most
impressive, and reciprocal (or exchange) flows between CSU and Pacific
Rim faculty and students could be an errtching experience. The Chinese
reaction only a few years ago to the premiere gaging in China of Arthur
Miller's Death of a Salesman should encourage student thespians to
participe in tours the Unhed States of the oest production in
any ye- a CSU campus. The impact of visiting Western opera
compan the establishment of a theatre offering only such operas in
China is ,er example of the value of cu:' ural exchange.

7. The CSU should considc. t,Ye inaliguration of an annual Pacific Rim arts
festivaldevoted to one_or_.more of thf arts. perhaps on a rotating
basis --that brings together the best of _Pacific Rim artists/performers
(student and faculty alikel from California and_ its Asian and Latin
Americo neighbors. Such a festival, open to school-children and the
general public as well as CSU student-staff populations, could be held in
different years on different CSU campuses. Sponsorship of such a
festival by the airlines serving the lands in questions, together with
support of local ethnic communities and Pacific Rim consulates, could
dramatically decrease its cost.

8. Art-tours should be organized by CSU continuing education units that.
comparatively inexpensively and conveniently. escort intere4ted
members of the general public as well as students and faculty to various
Pacific Rim lands to view and hear the arts of such lands. Such visits
would parallel the traditional London theatre-tour (common on many
American campuses). Credit-and non-credit options might he available.
Leadership of such tours would also permit faculty specialists to review
their acquaintance with the cultures of lands visited.
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9. . 114 ;

programs of the campus to ensure the maximum impact on the students
and faculty of the schoolsystems in CSU campus serviceareas.
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VIII. Recommendations dealing with services to be made available to the
busintitang221iticallearershiDsLCaliforni4.

The greatest need of Californians, business and political leaders alike, is
for knowledgebroad general knowledge for the better understanding of
the values and general goals of other Pacific Rim countries but also
specific information regarding particular California-Pacific needs and
opportunities. National governmental studies and the press (including the
California press) deal, overwhelmingly, with issues and concerns of the
nation as a whole. Major Asia-focused publications, issued in California,
appeal to global as well as national readershipbut, ordinarily, do not
emphasize California-Pacific Rim relations.

There is need a growing and unmet needfor a wide range of
informational, advisory, and consultative services to Je provided California
businessmen and political leaders, including local as well as state
governmental leadership, which is often primarily informed respecting the
intricacies of their constituencies or manufacturing or business
specializations. They know, in short, the Californian (or U.S.) part of the
equation; they need to know more about the non-U.S. part (Pacific Asian,
Canadian, Mexican, southwest Pacific, Oceanic, and coastal Latin
American).

The following recommendations are offered to advance the understanding,
and meet the needs, of California business and political leaders beyond the
classroom:

1. There may be no more important need with respect to the dawning
Pacific century than the raisins of the general public awareness. on
the part of Californians. 9f the peoples living on both sides of the.
P. it - r: it oarisons . I I IV

Research .organizations dealing with Pacific Asia, Mexico, southwest
and middle Pacific peoples, and coastal Latin America often report,
and analyze, events in such an abstract manner that even the average
informed Californian may not appreciate the full importance of
occurrences directly influencing his/her welfare. CSU, Long Beach
radio Station KLON is in the process of developing a state news
network, and a "California-Pacific Rim Focus" daily news report on
such a network is an example of the type of informational effort that
might be mounted by The California State University. CSU can
educate beyond, as well as on, its several campuses.

2. The California State University should lish a gezedSatiri
Pacific Rim Infgrmation Network. cataloging Pacific Rim related
activities and disseminating information about these activities to
business political leaders. The network would serve as a
system-wide clearing house of Pacific Rim international activities
(California-related business, educational, scientific, medical and other
opportunities). The network, while headquartered on a single campus,
would be a cooperative endeavor among the 19 campuses, increasing
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communication, cooperation and efficiency. If this resource is to be
more than a token effort, however, funding from private sources,
especially those benefitting from the service, may be necessary.

V V t .1 II
directory of services, provided to the public (business. political. and
general) ty its 19 campuses. This annual publication would list degree
programs, consultative services, campus-business linkages, summer
(and other) travel opportunities, etc. Issued by the CSU Pacific Rim
Information Network, this basic document would be supplemented by
periodic interim appendices, as appropriate, to keep it current.
Although this information would also be available on the computerized
on-line network (VII:2 above), its publication in printed form would
ensure access to its contents by California residents lacking the means
to access the computer network.

4. Pacific Rim Resources Centers should be, established in the inakt
regions of the stateprincipally. but not exclusively, the greater Los
Angeles. San Francisco. Sin Diego and Sacramento areag. Analogous
in function to both college business (or governmental affairs) research
bureaus and the informational activities of land-grant extension
services, such centers should publish, in quarterly periodical or
short-study form, applied research having to do with business,
agricultural, scientific, political, or other activity elsewhere in the
Pacific Rim of direct benefit specifically to Californians. Such
centers, some of which could be branches or extensions of a
headquarters centers, should include readily accessible major
resource-items of interest to the state's business and political
leadershipsuch as U.S. Department of Commerce materials (like the
Foreign Tradt. Index Data Tape Services), Department of State studies,
State of California publications (and publications of other states,
rations, and banks of interest to Californians), the Asian Wall Street
Journal, Business International and Dun's Interrational. Also Included
in such a facility could be easily-accessed microcomputer data bases
providing Pat.ific Rim-focused export administration regulations as
well as several other computer-data sources which could be accessed
through one or more subscribing CSU libraries. The faculty to support
such Pacific Rim Resources Centers clearly #lksts within the CSU
system but financial support from businesses iviolved in Pacific-area
commerce should be sought to organize it as promptly as possible.

S. Pacific Rim Institutes. analagous to that on the Long Beach campus,
should be encouraged as the academic-administrative_ unit to offer
courses. conferencesand training programs that meet the
non-traditjonal requirements of post-baccalaureat,t (or even
non-baccalaureate) Californians having a need to know more about the
Pacific Rim. These could include (a) month-long accelerated
coursesoffered perhaps on successive weekends, for professional and
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business persons, including teachers, and public officials (whose
work-week and travel do not permit weekday or semester- or
quarter-length enrollment); (b) customized on-site training programs
for firms or individuals involved in Pacific Rim business or other
activity (including language and culture training and short courses in
international marketing, management, finance, and negotiating
techniques as well as on American behaviors and practices for
non-American national employees of California-based U.S. firms); (c)
customized conferences designed to meet the specific needs of
California Pacific Rim-focused professionals (business and otherwise)
in conjunction, as appropriate, with state, local, and even national and
foreign professional organizations (and potentially linking the
resources of the entire CSU 19-campus system with the needs of
various California interest;); (d) teleconferenced courses and
conferences, and (e) videotaping of various such activities for
check-out, as needed, by California constituencies. Besides the
specialized publics to be served by such means, appropriately
interested CSU undergraduate and graduate students could be offered
selective participation.

1% 4 I - ;t 101-11

seeds of various off-campus publics. Two such possible periodicals
might be: (a) a monthly CSU Pacific Rim Newsletter (to be published
by the designated CSU Pacific Rim, Resources Center) and (b) an
annual review, after the fashion of Asian- and European-style
yearbooks, that is, in effect, an encyclopedic work respecting
"California and the Pacific Rim"which would be its title.
Commercial prospects for such a publicatio... are so positive that the
cost of printingand perhaps much editorial activitywould be
covered by sales by the authorized agent.

7. Consulting services for Pacific Rim-oriented business .should be
strongly enhanced. The California Small Business Development Center
already provides a network of business assistance (consulting, training,
and technical advice) to California small business firms. CSU should
tie in with this network, matching the expertise of its facultyand
not just its business facultywith the needs of California
international business firms. In many instances CSBDC would
reimburse the university for services provided.

8. The CSTJ Pacific Rim Resources Centers should establish "electronic
mail" bulletin boards to allow users with appropriate computers and
software to , 't questions of its library /faculty resource bng. A
system-wide Pacific Rim bulletin board could be linked to the system
bulletin board, expanding the pool and increasing the value to the user.

9. The CSU Pacific Rim Institutes should organize and conduct regular
in-depth tours of Pacific Rim countries_to study business and various
professional_oractices. The object of this activity would be to provide
teachers, profAsional persons, political leaders, and businessmen
with an opportunity for a structured and informed study of countries in
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which they are interestedinclusive of an expostire to the society and
culture as well as major industrial, commercial, governmental,
educational, scientific, agricultural, and other professional institutions.

10. A "California-Pacific Issues Forum" should be established to meet
bi-monthly. in changing locations. to define issues if particular

. The concerns of
California as such are not necessarily the same as the responsibilities
cf the United States government. While Washington is concerned with
defense, summitry and such, California as a component of the
American republic may be more interested as an eco-governmental
unit with particular types of trade, immigrant flow, etc. Besides
meeting bimonthly, the "California-Pacific Issues Forum" would offer

fj 5.. 4 . *a 1 I ;-t.e. UV 4,1 - t 444
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legislature in Sacramento.
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IX. Recommendations to enhance faculty competencies to participate in a
uncial expansion of Pacific Rim-focused instruction in the CSU.

A key to the development of broader instructional opportunities with respect
to the Pacific Rim, of course, is the CSU faculty. They must be assisted to
prepare to play the roles the Pacific century will require of them.

The 19 campuses of The Ca lifornia State University already employ a
substantial number of outstanding Pacific Rim experts, both Asia- and Latin
America- focused. But they are not always used fully in their areas of
greatest specializationin part because of insufficient student interest. At
the same time, however, there are major gaps in specialization among this
me facultyreflective of the European-oriented cultural perspective of

Californian and American universities in general throagh the years. There
are also faculty in disciplines that purport to deal with general human
behavior who do not draw at allor hardly at allupon Asian or Latin
American experiences. The needs for maximum usage of specialists, faculty
development, and new fatuity recruitment are all major ones.

There are both old waysand new onesof meeting such needs. The
sabbatical is an example of a traditional means. Historically, sabbaticals
have been employed on many American campuses to advance various types of
curricular &-svelopment, and it would seem imperative that CSU campuses
consider the imaginative use of existing sabbatical leaves to prepare present
faculty for new careers of instruction in support of Pacific Rim-focused
teaching, research, and service.

Suggestive of a new way are strategies for placement of faculty in temporary
assignments on faculties abroad in Pacific Rim countries or in companies or
public agencies of such landshelping them with a Californian-American
perspective while learning, through such a relationship, more about the host
country and its institutions and values. An example of such faculty
opportunity is the competition offered by one of San Diego State University's
exchange partners, Kansai Gaidai University in Osaka. SDSU Japan/Asian
Studies faculty are encouraged to apply for a semester or a year at Kansai
Gaidai .during which time that university will provide fully paid housing and
utilities (no small item in modern Japan) in return for which the visiting
faculty member need teach only one course. Such a situation would be ideal
for a professor wanting a base of operations for his or her research in Japan.

There is a growing interest, and operationalization of this interest, in Japan
at the present time. The Japanese government is putting its yen where its
words are, and many public and private universities and local civic entities
are following its lead with enthusiasm. In Yokohama City, for example,
officials have sought CSU faculty participation, and their interest includes
the K-12 structure, where the future lies for our two countries, as well as
higher education.

This type of faculty enhancement, however, is considerably more difficult to
implement than student internships. The idea of joining projects is
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attractive in theory, but an Asian firm may wonder how it could articulate a
professor's research project with the day-to-day empirical focus on its own
research staff. This is not to say such firms reject this strategy, but they
need concrete proposals. On the other hand, Yokohama City has shown
great interest in the idea of teaming up with CSU experts in various fields,
not necessarily restricted to trade, commerce, and banking. Yokohama City
University is similarly supportive.

The following recommendations are offered to enhance the several faculties of
the CSU to be readyas soon as possibleto meet the needs of California
students for greater understanding of the world of the Pacific Rim:

I. AlreadmtizainediacultyshouldiguseLtslihtxiinum extent in
fulfilling several of the recommendations already made in this retort.
Asian, Mexican, and Central and South American specialists should be
employed In their specialties and as guest lecturers in more general courses
and to provide instructors for in-service education of fellow faculty on their
own and other campuses.

2. As vacancies occur. new faculty. in such tieids as are appropriate. should be
recruited with the specific goal of adding to the campus inventory of Pacific
Rim-qualified instructional staff. This means, among others, business
school faculty fully aware of Japanese, Korean, Taiwanese, and othsr East
Asian economic accomplishments as well as appropriate specialists in
Pacific Rim languages, literature, philosophy, and various other areas of
human activity.

3. An assertive effort should be made to encourage faculty to seek temporary
aopointmezts on the faculties of Pacific Rim universities and with
Pacific-nation businesses and Californian and other American businesses
abroad as well as with appropriate American and other pacific - nation public
entities. Invitations should also be extended to Pacific Rim faculty to serve
on our campuses (and interaction encouraged with them on the part of all
faculty likely to participate in Pacific Rim-focused education).

4. The relationship of sabbatical leaves to institutional development should_hg
recognized and asserted. and a portion of such leaves should be used for the
development of faculty Pacific Rim-focused instructional capacities.

5. Funds.__which_would not_begreat by the standards of many public
expenditures. shoula be made available to meet the expenses of faculty
relocating. albeit temporarily. in Pacific Rim countries in order to play

v- 11. .1. state and
nationalas well as studentneeds. Faculty should not have to sustain
such a financial burden to help CSUand Californiameet the needs of the
Pacific century. Such support should be at the level, and of the scope, of
business and government funding of international service and travel,
including dependent transportation for lengthy periods abroad (such as an
academic year). Policies respecting faculty Pacific Rim service should be
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developed that reflect such needs as health care and other concerns that
would ordinarily be part of a homecampus benefits package. The faculty
member seeking to enhance his/her Pacific Rim competenceand value to
the CSU and Californiashould not be excluded from CSU employee benefits
during Pacific Rim activity.
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X. Recommendations respecting the attainment of an educationally beneficial
"mix" of Pacific Rim students and their financial support.

The first assumption we made in attempting to recommend a policy for
students from the Pacific Rim countries was the assumption we make about
foreign students in general: the presence of foreign sudents is in the interest
not only of the students themselves but also of their American classmates and
the campus as a whole.

There are particular reasons for having students from the Pacific Rim
countries on The California State University campuses. With most of these
countries Californians have substantial and increasing economic and other
relations. Furthermore, California's population includes large communities of
people who trace their ancestry back to various of these nations. Our goals,
accordingly, should be:

I. to make certain that the Pacific Rim students we admit are sufficiently
prepared and capable of sucr,eding at The California State University;

2. to manage the proportio,, of students from the same country, or even the
same region, in any one aiscipline or program;

3. to ensure that the benefits to be gained from the presence of these
students on the campus are gained (that is, that the purpose for
subsidizing, as we do, the cost of international students is achieved);

4. to cooperate with the Immigration and Naturalization Service in achieving
the purpose of the student visa program: the economic development of
the nations from which these students come to us.

The CSU Pacific Rim Commisison endorses the recommendation on standards
of the CSU Admission Advisory Council's Subcommittee on International
Student Admissions:

Admission standards should be set which promote the ,neatest likelihood
of success for students who come to our campuses. While the =al
previous academic records and the Test of English as a Foreign Language
appear to be satisfactory beginning points, further exploration should be
made for alternate or better indicarors of academic success.

American college classes are more informal and less lecturebased than Asian
classesand place a high value on (and, correspondingly, reward)
conversational giveandtake. Americans, though friendly and hospitable, are
notably less sensitive to linguistic difficulties than other people; we expect
everyone to know English. Consequently, Asian students' skill in
conversational English will have a great bearing not only on the students'
academic success but also on the quality of their experience with American 0
society. The campuses should make greater provision for helping those
students who need such help, even if :heir English is good enough to make
them technically admissible. In particular, Pacific Rim (and other) foreign
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studentsas well as resident aliens who trace their ancestry to either side of
the Pacific Ocean (or anywhere else)should be more effectively assisted to
have greater competency than m'ny now demonstrate when they reach the
stage of seeking to pass an English writing requirement.

The term "international students," it should be noted, refers to two categories
of students, visa students and permanent residents (among whom are those
classified as "refugees"), and the distinction between these categories should
be more widely recognized. In figures used to cite our involvement in
international education the two categories are often aggregated. They should
not be: resident aliens share many characteristics with nationals that are not
relevant to true foreign students. Permanent (foreign) residents are not likely
to return to their native countries after graduation. To increase our
assistance in the economic development of the region, accordingly, will
require the recruitment of larger numbers of visa students from those
countries, i.e., true foreign students.

1. We_recomrnend that a major effort be made toward recruiting potential
students from the Asian Pacific Rini nations. should be
from all levels of society and not simply members of the elite. This will
require some assistance to them--assistance that can take the form of
precisely the sort of student assistant employment recommended in a
previous sectionbut there could be miler forms as well. Contacts with
friendship groups, sister city groups, and other such public spirited
organizations of California citizens could suggest ways to identify
promising foreign students of modest means who could benefit by such a
recruitment policy. Contacts with the public education institutions of
those countries would also be helpful, And the number of fee waivers for
foreign students who help to educate our students must be substantially
inateaseA.

Pacific Rim -nations are among those whose language and culture are
increasingly important for American to understand. Therefore, the
presence of a significant number of students from those countries is an
important, and up to now almost wholly unused, campus asset. It is
entirely reasonable for The California State University campvses to
expec those students, in return for an education that, however per tonally
expensive, is nonetheless heavily subsidized by the citizens of California,
to provide some assistance in making those languages and ciltures
accessible to their classmates on campus. This is not to say that teaching
classes in the languages, or working as tutors on campus or it: local
schools, should not be recompensed. Rather, the recommendation is to
buttress a new emphasis on foreign language instruction in both K-12 and
the college level by using this hitherto untapped resource in our midst.

2. We recommend that. in systemwide corsjderation of_theolace of foreign
language in the undergraduate curriclum. attention be given to the use of
Pacif II el I - s- on
ejementuystudysgaliangemerrelevant . The students be used as
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resourcepersons on the relevant cultures as well. The expansion of
Pacific Rim langaugeinstruction, previously recommended, will involve
substantial numbers of persons to carry it out, and presentnot to
mention expandednumbers of Pacific Rim students represent a major
means of doing so. Moreover, such a strategy could encourage new and
more satisfying ways of learning a language. Young native speakers,
working under the supervision of an experienced teacher, could encourage
CSU students to earlier speaking (and writing) competency, given their
ability tc, talk to likeaged students respecting their experience in the
country whose language they are studying.

Student. from Pacific Rim countries, it is often claimed, are highly
competent in math and science. A survey of the campuses should be
conducted on presently enrolled Pacific Rim students to determine
whether this is true and to ascertair whether there are, in fact, areas of
study with which significant number'. el them have difficulty.

A campus survey should also determine the extent to which the common
picture oc Pacific Rim students, that they are overrepresented in
engine( schools, is accurate. In particular we should determine
whether these students, and international students in general, eiminish the
places available to California residents or, by absorbing excess capacity,
serve to maintain expensive and specialized programs during times when
demand for the programs is low.

W fx.:iktt It of It
maintain the principle that a preponderance of internatiopal_students. in
particular international students from the same region. is to be avoided
within any single academic program.

4 le also recommend increased monitoring of the admission. academic
progress. arigraduatio_n of visa students to make certain that our
attempts to further the economic development of those countries is
accomplished. It is not the purpose of the student visa program to provide
opportunities for citizens of those nations to become permanent residents
of the United states.
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XL Recommendations concerning expansion. greater usage. funding. and
aganizationdirection of centers in. and dealing with. the Pacific Rim.

Cooperation with educational institutions of the Pacific Rim involves a great
many complexities, not all of which are readily apparent to those accustomed
to dealing principally with European institutions of higher learning. These
include:

Linguage_ompetence. Few CSU students have sufficie It fluency in any
languago cl the Pacific Rim other than Spanish to attend universitylevel
courses in that language. The student, moreover, may master some
languages, such as Chinese and Japanese, as a spoken form while
remaining totally unqualified in the written languac,..a. The opportunity to
acquire language competence on a CSU campus is today extremely
limitedwhich is why we make the language recommendations that we
do. Chinese and Japanese are the only languages of Asia and Oceania
offered in the system, and these are not found on all campuses.

Academic preparation. Language competence aside, there are
fundamental and profound differences in the intellectual traditions,
educational standards, and pedagogical methods of the United States and
those of most countries of th.; Pacific Rim. Students from one system
cannot be expected to adapt readily to the other without major
adjustments, which require (but do not always receive) extensive onsite
academic guidance and administrative support.

Personal funding. Even where tuition is offered without cost, either
through exchange offset cr tuition waiver, tranportation costs to, and
living costs in, the United States are prohibitively high for the bulk of
potential Pacific Rim students. Although CSU students do not pay tuition
and are eligible for financial aid (which foreign students are not), they
perceive costs. in the Pacific Rim to be high. The cost of transportation
alone, which currently approximates $1,000, is frequently a deterrent to
participation in a Pacific Rim program.

Student inttrelt. Like most Americans, the bulk of CSU students are
oriented more towards Europe than the Pacific Rint. Real or fuicied
difference in living standards, prestige of universities, accessibility of the
language, opportunity for extended travel, marketability of the Foreign
experience, and relative familiarity of the indigenous culture all conspire
to push potential CSU participants in an international program to apply
for programs in Europe rather than on the Pacific Rim

In looking for constructive opportunities to increase CSU involvernt it in the
Pacific Rim, the inescapable conclusion is that the problem lies in motivating
CSU students to travel to, and study in, this area. Motivating faculty to
become involved is not as great a problem in that the simple act of providing
adequate financing for a program will usually r,.sult in discovering a body of
interested and qualified faculty members prepared to take part. On the other
hand, even the provision of adequate funding for an overseas program does
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not create student demand for participation. In effect the CSU currently
offers a scholarship of $3,000 to $4,000 in tuition to any student who is willing
to study for a year in Taiwan, Peru, Mexico, Australian, or New Zealand; yet
each year a number of positions in each program go begging. The University
of California offers an additional subsidy of $1,000 for personal expenses to
each student willing to study in the Pacific Rim. Their programs are also not
filled.

In order to motivate CSU students to participate in Pacific Rim programs, it
appears essential to:

(1) Convince students of the economic advantages to be gained by an in-depth
knowledge of a particular country or culture of the Pacific Rim. The
efficacy of such an economic appeal is evident in the current relative lack
of difficulty in recruiting students for Japan, where students perceive clear
advantages to themselves in acquiring familiarity with that nation's culture
and language.

(2) Create a deuce of linguistic competence in an applicable language, or the
desire to acquire same, on the home CSU campus. Some familiarity with a
foreign language tends to generate both the desire to learn more and the
confidence tc tempt further study. If the perceived advantage is strong
enough and tne university overseas is prepared to offer effective beginning
language instruction to foreigners, competence can be acquired after
arrival overseas.

(3) Offer students a structured overseas experience which will maximize
learning opportunities and minimize the more traumatic requirements for
adaptation. This is not to say that the home environment should be
replicated abroad, but it does mean that students should not be left
completely to their own devices. Reassurance that a support structure
exits does much to motivate students to participate and to allay their
parents' fear of what often appears to both groups to be a highly exotic
undertaking not without its personal and academic perils.

The requirement for an academic and administrative support structure,
coupled with a low level of student demand, encourages cooperative
arrangements among U.S. universities and groups of universities. With too few
students to support a center of its own, one institution will pool students and
resources with others to create the critical mass needed for fiscal viability.
The possibilities are:

National centers. Federal funding for educating U.S. citizens abroad is
predominantly geared to graduate students and faculty. An ongoing effort
must be to encourage the establishment of national study centers for
undergraduates. These are envisioned as nonprofit centers overseas, each
managed by a lead university, with some federal funding for administrative
overhead, and open to students from all over the U.S. at minimal tuition
cost. Examples of potential sites for national centers are Indonesia and
India.
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Consortial centers. It is not just small universities and colleges which have
difficulty in recruiting students for overseas programs in some areas. Even
large university systems like the CSU and UC find it advantageous to
combine with each other and additional large universities in order to
provide sufficient students for programs in Peru and Brazil The UC alr.o
places a number of students in the CSU's program, in Taipei, offering in
return places in its undersubscribed programs in Korea and Africa. These
arrangements may be entered into informally or, as with the Southern
California Council on International Studies, on a formal contractual basis.

$ysteAmwide centers. This is the level at which all yearlon;l, CSU programs
are currently conducted. Recruiting takes place on all nineteen member
campuses, which in turn grant the financial aid for which students arc
normally eligible and guarantee acceptance of the credit earned. Even so,
it is difficult to fill centers in the Pacific Rim countries, except for
Japan. Systemwide, shorterterm programs operated by Extended
Education, which perforce must be commercially viable, concentrate on
travelstudy tours to the People's Republic of China and Japan.

Campus centers. Another ongoing initiative has been an effort to pool
resources at certain campuses, designating them as Latin American
centers, Asian studies centers, and the like. On the national level these
centers, including some at CSU campuses, have been ftmden by the federal
government for a number of years. A similar proposal confined only to
CSU campuses has not met with success due largely to the competition
among campuses for the more popular (and better funded) geographical and
cultural areas. No campus, for example, wants to give up its interest in
China and Japan to another campus. If agreement could be reached on 1' 73
major areas, however, it would make sense to concentrate systt.,
resources (faculty, library holdings, tuition waivers for a particular
country, etc.) on a single campus.

Individual campuses. Principally within the last five years, over half of the
CSU campuses have moved to create Offices of Intent:a:tonal Education,
International Centers, and Deana /Directors of International Programs.
This has been a response to a variety of factorsincluding a massive
increase in the CSU of noncitizen students (who now make up more than 11
percent of the total enrollment), an expanded sense of global mission,
internal and external pressure to internationalize the curriculum, and the
personal involvement of internationally minded campus administrators and
faculty. Representatives of CSU campuses have visited foreign
universities throughout the area and have concluded with them a number of
interinstitutional pacts, agreeing to cooperate is principle.

Intercamous cooperation. A new initiative in the CSU's overseas
operations is an increasing impetus towards intercampus cooperation. In
recent months it has been suggested by several of the campuses that a
network might be created under the aegis of the systemwide Office of
International Programs which would provide a vehicle for conferring on
matters of mutual loncern. This same network could also serve as a
conduit for distributing resulting findings and concerns on both state and
regional levels. 1 54 149
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nitigniaing_serammendarigns are offered to expand, utilize, fund, and
organize oncampus and overseas facilities for the enhancement If the
ability of California students to take advantage of the opportunit.es, and
meet the challenges, of our expandiKg interdependency with other Pacific
Rim lands:

1. We recommend the creation of a council of suitable representatives
specifically concerned with the Pacific Rim to serve as_an_ advisory body to
encourage project in the Pacific Rim and to share ideas and disseminate
information concerning activitie: in the area.

2. CSU campuses should be encouraged to establish_ centers for study,
- t . 4 1.- I . ft t1 I

regions and countries of the Pacific Rini. It is recognized that, because of
their size and economic power, some of these areas and lands will be of
Lnterest to more than one campusprobabli to several. Particular
attention, however, should be given to those peoples and territories that
are not now adequately represented anywhere in the system. Such
specialization, whether involving a single Pacific Rim campus or several,
should encourage concentration of resources. In return, each campus
center would be expected to serve the system as a research center and
point of contact with the country or region in fostering projects, including
faculty and student exchanges, for all campuses of the system

3. Opportunities for expansion of CSU onsite centers in the Pacific Rim and
gignuntlia
by other institutions__ should be pursued. This approach would also
encourage a concentration of resources as we share our programs with
others and receive reciprocal access to their programs.

. . fi 1 I t - i t : : 1 4 _I 9

4. Federal funding should be sought for the establishment of national centers
in those areas:whereito consortial arrangements now exist.

5. Pursuant to various of the aboverecommended activities being approved
by the Chancellor and the Trustees. appropriate funding should be provided
to ensure that the aims of the in.structicn and services be genuinely
amines'.
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AMEX B

PACIFIC RIPI-FIELMED CURRICULA IN THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY

LOS ANGEP-S AREA SAN FRANCISCO AREA OTHER AREAS

PlIOORAKS OH FU LB LA NO PO SE1 HA SA SF SJ SO BA CH FR HU SO SL SJ

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

Bachelor's Degree X

Undergraduate Option X X X X X X X

GraduarteOption X X X X X

Corti f icate X X

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Bat rotor's Degree X X

Nester's Degree X X X

Undergraduate Option X X X X X

Graduate Option X X

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES

Bachelor's Degree X X X X X

Master's Degree X X

Certificate X X

Minor X X X X X X X X

ASIAN STUDIES

BacheLos' X X

Master's Degree X X

Minor X X X X X X X

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDIES

Minor X X

MEX:CAN AMERICAN STUDIES

Bachelor's Degree X X X X X X

Master's Degree X X X

Undergraduate Option X X X X

Minor X X X X X

INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURE

Bachelor's Degree X

Graduate Option X

JAPANESE

Bachelor's Degree X X

CHINESE

Bachelor's Degree X X

Plaster's Degree X

SPANISH

Bachelor's Degree X X X X X XXXXXXXXXXX X

Plaster's Degree X X X X X X X X X
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AMEX C

EXCHANGES, COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS

BA CH OH FR FU HA HU LB LA MO PO SA SB SD SF SJ SL SO ST

Australia X X

Hong Kong X

Indonesia X X

Japan X X X X X X X

Malaysia X

Mimic° X X X

Micromesic X

New Zeeland X X

People's Republic of Chino X X X X X X X X X X

Peru X

Philippines X X

Singapore X

South Korea X X X X

Taiwan X X X X X X X X X

Thailand X X X

Bilingual Education

for Teachers X

Executive Development

Assistac X X X X X X

1Fulbright No:hinges X X
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ANNEX 0

ENROLLMENTS IN PACIFIC RAN- RELATED CURRICULA FALL 1984

LOS ANGELES MEA SAN FRONCISCO NEA OTTER AREAS

ON FU NO PO SIB IA SA SF S1 SO 8A 01 FR W SO SL Sl

.INTERIATION/ BUSINESS

Bachelor's Degree 261

Undergraduate Cption NA NA 168 304 283 32 NA

Graduate Optiat NA NA 2 NA 34

Certificate NA NA

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Bachelor's Degree 225 80
Nester's Degree 50 33
Undergrachiste Option NA NA 2 NA 8
Gredesit Option NA 12

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES

Bachelor's D e g r e e 12 I I 0 4 11

Nester's Degree 17 12

Certificate NA NA

Minor NA IA NA NA NA NA NA NA

ASIAN STUDIES

Bachelors' Degree 17 10

letter's Degree 8 12

Minor NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

ASIAN AMERICA STUDIES

Minor NA NA

NEXIGIN AMERICAN STUOIES

Bachelor's °agree 0 90 17 16 I i 2

Nester's Degree 6 2 2

Undergraduate Opti.1 9 NA NA NA

Minor

flOTERATIONAL AGRICULTURE

NA NA NA NA NA

Bachelor's Degree 26
Geadmate Option :A

JAPNESE

Bachelor's Degree 23 46

CHIME
Bachelor's Degree 64 25
/Usher's Degree 13

lot's Degree
Alsrlwr's 0evie

40 80

8

72

11

96

75

96

10

28 20 67

17

51

Il
60
12

29 7 50 23

4

21 168r 9
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AMEX E

FULL -TILE EQUIVALENT ENROLLMENT IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSES FALL 1984

LC3 ANGELES AREA SAN FRANCISCO AREA omen .AREAS

PROGRAM OH FU L8 LA NO PO SB HA SA SF SJ SO 8A CH FR HIP SO .L SJ

SPANISH 1.d 54 112 122 152 216 87 84 125 109 122 44 28 152 157 33 523 78 37

u.d. 42 51 56 40 33 4 12 49 17 45 17 7 40 28 12 117 5 15

grad - 2 3 3 1 - - 9 4 1 - - - 1 - 12 - -
total 96 165 181 195 249 91 96 183 131 168 61 35 192 186 45 652 83 52

CH1LJE 1.d. 6 40 16 35 27 4 6 17

u.d.

grad

1 8 - 31 1

- 4 -

- - 8

-

.

total 7 48 16 70 28 4 6 5
JAPANESE I.d 18 28 34 18 17 46 21 8 18 25

u.d. - 11 10 - 2 23 3 - - 13rid- _- - - - - - - -
total IS 39 44 18 :9 69 24 8 18 se

woo

BA - Bakersfield

CH - Chico

OH - Dominguez Hills

FR - Fresno

FU - Fullerton

HA - Hayward

HU - Humboldt

LA - Los Angeles

LB - Long Beech

NO - Northridge

P3 - Pomona

SA - Sacramento

160

SB - San Bernardino

SO - San Diego

SF - San Francisco

SJ - San Jose

,Sj - San Jose-

SL - San Luis Obispo

SO - Sonoma
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ANNEX F

CSU STUDENTS IN THE PACIFIC RIM

The CSU Office of International Programs operates year-long programs at the upper
division and graduate level which are available to students on all nineteen campuses.

CSU international programs in the Pacific Rim countries are limited to Australia,
Japan, Mexico, New Zealand (two sites), Peru, and the Republic of China. Even so,
the CSU numerically is the second largest operator of academic programs in this
area in the United States (the University of California is the largest). Currently
only about 68 CSU students a year study in the 6 Pacific Rim centers; in contrast,
there are 364 Cal students in the 7 European centers. To date 1,209 CSU students
have attended centers in the Pacific Rim; the details are attached,

The appeal of the Spanish-speaking centers, Mexico and ?eru, is affected adversely
by the availability of two centers in Spain itelf, identification as Third World
countries and thus less comfortable physically, and consistent media coverage as
being both economically and politically unstable. Both, however, offer excellent
programs in comfortable and secure environments.

The two English-speaking centers, Australia and New Zealand, are limited in size by
local law and practice as to how many foreign students they will accept. Any
increase in the number of students accepted in New Zealand, for example, requires a
cabinet decision. The current CSU limit is ten in each of two centers. Even this
number is not reached, largely because the offerings are limited principally to
agriculture. Australia is committed to a policy of reciprocal exchange. Under CSU
funding policy such exchanges are unfunded and any administrative support is an
unfunded donation of time and effort (as it is for the Quebec program).

CSU participation in Japan is limited to 25 by the host university. As a practical
consideration, the cost of tuiition (V 450,000) is also a limitation. About three
times as many CSU students apply each year as can be accepted. In order to
expand, however, it would be necessary to find an additional institution.

The Chinese center in Taipei offers the best opportunity for expansion. Chinese.
studies have been on the decline in recent years and the center habitually operates
at well under capacity, currently around 15 students. It could easily handle two or
three times as many. It is an excellent center for a serious student, offering easy
access to the Mandarin language and to an open Chinese culture. In this latter
respect a center in the ROC (Taiwan) is considered better for a beginning student of
Chinese than is a center in the PRC (mainland China). Hong Kong has as its local
dialect Cantonese, which is appreciably less useful than Mandarin for the beginning
student. In the last three years the University of California has been sending
increasing numbers of their students to the CSU center in Taipei; the number may
reach ten next year.

In reciprocity the UC has extended to the CSU the opportunity to send students to
the newly established UC center in South Korea, which is affiliated with Yonsei
University in Seoul. The possibility of many CSU students taking advantage of this
opportunity, however, is not great. The Korean language is not taught at any CSU
campus, and participation in the program would effectively be limited to those
students who already speak Korean, most probably as the language of the home.
Yonsei is a Christian university, offers some instruction in English for foreigners,
and has a very comprehensive program in Korean for foreigners.
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Language preparation problems also confront the CSU in attempting to send
students to the other three major cultures of the area: Indonesian/Malay,
Philippine, and Thai. None of the languages used in these areas is taught in the
CSU, and participation in any program in these areas would necessarily be limited to
those students with pre-existing language competence and a specific interest in the
area. The possibility exists of creating programs which would operate principally in
English, especially in the Philippines, but would require a major effort for what
would probably be a disappointingly small student demand. Again the po-sibility
exists of the CSU participating in small numbers in whatever programs the UC may
be able to establish in this area.

In addition there are short-term travel study tours conducted each summer by the
separate campuses through Extended Education. In 1985 over a third (9 of 24) of
these went to the PRC and a third (8) went to Japar- Of the 8 going to Japan, 6
went on to other countries as well: 1 to Korea, 2 to the PRC, 3 to Southeast Asia
(Hong Kong and/or Thailand). Latin America was represented by 6 tours to Mexico
only. Travel study tours to the Pacific Rim constitute less than a fourth of all CSU
foreign study tours. The overwhelming majority go to Europe.
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CSU CENTERS IN THE PACIFIC RDA

AUSTRALIA

CSU's newest international program, started in 1985. Affiliated with the University
of Queensland in Brisbane. Students concentrate in marine biology, with research
facilities available on the Great Barrier Reef. Students are housed at a residential
college (dormitory) on campus. Requires a g.p.a. of 3.0. Calendar: 16 February
through 6 December.

Participation: 1985 1

1986 2
Total to date 3

JAPAN

Program started in 1964. Affiliated with Waseda University in Tokyo. Essentially a
language program focusing on intensive study of Japanese with supplemeAtary
courses in Far Eastern history and culture. Students are housed with Japanese
families. Requires a g.p.a., of 3.0. Calendar: 26 August through 27 June.

Participation: 1964 19 1972 10 1980 16
1965 28 1973 12 1981 26
1966 16 1974 8 1982 17
1967 16 1975 9 1983 23
1968 17 1976 15 1984 19
1969 16 1977 18 1985 21
1970 20 1978 15 1986 21
1971 7 1978 12

Total to date 381

MEXICO

Program started in 1973. Affiliated with Universidad Iberoamericana in Mexico
City. Three concentrations are available: Language and Culture, International
Business, and Learn Spanish in Mexico (for students without prior study of Spanish).
Students are placed in boarding houses for the first semester and find their own
housing in the second. Requires a 2.75 g.p.a. except for International Business,
which requires 3.0. Two years of collegelevel Spanish are required except for
Learn Spanish in Mexico. Calendar: 28 June through 17 May.

Participation: 1973 9 1978
1974 13 1979
1975 16 1980
1976 18 1981
1977 20 1982

Total to date 290

I NEW ZEALAND

25
22
24
34
24

1983
1984
1985
1986

24
14
21
26

Program started in 1975. Affiliated with Lincoln University College in Canterbury
(South Island) and Massey University in Palmerston North (North Island). Most
students ace agriculture majors, although Massey offers most traditional disciplines. 163
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Students are housed in university hostels (dormitories) for the first term, and may
choose their own housing in the second. Requires 3.0 g.p.a. Calendar: 23 February
through 19 November.

Participation: 1975 - 9 1979 - 10 1983 - 9
1916 - 8 1980 - 8 1984 - 14
1977 - 7 1981 - 9 1985 - 17
1978 - 10 1982 - 7 1986 - 6

Total to date: 114

PERU

Program started in 1978. CSU participates in consortium with Indiana University,
UC, and Stanford, in affiliation with Pcntificia Universidad Cat'lica del Pent in
Lima. Program is most valuable for anthropologists and Latin Americanists.
Required g.p.a. of 3.0 and two years of college-level Spanish. Students are housed
with Peruvian families. Calendar: 15 July through 10 July.

Participation: 1978 - 5
1979 - 4
1980 - 3

Total to date: 29

REPUBLIC OF CHINA

1981 - 5 1984 - 3
1982 - 5 1985 - 1

1983 - 1 1986 - 2

Program started in 1963. Affiliated with National Chengchi University in Taipei,
Taiwan; language instruction is offered by Mandarin Training Center of National
Taiwan Normal University. Center has been open to UC students since 1984 (1 in
1984, 2 in 085, 4 in 1986). Three concentrations are available: Chinese Language
and Culture, International Business, and Art and Art History. Requires g.p.a. of 2.75
except for International Business which requires 3.0. Students choose their own
housing. Calendar: 14 August through 4 June.

Participation: 1963 - 3 1971 - 13 1979 - 13
1964 - 6 1972 - 15 1980 - 19
1965 - 4 1973 - 11 1981 - 29
1966 - 24 1974 - 10 1982 - 20
1967 - 22 1975 - 15 1983 - 19
1968 - 31 1976 - 23 1984 - 17
1969 - 13 1977 - 14 1985 - 12
1970 - 29 1978 - 18 1986 - 12

Total to date: 392
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ANNEX G

PACIFIC RIM STUDENTS IN THE CSU

As of Fall 1985 students from the Pacific Rim made up over 7% of all enrollments in
the CSU. Almost two thirds (23,000) of the 38,000 noncitizen students in the CSU
were from this area.

in .ambers, there are over 4,000 Pacific Rim visa students (the group traditionally
thought of as "foreign students"). For every one visa student, however, there are
four and a half resident aliens ("green card holders") from the same area, for an
additional 18,000 citizens of the Pacific Rim. Both of these groups are increasing at
the rate of about 8% per year. The only group which is decreasing is refugees, oi
whom there were only just over 1,000. Most of these are Vietnamese, who are
converting to status as permanent residents or citizer-.

The largest number of visa students is from Taiwan (1,020) and the largest number of
resident aliens is from Vietnam (6,343). The second largest group of resident aliens
is from Mexico (3,053).

Between 1980 and 1985 the number of all foreign students present in the CSU on visa
has dropped 15.24%, cr in real terms 1,565 -ollments. During the same period the
number of resident aliens has increased 9" ,h%, or in real terms 14,042 enrollments.
This has occprzgd against a background of relatively unchanged numbers of
enrollments 651, U tizens.

\.-..,

The impact of the Pacific Rim countries on enrollment is much greater than is
immediately 4. vent. Breaking the figures out separately, it is apparent that the
decline in visa students from non-Rim countries is offset almost 50% by an increase
in visa students from the Rim. During the same period the overall decline in citizen
enrollments has been offsJt eight times over by an increase in resident aliens, the
majority of hich (86%) are from the Pacific Rim.

.CSU ENROLLMENTS FALL 1980-85

1980 12. Difference Percent

Pacific Rim Visa 3,626

.85

5,161 + 1,535 + 42.3
Countries RA 7,331 19,407 + 12,076 +164.7

All Other Visa 6,641 3,541 - 3,100 - 46.7
Countries RA 288,323 286,622 - 1,701 - 0.6

TOTAL 313,850 324,626 +10,776 + 3.7

PACIFIC RIM ENROLLMENTS

FALL_1980 FALL 1985
VISA RA REFUGEE VISA RA REFUGEE

Oceania
Australia 154 4 32
New Zealand 13 17 29
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VISA RA REFUGEE VISA 1.A

Page 2

REFUGEE

Hong Kong 788 940 2 636 1,423 3
PRC 59 176 2 280 357 3
ROC 1,018 893 5 1,020 1,930 2

Southeast Asia
Brunei 2 1

Macao 8 5 5 11
Malaysia 216 22 824 45
Singapore 78 23 131 40
Thailand 179 109 133 186 1

Vietnam 26 1,653 580 31 6,343 1,017

Indonesia 266 63 950 126 1

Japan 565 186 338 283

Ka=
North Korea 8 71 5 89
South Korea 75 721 1 289 1,504 1

Philinpines 74 882 2 168 1,565 2

, , \-'` Islands
Melanesia 4 31 9 47
Micronesia 10 1 12 3
Polynesia 1 2 1 3

Mexico 145 2,070 125 3,053 4

Central America
Costa Rica 8 78 1 4 70
El Salvador 27 162 39 285 LS

Guatemala 6 69 13 137
Honduras 9 25 8 38
Nicaragua 28 69 19 94 10
Panama 27 36 17 60

South America
Chile 14 88 1 14 92 2
Colombia 33 155 24 193
Ecuador 14 91 10 149
Peru 48 119 34 159

TOTALS

Latin America 214 892 307 ',330 31
Asia 3,412 5,845 592 4,854 14,016 1,030

Pacific Rim 3,626 6,737 594 5,161 18,346 1,061
CSU Total 10,267 14,576 684 8,702 27,687 1,615

166 % Pacific Rim 35.3 46.2 86.8 59.3 66.3 65.7
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In terms of percent of total enrollment, it is apparent that students from the Pacific
Rim are a major factor in current CSU enrollment.

CSU ENROLLMENTS BY PERCENTAGE
Fall 1980-85

191Q

Pacific Rim Nationals 3.49%

Other Noncitizens 4.64%

U.S. Citizens 91.87%

1985

7.57%

4.14%

88.29%



ANNEX H

0 BILINGUMICROSS-CULTURAL CREDENTIAL AND DEGREE PROGRAMS 1986-87

Approved Credential Option Within
CSU Programs Liberal Studies Option Within
Campus Specialist Emphasis Drigi;:g3___ Master's Degeel

Bakersfield Spanish Spanish Yes Spanish
Chico Spanish Spanish Yes Spanish
Dominguez Hills Spanish Spanish Spanish
Fresno Spanish Yes
Fullerton Spanish Spanish
Hayward Spanish3 Spanish Yes (Spanish)
Humboldt Native

American"
Long Beach Spanish Yes (Spanish)
Los Angeles Spanish Spanish Yes Generic4

(Spanish)
North. idge Spanish 6 (Spanish)
Pomona Spanish Spanish Yes (Spanish)
Sacramento Spanish Spanish Yes Spanish

Cantonese Cantonese Cantonese
Mandarin Mandarin Mandarin

San Bernardino Spanish Spanish Yes Spanish
San Diego Spanish Spaaish Yes Generic5
San Francisco Spanish Spanish

Cantonese Cantonese
Filipino
Japanese

San Jose Spanish
Vietnamese

San Luis Obispo Spanish Yes
Sonoma Spanish
Stanislaus Spanish Yes

TOTALS 11 19 12 94

1. All entries in this column are formal degree options unless in parentheses.
Those in parentheses are specializations within options, or advisement patterns
within the MA in Education or other MA degrees.

2. Hupa, Yurok, Karuk, To lowa.

3. Voluntary suspension requested effective at end of Winter Quarter 1987.

4. Although specific data were not requested, most of these options may be
presumed to emphasize Spanish language and/or Mexican-American culture.

5. In additf_on to the programs shown here, San Diego State, in conjunction with
Claremont Graduate School, offers the Ph.D. in Education with a Multicultural
Component.

6. Under review.
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ESTIMATED EDUCATION STUDENTS WITH BILINCUAL/CROSS CULTURAL CAPABILITIESO

Year Spanish Cantonese Portuguese Tagalog Japanese,

Afro

American Korean

Native

American

Indo-

Chinese Mandarin Other
1986-87 1467 62 2 12 17 165 10 5 13** 25 6***
1985-86 1756 58 9 19 9 162 10 22 41 13 8

1984-85 1577 62 1 2 10 13 - 14 55
1983-84 1731 94 14 17 16 13 5 12 70

1982-83 1752 107 72 37 28 22 12 110
1981-82 1930 91 12 71 29 28 35 10 105 5 2

1980 -6i 2317 188 21 89 i:46 aa* na na na na 78
1979-80 2206 214 37 74 64 na na na na na 51
1978-79 2257 277 32 71 118 na na na na na 60
1977-78 1520 239 37 59 53 na na na na na 100
1976-77 1721 195 34 72 55 na na na na na 124

* Not available. Data were collected in finer categories for 1981-82 and subsequent years than for prior years.
Thus, the "other" category for prior years includes students reported in individual language categories for
1980-81 and beyond.

** Vietnamese

*** Armenian
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ESTIMATED EDUCATION FACULTY WITH BILINGUAL/CROSS CULTHRAI CAPARHITIES

Year Spanish Cantonese Portuguese Tagalog Japanese

Afro

American Korean

Native

American

Indo-

Chinese Mandarin Oiher

1986 -81 120 13 4 1 1 8 1 - 2** 3***

1985-86* 101 8 2 2 1 8 1 1 2 9,

1984-85 93 1 1 3 1 13 2 4 4 - 2

1983-84 99 7 1 1 2 9 2 2 3 2

1982 -83 107 8 1 4 2 9 2 2 5 -

1981 -82 120 9 4 5 4 14 2 2 2 1 1

1980-81 102 11 3 3 4 na**** na na na na 13

1919 -80 105 8 3 3 4 na na na na na 9

1918 -19 132 14 4 6 3 na na na na na 7

1977-78 85 1 5 3 1 na na na na na 8

1976-77 92 14 2 3 4 na na na na na 6

Total Faculty, 1986 -81: 153

Approximate Full-time: 95

Approximate Part-time: 41

** Vietnamese

*1'5 Two French, one Finnish

**** Not available. Data were collected in finer categories for 1981-82 and subsequent years than for prior years.

Thus, the "other" category for prior years includes students reported in individual language categories for

1980-81 and beyond.
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
RESPONSE TO

ASSEMBLY CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 82

ACR 82 requests the University to study its role in meeting the needs of the
state in furthering its economic position and leadership within the Pacific
Rim and in carrying out its responsibilities to immigrants of Pacific Rim
countries, including an assessment of needs for: (1) Pacific Rim specialists,
(2) increased interchange among scholars in countries of the Pacific Rim, (3)
changes in current educational program offerings and exchange of information
and ideas among campuses in California and in other Pacific Rim countries, and
(5) establishment of a center for Pacific Rim studies, to fulfill research and
public service functions pertaining to the Pacific Rim area.

Following is a brief comment on the materials the University submitted in
response to the resolution.

I. NEED FOR PACIFIC RIM SPECIALISTS

It would be difficult to respond to this portion of the assessment without
distinguishing between the teaching and research and public service programs
that traditionally have been an integral part of the University's academic
program, and additional programs that have recently been established or are
being planned in response to perceived additional needs to train Pacific Rim
specialists.

Program Inventory

i84-85 Inventory of Pacific Rim Programs

The University has a long tradition at its older campuses, and especially at
its largest campuses, of training Pacific Rim specialists, primarily within
the Letters and Science disciplines. The "INVENTORY OF UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA PROGRAMS RELATED TO THE PACIFIC RIM, 1984-85" (Attachment 1) lists,
for example, the Foreign Language and Area Studies programs at each curious
pertaining to the Pacific Rim. For example, the Inventory lists the degree
programs and sub-programs offered by the Department of Oriental Languages at
Berkeley, the Department of East Asian Languages and Cultures at Los Angeles,
and all the other established departments or programs training specialists in
Asian, Latin American, and Russian languages and cultures Most of the
instructional programs also offer undergraduate instruction for oath
non-majors and for those preparing to major in, and possibly to pursue
graduate study and specialization in, Pacific Rim language and area studies.
The undergraduate programs are included In the inventory. The Inventory also
lists Area Studies programs, such as Asian Studies or Latin Arerican Studies,
by campus and administrative unit. As a cross-reference, the Inventory also
lists all the Pacific Rim languages taught in the University, by campus and
teaching 'epartment. The Inventory includes enrollment data on-students who
are majoring in language and area studies programs.

The organized research effort, which enhances and interacts with the
instructional programs, is represented in the Inventory by a list of organized
research units and other research entities. The list includes, for example,
the established Institutes of East Asian Studies, and of International
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Studies, at Berkeley; and other orangnized research units or entities
in the Asian, Latin American, and Soviet areas. The most recent addition, as
of 1984-85, was the developing intercampus research organization, UC-MEXUS.

Instruction in other disciplines

The combination of instructional and research programs which can produce both
general instruction and specialized training in disciplines bearing on Pacific
Rim concerns includes other core disciplines, such as history and political
science. A separate Attachment 2 gives examples of curricula and courses in
these two disciplines at one or two campuses. In addition, the Inventory
includes listings of sub-programs or emphases within various disciplinary
majors that have a Pacific Rim orientation.

Given the fact that the Pacific Rim is a concept about a wide range of
concerns affecting an important region of the world, it is inevitable that
specialized knowledge about the Pacific Rim is gained through the study of
many disciplines. The Inventory and the History/Political Science curricular
examples illustrate the complexity of the endeavor. Less easy to demonstrate
in a study or assessment are the interactions and interdependencies among the
University's Pacific Rim programs.

Global perspective

In the context of ACR 82, it would not be easy for the University to make
global assessment of the need for Pacific Rim specialists. Many faculty are
involved in the instruction and research programs. This kind of perspective
on the University's role in training Pacific Rim specialists is provided in
Attachment 6. It is a Draft Report on International Studies at Los Angeles.
It was prepared by the Los Angeles office of International Studies and
Overseas Program (ISOP). The ISOP report is a survey of the campus resources
- its faculty and curricular strengths - in international studies. Pacific
Rim areas are identified to the extent possible. The report shows, for
example, that Los Angeles' faculty with strengths in international studies
totals 238 faculty, of whom 157 are in Letters and Science. Few campuses have
assembled campus-wide profiles of faculty with strengths in Pacific
Rim-related areas. More typical are the rosters maintained by individual
Organized Research Units. The 1983-84 Annual Report of the Institute of East
Asian Studies at Berkeley, for example, contains a roster of 45 Berkeley
faculty who are affiliated with the Institut- or with one or more of its
Centers. Their departments or schools range from Architecture and Business to
Oriental Languages and Sociology.

These disparate surveys indicate that a considerable number of University
faculty are involved in Pacific Rim teaching and scholarship. Ma4 of them
are senior scholars, people whose replacements must be trained to meet faculty
renewal needs in the next 10-15 years. This need is being satisfied in part
through the Universitywide Pacific Rim Research Program, which devotes a

substantial portion of its competitively awarded research grants budget to
supporting graduate research assistants who are in doctoral programs (see
Attachment 7).
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Additional Needs and New Initiatives

Professional training

The Pacific Rim Inventory Update, July 1985-January 1986, attached to
President Gardner's letter to Assemblyman Tom Hayden (February 10, 1986)
follows the Inventory as Attachment 3. This update begins with a descriotion
of the Graduate School of International Relations and Pacific Studies at the
San Diego campus. This new professional school, established by The Regents in
January, 1986, is the first school of international relations in the
University. As its name suggests, the School's focus is the Pacific Rim.

The needs assessment that preceded The Regents' action is contained in the
proposal to establish the School. Student demand, enrollment and placements
of graduates from other international relations schools, located primarily in
the eastern United States, was studied, assessed, and subsequently reviewed
thoroughly iri the program approval process. The proposal's rationale also
assesses the specific needs for the kinds of specialists the-professional
school will train. This statement is provided in Attachment 4.

II. INCREASED INTERCHANGE AMONG SCHOLARS IN COUNTRIES OF THE PACIFIC RIM

Interchange among scholars in countries of the Pacific Rim, as in most other
instances of international scholarly exchange, is an essential element to the
vitality of research programs and the enhancement of instruction.
Unfortunately, aggregate information that would be informative about the scope
and scale of exchange relationships is not available because the programs
typically are originated through contact at the faculty level, and arranged
and funded at the department or organized research unit level. Examples: (1)
The Los Angeles ISOP office compiled a list of Los Angeles/Pacific Rim
Exchange agreements current in 1985. The campus had 24 formal exchange
agreements with universities in Australia, China, Japan, Korea, Mexico, the
Philippines, Singapore, and Taiwan. (2) The Center for Pacific Rim Studies at
Los Angeles (established 1985) sponsored four foreign exchange scholars in its
first year of operation; it hosted 87 visiting undergraduate students from
Pacific Rim universities in its first year of operation.

The need to increase interchange among Pacific Rim scholars is a primary goal
of the Universitywide Pacific Rim Research Program, established in 1986-87.
This program was established by the University with initial support of
X250,000 from the State of California of $250,000 from the Office of the
President of the University. The program's overall goal is to foster anc
enhance research on aspects of the Pacific Rim that are of regionwide
significance 'T that ertain to the mutual interdependencies of the region.
The program awards research grants to University of California faculty
researcners on a competitive basis. The program begins its second year in
1987-88 with $500,000 in State support and continued support from the
University.

In addition to regionwide significance and mutual interdependencies, a third
criterion for awarding grants for large research projects is that they involve

411
collaboration with faculty from other Pacific Rim universities. Projects
often involve teams of researchers on both sides of the border or the ocean.
Two-thirds of the projects funded in the first year of the pro ;am involved

3
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international collaboration. A description of the large research projects
funded by the program in 1986-87 is included as Attachment 7.
The Universitywide Pacific Rim Research Pro^ram also encourages collaboration
among researchers at the various UC campuses. Some of the initial projects
involved such collaboration. Research projects also involve collaboration
between"University of California faculty and faculty at other universities in
California and elsewhere in the United States. All of these kinds of
collaboration are expected to receive growing emphasis as the program matures.
The participation of graduate students in the research fosters further
interaction and multiplies the impact of the program on international
education. The program helps Pacific Rim universities build a diverse network
of communication and interaction that nas significant long-range potential for
international education.

III. CHANGES IN CURRENT EDUCATIGNAL PROGRAM OFFERINGS AND EXCHANGE PROGRAMS
BEARING ON PACIFIC RIM STUDIES.

University of California educational program offerings in au field evolve
continually to meet changing needs. The University's Inventory of Pacific Rim
programs captures some of the changes in the many academic areas that bear on
the Pacific Rim, in Attachments 3 and 5. A few examples are noted below.

Examples

The new Graduate School of International Relations and Pacific Studies is the
largest single new educational program offering. It is targeted to graduate
training, with 400 enrollments planned when the School reaches steady state in
1992, largely in the professional master's program. The School plans a small
doctoral program of 20 students, and enrollment slots for people with
professional interests in the Pacific Rim who are not seeking degrees.
Related new program initiatives include the Japanese Studies program at San
Diego, an undergraduate program.

The number of undergraduate and gradual's majors in Pacific Rim language and
area studies programs rose between 1981 and 1986. Foreign language programs
are expanding, both vertically in the .evel of proficiency of training
offered, and in the number of campuses offering individual Pacific Rim
languages. Demand for, and enrollment in, Pacific Rim language courses is
growing, as noted in Attachment 5.

Education Abroad Program (EAP)

In support of expanded opportunities for University students to learn more of
the languages and cultures of Pacific Rim countries, and for students in those
countries to have educational and cultural experiences in California, the
Education Abroad Program undergoing a planned expansion, with State
support. The EAP expansion is discus ' generally in Attachment 3 and more
details are given in Attachment 5. Fo. example. between 1985-86 and 1988-89,
the University plans to expand from 4 Pacific R-1111 languages taught in 7
countries, to 7 languages taught in 14 countries. In 1985-86, University
students could go abroad to study Chinese (and Cantonese), Japanese, and
Spanish. By 1988-89, they are expected to have additional opportunities to
study the Korean, Indonesian, and Thai languages in the native countries. In

addition, plans are underway to expand opportunities to study Russian in the
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U.S.S.R. With the U.S.S.R. programs included, enrollments in EAP programs
should grow from approximately 115 in 1985-86 to nearly 425 in 1988-89.
Nearly all these enrollment slots are for undergraduate students.

Student Exchanges

Tha expanded EAP program will offer places for reciprocity, or foreign
exchange, students in growing numbers. Reciprocity student enrollments in the
EAP program are expected to rise from approximately 35 in 1985-86 to nearly
240 in 1988-89.

In addition, the Universitywide Pacific Rim Research Program offers new
opportunities for University graduate research assistants working with faculty
who hold research grants from the program, to travel and do professional work
abroad, and the potential for foreign graduate students to have similar
professional and cultural exposure. In some instances, the Pacific Rim
research projects also may involve undergraduate research assistants.

V. ENHANCING EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION AND IDEAS AMONG CAMPUSES IN CALIFORNIA
AND IN OTHER PACIFIC RIM COUNTRIES

Information and ideu exchange is an outcome of programs that encourage
contact, communication and collaborazion among faculty and students. Much
activity of these kinds is a structural part of the wider academic community.
The four large new Pacific Rim program initiatives noted above will contribute
in distinctive ways to an accelerating and broadening impact of such exchanges
in California and in the international Pacific Rim community. Exchange
components are structural elements of the Graduate Scnool of International
Relations and Pacific Studies; the Universitywide Pacific Rim Research
Program; the expanded Education Abroad Program; and the Los Angeles Center for
Pacific Rim Studies. These programs are interconnected with the academic
departments and organized research efforts on the various cal.puses, giving
particullr initiatives a syn^rgistic impact that simple program inventories
cannot adequately describe. Moreover, the inai,:ual departments and research
units are the source of many initiatives tending toward more interdisciplinary
and interinstitutional contact that cannot bm reflected in the inventory
r terials supplied in this response.

V. CENTER FOR PACIFIC RIM STUDIES

The Los Angeles-based Cent.. for Pacific Rim Studies was established in 1985
to bring a multidisciplinry and issue-oriented apprah to the common
concerns of the peor.es of the Pacific Rim. It is described in Attachment
2-A. In its first year, the Center published research results, held
international seminars and conferences, and engaged in other research and
putlic service activities, some of which have been noted above. The Center
received a two-year grant in 1986 -27 from the Universitywide Pacific Rim
Research Program for a research project on the movement of highly ;-rained
reople in the Pacific Rim, including immigrants, students, and others. The
project is described ft Attachment 7.

The University of California's response to ACR 82, consisting of t!lis report
and the attachments li.ted in the table of contents, is r-t an exhaustive
account of the ways in which the University has studied, and continues to
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respond to, the educational needs of California in the emerging world of the
Pacific Rim. The response contains information about the nature of the
existing Pacific Rim educational programs. It describes new initiatives of
Universitywidk scope and international impact that have been planned, are
being implemented, and will enhance the est'blished programs. The report
attempts to indicate some of the ways in which the University's educational
activWes related to the Pacific Rim are enhancing contact, communication,
and collaboration among people in this vast and diverse region.
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ATTACHMENT 1

PRESIDENT GARDNER

Dear Dav!d:

()FF10E OF TOE PHI:SUM:NT
/li \ 1 44720

V.I., B1141411t1 STA t lit 7

June 10, 1985

I am transmitting
an inventory of the University's current degree programs andorganized research units that relate to the Pacific Rim Area. The inventorywas prepared by Academic Personnel and Planning.

Presented in the Inventory are a summary of offerings,
and University-wide andcampus tables. The tables cover tie languages of the Pacific Rim countriestaught at the University, languac and area study degree programs and theiremphases, relevant concentrations in other programs, and minors. There aresimilar listings for degree programs in international studies and developmentstudies. Organized Research Units and Consortia whose primary activities arePacific Rim area studies or international studies are listed. The names ofthe units administerini each program and the names of ORU directors areincluded. The Education Abroad centers are listed and their programs aredescribed in Appendix A. There are data on enrollments in majors and EAPcenters, and edrollments of students whose home location is in a Pacific Rimcountry. Faculty and student exchange programs are not listed. The inventoryis otherwise comprehensive but may not be exhaustive.

As you will see, the University of California is actively engaged in teachingand research that is related to the Pacific Rim area - the 2C-30 countries orpolitical entities that border on the Pacific Ocean. Of the area's majorlanguages, Spanish and Russian are taught at all campuses, while Chinese andJapanese are taught at most campuses. The campuses offer approximately 65undergraduate and graduate degrees in Pacifi: Rim languages, literatures andcultures and area studies. Of the ...ore than 50 majors leading to degrees,about 24 pr-tain to Latin America, 18 to Asia and 10 to the Soviet Union.The programs enroll about 1200 majors, including 800 undergraduates and 400graduate students. In additial, there are opportunities for students to minorin area studies, pursue area study concentrations in other programs, and majorin international or development studies.

The Education Abroad P-ogram offers programs at 15 stvdy centers in thePacific Rim area. Among the University's
Organized Research Units, threelarge campus Institutes focus on :nternational or Area Studies researchpertaining to the Pacific Rin4. A total of 11 Centers within and outside theInstitutes specialize in research concerning Asic, Latin America, and theASoviet Union and Eastern Europe. The Universitywide Consortium for Mexican'wand border studies, UCMEXUS, draws participation from every campus of theUniversity.
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I believe the Inventory may be useful as a reference by University people and
othrrs who have an interest in the status and development of University
activities conurning the Pacific Rim.

Enclosure

cc: Vice President Baker
Acting Assistant Vice President Mayhew
Director Jegers
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714.4?

William R. Frazer
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Pacific Rim Inventory Summary

SUMMARY

prsumry

INVENTORY OF UC PROGRAMS RELATED TO PACIFIC RIM COUNTRIES

Definition and Scone

The Pacific Rim area covers 25 to ZO countries and political entities
borderi.ing on the Pacific Ocean. The area includes the nations of
East and Southeast Asia: Australia ano New Zealand; Latin American
countries from Chile to Mexico; Canada.; and the Soviet Union.

This inventory covers University of California teaching and organ-
ized research programs in the fields of langLage and area studies.
Non-area specific programs of international and development studies
are also listed. The focus is on majors and degrees, but identifia-
ble area concentrations Fnd minors are also l'Latsd. Specialized
libraries and museums are included.

Organized research programs listed are primarily those that either
have, or are under cdnsideration for, status as Organized Research
Units (CRUs and MRUs).

The Education Abroad Program is included. Faculty and student cm:tchange
programs are not listed in this initial inventory. The inventory is
otherwise comprehensive, but may not be exhaustive.

SUMMARY STATISTICS FOR LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDIES

LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION

Chihrne is taught at 7 campuses
Japir,ese 6 campuses
Korean 1 campus
Malay/Indonesian 1 campus
Thai 1 campus
Spanish S campuses
Quechua 1 campus
Russian 8 campuses

DEPRESS

Approximately 65 undergraduate and grae-ate degrees3 in Lancuages.
literatures and cultures: and Area Studies of the Pacific Pim area
offered by uL:'s eight general campuses.

0 Over 40 undergraduate degrees.

Over 20 gradUate degrees :!Master's and/dr doctoral).
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Pacific Rim Inventory Summary

MAJORS

Over 50 language and area study majors leading to degrees:

p.2

24 pertain to Latin America including such programs as Spanish.
Latin American Studies. and Chicano Studies;

18 pertain to Asia including such programs as Chinese.
Japanese. Southeast Asian Studies, Asian Studies, and Asian
American Studies.

10 pertain to the Soviet Union including such programs as
Slavic Languages and Literatures. Russian, and Russian and
East European Studies.

OR8ANIZED RESEARCH

1 Universitywide Consortium ZUCMEXUS), being considered for status
as a Multicampus Research Unit.

3 large campus Institutes for Area or International Studies

5 campus Centers for Asian area research.

0 campus Centers for Latin American area research.

2 campus Centers for Slavic and East Eurpean research.

EDUCATION ABROAD

15 Study Centers in Pacific Rim countries. admini =r=c; bv the
Education Abrrad Program.

6 in U_st Asia

6 in Australia

2 in Latin America

1 in the Soviet Union

:90
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Pacific Rim Inventory Summary

ENROLLMENT

p

1,20C UC students enrolled as language and area studies majors
at the eight general campuses in Fail 1984. Including:

800 ungergraduate majors.

400 graduate majors.

123 UC students from all ttisciplines are enrolled in Pacific Rim
Education Abroad Study Center programs in 1984 85.

Z7700 University of Call::ornia f.t.:dents count their home resjdence
as located in Pacific Rim countries. This number is

55-percent of all UC students whose home is in a foreign
country.
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Pacific Rim Inventory Table 1. preb11

LANGUAGES OF Pm.IFIC RIM COUNTRIES TAUGHT AT UC

AREA AND LANGUAGE

EAST ASIA

Chinese-Modern
Chinese-Classical
Japanese
Korean
Mongolian
Tibetan
Cantonese

SOUTHEAST ASIA

Malay/Indonesian
Thai

.ATIN AMERICA

Spanish
Quechua (Andean)

SOVIET UNION

Russian
Other Slavic/
East European

UNIVERSITYWIDE SUMMARY

Campuses Where Languages Are Taught
UCB UCD UCI UCLA UCR UCSD UCSB UCSC

x
x
x

X

X

X

X X

X
XA ....

x x x x x x x x
x

x x x x x x X x

x X
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Pacific Rim Inventory Table 2.

EDUCATION ABROAD PROGRAM

STUDY CENTERS IN PACIFIC RIM COUNTRIES

I. ASIA AND SOUTH PACIFIC

A. CHLNA AND TAIWAN

1. University of Beijing
2. University of Nanjing
... Chinese University - Hong Kong
4. National Chengchi Univer 'ity - Taiwan

B. JAPAN

preap

Z. International Christian University, Mitaka (Tokyo)
6. University of Tsukuba (graduate students only)

C. AUSTRALIA

7. La Trobe University, Melbourne
S. Monash Univerriity, Monash
9. University of Melbourne, Melbourne

10. Australian National University, Canberra
11. University of Sydney. Sydney
12. Macquarie University, Sydney

II. LATIN AMERICA

A. MEXICO

17, National Autonomous University of Mexico. Me%lco C1 '.7.Y
1a. Study and Field Experience Mexico

B. PERU

14. La Catolica, Lima

II:. SOVIET UNION

194

15. Leningrad State University. Leningrad.
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Pacific Rim Inventory Table'. prtb13

ENROLLMENTS OF MAJORS IN PACIFIC RIM DEGREE PROGRAMS

By Ca-pus and Area, Fall 1984

I. LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDIES

ASIA LATIN AMERICA SOVIET UNION

CAMPUS TOTAL GRAD TOTAL GRAD TOTAL GRAD

UCB 1:1 59 118 44 43 -.=
.a....$

UCD 5 0 79 28 14 -7.
...:.

UCI 0 0 107 41 16 0

UCLA 79 -,-,..- 235 69 49 28

UCR 0 0 34 13 2 .-.% 0

UCSD 9 0 66 .-,-,.6- 0 0

UCS8 17 -7
, "17.04. .78 8 0

UCSC 13 0
. 7, 0 4 4

TOTAL LANG.
& AREA ST 244 SS 849 255 136 56

TOTAL AREA

TOTAL GRAD

46179 128

98 -ri_.4

123 41

.... 119...,- o -

746 17

-m.
/.., IM

-.,
Ibm

157 45

.- 0

1229 790

II. DEVELOPMENT AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES MAJORS

CAMPUS TOTAL GRAD

UCD .-p,-.. -- 0

UCD 564 41

UCLA 18 0

Lie 9 0

ATAL DEV.&
INT'L. 614 41

190,.. .
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Pacific Rim Inventory Table 4.

MAJOR

prtb14

PACIFIC RIM DEGREE PROGRAMS: MAJORS AND ENROLLMENTS

I. ASIA, EAST ASIA, SOUTHEAST ASIA

DISCI ENROLLMENT FALL 1984
CAMPUS PLINE TOTAL UG GRAD MASTER PHD

ORIENTAL LANGUAGES UCB
ORIENTAL LANGUAGES UCLA
E.ASIAN LANG/CULT. UCLA
CHINESE UCLA
JAPANESE UCLA
LINGUISTICS &

ORIENTAL LANG. UCLA
CHINESE UCSB
Chinese(LANG.STDY) UCSC

F. LANG.
is

is

LETTERS
F. LANG

ii

Er
..,..,
=

12
.-,

10
26

9
4
.!,

37
0
0
10
26.

9
4
.,_

18
12

-.'

-,

6
.-,

.:.

16
6

Japanese(LANG.STDY)UCSC is

11 11

S.&S.E. ASIAN ST. UCB AREA ST. 18 5 13 1.)
BUDDHIST STUDIES UCH is 7 0 7 7
ASIAN STUDIES UCB ii 76 15 21 1 -

... ..... S
AS STUDIES UCSB is

13 6 7
EAST ASIAN STUDIES UCD is

5 5
EAST ASIAN STUDIES UCLA n

12 12
EAST ASIAN STUDIES UCSC

'(Indiv.Majori ii

CHINESE STUDIES UCSD SOC.SCI. 9 9

ASIAN=-AMER. STUDIES UCB AREA ST. ...., .
..,

ASIANAMER.STUDIES UCLA SOC.SCI. 8 0 8 e

TOTAL ASIAN ALL ALL 244 156 88 41 47
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Paci-Fic Rim Inventory Table 4. prtbl4

PACIFIC RIM DEGREE PROGRAMS: MAJORS AND ENROLLMENTS

II. LATIN AMERICA

MAJOR CAMPUS

SPANISH UCB
HISPANIC LIT UCB
SPANISH UCD
SPANISH UCI
SPANISH UCLA.
HISP.LANG.& LIT UCLA
SPAN.& LINGUISTICS UCLA
LINGUISTICS & SPAN. UCLA
SPANISH UCR
SPANISH LIT UCSD
SPANISH UCSB
HISP.LANG & LIT. UCSB
HISPNIC CIV. UCSB
Spanish(LANG.STDY) UCSC

LATIN AMERICAN ST. UCB
LATIN AMERICAN ST. UCLA
LATIN AMERICAN ST. UCR
LATIN AMERICAN ST. UCSC

CHICANO STUDIES UCB
MEX- AM(CHICANO) ST.UCD
CHICANO STUDIES UCLA
CHICANO STUDIES UCR
CHICANO STUDIES UCSD
ANo STUDIES UCSB

TOTAL LATIN AMER. ALL

DISCI-
PLINE

F. LANG
I,

11

II

It

11

II

11

II

11

II

I s

I s

AREA ST.
n

"
is

SOC.SCI.
LETTERS
SOC.SCI.

n

SOC.SCI
n

ALL

ENROLLMENT
TOTAL US GRAD

58 41 17
11 0 11

75 47 29
1::7 66 41
129 113 15'7 0 27
14 14
6 6

31 18 1

64 42 .....,"

92 74 le
1: 0 13
16 9 7
65 65

_.0 20 16
55=..i..., 28 27

1: 13

1: 13
4 4
5 5
0 0
_-, 2
11 11

849 594 -sc.=
_...i...,

FALL 1984
MASTER PHD

7 10
1 10

13 15
7 34

14 1

2 ....J

7 6
5 17

14 4

6 1

6 10
owN 7

109 177
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Pacillic Rim Inventory Table 4. prtbl4

PACIFIC RIM DESREE PROGRAMS: MAJORS AND ENROLLMENTS

III. SOVIET UNION

MAJOR CAMPUS

SLAVIC LANG.& LIT. UCH
RUSSIAN UCD
RUSSIAN UCI
SLAVIC LANG.& LIT. UCLA
RUSSIAN CIV. UCLA
RUSSIAN LINGUISTCS UCLA
SLAVIC LANG.& LIT. UCS8
Russian(LANG.STDY.)UCSC

RUSSIAN STUDIES UCR
RUSSIAN STUDIES
(Indiv.Major) UCSC

DISCI°
PLINE

F. LANG
I I

IS

I I

AREA ST.

I I

ENROLLMENT
TOTAL UG GRAD

4,7 18 25
14 11 ,7

16 16
O4 6 28
8 8
7 7
8 8
4 4

PN
--.%

dm

FALL 1984
MASTER PHD

,..1=
am...1

V

16 1=

TOTAL SOVIET UNION ALL

198

ALL 17.6

193

i

C V)
,...... 56 19 :7

w



Pacific Rim Inventory Table 4. prtbl4

UC ENROLLMENTS OF MAJORS IN INTERNATIONAL AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

IV. INTERNATIONAL AND DEVELOPMENT STUDIES PROGRAMS

DISCI-
MAJOR CAMPUS PLINE

DEVELOPMENT STUDIES UCIEt SOC.SCI.

INTERNATIONAL
AGRICULTURAL

ENROLLMENT
TOTAL UG GRAD

FALL 1984
MASTER PHD

DEVELOPMENT UCD AGRIC. 70 29 41 40 1

INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS UCD SOC.SCI. 494 494

ECONOMICS/INT'L.
AREA ST. UCLA SOC.SCI. 18 18

THIRD WORLD STDIES UCSD SOC.SCI. 9 9

TOTAL INT'L & DEV. ALL ALL 614 41 .11:s 1

194 199



Pacific Rim Inventory
Campus Tables

Campus table 1 orlana

Table 1. PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE OFFERINGS: BERKELEY

HIGHEST YR
AREA & LANGUAGE TAUGHT NAME OF DEPARTMENT OR PROGRAM

EAST ASIA

Japanese 3rd yr'. Dept Oriental Languages
Korean 73rd yr.
Chinese Classical
Chinese Modern Zrd yr.
Mongolian 2nd yr.
Tibetan 2nd yr.

SOUTHEAST ASIA

Malay/Indonesian
Thai

3rd yr. Dept. South & Southeast Asian Studies
1st yr.

Intro. to languages of
Mainland SE Asia Dept. Linguistics

LATIN AMERICA

Spanish

U.S.S.R.

Russian
(and East European
languages)

200

3rd yr. Dept. Spanish & Pcrtugese

4th yr. Dept. Slavic Languages & Literatures

195
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Table 2. PACIFIC RIM PROGRAMS: BERKELEY

I. LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDY PROGRAMS-BERKELEY

A. UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

1. ORIENTAL LANGUAGES Dept. Oriental Languages

Emphases: Chinese
Japanese
Altaic

2. SOUTH ? SOUTHEAST ASIAN STUDIES Dept. S. S.E. Asian Studies

Emphases:
Malay-Indonesian

ASIAN-AMERICAN STUDIES

Emphases: Professional fields

4. ASIAN STUDIES

Emphases: China
Japan and Korea
Southeast Asia

Group Major: Coll. L&S. cr
Dept. Ethnic Studies

Group Major. College of L & S:
Supportea by Institute icr East
Asian Studies

S. SLAVIC LANGUAGES & LITERATURES Dpt.Slavic Languages & Literatures

Russian
(also other East
European languages)

a. SPANISH Dept. Spanish & Portugese

Emphases: Spanish & Spanish-American
(also Sp.& Sp.-Am & Luto-
Brazilian)

7. CHICANO STUDIES

411Emphases: Soc.Sci & Hum.

8. LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES

Group Major: Coll. US. or
Dept. Ethnic Studies

(Associated with UCMEXUS)

Gr'oup Major. Supported by the In-
stitute of Int'l. Studies

201



I. LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDY PROGRAMS-BERKELEY

B. GRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS

1. ORIENTAL LANGUAGES - MA/PHD

Emphases:

ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

Dept. Oriental Languages

Chinese Language & Literature
Classical Chinese
Japanese Language & Literature
Altaic languages (Mongolian)-MA only

2. S.&S.E. ASIAN STUDIES-MA/PHD Dept. S.'-S.E. Asian Studies

Emphases:
Malay-Indonesian
(and South Asian fields)

Z. ASIAN STUDIES Graduate Group. Supported by the
Institute of East Asian Studies

'MA
PHD (authorised but

restricted)

Emphases: East Asian
Southeast Asian
(South Asian)

4. BUDDHIST STUDIES PHD

Emphases:

An East Asian language.
(Cr' Sanskrit)

Regional Sections: China. Japan &
Korea; Southeast Asia (and South
Asia).

Graduate Group. Cooperates
closely with Depts. of S.&S.E.
Asian St.. and Oriental Lang.

E. SLAVIC LANGUAGES & LITERATURES Dot. Slavic Lanouaoes & Literatures
MA/FHD

Emphases: Russian Literature
Russian Linguistics
(same for East European)

a. SPANISH MA

7. HISPANIC LITERATURES PHD

S. LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES MA/PHD

SA. CONCURRENT DEGREES WITH LAW

Dept. SpaniEh & Portugese

Graduate Group. Supported by In-
stitute for International Studie



I. LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDY PROGRAMS-BERKE_EY

C. NONDEGREE CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

1. CERTIFICATE IN RUSSIAN & Faculty Sponsors
EAST EUROPEAN STUDIES

le semester units. not languages,
for graduate students enrolled
in a Master's or Doctoral program
in a field related to the Russian/
East European area.

2. Departmental Certification: Dept. Slavic Languages &
' Literatures

Studies and add'l coursewcrk
in Russian Lang. Z' Lit.

l'i AREA CONCENTRATIONS-OTHER MAJORS ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

1 . N.E. Asia: S.E. Asia: Latin
America: U.S.S.R.

2. Asia: Latin America

Asian Art

Dept. Political Science

Dept. History

Dept. History o Art

198
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I. LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDY PROGRAMS-BERKELEY

E. ORGANIZED RESEARCH UNITS - DIRECTOR/CHAIR
AREA STUDIES COMPONENTS

I. INSTITUTE OF EAST ASIAN STUDIES Robert A. Scalapino

Area Centers:

a. Center for Chinese Studies
b. Center for Japanese Studies
c. Center for Korean Studies

Other Activities:

d. East Asia Nat'I.Resource Ctr.
(Formerly Stanford-Berkeley
East Asian Lang. & Area Ctr.)

e. Indochina Project (Archives)
f. Group in Asian Studies

Joyce Kallgren (UCD)
Irwin Schneiner
John C. Jamieson

John C. Jamieson

Herbert R. Phillips

2. INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONALSTUDIES Carl G. Rosberg

Area Centers:

a. Center for Latin American St. Brent Berlin
b. Center for Slavic & East

European Studies S.W. Lapidos
c. Center for S.&S.E.Asian Studies Bruce Pray

Other Area Activities:

d. Mexican Studies Prograa
(asscciated with UCMEXUS)

e. Canadian Studies Program

LOWIE MUSEUM OF ANT;-!ROPOLOGY J. Det:

F. AREA PROGRAMS-OTHER OPUS

I. EARL WARREN LEGAL INS1ITUTE

Japanese - American Compz.rative
Legal Studies Program

204
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INVENTORY OF PACIFIC RIM PROGRAMS: BERKELEY CAMPUS

II. INTERNATIONAL AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS-BERKELEY

A. UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

1. Development Studies Group Major, organized throuch the
Institute of International Studies

B. GRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS

C. CONCENTRATIONS OTHER MAJORS

1. Int'l.Businees MBA/PhD Graduate School of Business Admin.

2. International Finance MBA/PhD

Int'l.Relations BA/MA/PHD Dept. Political Science

4. Planning for Developing Dept. City & Regional Planning.
Countries MCP School of Environmental Desicn

E. ORGANIZED RESEARCH UNITS -
INTERNATIONAL/DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR/CHAIR

1. INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES Carl G. Rosberg

(International Programs)

a. Berkeley Roundtable cn the
International Economy -(BRIE)

b. US AID Nutrition Collaborative
Research Program

John Zysman

III. SPECIAL LIBRARY , CULTURAL RESOURCES-BERKELEY

1. EAST ASIA LIBRARY

2. ASIAN -AM. STUDIES LIS.
CHICANO STUDIES LIB.

4. INSTITUTE OF INT'L STUDIES LIB.

8-5

Center for Chinese Studies
(461,000 vols)
(16.400 vols)
(4,700 vols)
(12.100 vols)
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Table 1. PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE OFFERINGS: DAVIS

HIGHEST YR
AREA & LANGUAGE TAUGHT NAME OF DEPARTMENT OR PROGRAM

EAST ASIA

Chinese -Classical
Chinese -Modern 2nd yr.
Japanese 2nd yr.

Oriental Language Program, in
Dept: Anthropology

Cantonese Asian American Studies Prooram. in
College of AES

Spanish .:.rd yr. Dept. Spanish & Classics

S.S.R

Russian 3rd yr. Dept. German & Russian

LATIN AMERICA

U.

291
206
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Table 2. PACIFIC RIM PROGRAMS: DAVIS

I. LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDY PRC1RAMS DAVIS

A. UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

1. EAST ASIAN STUDIES L&S Program Committee

Emphases: China
Japan

2. RUSSIAN

Z. SPANSIH

4. MEXICANAMERICAN (CHICANO)
ST. (Assoc. with UCMEXUS)

Emphases: Humanities
Sociology

B.GRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS

1. RUSSIAN MA

2. SPANISH MA/PHD

C. AREA CONCENTRATIONS AND MINORS

1. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Regional Emphases:

East Asia
Latin America
Soviet Union &
Eastern Europe

2. UNDERGRADUATE MINORS:

AsianAmerican Studies
East Asian Studies
Oriental Languages & Civilization
(by arrangement)

Dept. German & Russian

Dept. Spanish & Classics

L&S Program Committee

Dept. German & Russian

Dept. Spanish &. Classics

L&S Program Committee

Dept. Applied Behavioral Sc..
L&S Program Committee

Spanish Dept. Spanish & Classics
MexicanAmerican (Chicano) Studies L&S Program Committee
Russian Dept. German & Russian
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I. LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDY PROGRAMS DAVIS

D. ORGANIZED RESEARCH UNITS

E. UNIVERSITYWIDE CONSORTIA

UC MEXUSDavis Branch

208

D-2
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II. INTERNATIONAL AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS: DAVIS CAMPUS

A. UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

1. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
(See Concentrations for
area emphases).

2. INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL Coll.AES
DEVELOPMENT B.S. Dept. Applied. Ben. Sci.

LASS Program Committee

B. GRADUATE DEGREES

1. INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL
DEVELOPMENT M.S. Graduate Group.

III. SPECIAL LIBRARY AND CULTURAL RESOURCES

IV. PROPOSED DEGREE PROGRAMS AND ORUS



Pacific Rim Invtintory
Campus Tables

Campus table 1 priang

Table 1. PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE OFFERINGS: IRVINE

AREA & LANGUAGE

EAST ASIA

Nc programs.

LATIN AMERICA

Spanish

U.S.S.R.

Russian

HIGHEST YR
TAUGHT NAME OF DEPARTMENT OR PROGRAM

Zrd yr.

4th yr.

Dept. Spanish & Portugese. in
School of Humanities

Program in Russian, in
School of Humanities

AND

UCI Summer Russian Language
Institute and PractiLum
(7.7 week total immersion program.
all levels)

aw.
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Table Z.. PACIFIC RIM PROGRAMS: IRVINE

I. LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDY PROGRAMS - IRVINE

A. UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS

1. SPANISH

Empheses: Lit. & Culture
Linguistics
Bilingu,n1-ESL

2. RUSSIAN

Emphasei: Literature
Linguistics

B. GRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS

1. SPANISH MA/MAT/PhD

C. AREA/LANGUAGE CONCENTRATIONS,
UNDERGRADUATE:

Minors: Spanish
Russian Area St.
Russian Language

D. FOCUSSED RESEARCH PROGRAMS

ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

School of Humanities

School of Humanities

School of Humanities

i. Mexico/Chicano Research Faculty from Schools cf Biological
(Associated with UCMEXUS) and Social Sciences, Humanities,

Fine Arts; and Social Eddlogy Prda

II. INTERNATIONAL AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

III.SPECIAL LIBRARY AND CULTURAL RESOURCES

IV. PROPOSED DEGREE PROGRAMS AND ORUS:

1. Center for Mexico/Chicano St. Proposed branch of proposed
1985-96. UCMEXUS ORU, or independent CPU.

Proposed academic minor in Various depts.
Mexico /Chicano Jtudies.r.

I-1 0206 211.
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Table 1. PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE OFFERINGS: LOS ANGELES

HIGHEST YR
AREA & LANGUAGE TAUGHT NAME OF DEPARTMENT OF: PROGRAM

EAST ASIA

Chinese Classical
Chinese Modern Zed yr.
Japanese Zrd yr.

Dept. East Asian Languages & Cultures

LATIN AMERICA

Spanish 3rd yr. Dept. Spanish & Portucese

Quechua (Andean) 1st yr. Dect. Linguistics

U.S.S.R.
Russian
(and East European
languages)

212

4th yr Dept. Slavic Languages & Literatures

207

m
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Table 2. PACIFIC RIM PROGRAMS: LOS ANGELES

I. LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDY PROGRAMS - LOS ANGELES

A. UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

1. CHINESE Dept. East Asian Languages &

2. JAPANESE Cultures

3. LINGUISTICS & EAST ASIAN
LANGUAGES & CULTURES

4. EAST ASIAN STUDIES Interdept. Group

5. SLAVIC LANGUAGES & LITERATURES

6. RUSSIAN CIVILIZATION

7. RUSSIAN LINGUISTICS

Dept. Slavic Languages &
Literatures

8. SPANISH Dept. Spanish & Portuoese

9. SPANISH & LINGUISTICS

10. CHICANO STUDIES Chicano Studies Ret,earch Center

11. LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES Latin American Center

Emphases:

Arts & humanities
Social Sciences
Ecology & environment

LA-1

208

.

213



I. LANGUAGE AND AR

S. GRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS

1. EAST ASIAN LANGUAGES AND
CULTURES MA/C.PHIL/PHD

Emphases:

Chinese Language & Lit.
Japanese Language & Lit.

2. ASIAN AMERICAN STUDIES MA

Z. SLAVIC LANGUAGES AND
LITERATURES M;/C.PHIL/PHD

A STUDY PROGRAMS - LOS ANGELES

ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

Dept. East Asian Languages .

Cultures.

Inter
the

dept. Group, supported by
Asian American Studies Ctr.

Dept. S
Litera

lavic Languages &
tures

Emphases:

Literature (Russian)
Linguistics (Russian)
Other Lit. or Lang. (PhD only)

4. SPANISH MA Dept. Spanish P^r_tg=.==

5. HISPANIC LANGUAGES AND
LITERATURES C.PHIL/PHD

Spanish Emphases (majors):

Spanish Linguistics & F'hiloi.
Medieval & Renaissance Span.Lit.
Golden Age Spanish Lit.
20th C. Spanish lit.
Colonial & t9th C. Spanish Lit.
20th C. Spanish-Am. Lit.

g. LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES MA Coordinated thrcugh Latin
American Studies Center

Emphases: 7: fields required:
Soc.Sci.,Arts, Professional.

7. LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES - Articulated with:
COOPERATIVE PROGRAMS

214

MA-MBA -CONCURRENT
MA-MA Arch/Urb. Pl.
MA-MEd. Curriculum
MA-MS Engr. (Applied Sci.)
MA-MLS Libr. & Info. Sci.
MA-MPH Public Health

Orad. Schl. Management
Schl. Architecture Urb. Pl.
Grad. Schl.' Educatio:1
School of Enginerring
School Lib. & Info Sci.
School of Public Health

LA-2

209
,



I. LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDY PROGRAMS-LOS ANGELES

C.JOINT PROGRAMS WITH REGULAR ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
ORGANIZED UNDERGRAD MAJORS:

1. Asian American Studies Interdept. Group, supported by
the Asian American Studies Ctr.

D. ORGANIZED RESEARCH UNITS -
ETHNIC AND AREA STUDIES COMPONENTS DIRECTOR/CHAIR

(.INSTITUTE OF AMERICAN CULTURES William Schaefer

Ethnic Centers:

a. Asian American Studies Ctr.
b. Chicano Studies Research Ctr.

(associated with UCMEXUS)

Lucie Cheng
Juan Somer.-Quinones

2. LATIN AMERICAN CENTER Johannes Wilbert
(assoicated with UCMEXUS)

Z. CENTER FOR RUSSIAN AND EAST
EUROPEAN STUDIES Andzej Korbcnski

-E . 0 ik, Ae-.44,tat, 61-46("YAL"v

CAL b-- P4- IL- Cfv-6-

LA -:Z
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II. INTERNATIONAL AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS-LOS ANGELES

A. UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

B. GRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS

C. JOINT PROGRAMS WITH REGULAR
ORGANIZED UNDERGRAD MAJORS:

1. International Relations

Emphases: Students advised
to concentrate disciplinary
courses to achieve fa.miliarity
with one area, zuch as Latin
America, Soviet sphere,
East Asia, Southeast Asia,etc.

D. INTERNATIONAL CONCENTRATIONS-

1. Political Science (MA)

International Relations

Special Undergraduate Program

Dept. Political Science

2. International Business & Com- Graduate School 04 Business
parative Management, MBA/PhD

III. SPECIAL LIBRARY AND CULTURAL RESOURCES-LOS ANGELES

ORIENTAL LIBRARY

MUSEUM OF CULTURAL HISTORY
'Emphases include Oceania &
Latin America)

HANNAH CARTER JAPANESE GARDEN

IV. PROPOSED DEGREE PROGRAMS AND OPUS



Pacific Rim Inventory Campus table 1 prlan
Campus Tables

Table 1. PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE OFFERINGS: RIVERSIDE

HIGHEST YR
AREA & LANGUAGE TAUGHT NAME 'OF DEPARTMENT OR PROGRAM

EAST ASIA

Chinese 2nd yr. Dept. Literatures.& Languages

LATIN AMERICA

Spanish

U.S.S.R.

Russian

Zrd yr. Dept. Literature & Languages

,zed yr. Dept. Literatures & Language=



Pacific Rim Inventory
Campus Tables

Aft
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C2progr

Table 2. PACIFIC RIM PROGRAMS: RIVERSIDE

I. LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDY PROGRAMS - RIVERSIDE

A. UNDERGRADUATE DESREE PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

1. SPANISH Dept. Literatures & Languages

2. LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES Program Committee

Option: joint with Chicano St.

3. CHICANO STUDIES Program Committee

Options:

a. Cooperative with Law & Society

b. Joint degree with:

Political Sclence
Latin Am.Studies
Admin. Studies
Anthropoloy
Economics
History
Psychology
Sociology
Spanish
Dance
Art

Multiple & Single-subject
Teaching Credentials.

4. RUSSIAN STUDIES

S. GRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS

1. SPANISH MA/PHD

2. FOREIGN LANGUAGES MA
(Spanish major)

3 EDUCATION & CHICANO ST. MA

218

Dept. Literatures & Languages

Dept. Literatures & Languages

R-1 213



I. LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDY PROGRAMS - RIVERSIDE

C. CONCENTRATIONS/MINORS

I. Chicano Studies
2. Chicano Bilingual-Bicultural St.

D. ORGANIZED RESEARCH DIRECTOR/CHAIR

I. CENTER FOR SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL
SCIENCE RESEARCH

Includes an administrative unit: Robert D. Singer
UCR-Mexico Collaborative Research
& Training Group (funded by
UCMEXUS).

E. UNIVERSITYWIDE CONSORTIA

I. UCMEXUS - Riverside Branch Robert D. Singer

1

219



II. INTERNATIONAL AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS - RIVERSIDE

A. UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS

B. GRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS

C. CONCENTRATIONS/MINORS

1. International Relations

ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

Program Committee

III SPECIAL LIBRARY AND CULTURAL RESOURCES

IV. PROPOSED DEGREE PROGRAMS. AND ORUS

1. UCMEXUS - Proposed MultiCampus
Research Unit (MRU) 1965-96.

220

Proposed conversion of UCMEXUS from
a Universitywide Consortium to a MRU,
headquartered at UC Riverside.

Emphases:

(1) Mexico Studies
(2) U.S. - Mexican Relations
(Z) Chicano Studies
(4) Physical, biological. health,

agricultural, ana marine sciences,
with focus on Mexico.

R-..:
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Table 1. PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE OFFERINGS: SAN DIEGO

HIGHEST YR
AREA & LANGUAGE TAUGHT NAME OF DEPARTMENT OR PROGRAM

EAST ASIA

Chinese.-Classical
Chinese -Modern 4th yr.
Japanese 2nd yr.

LATIN AMERICA

Spanish

U.S,S.R.

Russian

4th yr.
Equiv.

Chinese Studies Program

Dept. Linguistics
and

Dept. Literature

4th yr. Dept. Linguistics
Equiv. and

Dept. Literature

Pacific Rim Inventory Campus table 1 prlang
Campus Tables

216
221
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Table 2. PACIFIC RIM PROGRAMS: SAN DIEGO

I. LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDY PROGRAMS - SAN DIEGO

A. UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

1. CHINESE STUDIES

Interdisciplinary; strength in
contemporary China; intellectual
history; evolution of scientific
ideas and technology in premodern
China.

Z. 59 *-All

n LITERATURE
7

/
r""

Fields of Concentration include:

Primary: Spanish
Secondary: Chinese

Spanish
Russian

y y. CHICANO STUDIES

Emphases: History/Chicano St.
Literature/Chicano St.

Interdept. Committee

Dept. Literature

Program Committee. Joint
major with a Dept.

c-jr. THIRD WORLD STUDIES Program Committee.

Emphases:

Interdisciplinary, integrates
social science/humanities.

Departmental majors in human-
ities or social science.

B. GRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS

L. SPANISH LITERATURE MA/PHD Dept. Literature

SD -1
217
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I. LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDY PROGRAMS - SAN DIEGO

C. ACADEMIC MINORS/CONCENTRATIONS

1. Undergraduate Minors:

a. Chinese Studies
b. Literature
c. Chicano Studies
d. Third World Studies

2. Undergraduate concentrations:

a. U.S.-Mexican Studies
in Pol.Sci.BA.

Dept. Political Science

3. Graduate concentrations

a. Political Science PhD. Dept. Political Science
Special programs in Latin
America, with emphasis on
Mexico.

D. ORGANIZED RESEARCH UNITS -
AREA STUDIES DIRECTOR/CHAIR

1. CENTER FOR U.S. MEXICAN STUDIES
(MEXUS) Wayne A. Cornelius

Emphases:

Research, training, pub-
lic service - relations between
U.S. and Mexico. Full range of
problems and issues.

C. CENTER FOR IBERIAN AND LATIN
AMERICAN STUDIES (CILAS) Michael Mcnteon (Acting)

Emphases:

Iberia-historical cultures;
Latin America - vari&d experience;
Chicanos of SW U.S.-past & present;
Borderland - problems of interaction.

SD-2218
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II. INTERNATIONAL AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS: SAN DIEGO CAMPUS

A. UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

B. GRADUATE DEGREES

C. CONCENTRATIONS-OTHER MAJORS

ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

1. International Relations, in
Political Science BA Dept. Political Science

III. SPECIAL LIBRARY AND CULTURAL RESOURCES

Affiliated Unit:

Institute of the Americas

IV PROPOSED DEGREE PRC,RAMS AND OPUS:

A. GRADUATE SCHOOL OF PACIFIC
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS Proposed School

Degrees:M.P.I.R./D.P.I.R.

Emphases: Fusion of profes-
sional and area studies.

B. JAPANESE STUDIES MA Proposed Program.

C. INSTITUTE ON GLOBAL CONFLICT AND Herbert F. York
COOPERATION - PROPOSED MRU

(Unit e;:ists on interim
basis)

213
SD-3
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Table 2. PACIFIC RIM PROGRAMS: SANTA BARBARA

I. LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDY PROGRAMS - SANTA BARBARA

A. UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

1. CHINESE

Concentrations:

Eastirn Languages Program. in
Dept.Germanic. Orie tal. &
Slavic Languages & Literatures

2.

Mandarin
Classical

ASIAN STUDIES

Emphases:

Interdept, Committee

China
Japan
(India)

3. SPANISH Dept. Spanish & Portugese

4. HISPANIC CIVILIZATION Interdept. Committee

Emphases:

Geographical areas, including
Latin America.

5. CHICANO STUDIES

Emphasis: Pre-professional
preparation in social and
behavioral sciences, and
humanities.

6. SLAVIC LANGUAGES & LITERATURES Dept. Germanic & Slavic Lan-
guages & Literatures

Emphases: Russian

.

SB-1 220
225
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I. LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDY PROGRAMS - SANTA BARBARA

B. GRADUATE DEGREES ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

1. ASIAN STUDIES MA Interdept. Committee

Emphases:

China
Japan
(India)

2. SPANISH MA/PHD Dept. Spanish & Portugese

Concentrations:

Spanish Lit or Linguistics MA
Spanish & Portugese MA
Hispanic Lang.& Lit. PhD

Z. HISPANIC CIVILIZATION MA Intardept. Committee
(Spanish and History)

C. NONDEGREE PROGRAMS

1. Asian American Studies Advisory Committee

May be added to a major.

D. ORGANIZED RESEARCH UNITS DIRECTOR/CHAIR

1. CENTER FOR CHICANO STUDIES Juan Vicente
(Associated with UCMEXUS)

Emphases:

History and contemporary con-
dition of the Chicano popula-
tion; special attention to
public policy projects.



II. INTERNATIONAL AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS - SANTA BARBARA

A. UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

B. GRADUATE DEGREES

C. CONCENTRATIONS/MINORS

1. Political Science BA

Inter-national Relations Emphasis.

2. Economics MA

Option in Business Economics
Exchange Przgram:

ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

Dept. Political Science

Exchange program between UCSB and
Univeraidad Autonoma de Nuevo Leon
(UANL), Monterrey, Mexico. A bilin-
gual,bicultural 2 year program.

Similar program planned for Lima. Peru.

Dept. Economics

D. OOMMUV.rY AND ORGANIZATION
RESEARCH INSTITUTE Harold L. Votey, Jr.

Emphases:

Basic interdisc. research on
societal problems, and:

Coordinates a faculty/student
exchange program for students
in international business be-
tween UCSB and UANL.

III. SPECIAL LIBRARY AND CULTURAL RESOURCES

IV. PROPOSED DEGREE PROGRAMS AND ORUS.

813-3 222
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Pacific Rim Inventory Campus table 1 prlang
Campus Tables

Table 1. PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE OFFERINGS: SANTA CRUZ

HIGHEST YR
AREA & LANGUAGE TAUGHT NAME OF DEPARTMENT OR PROGRAM

EAST ASIA

Chinese Zrd yr. Languages Program
Japanese 3rd yr. (Non-degree program oilfering

language teaching for the campus)

LATIN AMERICA

Spanish

I

3rd yr. Languages Program
(Non-degree program offering
language teaching for the campus)

U.S.S.R. Zed yr.

SPECIAL LANGUAGE PROGRMS
(Other than study abroad)

1. Three quarters in 9 weeks.
Intensive instruction, native
speakers.

Spanish
Russian

2. Intensive 4-week program.

Spanish-English translation

228

Language Program
(Non-degree program o$4ering
language teaching for the campus)

Summer Language Institute

Summer Translation Institute
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Pacific Rim Inventory Car ous table 1 prlang
Campus Tables

Table 1. PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE OFFERINGS: SANTA BARBARA

HIGHEST YR
AREA & LANGUAGE TAUGHT NAME OF DEPARTMENT OR PROGRAM

EAST ASIA

Chinage -Classical Eastern Languages Program, in
Chinese -Modern 2nd yr. Dept. Germanic, Oriental, &
Japanese 2nd yr. Slavic Languages & Literatures

LATIN AMERICA

Spanish

U.S.S.R.

Russian

::.rd yr.

.....rd yr.

Dept. Spanish & Portugese

Dept. Germanic, Oriental & Slavic
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Pacific Rim Inventory Campus table 2 program
Campus Tables c2progsb

Table 2. PACIFIC RIM PROGRAMS: SANTA CRUZ

I. LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDY PROGRAMS - SANTA CRUZ

A. UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS

1. LANGUAGE STUDIES BA

'Language majors include:

ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

Language Studies Major Cmtte.
is Admin. unit. Teaching is
done by Languages Program.

Chines'
Japanese
Spanish
Russian

2. LITERATURE BA Literature Board

Primary literatures include:

Spanish lit.

73. LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES BA Program Committees.

4. INDIVIDUAL MAJORS: Faculty groups.

a. EAST ASIAN STUDIES

Indiv. major; minor.
Chinese. Japanese. history.
politics. art; Study in China
thru Council on Int'l Ed. Exchg.

b. SOUTH AND SOUTHEAST ASIAN ST.

Indiv. or double major.

Areas include Insular (Malaysia,
Indonesia). and Philippines.

c. RUSSIAN STUDIES (part of double
major).

B. GRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS

C. MINORS/CONCENTRATIONS

East Asian Studies
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I. LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDY PROGRAMS - SANTA CRUZ

D. STUDY ABROAD (OTHER THAN EAP)

1. Merrill College Field Program
(Experiential Learning)

Full-time field studies related
to Latin American Studies and
S.&S.E. .Asian Studies; part of
coursework for an approved or
indiv. major. Affiliated with
Volunteers in Asia. Individual
placements in Korea, China,
Peru, and Mexico.

2. Humanities Division program.

Sponsors language study pro-
gram each Spring in Jalapa,
Vera Cruz on gulf of Mexico.
Proficiency instruction.

E. ORGANIZED RESEARCH UNITS

ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

Merrill College

Merrill College emphases include
Third World; cross-cultural;
foreign students; study abroad.
College houses Div. of Soc.Sci.
and Experiential Learning Pro-
gram. Has Chicano Scholarship
and other programs to support
Latin American Studies.

Humanities Division.

INTERNATIONAL AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS - SANTA CRUZ

III. SPECIAL LIBRARY AND CULTURAL RESOURCES

IV. PROPOSED DEGREE PROGRAMS AND ORUS
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4 Vacific Rim Inventory Appendixes

INVENTORY OF U.C. PROGRAMS
RELATED TO PACIFIC RIM COUNTRIES

APPENDIXES

prx

A. EDUCATION ABROAD STUDY CENTERS:
Programs of Individual Centers

B. U.C. ENROLLMENTS IN PACIFIC RIM EAP STUDY CENTERS, 1984-85

C. U.C. ENROLLMENTS OF STUDENTS FROM PACIFIC RIM COUNTRIES.
Fall 1981 & Fall 1984
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ePacific Rim Inventory Appendix A prxa

EDUCATION ABROAD STUDY CENTERS:
Programs of Individual Centers

I. ASIA AND SOUTH PACIFIC

1. Wnivairsitv of Beiling

Cooperative program coordinated through Council on International
Educational Exchange (CIEE). Terms: Fall or Spring Semester.

Eligibility: Minimum Z years of Chinese language. Undergraduates
and graduates from all disciplines.

Emphases: Improve facility in spoken and written Mandarin Chinese.
Insight into Chinese society and culture.

QnlygrsiIv of Nanjing

Cooperative program coordinated through CIEE. Terms: Fall or
Spring semester.

Eligibility: Minimum 3 years of Chinese language.

Emphases: Language and area studies program.

3. Chinele University Hong Kgng

Cooperative program with the Yale-China Association. Terms:
Academic year.

Eligibility: Knowledge of Chinese not required.

Emphases: Humanities and social sciences; emphasis on Chinese
studies. Art studio and music performance courses
available. Some courses in English. Students must
include 19 units of Mandarin or Cantonese in their
annual program.

4. National Chengchi University,. Taiwan

Cooperative program with CSU.
Eligibility: Chinese language study required in program: courses

taught in Chinese. Other courses in English.

Emphases: Chinese language and culture studies program.
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Pacific Rim Inventory Appendix A p.2
Education Abroad Study Centers

5. Intgrnational Christian Universitv.s. Mitaka (Tokyo)

Ilkw

Academic year.
.

Eligibility: Completion of 1 year of university-level Japanese.
Compulsory intensive language course precedes
the academic year.

Emphases: Humanities and social sciences, with emphasis on
Japanese language, literature and art, as well as
focus on problems of the 6rient, economics and
history of the Far East, Oriental philosophy, and
political science.
Students must complete 18 units of Japanese language
during the year program. A limited number of courses
available in English.

6. University of Tsukuba

Open to gradute students only. Major fields of graduate stud"
are available; most UC students will be accepted in the Area
Studies program.

Eligibility: Completion of at least 2 years of college -level
Japanese.

7. La Trobe Universitya. Melbourne
S. Monash Universitvi. Monash
c
.1.....

University of Melbournej. Melbourne
10 Australian Nati2nal Univergitvl. Canberra
11. Univgrsitv of Syclnev.s. Svgrgy
12t. Magguarie University, Sydney

One academic year. commencing in our Winter.

Terms: One academic year, commencing in our winter.

Emphases: Stuoents concentrate on their major or closely allied
field.
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Pacific Rim Inventory Appendix A p.3
Education Abroad Study Centers

II. LATIN AMERICA

13.National Autonomous University Mexico (UNAM).2. Mexico City

Terms: One Academic year. Students usually enroll in courses offered
by the School for Foreign Students; also take courses in the
Facultades, regular University courses.

Eligiblity: Compulsory intensive language program precedes
beginning of academic year.

Emphases: Humanities, social sciences, and art practice.
School for Foreign Students offers Latin American
art, literature, and history; Mexican and Central
American studies, and Spanish language and
literature.

13a.Studv and Field Ex2eriencel. Mexico

Terms: 1 quarter, Spring or Fall.

Eligibility: Completion of quarters Spanish.

Emphases: General education program with an emphasis on area
studies. Study first hand Mexico's people, culture,
history, and political and economic structures.
Includes intensive language study, and a course
taught in English on contemporary Mexico. Course
includes 5 weeks work experience in rural

14. La Catolica. Lima

Sponsored by the Peru Consortium. University of Indiana and a
number of California universities. Terms: One academic year.

Eligibility: A compulsory intensive language courses precedes
the academic year. All courses are taught in
Spanish.

Purposes: Humanities and social sciencs. Special emphases
are ant`tropology. archaeology, and ethnohistory.
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Pacific Rim Inventory Appendix A p.4
Education Abroad Study. Centers

III. SOVIET UNION

15. Leningrad State Universityz, Leningrad

Cooperative program through CIEE.

Terms: Four months, Spring or Fall, or 1 academic year.

Eligibility: 7. years of Russian at University level required.

Emphases: Russian language and civilization only.
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Pacific Rim Inventory Appendix 8 prxb
Enrollments in Education Abroad Study Centers

UC ENROLLMENTS IN PACIFIC RIM EAP STUDY CENTERS. 1984-85

UC
EAP STUDY CENTER: TOTAL

China & Taiwan:

Beijing
Hong Kong
Taiwan

Japan

Tokyo

Australia

Canberra
Deakin
La Trobe
MacQuarie
Melbourne
Monash
Sydney

Peru

Lima

Mexico

30

7

Mexico City (Sem.) 30
(Yr.) 17

TOTAL PACIFIC RIM 12.7

---------
8 0 I

3
2 1

1

11 5 1

-,- 1

2
1

1

1 1

1 1

1

2 8 2
4 1

26 19 8

Source: Education Abroad Pro ram
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Pacific Rim Inventory Appendix C prxc

UC ENROLLMENTS OF STUDENTS FROM PACIFIC RIM COUNTRIES, F1981 F1984

UNIV.TOTAL 1984 BY CAMPUS
COUNTRY 1981 1984 UCH UCD a:: UCLA UCR UCSD UCSB UCSC UCSF

ChfLna 136 388 129 53 9 87 11 53 36 7 ,:.

Hang Kong 309 253 174 31 14 83 9 35 16 9 12
Taiwan 724 920 326 57 67 239 42 40 111 cr,.1 ......

Japan 386 346 110 41 23 101 7 27 22 12 -

S. Korea 190 .424 210 39 23 106 3 31 5 4
N. Korea 222 ./ .1.1 3 0 0 0 0 0 19 0 0

Philippns 61 95 32 16 15 19 2 3 4
N.Guinea 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
Indonesia 91 129 31 16 27 21 5 14 6
Fiji 2 . 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Singapore 55 90 50 6 11 13 0 7 1

Malaysia 58 76 29 9 10 10 4 4 6
Thailand 44 48 14 6 5 6 4 ar

.4
.L.
.4

Vietnam 91 107 61 1 0 1 1 29... 12

0

1

0
0
1

1

0

Australia 56 58 18 1 15 1 6
N.Zea,and 21 10 5 1 4 0 0 1 1 1

Chile 49 65 17 16
Peru 13 21 12
Ecudor 12 11 .:. 2
Colombia 26 36 10 10

21 0 ...,- 1 4 1

2 0 1 2. . 0 0
,. 0 ,
tr
..J ::) ...

-.1 n
...

0 n
....

Panama 7 11 2 1 4 0 2 0 0 0
Csta Rica 11 24 10 1 7 0 1 0 1 0
Nicaragua 4 4 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
El Slvdor 5 7 2 1 0 .:. 1 0 0 0 0
Guatemala S 11 3 ..., 0 -

1 1 0 0 0
Mexico 152 172 39 27 10 ze 10 27-. 14 6 i.

Canada 234 364 153 29 1: 79 9 38 24 ... 1,5

U.S.S.R. 13 6 6 0 0 0 0

SUBTOTAL
PAC.RIM 2762 3714 1457 390 239 869 117 298 320 74 94

0 0

TOTAL
6562 6718 2372 785 495 1442 225 537 609 152 101

PACRIM . 42% 55% 61% 50% 48% 6 - 50% 55% 5.7.;% 49% 27%

Source: IS&S Corporate Student Data Base, Students are classified
by home residence address.
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EDUCATION ABROAD MAjQRS BY DISCIPLINE, 1984-S5 prxd

STL CENTER LOCATION
AUS-

DISCIPLINE TOTAL MEXICO PERU TRALTA

Languages 18.5 9.5 1.5 0.0

Area Studies 12.0 6.5 1.5 0.0

Social Sci. 51.5 16.5 16.0

Arts ' Hum. 16.5 7.5 0.5 4.5

Science 17.5 ..,

..L.-
r 1.0 9.0

Professional 3.0* 1.5 0.0 0.5

Undeclared 4.0 1.0 -0.0 0.0

Total 127,0 47.0 7.0 7(1.0

TOKYO
HONG
KONG

6.0 0.0

4.0 0.0

9.5 4.0

4.0 0.0

4.5 0.0

0.0 1.0

,0.0 0.0

0.0 5.0

MAJORS WITH 5 OR MORE ENROLLMENTS: ALL CENTERS:

Political Science, Int'l. Reis. 14.5
English 8.5
Economics, Business Econ. 8.0
Spanish 7.0
Psychology 7.0
Japanese 6.0
Anthropology 5.5
Biological Sciences 5.5
Latin American Studies 5.0
History

Total 72.0

Double Majors count as .5 + r each major.

Source: Education Abroad Program
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BEI-
JING TAIWAN

1.0 0.5

0.0 0.0

2.0 Q.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.5
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ATTACHMENT 2

February 7, 1986

Mr. Robert T. Monagan, President .

California Economic Development Corporation
1121 L Street, Suite 302
Sacramento, California 95314

Dear Bob:

By way of responding to the section of the Pacific Rim Task
Force Report that deals with education at the University of
California, am pleased to enclose some detailed comments
which my staff has prepared about current and planned educa-
tion programs. Assistant Vice President Calvin Moore of my
staff attended the recent workshop in San Francisco which as
convened to discuss the report, and many of the comments that
follow are his.

The draft report is based almost entirely on an inventory of
the Ipecial programs in the University that offlr academic
degrees i; language and area studies, and the enrollments
cited include only students who are working toward degrees in
those specializations. Although those data are useful for
many purposes, they portray only a part of the diverse instruc-
tion the University offers concerning the Pacific Rim. Many
more students are exposed to a variety of courses about the
Pacific Rim while majoring in other disciplines than are those
preparing to become language and area study specialists.
Education about the Pacific Rim is therefore more diverse and
far more widely diffused throughout the University's curricula
than is indicated in the draft report. Other components of
the University's act:Nities in the Pacific Rim include the
long-established institute of East Asian Studies on the
3erkeley campus and the newly created Center for Pacific Rim
Studias on the Los Angeles campus.

In addition to its diversity of current instructional
offerings, the University is aeveloping three major neu
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Mr. Robert Monagan
February 7, 1986
Page 2

Pacific Rim program initiatives, all of which have received
full or partial support in the Governor's Budget for 1906-87.
The new initiatives, also described in the staff comments,
include the Universit7's new professional school, the Graduate
School of International Relations and Pacific Studies, on the
San Diego campus; expansion of the Education Abroad Program;
and a University-wide Pacific Rim Research Program.

We appreciate having the opportunity to comment on the draft,
and look forward to seeing the Report.

With best regards, I am,

Sincerely,

/s/ David P. Gardner

David Pie; poet Gardner

Enclosure

cc: Vice President William R. Frilzer
Vice Pr, ident B. Baker
Assist "ice President Calvin Moore
Projec doter iaabella Koliszczak
Direct:. .ephen brditti

bcc: Special hssistant thaw
Director jegers

so.lealyst Scudder
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6.

Wate4 Qgmment gn Pagifig Rim Task Fgrge Report. Section on Education
at the Wnivergity gf galifornia

The data on which the draft section on Pacific Rim education at theUniversity of California was based are insufficient to describe thetrue diversity of Pacific Rim instruction and research activity atthe University. The report reflects the fact that its sources werelimited to the University's inventory of degree programs and Organ-ized research Units in Pacific Rim languages and Area Studies, andthe enrollments only of students who are working toward academicdegrees in those specializations.

In fact, however, the University currently has a broad spectrum ofeducational offerings pertaining to the Pacific Rim that areintegral parts of other curricula. Many more faculty and studentsare engaged in teaching and learning about the Pacific Rim throughcourses offered in a range of other degree programs. Hundreds ofstudents who are not majoring in languages or area studies arenevertheless being educated through courses and research seminarsabout the languages, history, politics, economics and other areas of
knowledge about the Pacific Rim countries and regions. We have puttogether some descriptive material about curricula and courses that
illustrates the wealth of current educational activity, which is at-tached to this commentary. We must emphasize that our data are not
comprehensive in their coverage of campuses or of disciplines andcourses that pertain to or are applicable to the Pacific Rim. Inparticular, we did not attempt to identify geographic aspects' ofcurricula and courses that are primarily international in orienta-tion, or whose primary foci are on development, industrialization,etc.

In Attachment A, we offer examples of Pacific Rim area courses thatare subfields within the curricula of two central academic disci-plines, at the Berkeley and Lot, Angeles campuses. Example # 1 isfor History. Example * 2 is for Political Science.

The History Departments at Berkeley and Los Angeles offerundergraduate course clusters and graduate concentrations in Asianor Latin American History. It is possible for a student to takecourses in Chinese or Japanese history, for example at the intro-ductory lower division level. A range of more specialized topics inChinese or Japanese for Southeast Asian) history is offered at the
upper division level. These courses are taken by both undergraduateand graduate students. The courses embrace social, economic,intellectual, political and diplomatic history, for example. It isthus possible for undergraduates in almost any major to become ac-
quainted with Asia or Latin America through introducto,-y Historycurses. The undergraduate pursuing a baccalaureate in History can
acquire a substantial amount of knowledge about these areas. At the
graduate level, history majors can acquire specializations in Asian
or Latin American history through advanced courses and research
seminars.
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Aft
The Political Science Departments at Berkeley and Los Angeles offerl.undergraduate and graduate concentrations in Asian and Latin Amer-
ican area studies. As the curricula in Example * 2 inoicate. the
politics and economics of China or Japan are offered for study in avariety of courses. Area studies per se are not the only portions
of the Political Science curricula in which students can acquire
tnowledge of Pacific Rim areas and countries. The departments offer
other concentrations in Comparative Politics, and International Re-
lations which would include content applicable to the area. As in
the History example, an undergraduate student has the opportunity to
acquire a considerable amount of familiarity with the Pacific Rim
while working toward a baccalaureate in Political Science. and the
graduate student working toward a doctorate in Political Science can
acquire specialized background about areas in the Pacific Rim.

In Attachment B, we present detailed data about courses recently
taught and the numbers of students enrolled in them. for several de-
partments at the Los Angeles campus. The diKta pertain to the De-
partments of East Asian Languages and Cultures, Economics,
Geography, History. Political Science, and Sociology. These core
fields serve majors in many academic departmmnts and professional
schools across the Los Angelrs campus.

The :curse enrollment data illustrate very dramatically the fact
that many more students receive some instruction in skills and
disciplines relevant to Pacific Rim matter than actually pursue
language and area studies degrees. A few examples of recent class
enrollments on the Los Angeles campus alone make the point.

--Over 200 students enrolled in first quarter Modern Japanese lan-
guage instruction in the Fall of 1984.

--The Department of East Asian Languages and Cultures had more than
1500 enrollments in courses during 1984-85.

--The History Department introduced 17,0-140 students to Chinese and
Japanese history in each of two lower division courses.

--Nearly 90 students took an upper division history course on the
History of Modern Japan.

--Over 160 students were introduced to the History of Central Amer-
ica in one course.

--Political Science courses in International Relations or Government
and Politics of China. Japan, and Latin America enrolled over 100
students each.

The curricula and course enrollment data verify that University of III
California students have many avenues open to them to learn the
disciplinary perspectives ,and to acquire analytical and language
skills applicable to the Pacific Rim in the core curriculum. The
enrollment figures show that the University diffuses knowledge about
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Alh
my the Pacific Rim to a large number of students in a variety of edu-cational settings. ranging from introductory classes to specialized

courses to undergraduate and graduate research seminars.

New Initiatives: Qraduate Sch2o1 of International Relations andPacific Qtudies.t, San Dis22 cgm2ua

One 44 the University's major new academic intiatives concerningthe Pacific Rim is the newly established Graduate School of Inter-national Relations and Pacific Studies at the San Diego Campus.One of the primary purposes of the new School is to bring togetherin new ways many of the disciplinary areas which, in the examplesgiven above, are diffused across many academic departments at othercampuses.

In January, 1986, The Regents of the University of Californiaapproved establishment of the Graduate School of InternationalRelations and Pacific Studies, the first professional school ofinternational relations in the U.C. system. The School seeks tocreate a distinctive fusion among the professions and disciplines- -elements of management and business, of international relations andeconomics, of science, wedicine, and engineering, o history,culture and language--pertinent to training and research on thePacific region.
.

The School will provide professional training for careers in thePacific Basin in government, business, finance. foundations.journalism, international organizations, research. and consulting.

The School will conduct research to develop understanding of theregion as a whole as well as the human and physical elements withinit. Research actiN.,ties will focus on key areas such as trade,security technology. and development and will address economic,political, social and cultural issues confronting nations in thePacific Basin.

The school will provide the public with better information andopportunities for contact between Californians and the other peoplesof the Pacific region. Public outreach will include briefingsessions, meetings. public lecl:ures, zommunity orientedpublications. and programs for primary and secondary schools.

The School was established effective February 1, 19e6. Enrollmentwill commence in 1987-88 and is planned to reach 400 graduate and
postgraduate students by 1991-9:2.

New Initiatives: The center far Pacific Rim Studies., 1,os AngelesCam2us

OThe Center for Pacific Rim Studies was formally initiated in July,1985, at the Los Angeles campus, under the aegis of the campusOffice of International Studies and Overseas Programs. The newcenter, which is not a ormal Organized Research Unit, receives core
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support from the campus. The center was created to bring a unified.
multidisciplinary, and issue-oriented approach to the common
concerns of the peoples of the Pacific Rim: Its agenda includes the
sponsorship and publication of researcn, the organi:ation of

conferences, the development of curricula. and support of

cooperative study of major Pacific Rim issues by scholars, pqblic
officials, and business, media, and community leaders from the
region. The Center also administers a number of bilateral programs
for faculty and student exchange, joint research, and institutional
development. including the China Exchange Program. the Korea
Program, and the Singapore Linkage Program. The sub.;eot areas
involved range from fine arts, humanities. social sciences, and hard
sciences, to law and management. The Center expects to develop
additional echange programs with other countries and institutions.
The Director of the Center for Pacific Rim Studies is Lucie Cheng.
Professor of Sociology and Director a+ the Asian-American Studies
Center at the Los Angeles campus.

New Initkitlyis: VaiverlitvAde Pasifib Bip Rnnarbh Pro dram

The University will establish a new, comprehensive. Universitywide
research program focusing on the Pacific Rim region and drawing on

the research resources of the University campuses. The program is
supported in the Governor's budget for 1986-87. A plaJning
committee has been appointed and will begin developing a research
plan in February 1986.

Ngw Initiatives: Ex2ansion of gduGation Abroad Prbbram

The University plans a significant expansion of opportunities for
University students to study the languages of Pacific Rim countries
and. in some cases to combine language study with academic work in

such fields as business; computer science, engineering, and natural
sciences. By 1988-891 the programs the University is developing
will allow nearly a quadrupling of U.C. enrollment in Pacific Rim
countries; from 123 currently, to more than 450 students, and will
allow U.C. students to study in eight additional Pacific Rim
countries. We currently offer education abroad experiences in

China, Japan, Australia, Peru, and Mexico. By 1988 -89, we hope to
have additional centers that will strengthen our presence in China
and Japan, and will create new study opportunities in Korea,

Southeast Asia (including Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore and

Thailand), New Zealand, Costa Rica. and Canada. The new programs
provide for exchange of students and a limited number of faculty.
For 1986-87, the Unix sity has completed arrangements for a U.C.
Center at Peking University in Beijing that will accommodate
U.C. students in Chinese language study. We hope to complete
arrangements. despite the earthquake. for a new intensive language
program for ;0 U.C. students in Mexico, and we will make a modest
addition to our programs in Australia.

The University's current offerings and the new initiatives that are

being started and will be developed over the next few years combine
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to make the University of California an enormously strong and varied
glk resource to the State of California as it enters a period dominatedIII by economic. social and cultural internationali:aticn. and

increasingly complex: interactions with the rest of the Pacific Rim.
We hope the materials provided in this staff comment convey more
completely the University's activities pertaining to the PacificRim.

5
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Attachment A
EXAMPLES OF PACIFIC RIM AREA COURSES IN UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

DISCIPLINES OTHER THAN LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDIES

EXAMPLE Si 1. HISTORY
A. The U.C. Berkeley Department of History offers undergraduate andgraduate courses in the history of all major areas of the world,including Asia and Latin America. Taken together, the area coursesform concentrations. The progression of (SEMESTER) courses fromlower division to upper division to graduate are listed below.

ASIAN HISTORY

Lower Division:

9 Asian History:
A China
B Japan

LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY

Lower Division:

8 Latin American History:
A Colonial
B National

Upper Division:

10:7 Proseminar, Asia

Upper Division:

1025E Proseminar, Latin America

110 Inner Asia (Nomadic) 140 Mexico - colonial to present116 China: 141 Social History of Latin AmericaA Early China A Enstitutional FrameworkB Middle China B The Rise of Export EconomiesC Modern China 142 The Andean Region
117 Topics in Chinese History:
A Social History of China
B Modern Chinese Intellectual

History
118 Japan:
A Archaeological Period to 1800
B 1800 to the Present

119 Topics in Japanese History:
A Social History of Japan
B Economic History of Japan

161 Emergence of Modern Industrial
Societies-U.S., Europe, Japan.

Graduate:

275 Core Courses in the Fields of
History: (may be repeated)

of Asia

280 Advanced Studies:
F Asia - for M.A. candidates
G Asia - for Ph.D. candidates

285 Research Seminars:
F Asia

Graduate:

275 Core Courses in the Fields c+
History: (may be repeated)

E Latin America

280 Advanced Studies:
E Latin America

242
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EXAMPLES OF PACIFIC RIM AREA COURSES IN UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
DISCIPLINES OTHER THAN LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDIES

EXAMPLE # 1. HISTORY
A. The U.C. Berkeley Department o; History offers undergraduate and

graduate courses in the history of all major areas of the world,
including Asia and Latin America. Taken together, the area courses
form concentrations. The progression of (SEMESTER) courses from
lower division to upper division to graduate are listed below.

ASIAN HISTORY LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY

Lower Division: Lower Division:

9 Asian Historyr
A China
B Japan

8 Latin American History:
A Colonial
B National

Upper Division: Upper Division:

107,F Proseminar, Asia 103'm 7roseminar, Latin America

110.Inner Asia (Nomadic)
116 China:
A Early Chin
B Middle China
C Modern China

117 Topics in Chinese History:
A Social History of China
B Modern Chinese Intellectual

His,:ory
118 Japan;
A Archaeological Period to 1800
B 1800 to the Present

119 Topics in Japanese History:
A Social History of Japan
B Economic History of Japan

161 Emergence of Modern Industrial
Societies-U.S., Europe, Japan.

140 Mexico - colonial to present
141 Social History of Latin America
A Institutional Framework
B The Rise of Export Economies

142 The Andean Region

Graduate: Graduate:

275 Core Courses in the Fields of
History: (may be repeated)

F Asia

280 Advanced Studies:
F Asia - for M.A. candidates
G Asia - for Ph.D. candidates

285 Research Seminars:
F Asia

252

275 Care Courses in the Fields of
History: (may be repeated)

E Latin America

280 Advanced Studies:
E Latin America

285 Research Seminars:
E Latin America
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EXAMPLE * 1. HISTORY
B. The U.C. Los Angeles Department of History offers underoraduate and

graduate courses in the history of all major areas of the world.
including Asia and Latin America. Taken together. the area courses
form cuncentrations. The progression of (QUARTER) courses from
lower division to upper division to graduate are listed below.

ASIAN HISTORY LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY

Lower Division:

9 Intro. to Asian Civilization
B. China. Survey of History
C. Japan. Survey of History

Upper Division:

182 China:
A To SOO
B 900 to 1500
C 1500 to 1800

183 Modern China, 1840-1920
184 The Chinese Revolution
196 Diplomatic History of the

Far East
187 Japan:

A Ancient Prehistory to 1600
B Early Modern, 1600 to 1868
C Modern, 1868 to Present

190 Southeast Asia:
A Early History
B SE Asia since 1815

Graduate.

200 Advanced Historiography:
L China
M Japar.
T Southeast Asia

Seminars:

282 A-B-C Chinese Hist.
ANF5 A-B Modern Japanese Hist.
109 A-B Southeast Asian Hist.

Lower Division:

8 Latin American.History:
A Reform and Revolution
B Social History
C. Central America: The Struggle

for Change

Upper Division:

165A Colonial Latin America
1658 Colonial Latin America
165C Indians of Colonial Mexico
166 Latin America in the 19tt. C.
167A Latin America in the 20th C.
167B Latin America in the 20th C.
167C Latin America in the 20th C.
168 History of Latin American Int'l

Relations
169 Latin American Elitelcre
170A Latin American Cultural History
170B The Classic Travel Accou.its of

Latin America since 1735
171 Mexican Revolution since 1910

Graduate:

200 Advanced Historiography:
I Latin America

Seminars:

266A-B Colonial Latin American Hist.
267A-B Latin Am. Hist.,19th-20th C.
M268A-B Seminar in Recent Latin Am.

Hist.

2M6
Latin Am. Research Resources

4'"-45
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-EXAMPLES OF PACIFIC RIM AREA COURSES IN UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
DISCIPLINES OTHER THAN LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDIES

EXAMPLE # 2. POLITICAL SCIENCE
A. The U-C. Berkeley campus Department of Political Science offers

undergraduate and graduate courses in several areas of concen-
tration, including International Relations, Comparative Politics,
id Area Studies, among others The following list covers only

courses offered in the Area Studies concentration that pertain to
the Pacific Rim. (SEMESTER COURSES).

ASIAN AREA COURSES

Upper Division:

14A -B Northeast Asian Politics
143-C Southeast Asian Politics
14D Policy Problems of Southeast

Asia

LATIN AMERICAN AREA COURSES

Upper Division:

148A-B Latin American Politics

Graduate courses & Seminars: Graduate Courses & Seminars:

243A Chinese Domestic and Foreign 248A-B Latin American Politics
Policies

243B Japanese and Korean Domestic -
Foreign Policies

244A China - Analysis of the
Politics of China

244B China - Analyis of Politics of
People's Republic

244C The Chinese Revolution

244D State and Economy in Japan

24SB Southeast Asian Politics

245
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a
EXAMPLE * 2. POLITICAL SCIENCE

B. The U.C. Los Angeles campus Department of Political Science
offers undergraduate and graduate courses iii several areas of
concentration, including International Relations, and Comparative
Politics, among others. Undergraduate courses pertaining to
Pacific Rim areas are offered within these concentrations. At the
graduate level, a series of departmental seminars in Regional and
Area Political Studies are offered. The following list covers
only courses related to Pacific rim areas. (QUARTER COURSES).

ASIAN AREA COURSES

Upper Division:

135 Int'l. Relations of China
136 int'l Relations g Japan
159 Chinese Gov't. and Politics
160 Japanese Gov't. & Politics
161 Gov't. & Politics in South-

east Asia

Graduate Seminars in Regional
and Area Political Studies:

LATIN AMERICAN AREA COURSES

Upper Division:

130 Politics of Latin American
Economic Development

131 Latin American Int'l. Relations
163A-B Gov't & Politics in Latin

America

Graduate Seminars in Regional
and Area Political Studies:

C250C Chinese & East Asian Studies C250A Latin American Studies
C250D Japanese & Western Pacific

Studies
C25OJ Southeast Asian Studies

246
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Attachment B
ENROLLMENTS IN SELECTED COURSES RELATED TO THE PACIFIC RIM
IN SELECTED DEPARTMENTS AT U.C. LOS ANGELES, 1984-85

College of L & S: Quarter Students
Department Course Number and Name Offered Enrolled

119A Advanced Modern Japanese
1198 Advanced Modern Japanese
121A Advanced Modern Chinese
121B Advanced Modern Chinese

3 257
3

F 84
W 85
F 84
W 85

F 84
W 85
F 84
W 85

24
18
22
25

1A Advanced Modern Chinese
121B Advanced Modern Chinese
121C Advanced Modern Chinese S 85
11'...8 Modern Chinese Lit. S 85 30
124A Readings-Nationalist F 84 26
1248 Readings-Polit.. Military W 85 37
124C Readings-Economic, Educ. S 85 34
135 Buddhist Themes, Asian Lit. F 84 19
1418 Japanese Lit. in Transl. S 85 37
142A Readings-Japanese Family S 85
145 Readings-Modern Japanese S 85
163A Readings-Chinese Lit. F 84 21
1638 Readings-Chinese Lit. W 85 6
163C Readings-Chinese Lit. S 85 15
183 Intro. to Chinese Thought W 85 12
184 Intro. to Japanese Thought S 85 30
199 Special Studies F 84
199 Special Studies W 85 5
199 Special Studies 247 S 85 7

24
18
22
25

245. Seminar- Modern Japanese Lit.S 85
251 Seminar-Modern Chinese Lit. F 84

121C Advanced Modern Chinese S 85
11'...8 Modern Chinese Lit. S 85 30
124A Readings-Nationalist F 84 26
1248 Readings-Polit.. Military W 85 37
124C Readings-Economic, Educ. S 85 34
135 Buddhist Themes, Asian Lit. F 84 19
1418 Japanese Lit. in Transl. S 85 37
142A Readings-Japanese Family S 85
145 Readings-Modern Japanese S 85
163A Readings-Chinese Lit. F 84 21
1638 Readings-Chinese Lit. W 85 6
163C Readings-Chinese Lit. S 85 15
183 Intro. to Chinese Thought W 85 12
184 Intro. to Japanese Thought S 85 30
199 Special Studies F 84
199 Special Studies W 85 5
199 Special Studies 247 S 85 7

3 257
3

245. Seminar- Modern Japanese Lit.S 85
251 Seminar-Modern Chinese Lit. F 84



ENROLLMENTS IN' SELECTED COURSES RELATED TO THE PACIFIC RIM
IN SELECTED DEPARTMENTS AT U.C. LOS ANGELES, 1984-85 P. 2

College of L Sc S: Quarter Students
Department

Economics

Geography

History

258

Course Number and Name Offered Enrolled

110 Economic Problems of Under-
developed countries

111 Theories of Economic Growth
and Development

191 Int'l. Trade Theory
191 Int'l. Trade Theory

121 Conservation of Resources:
Underdeveloped World

186 Contemporary China
282 Seminar-South America

Asian History:
c7S China
9C Japan

184 The Chinese Revolution
187C Modern Japan
1908 SE Asia since 1815
193E Religions, SE Asia
193C Religions, SE Asia

S 85 86

W 85 108
F 84 134
W 108

F 84 3a
F 84 42
S 85 4

W 85 132
S 85 143

W 85
W 85
W 85
W 85
W 86

197E UG Seminar-Westerners in
Meiji Japan F 85

.197M UG Seminar-Vietnam,20th C. F 85

201M Seminar-Japan
201T Seminar-SE Asia
282A Seminar-Chinese History
282B Seminar-Chinese History
282C Seminar-Chinese History
M289A SE Asian. History
M7289B SE Asian History

F 85
F 85
F 83
W 84
S 84
F 84
W 85

86
43
30
20

12
12

Latin American History:
8A Reform and Revol.ution F 84 lza
88 Social History S 85 17:12
8C Central America W 85 161
167A Latin Am.-20th C. S 85 42
167B Latin Am. -20th C. S 84 40
168 Latin Am. Int'l. Rels. S 85 61
169 Latin Am. Elitelore F 85 33
171 Mex. Revolution since 1910 W 85 42

197P UG Seminar Lat.Am. Economic
History F 85

197G UG Seminar Early Mex/Peru W 86

248
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ENROLLMENTS IN SELECTED COURSES RELATED TO THE PACIFIC RIM
IN SELECTED DEPARTMENTS AT U.C. LOS ANGELES, 1964 -85 P.

College.of L & S:
Department

Quarter
Course Number and Name Offered

Students
Enrolled

27
4

History, cont'd.
2011 Seminar - Lat.Am.( 3 sections)F 85
2011 Seminar Lat.Am. W 86
M265 Lat.Am. Research Resources F 85 6
M268A Seminar-Recent Hist. F 84 7
M2688 Seminar-Recent Hist. W 85 9

Canadian, Australian History:
143 Canada 5 85 le"...a/

144 Australia F 84 80

Diplomatic 1-".st., incl. Pacific
152B Am. Dipi. Hist.-20th C. 5 85 219

P2litical Science 131 Latin Am. Int'l. Relations W 85 129
136 Int'l. Relations of Japan 5 85 113
159 Chinese Gov't. & Politics F 85 138
160 Japanese Gov't. & Politics F 84 118
161 Gov't.& Politics in SE Asia S 85 49
163A Gov't & Politics in Lat.Am.F 84 109
163B Gov't.& Politics in Lat.Am.W 85 111
C197D UG Seminar-Japan Politics W 86 7

C250A Seminar-Lat. Am. Studies 5 85 14
C250D Seminar- Japanese and

Western Pacific Studies W 85 2

Sociology 131 Latin American Societies F 84 38
276 Seminar-Selected Topics in

Sociology of East Asia 5 85 4

243
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The Honorable Tom Hayden
Liember of the Assembly
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814

Dear Tom:

ATTACHMENT 3

Fe'uruary 10, 1986

Thank you for your letter of January 9, 1986, and for sending me a copy
of your article, 'Our Language, Learning Gap in the Pacific,' as well as a
copy of your Resolution, ACR 82.

In response to your request, I am pleased to enclose a copy of °Inventory
of University of California Programs Related to the Pacific Rim, 1984-4'35,2
which b.cludes current degree programs and Organized Research Units,
and a cony of the Inventory's Preliminary Update, July 1985--Janua..---5
1986. As 7.-cu will see, the ul.date includes some important recent additions
to our current offerings and reflects new initiatives that are being
developed by both my off ee and individual campuses.

As you may know, the 1986-87 Regents' budget includes funding requests
for three major new Pacific Rim program initiativs, all of which have
received full or partial support in the Governor's budget. They are as
follows:

The Graduate School of international Relations and Pacific Studies.
At its January 1986 meeting, the Board of Regents approved the
establishment of this School on the San Diego campus. Our request
for funding of preliminary working drawings for a building to house
the school was supported in the Governor's budget, and a campus
steering committee is recruiting for a permanent Dean of the School
and working on developing the School's curriculum.

'-' Pacific Rim Research. The Governor's budget supports 5250,000 of
the $1 million requested in the Regents' budget to establioh a new,
comprehensive, Univer5ity-wicie research program focusing on the
Pacific aim region. A committee of nne faculty member from each 1)1
our campuses has been appointed to develop a research plan , and is
cx7ected to begin its work this month.
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Tae Fionorable T-,;:a ::iayden
February 10, 191 5
Page

Education Abroad Programs. We Sian a significant eztpansior -)f our
EA? programs over the next three years, so that Urdverty students
can study the languages of Pack- lc ill m countries and, in some cases.
combine language study with academic work in such fields as
business, computer science, engineering, and natural scir.nces. We
currently offer edUcation abroad experiences in China, Japan,
Australia. Peru, and Mexico. By 1988-89, we hope to have addiorai
centers in China and Japan, and to create new study opportunities in
Korea, Southeast Asia (includi:-. Indonesia, !..ia laysia, Singapore, and
Thailand), New Zealand, Costa .1ca, and Canada. The new pro-
grams provide for student exchanges and for a limited number of
faculty exchanges. Therefore, by 1988-69, the programs we are
developing will allow UC enrollment in Pacific Rim countries to
increase from 133 students to more than 450 students, and will also
allow UC students to study in eight addition -1 Pacific Rim countries.

For 1986-87, we have already completed arrangements for a UC
Center at Beijing University in Beijing that will accommodate 30 UC
students in Chinese language study. Also, we hope to complete
arrangements for a new intensive language program for 30 UC
students in Mexico, and we will make a modest addition to our
programs in Australia. Cur requests for funds for scholarships and
faculty exchange in 1986-87 were supported in the Governor's
budget.

I hope that this information will be useful, and that you will let me know
if you need anything more.

With best regards, I am,

Sir cerely,

Is; T'dIvid P. Gardner

David Pierpont Gardner

En closure

cc: Vice President William R. Frazer
Vi President William B. Baker

ioiSsistant Vice President Calvin Moore
Director Stephen Arditti
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ATTACHMENT

Inventory of University of California Programs

Related to the Pacific Rim, 1984-85

Preliminary Update, July 1985-January 1986

I. NEW ACADEMIC UNITS ESTABLISHED

Graduate School of International Relations and
Pacific Studies, San Diego campus

Established effective February 1, 1986

In January, 1986, the Regents of the.Univers ty of Califor-
nia approved establishment of the Graduate School of Inter-
national Relations and Pacific Studies, the first
professional school of international relations in the U.C.
system. The School seeks to create a distinctive fusion
among the professions and disciplines -- elements of manage-
ment and business, of international relations and economics,
of science, medicine, and engineering, of history, culture
and language -- pertinent to training and research on the
Pacific region.

The School will provide professional training for careers in
the Pacific Basin in government, business. finance, fourda-
tions, journalism, international organi:ations, research, and
consulting.

The School will conduct research to develop understanding c4
the region as a whole as well as the human and physical
elements within it. Research activities will focus on key
areas such as trade, security, technology, anl development
and will addrft:s economic, political, social and cultural is-
sues confrontino nations in the Pacific Basin.

The School will provide the public with better information
and opportunities for contact between Californians and the
other peoples of the Pacific region. Public outreach will
include briefing sessions, meetings, public lectures, commu-
nity oriented publications, and programs for primary and
secondary schools.

Enrollment will commence in 1987-88, and is planned to reach
400 graduate and postgraduate students by 1991-92.
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II. NEW DEGREE PROGPAMS APPROVED

None betweem July 1985 and January 1986.

III. NEW ORGANIZED RESEARCH UNITS APPROVED

None between July 1985 and January 1986.

IV. NEW RESEARCH CENTERS ESTABLISHED (Non-`RU's)

The Center for Pacific Rim Studies was formally initiated in
July, 1985, at the Los Angeles campus, under the aegis of the
campus Office of International Studies and Overseas Programs.
The new center, which is not a formal Organized Research
Unit, receives core support from the campus. The center was
created to bring a unified, multidisciplinary, and issue-
oriented approach to the common concerns of the peoples of
the Pacific Rim. Its agenda includet the sponsorship and
publication of research, the organization of conferences, the
development of curric:Ala, and support of'cooperative study of
major Pacific Rim issues by scholars, public officials, and
business, media, and community leaders from the region. The
Center also administers a number of bilateral programs for
faculty and student exchange, joint research, and
institutional development, including the China Exchange
Program, the Korea Program, and the Singapore Linkage
Program. The subject areas involved range's f.om fine arts,
humanities, social sciences, and hard sciences, to law and
management. The Center expects to develop additional
exchange programs with other countries and institutions.

VI. PROPOSED NEW ACADEMIC PROGRAMS UNDER DEVELOPMENT AT CAMPUSES

- -Degree program in Japanese Studies, San Diego campus

VII. PROPOSED NEW ORGANIZED RESEARCH UNITS UNDER DEVELOPMENT AT
CAMPUSES

--Mexico/Chicano Area Studies, ORU, Irvine
-UC Mexus. MRU, Riverside (The UC Mexus Consortium is head-

quartered at Riverside).
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VIII. EXAMPLES OF RESEARCH PROGRAMS BEING DEVELOPED AT CAMPUSES

-- Studies of regional macroeconomic and political trends and
security issues, Berkeley campus.

-- Joint research with China on the Chinese "Open Cities"
program, Berkeley campus.

-- Research on trans-Pac_fic commodity trade at tne commo-
dity level by country and at the macroeconomic policy
level. Davis campus.

IX. U.C. EDUCATION ABROAD CENTERS AND PROGRAMS BEING DEVELOPED

A. ASIA AND OTHER PACIFIC

-- Center at Peking University, Beijing. 1986-87. This
center is in place.

-- Second Center in Japan, 1987-e8

New programs at the two centers will combine language
study with computer/business and engineering/science
study.

-- Center at Seoul. Korea. 1988-89

-- Center at Jakarta, Indonesia, 1988-89 (serving Indonesia.
Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand).

-- Center in New Zealand, 1987-88

-- Additional instructional sites in Australia. 19E6-87

B. LATIN AMERICA

-- Center at San Jose, Costa Rica. 137-9,8

-- Intensive Language Quarter, Mexico. 1986-87 Li, possible.

C. CANADA

-- Center at Vancouver B.C., 1887-88.
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ATTACHMENT

Inventory of Universit' of California Programs

Related to the Pacific Rim, 1984-85

Preliminary Update, July I985-January 1986

I. NEW ACADEMIC UNITS ESTABLISHED

Graduate School of International Relations and
Pacific Studies, San Diego campus 1

Established effective February 1, 1986

In January, 1996, the Regents of the University of Cali-For-
nie approved establishment of the GraClate School of Inter-
national Relations and Pacific Studies. the first
professional school of international relations in the U.C.
system. The School seeks to create a distinctive fusion
among the professions and disciplines -- elements of manage-
ment and business, of international relations and economics,
of science, medicine. and engineering, of history, culture
and language -- peirtinent to training and research on the
Pacific region.

The School will provide professional training for careers in
the PacIfio Basin in government. business, finance, founda-
tions, journalism, international organizations, research. and
consulting.

The SCI-JC1 will conduct research to develop understanding of
the 'region as a whole as well as the human and physical
elements within it. Research activities will focus on key
areas such as trade, security. technology, and development
and will address economic, political, social and cultural is-
sues confronting nations in the Pacific Basin.

The School will provide the public with better information
and opportunities for contact between Californians and the
other peoples of the Pacific region. Public outreach will
include briefing sessions. meetings, public lectures, commu-
nity oriented publications and programs for primary and
secondary schools.

III
Enollment wil: commence in 1997-138. and is planned to reach
4(X graduate znd postgraduate students by 1991-92.
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ATTACHMENT 4

RATIONALE FOR THE aREATION AT.UCSD OF A PROFESSZONAL

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES.

FOCUSING ON THE PACIFIC BASIN.

Prepared by the Committee on
the School of Pacific Basin International Relations

Submitted to Senate April 12, 1985
Revised June 7, 1985
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The Comnittee sees many advantages in the creation of a-UC

1
professional graduate school of international studies focusing on
the Pacific Basin at UCSD and strongly supports effort., to do so.
Such a =tool allows the attainment of a number of intellectually

i

important objectives which enlarge the teaching, research, and servioe
I

ft.mctions of the University and its San Diego campus. These may be
expressed in the following set of points:

1) The rapid powth of the Pacific Basin as a center of economic,

i

cultur21, strategic, and political activity provides a number of
challenges and opportunities to the United States, the State of
California, and the University.

2) This growth of activity in the Pacific region requires increased
knowledge through research, greater educational training of professionals
equipped for careers in the area, expanded public knowledge about the
Pacific Basin, wad greater commt=ication among the peoples :I" the
Pacific Basin.

3) California and the United States lack both sufficient numbers of
people properly trained for such careers and educational structures
designed for the specific purpose of promoting research and training

:
related to the Pacific Basin. Student demand for training in
international stLties and employer needs for qualified graduates is
rising nationwide.

4) 7"- State of Califcrnia, and the ;Z. generally, have many
sidu-,44:nal "-a:it:v:4:ns of the hi."-est quality in law and businee:J,
as well as :any :enters specializing 4 ..-" on or 2-tat-r of the A.-riw

i
or ragicos of tne Pacific list:. aowever, no school pro7ides students
with 7x:fissional training in :ix:age:en:, tntertational relattons; am

i

understanding of language, society and oulture, and expertise on
develop:en:a in science and technology.

; The traditional 7.rofessional schools are linited ty their various.

specialized ourrioulaz trA7 do not emnhasize in or Pacific;

particular
Basin cancer= The area studies centers specialize in4..
countries or reginns, and not the Pacific Basin as a whole. The leading
schools of International studies are located on the Bast Coast
and are by tradition oriented toward the Atlantic and Europe.
The University of California has no professional graduate school of
international relatione.
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5) A profsional padtate sool of Pacific Basin Int=tational
Relatious at the University of Calif crnia, San Diego would allow
the rea2.i=tion of many of these goals in professicinal training,
rwearch, and public information. The school would be one important way
the University of Califwzia could eepand its educational mission to help
address public needs regarding the Pacific Basin.

6) A UC professional rachate school of international sties would
increase the educational opportunity for Californians seeking
careers in the Pacific Basin who are =able to afford the private (and
mostly :aster) schools.

7) The creation of a School of Pacific Basin International Relations
would benefit thu State of California by:

a) providing training for citizens of the State for careers in an
expanding area, the Pacific Basin;

b) developing an important resource within the State to serve as a
focal. point for information, research and education about the Pacific
Basin.of use to government, business, schools, cultural and scientific
organizations, the media, and other citizens of the State of California;.

a) increasing the attractiveness of the State to employers by
t-e pcol e en-loyew trained to deal with the Pacifin Basin,

and b7 dove:coin; air ir.pertar.t centar of &owledge about t:at regime,
and its relationshIp to the State;.

4 bb 4 otd)
1.6,

NINIP .111

awareness of 1:«8 pc-Joy i331.=
17-act.f.t.: Bain;

w Iwo 4 osim

f) acting as a :a. e+ for foreign nationals, gcvern=ents, nedia,
business es and abem 0.0 =gaol:a:ions steid-ng greatc- owledge of and

0.0 11**.. " b 4. .= t3 .e .1alifornia and t:e United States;

g) forzLag a network azong the University of Califcrnia,
government, iZdu.Stry, aviculture, labor, law and other =mr....niti in
the State around the issues concerning the Pacific Basin.

8) Th location, of this school at U=D would :any advantages
to our =onus by:

a) encol.rag.r.g a creative interaction among the various
disciplines on the c=pus - the perforng arts and sciences,
social sciences and en4.neering, language and oanography - around
the common goal of understanding the Pacific Basin;

b) strmgthening the research and teaching capability of UCSD in
international relations, the study of Asia and Latin America, the
social science and humanities disciplines, public policy in the
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sciences, oceanov-aphy, medicine, and engneering;

c) expanding LICSD's diversity by adding a significant professional
graduate program which strengthens the social sciences and
humanities and complements e.sting campus strengths in the School
of Mad-tans, the Scripps institution of Oceanography, the Division
of Engineering, and the basic aarmies;

d) adding net resources to the campus in in the form of faculty,
and library;

e) prov.!ang an i=titutional str=ttse for international
relate S.15 and management studies at UCSD;

f) strengthening greatly LICS7s linkage to publics in the
State, the nation and the world by providing research and traingin a /ital. area and an i=tituticnal =ntext for e=hange programs
with camparaUe schools and programs in universities throughout
the Pacific Basin;

g) adding professional graduate tralrIng to balance the rapid
growth of undergraduate education;

9) UCSD is the ideal campus at which to locate st.nh a school for
several reasons, I.:ie.:Wing:

a) Tlv lo=zi= of San Diego makes tt an appropriate c=ossroads
fr= wnich to look south toward Latta Aneri=, west toward Asia,
and nor:» al =g toe Pacific Coast of Tatted States and :maca.
b) Strong ,reeks la the Scripps :::stitution of Gmanograpny, the
Scncol of Medisi-m, f.sic 3 CI. CI =es , and n'x Divisi= of
Engt:leering make especially well qualifted to study the rapid
grow:: of tect..to.logy and science in the Pacific Basin.

c) The strength. of UCSD departtents ta the 3 (cial sciences
provides a firm founeati= fa. ,..::e c -eation of a profmsinnal
schcal as,,ing on tIlose fields.

d) TI-e rapid growth of UCSD programs in Latin American,
Chinese, and Japanese Studies, along with expertise i n Melanesia,
Micronesia, and Southeast Asia, the systemwi :anti tote of Glocal
Conflict and Co-operation, and other programs provide a strong haze
fa future growth.

e) The stretgth of 1.1CSD departments in the performing arts
provides the basis for exploring Cr 0.1 ul t ur al communication
and miscommtx:ication in c, ays relevant to professional training.
f) The absence of professional schools of business and law on the
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UCSD campus provides the opportznity for innovative development
in professional. training without the weight of traditional
modes designed fm- other purpes es and conceptions . Similarl y,
while other UC campuses are strong in the specialized study of
various cotntri= or areas of the Pacific, the existing institutions
tend to emphasize traditional concerns within each country or era,Irather than their intemaction.

.g) Projected vowth at the UCSD cr-opus makes it a more
appropriate eoies fa- a major new expansion than campuses
already fully developed.

10) A professional school of internation&l relations trill certainlyrequire resourc=. These are not large compared to the resources
required for many fields and schools. Given the importance of the
Pacific Ba.t..n and its importance to the State of California and the
University, .it is lard to ima.ne a more ;reductive use of these
resources.

a



LIST OF UPDATED AND NEW TABLES: PACIFIC RIM INVENTORY 1986-87 ATTACHMENTS

As of April 3, 1987

JNIVERSITYWIDE TABLES: Date

40
Table 1. Pacific Rim Languages Taught at UC update

Table 4 Pacific Rim Language and Area Studies Degree update
Programs: Number of Students Seeking Degrees (Majors)
Universitywide by area; and by campus and area.

CAMPUS TABLES

Table 1. Pacific Rim Language Offerings-Highest Year Taught update

Table 2. Pacific Rim Language Courses & Special
Language Study Programs, by campus and language NEW
(Replaces old table 2, which will be renumbered table 3.)

APPENDIXES

B. Education Abroad Program Summary NEW

EAP Program: Enrollments of U.C. Students update

EAP Program: Enrollments of U.C. Students in
Programs for Study ' Specific Academic Subjects NEW

C. U.C. Enrollment of Students from Pacific Rim
Countries, Fall 1981 & Fall 1986 update

D. r.7'iversity Extension Offerings Relating to
the Pacific Rim NEW
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Pacific Rim Inventory Table 1. prtbll
Updated 3/87

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGES TAUGHT AT U.C.
[Regularly scheduled courses ur --Js otherwise noted]

AREA AND LANGUAGE UCB UCD UCI UCLA UCR UCSD UCSB UCSC

EAST ASIA

Chinese-Modern X X X X X X X
Chinese-Classical X X X X X
Cantonese X X *
Mongolian X * *

Tibetan X *
Manchu X
Japanese X X X X X X X
Japanese-Classical X
Korean X X *

SOUTHEAST ASIA

Malay/Indonesian X *
Indonesian X
Malay
Thai X *
Burmese *

VietnameLe *
Tagalog *

*
LATIN AMERICA

Spanish X X X X X X X X
Quechua (Andean) ,,.

,,-

SOVIET UNION

Russian X X x x x x x x x

* Available but not regularly scheduled.

See Campus Tables 2 & 3 for course offerings ana other language study.
See Table 4. and Campus Table 4. for listing of Degree Programs.
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Pacific Rim Inventory Table

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE AND
Number of Students

UNIVERSITYWIDE

4.

AREA STUDIES DEGREE PROGRAMS*
Seeking Degrees (Majors)

Updated:
2/87

ENROLLMENT SUMMARY

TOTAL MAJORS. FALL 1986 MAJORS BY
(Seeking Degrees) LEVEL OF STUDENT

PACIFIC RIM REGION 1981 1984 1986 UG GRAD MA Docl Doc2
TOT TOT

I. ASIA, EAST ASIA,
241 253 277 171 106 48 52 6SOUTHEAST ASIA

II. 773 848 864 864 216 117 73 26LATIN AMERICA

III. SOVIET UNION 131 132 164 84 75 16 51 7

TOTAL 1145 1233 1305 1119 397 181 176 39

* These progx.7ms are eA Tete programs specifically relating,to Pacific
Rim languages, area studies and related progxams. Pacific Rim
related specializations in other disciplinary degree programs (for
example, Political Science) are not included because enrollment data
are not available. These data do not measure course enrollments.

prtbl4r
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Pacific: Rim Inventory Table 4.

PACT- RIM LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDIES DEGREE PROGRAMS*
.amber of Students Seeking Degrees (Majors)

Updated:
2/87

I. DEeI a PROGRAMS RELATING TO ASIA, FACT ASI A, SnUTurAcT ASIA

TOTAL MAJORS FALL :1986 MAJORS BY
DISCI- (Seeking Degrees) LEVEL OF STUDENT

CAMPUS NAME OF MAJOR PLINE 1981 198 1986 UG GRAD MA Docl Doc2
TOT TOT

UCB Oriental Languages F.Lang. 58 49 40 22 18 2 13 3
Asian Studies Area St. 29 36 49 34 15 9 6 0
(Asian St.) (NA) (21) (15) ( 0) (15) ( 9) ( 6)
(Asian St.-China) (NA) ( 5) (14) (14) ( 0) ( )) ( 0)
(Asian St.-Japan) (NA) (10) (20) (20) ( 0) ( )) ( 0)

Asian American St. Area St. 4 5 8 8 0 0 0 1
Buddhist Studies 4 7 4 0 4 0 4 0
S. & S.E. Asian St. 22 18 30 8 22 8 12 2
Asian American St. Soc.Sci. 0 0 4 4 0 0 0 0

Subtotal 117 115 135 76 59 19 35 5

UCD East Aso &A Studies Area St. 7 4 6 6 0 0 0 0

UCLA Oriental Languages F.Lang. 23 12 0 (See E. Asian Lang/Cult
E.Asian Lang/Culture " 0 2 27 0 27 9 17 1
Chinese 7 10 7 7 0 0 0 0
Japanese 30 26 33 33 0 0 0 0
Linguistics/Or.Lang Letters 0 9 1 1 0 0 0 0
East Asian Studies Area St. 18 12 12 12 0 0 0 0
Asian American St. Soc.Sci. 10 8 16 0 16 16 0 0

Subtotal 88 79 96 53 43 25 17

UCSD Chinese Studies Soc.Sci. 13 9 4 4 0 0 0 0
[See Grad. Schl. Int'l Relations & Pacific Studies]

UCSB Chinese F.Lang. 3 4 5 5 0 0 0 0
Asian St. Area St. 13 13 20 16 4 4 0 0

UCSC Language Studies: F.Lang.
Chinese emphasis 0 2 4 4 0 0 0 0

-Japanese emphasis 0 11 7 7 0 0 0 0

TOTAL ASIAN LANG/AREA ST. 241 237 277 171 106 48 52 6

* These programs are degree programs specifically relating to Pacific
Rim languages, area studies and related programs. Pacific Rim
related specializations in other disciplinary degree programs (for
example, Political Science) are not included because enrollmert dat
are not available. These data do not measure course enrollments.
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Pacific Rim Inventory Table 4.

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDIES
Number of Students Seeking Degrees

II. DEGREE PROGRAMS RELATING TO LATIN

TOTAL MAJORS

DEGREE PROGRAMS*
(Majors)

FALL

Updated:
2/87

1986 MAJORS BY

IC4: ICA

DISCI- (Seeking Degrees) LEVEL OF STUDENT
CAMPUS NAME OF MAJOR PLINE 1981 1984 1986 UG GRAD MA Docl Doc2

TOT TOT
UCB Hispanic Lit. F.Lang. 8 11 17 17 0 0 0 0

Spanish (American) 56 57 49 36 13 5 5 3
Latin American St. Area St. 22 36 34 20 14 10 4 0
Chicano Studies Soc.Sci. 8 13 26 26 0 0 0 0

Subtotal 94 117 126 99 27 15 S 3

UCD Spanish F.Lang. 60 75 104 74 30 14 10 6
Mex-Am Chicano St. Letters 2 4 6 6 0 0 0 0

UCI Spanish F.Lang. 86 107 104 68 36 6 20 10

UCLA Hispanic Lang.dcLit. F.Lang. 27 27 35 35 0 0 0 0
Spanish 132 128 138 111 27 25 2
Span. & Linguistics " 35 14 27 27 0 0 0 0
Latin American St. Area St. 74 55 63 32 31 27 4 0
Linguistics-Spanish Letters 7 6 9 9 0 0 0 0
Chicano St. Soc.Sci. 3 5 5 5 0 0 0 0

Subtotal 278 235 277 219 58 52 6 0

UCR Spanish F.Lang. 33 31 25 15 10 9 1 0
Latin American St. Area St. 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0

UCSD Literature-Spanish F.Lang. 66 64 57 33 24 6 13 5
Chicano St.-History Soc.Sci. 1 2 3 3 0 0 0 0

- Lit. " 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 0
" " - Society " 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 0
Subtotal 67 66 65 41 24 6 13 5

UCSB Hispanic Civ. F.Lang. 15 16 13 9 4 4 0 0
Hispanic Lang./Lit. " 7 13 15 0 15 0 13 2
Epanish " 108 92 78 66 12 11 1 0
Tr./Interp.-Spanish " 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Chicano St. Soc.Sci. 8 11 2 2 0 0 0 0

Subtotal 144 132 108 77 31 15 14 2

UCSC Language Studies F.Lang.
Spanish emphasis 0 65 31 31 0 0 0 0

Latin Am. Area St. Area St. 9 13 18 18 0 0 0 0

TOTAL LAT.AM. LANGUAGE/AREA ST. 773 848 864 648 216 117 73 26

* These programs are degree programs specifically relating to Pacific
Rim languages, area studies and related programs Pacific Rim
related specializations in other disciplinary degree programs (for
example, Political Science) are not included because enrollment data
are not available. These data do not measure course enrollments
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Pacific Rim Inventory Table 4.

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE AND AREA
Number of Students Seeking

III. DEGREE PROGRAMS RELATING

STUDIES DEOPPF
Degrees

PROGRAMS*
(Majors)

UNION

Update:
2/87

TO Tii SOVIET

TOTAL MAJORS FALL 1986 MAJORS BY
DISCI- (Seeking Degrees) LEVEL OF STUDENT

CAMPUS NAME OF MAJOR PLINE 1981 1984 1986 UG GRAD MA Docl Doc2
TOT TOT

UCB Slavic Lang. & Lit. F.Lang. 49 43 58 17 36 1 32 2

UCD Russian F.Lang. 16 12 20 11 9 9 0 0

UCI Russian F.Lang. 10 14 23 23 0 0 0 0

UCLA Russian Civ. F.Lang. 0 8 11 11 0 0 0 0
Russian Lingusitics " 0 7 7 7 0 0 0 0
Slavic Lang. & Lit. " 49 34 34 4 30 6 19 5

Subtotal 49 49 52 22 30 6 19 5

UCR Russian Studies Area St. 3 2 7 7 0 0 0 0

UCSB Slavic Lang. & Lit. F.Lang. 4 8 3 3 0 0 0 0

UCSC Language Studies F.Lang.
Russian emphasis 0 4 1 1 0 0 0 0

TOTAL SLAVIC LANG./AREA ST. 131 132 164 84 75 16 51 7

* These programs are degree programs specifically relating to Pacific
Rim languages, area studies and related programs. Pacific Rim
related specializations in other disciplinary degree programs (for
example, Political Science) are not included because enrollment data
are not available. These data do not measure course enrollments.
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Pacific Rim Inventory clprlang updated 3/87
Campus Tables: TABLE 1.

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE OFFERINGS: HIGHEST YEAR TAUGHT AT BERKA_EY

HIGHEST YR
AREA & LANGUAGE TAUGHT NAME OF DEPARTMENT OR PROuRAM

EAST ASIA

Chinese-Modern 3rd yr. Dept. of Oriental Languages
Chinese-Classical 1st yr.
Cantonese 1st yr.
Mongolian 2nd yr.
Manchu 1st yr.
Tibetan 2nd yr.
Japanese 3rd yr.
Japanese-Classical Intro
Korean 3rd yr.

SOUTHEAST ASIA

Malay/Indonesian
Thai

Intro. to languages of
Mainland SE Asia

LATIN AMERICA

Spanish

U.S.S.R.

Russian
(and East European
languages)

282

3rd yr. Dept. South & Southeast Asian Studies
2nd yr.

Dept. Linguistics

4th yr. Dept. Spanish & Portugese

4th yr. Dept. Slavic Languages & Literatures
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Pacific Rim Inventory c1prlang updated 3/87
Campus Tables: TABLE 1.

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE OFFERINGS: HIGHEST YEAR TAUGHT AT DAVIS

HIGHEST YR
AREA & LANGUAGE TAUGHT NAME OF DEPARTMENT OR PROGRAM

EAST ASIA

Chinese-Modern 4th yr. Oriental Languages Program,
Chinese-Classical 2nd yr. in Dept. of Anthropology
Japanese 3rd yr.

Cantonese 2nd yr. Asian American Studies Program,
in College of AES

LATIN AMERICA

Spanish 3rd yr. De-pt. Spanish & Classics

U.S.S.R.

Russian 3rd yr. Dept. German & Russian



Pacific Rim Inventory
Campus Tables: TABLE 1.

clprlang updated 3/87

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE OFFERINGS: HIGHEST YEAR TAUGHT AT IR7INE

HIGHEST YR
AREA & LANGUAGE TAUGHT NAME OF DEPARTMENT OR PROGRAM

EAST ASIA

Chinese-Modern 2nd yr. Dept. of Linguistics.
Japanese 2nd yr. [non-degree programs]

LATIN AMERICA

Spanish 3rd yr. Dept. Spanish & Portugese,
in School of Humanities

U.S.S.R.

Russian

284

4th yr. Program in Russian,
in School of Humanities

AND

UCI Summer Russian Language
IL:stitute and Practicum
[3 weeks total immersion program,
all 16vels]
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Pacific Rim Inventory clprlang updated 3/87
Campus Tables: TABLE 1.

OACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE OFFERINGS: HIGHEST YEAR TAUGHT AT LOS ANGELES

HIGHEST YR
AREA & LANGUAGE TAUGHT NAME OF DEPARTMENT OR PROGRAM

EAST ASIA

Dept. East Asian Languages & Cultures
Chinese-Modern 3rd yr.
rv"..nese-Classical 1st yr.
Japanese 3rd yr.
Korean 1st yr.* * Second year to be added in 1987-88.
Mongolian 1st yr.** ** Not currently offered.

LATIN AMERICA

Spanish

Quechua (Andean)

U.S.S.R.

Russian
(and East European
languages)

pp

3rd yr. Dept. Spanish & Portugese

2nd yr. Dept. Linguistics
to (Supported by Latin American Studies
Advanced Center)

4th yr. Dept. Slavic Languages & Literatures
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Pacific Rim Inventory clprlang updated 3/87
Campus Tables: TABLE 1.

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE OFFERINGS: HIGHEST YEAR TAUGHT AT RIVERSIDE

HIGHEST YR
AREA & LANGUAGE TAUGHT NAME OF DEPARTMENT OR PROGRAM

EAST ASIA

No Programs

LATIN AMERICA

Spanish 3rd yr. Dept. Literaturs & Languages

U.S.S.R.

Russian 3rd yr. Dept. Literatures & Languages
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BERKELEY, 1986-87 New Tal)le 3/87 c2prlang

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE COURSES & SPECIAL LANGUAGE STUDY PROGRAMS
[Not included are courses primarily in literature /history /culture]

LANGUAGE/
411TEACHING [Semester]

DEPT.

SPANISH
Spanish &

Portugese

Course

1-2

1G-2G
3-4
8

14A-B
25
26
100
102A-B
125
179
301
302
209

1$ COURSE NAV7

Elementary Spanish

Elem Sp.-grad students
Intermediate Spanish
Spoken Spanish
Individualized Instr.
Read/Analysis Lit. Texts
Advanced Spoken Spanish
Intro. to Sp. Linguistics
Adv. Grammar/Comp.
Spanish Phonetics
Advanced Hi.spenic Lit
Teaching College Level Sp.
Practicum-Coliege Teaching
Seminar-Hisp. Linguistics

SPECIAL STUDY

EAP program.

COMMENTS

Demand for Spanish is
high & demand for sec-
tionz exceeds staffing.

Lit. classes use
original texts.

Summer Intensive Workshops
for Elem & Intermediate
intensive courses (10 u.lits)
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Pacific Rim Inventory clprlang updated 3/87
Campus Tables: TABLE I.

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE OFFERINGS: HIGHEST YEAR TAUGHT AT SANTA CRUZ

AREA & LANGUAGE

EAST ASIA

HIGHEST YR
TAUGHT NAME OF DEPARTMENT OR PROGRAM

Chinese 3rd yr. Language Studies Program
Japanese 3rd yr. (B.A. degree is in Language Studies)

SOUTHEN0T ASIA

Indonesian

LATIN AMERICA

Spanish

U.S.S.R.

Russian

288

1st yr. Language Studies Program
(B.A. degree is in Language Studies)

3rd yr.

3rd yr.

3rd yr.

Language Studies Program
(B.A. degree is in Language Studies)

Language Program
(B.A. degree is in Language Studies)

Language Studies Program
(B.A. degree is in Language Studies)
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Pacific Rim Inventory
Campus Tables: TABLE 2. New Table 3/87 c2prlang

BERKELEY, 1986-87

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE COURSES & SPECIAL LANGUAGE STUDY PROGRAMS

[Not included are courges p,-ima,-41./ in lit,=.i-atuY.e/history/:ulture]
[Students with some prior experience in the language = "Initiates ";
LANGUAGE/
TEACHING
DEPT.

CHINESE
Oriental

[Semester]
Course #

1A-1B
10A-10B

COURSE NAME

Elementary Chinese
Intermediate Chinese

COMMENTS

Demand for Chinese is
growing; adding sections

Languages 100A-100B AdvanceL Chinese Persistence after 1st Yr
Dept. 101 Readings, Modern Chinese is significant.

102 Survey, Chinese Lit. Shortage of courses for
161 St'ucture of Chinese Lang. initiates.
165 History of Chinese Lang. Lit. classes use

original texts.
163 Cantonese Linguistics

2A-2B Intro. Classical Chinese

Linguistics7l Development of Ch. Lang.
Dept. 273 Theo. topics-Ch. Ling.

SPECIAL STUDY

EAP Program
Inter-Univercdty Program for Chinese Language
Studies, co-sponsored by U.C.

[Semester]
Course # COURSE NAME

JAPANESE 1A-1B
Oriental 10A-10B
Languages 100
Dept.

101A-B
149A-B
162
163
123

Elementary Japanese
Intermediate Japanese
Advance!' Japanese
(Emphasis on writing)
Readings in Japanese
Advanced Colloquial J.
History of the J. Language
Japanese Grammar
Intro. to Classical J.

SPECIAL STUDY (Graduate)

Demand for Japanese
is growing.
Lit. classes use
original texts.

Inter-Univ. Center for Japanese Language Studies
Tokyo (grad students), cc- sponsored by C.C.
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Pacific Rim Inventory c1_1ang updated 3/87
Campus Tables: TABLE 1.

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE OFFERINGS: HIGHEST YEAR TAUGHT AT SANTA BARBARA

HIGHEST YR
AREA & LANGUAGE TAUGHT NAME OF DEPARTMENT OR PROGRAM

EAST ASIA

Chinese-Modern 3rd yr. Eastern Languages Program. in
Chinese-Classical 3rd yr. Dept. Germanic, Oriental, &
Japanese 3rd yr. Slavic Languages & Literatures

Tibetan

LATIN AMERICA

1st yr. Available through Religious Studies
to students with 1 yr. of Sanskrit

Spanish 3rd yr. Dept. Spanish & Poe,ugese

U.S.S.R.

Russian 3rd yr. Dept. Germanic, Oriental & Slavic
Languages & Literatures



BERKELEY, 1986-87 New Te..le 3/87 c2prlang

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE COURSES & SPECIAL LANGUAGE STUDY PROGRAMS
[Not included are courses primarily in literature/history/culture]

LANGUAGE/
TEACHING [Semester]

111FWEPT. Course # COURSE NAME

ALTAIC LANG
Oriental
Languages
Dept.
Mongolian

Manchu

TIBETAN
Oriental
Languages
Dept.

KOREAN
Oriental
Languages
Dept.

144A-B
154A-B
177A-B

1P.-13
164A-B
100A-B
174A-B
167

IA-1B
10A-102
100A-100B

MALAY/INDONESIAN
S.& S.E. 1A-1B
Asian 2

Languages 100A-100B
Dept. 102

132
133
210A-210B

THAI
S.& S.E.
AFian
Languages

19
198D
199D
15

Intro. to Mongolian
Intermediate Mongolian
Intro. to Manchu

COMMENTS

Demand for Mongolian is
small but consistent.

Elementary Spoken Tibetan Demand for Tibetan
Elem. Literary Tibetan small but consistent.
Intermediate Spoken
Intermediate Literary
Tibetan Linguistics

Elementary Korean Demand for Korean is
Intermediate Korean growing.
Advanced Korean

Introductory Indonesian Demand for Malay/Indo-
1st Yr. Indcnesian/Malay nesian is small but
Intermediate I/M consistent.
2nd Yr I/M Ccnv. & Comp.
Readings-Modern I/M Lit.
3rd Yr I/M Conv. & Comp.
Seminar-Malay Letters &
Oral Traditions
Supv. Ind. Reading, I/M
Directed Group Study, I/M
Supv. Ind. Study, I/M
Exploring the Malay Woild-Discussion & papers

1A-1B Elementary Thai
2 Conversational Thai
100A-1.COB Intermediate Thai [Int. not offered past

Dept. 102 2nd Yr Conversational Thai4 yzs; lack of FTE
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Pacific Rim Inventory
Campus Tables: TABLE 1.

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE OFFERINGS: HIGHEST YEAR TAUGHT AT SAN DIEGO

AREA & LANGUAGE

clprlang updated 3/87

EAST ASIA

Chinese-Modern
Chinese-Classical
Japanese

Cantonese, Mandarin,
Korean, Tagalog,
Vietnamese, Tibetan,
Mongolian, Thai,
Malay, Burmese,

HIGHEST YR
TAUGHT NAME OF DEPARTMENT OR PROGRAM

Chinese Studies Program
4th yr.
1st yr.
4th yr. In Chinese Studies temporarily until

estb. of Japanese Studies program.

These languages are self -study
courses from tapes and texts in the
language lab for 2-4 units credit
via testing. When graduate students
in Lingui-ti-= f=m4lilr with thc=c
languages are available, students

LATIN AMERICA

1st and

may receive special tutoring.

Spanish 2nd yr. Dept. of Linguistics

3rd yr. Dept. of Literature

U.S.S.R.

1st and
Russian 2nd yr. Dept. Linguistics

3rd yr. Dept. Literature
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DAVIS, 1986-87

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE COURSES & SPECIAL
[Not included are courses primarily in
LANGUAGE/
TEACHING Quarter
DEPT. Course 4 COURSE NAME

RUSSIAN 1-2-3
4-5-6
10

101A-B-C
102
101
104
105
160
202
204
30C

LANGUAGE STUDY PROGRAMS
literature/history/culture]

Elementary Russian
Intermediate Russian
Elementary Conversation
Advanced Russian
Russian Composition
Literary Translation
Scientific Translation
Advanced Conversation
Phonology & Morphology
History of Russian Language
Descriptive Russian Grammar
The l'eaching of Russian

COMMENTS

Staffing constraints
limit availability of
sequences.

278

All Lit. clas=s read
texts in original.
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DAVIS, 1986-87

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE COURSES & SPECIAL LANGUAGE STUDY PROGRAliS
[Not included are courses primarily jn literature/history/culture]
LANGUAGE/
TEACHING Quarter
DEPT. Course # COURSE NAME COMMENTS

SPANISH 1-2-3 Elementary Spanish Demand for sections
Spanish & 4-5-6 Intermediate Spanish exceeds staffing, and
Classics 7A-B-C Spanish for Sp. Speakers demand for Lit, classes
Dept. 28 Spanish Composition is growing. Lit classes

110A-P Adv. Spanish Composition use original texts.
131 Modern Spanish Syntax
132 Intro. to Sp. Linguistics
133 Spanish Phonetics
300 Teaching Spanish
390A-B Problems in Teaching Sp.

at College Level

SPECIAL STUDY

Intensive Spanish

Internship in Spanish
fieldwork.

4 7;9

294

Sp. 8A-B-C, for 15 units

Teaching, counseling,
translating, interpret-
ing.



Pacific Rim Inventory
Campus Tables: TABLE 2. New Table 3/37 c2prlang

DAVIS, 1986-87

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE COURSES & SPECIAL LANGUAGE STUDY PRGGRAMS
411[Not included are courses primarily in literature/history/culture]

COURSE NAME COMMENTS

LANGUAGE/
TEACHING
DEPT.

Quarter
Course #

CHINESE 1-2-3
Oriental 4-5-6
Lang. 111-112-113
Program: 120
Anthropol-
ogy Dept.

CLASSICAL
CHINESE 11-12-13

101

CANTONESE
Asian-Am. 1-2-3
Studies 4-5-6
Program.

Quarter
Course #

JAPANESE 1-2-3
Oriental 4-5-6
Lang. 101
Program: 111
Anthropol-
ogy Dept.

121-122-123

Elementary Modern Chinese Demand & enrollment in
Int. Modern Chinese
Third Yr. Chinese

Advanced Chinese

Elem. Classical Chinese
Int. Classical Chinese

Elementary Cantonese
Intermediate Cantonese

SPECIAL STUDY

Chinese program growing
rapidly, including stu-
dents with no prior
background.
A Dept. of Oriental
Languages is scheduled
to start 1990; BA & MA
degrees are anticipated.

Chinese Siberia Program 11 UCD students now in
for caviar industry. Chinese Siberia.

2 yrs. Chinese prereq.
UC Summer Session in China
1 mo. in Kunming For students with no

prior language training.

COURSE NAME COMMENTS

Elementary Japanese
Intermediate Japanese
Reading/Discussion
Japanese Composition
Advanced Reading/Comp.

2S0

Demand for Japanese
studies is growing and
will expand further
when Oriental Languages
Dept. opens in 1990.
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BERKELEY, 1986-87

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE COURSES & SPECIAL LANGUAGE STUDY PROGRAMS
[Not included are course.:. primarily in literature/history/culture]

LANGUAGE/
TEACHING [Semester]
DEPT. Course # COURSE NAME COMMENTS

RUSSIAN
Slavic 1-2 Elementary Russian Demand for int. and adv.
Literatures3-4 Intermediate Russian classes is growing, and
& 13 Russian Conversation persistence after 1st
Languages 18 Russian forScientists year is increasing.
Dept. 40 Reading Russian-lst Course

144A-D Self-Paced-4 levels
102 Readings-Specialized
103A-B Adv. Russian (3rd yr)
104 Adv. Russian (1/2 4th yr;
120 Adv. Conversation
220 Intr. Comparative Slavic

Linguistics
221 Adv. Comparative Slavic

Linguistics
301 Slavic Teaching Methods

GEORGIAN 5

(Dialect)

296

East European Studies 5 Study of this dialect
Introductory Georgian will grow with increased

importance of Georgians
in Soviet Gov't.

SPECIAL STUDY

Summer Intensive Workshop Demand for summer
intens:_ve 3.s growing.

EAP program, Leningrad Competition for slots
and Moscow. is keen.

Russian House: a campus
residence for 13 students.

23,E



Pacific Rim Inventory
Campus Tables: TABLE 2.

IRVINE, 1986-87

New Table 3/87 c2prlang

SPACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE COURSES & SPECIAL LANGUAGE STUDY PROGRAMS
[Not included are courses primarily in literature/history/culture]
LANGUAGE/
TEACHING Quarter
DEPT. Course # CI)URSE NAME

CHINESE 1A-1B-1C
Linguistics2A-2B-2C
Dept.

JAPANESE 1A-1B-1C
Linguistics2A-2B-2C
Dept.

SPECIAL STUDY

Japanese i7tensive program
will begin Summer 1987.

282

COMMENTS

Instruction in Chinese
began in 1985-86 with
2 sections of 25 ea.
Persistence is high.
Demand is growing and
staff is being added.

Instruction in Japanese
began in 1985-86
2 sections of 25 ea.
Persistence is high.
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IRVINE, 1986-87

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE COURSES & SPECIAL LANGUAGE STUDY PROGRAMS

LANGUAGE/
TEACHING Quarter
DEPT. Course #

SPANISH
Spanish & 1A-1B-1C
Po.:-tugese S1A-1B
Dept. 2A-B-C

5

6

10A-B-C
11
15

Linguistics
Dept.

298

COURSE NAME COMMENTS

Elementary Spanish All classes are taught
Intensive Sp.-First Yr. in Spanish. Persistence
Int. Conv/Reading/Comp is high. Demand exceeds
Spanish for Sp. Speakers staffing.
Sp. for Medical Personnel
Advancec! Composition
Spanish Phonetics
Advanced Listening Skills

Additional courses are
taught in Linguistics Dept.

Sri CIAL STUDY

Intensive Summer ProgrP.m
first and second yr.

2 S3



IRVINE, 1986-87

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE COURSES & SPECIAL LANGUAGE STUDY PROGRAMS

LANGUAGE/
TEACHING Quarter
,DEPT. Course # COURSE NAME COMMENTS

RUSSIAN
Program in 1A-B-C Elementary Russian & Comp.
Russian R1A-B-C First Yr. Self Paced For those unable to

schedule regular seq.
2A-B-C Int. Russian: Read/Oral
11A-B-C Second Yr.-Self Paced A number of students
12 Scientific/Techn. Russian do translation projects.
100A-r' Third Yr. Russian
100C last/Dev Literary Language
110A-B-C Advanced Lit.
195 Undergrad Teaching

of Russian
200 Select. Topics-Linguistics
399 Teaching of Russian Lit. classes read texts

for TA's. in original Russian.

SPECIAL STUDY

Translation projects
individual.

Council on Education
Exchange Leningrad,

full academic yr.

25,1

Intensive Summer Russian
Program is on hold due
illness of program
director.
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Pacific Rim Inventory
Campus Tables: TABLE 2. slew Table 3/87 c2prlang

LOS ANGELES, 1986-87

PACIFIC RIM LANG° GE COURSES & SPECIAL LANGUAGE STUDY PROGRAMS
[Not included are courses primarily in literature/history/culture]
LANGUAGE/
TEACHING Quarter
DEPT. Course # COURSE NAME COMMENTS

CHINESE IA -B -C

East Asian 2A-B-C
Languages
& Cultures 11-A-B-C

12-A-B-C
121A-B-C
.22A -B
113A-B-C

JAPANESE 9A-B-C
15h -B -C

19A-B-C
119A-B
129
145

CM 176

300

Elem. Modern Chinese
Elem. Mandarin for
Speakers ol Ch. Dialects
Int. Modern Chinese
Int. Mandarin
ikdvanced Modern Chinese
Zeadings-Mod. Chinese Lit.Literature classes read
Intro. Classical Chinese texts in Chinese.

SPECIAL STUDY

EAP Progral.

COURSE NAME

Elem. Modern Japanese Dept. is conducting
Int. Spoken Japanese a study of persistence
Int. Modern Japanese in elementary sequence.
Adv. Modern Japanese Demand for elementary
Intro. Classical Japanese Japanese exceeds
Readings Modern Exposi- st ffing.
tory Japanese Literature classes read
Intro. to Structure of texts in Japanese and
Japanese most of them are conduc-

ted in Japanese.
SPECIAL STUDY

Special intensive program 10 hrs/wk for 3 Q's.
will begin Fall 1988.
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LOS ANGELES, 1986-87

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE COURSES & SPECIAL LANGUAGE STUDY PROGRAMS

LANGUAGE/
TEACHING Quarter

DEPT. Course

KOREAN
EAL&C 7A-B-C
EAL&C 128

MOP;GOLIAN 154A-B

COURSE NAME

Elem. Modern Korean
Readings-Moriern Korean
Literature

SPECIAL STUDY

EAP Quarter in Seoul
to start Sp. 1987.

COMMENTS

100 students 1986-87.
Program began 1985-86.

Intensive Elementary Korean
program to start Sp. 1987
to help meet demand.

Second Year Intensive
Summer Program planned
to start 1988-89.

COURSE NAME

Elementary Mongclian Not offered in 1987-88

286
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LOS ANGELES, 1986-87

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE COURSES & SPECIAL LANGUAGE STUDY PROGRAMS

LANGUAGE/
TEACHING Quarter
DEPT. Course #

SPANISH
Spanish & 1-2-3
Portugese 1G-2G

4-5-5
8A-B
9A-B
25
26
M35

107
100A

100B
105A
105B
115
M118A-B

QUECHUA
Linguistics
Dept. 18A-B-C

119A-B-C
596

302

COURSE Nr,ME COffzIENTS

Elementary Spanish Enrollments in Spanish
Reading-for grad students are rising. Section siLe
Intermediate Spanish is up but lemand still
Spanish Conversation exceeds available staff.
Adv. Spanish Conversation
Advanced Spanish
Composition-Sp. Speakers
Spanish, Portugese & the
Nature of Language
The Spanish of Southern
Intro. Spanish Grammar:
Phonology & Morphology
Intro. to Spanish: Syntax
Int. Spanish Composition
Adv. Spanish Composition
Applied Sp. Linguistics
Hist. of Span/Por7, Phono- Lit, classes use
logy, Morphology, Syntax original texts.

SPECIAL STUDY

EAP Madrid, Barcelona.

Intensive Quarter: Sends For 2nd or 3rd yr
students to Guadalajara students.
to live with a family.

COURSE NAME

Elementary Quechua Classes are funded by
Adv. Readings Latin American Center
Directed Studies in Quechu Demand small but s'-eady

2S7



LOS ANGELES, 1986-87

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE COURSES & SPECIAL LANGUAGE STUDY PROGRAMS

LANGUAGE/
AN,TEACHING Quarter
IIPDEPT. Course #

RUSSIAN
vept.Slavic1-2-3
Langs& Lits4-5-6

1OA -B -C

11-12-13,

COURSE NAn

Elementary Russian
Intermediate Russian
Russiar Conversation
Self-Paced Study (with

A-B other courses & lab)
101A_B_C Advanced Russian
102 A-B-C Advanced Russian

(Difficult texts)
107-108-109Russian for Social
A-9 Scientists
111A-B-C Conversation/Composition
112A-B-C Adv. Conv/Comp
121 Russian Phonology
122 Russian Morphology

SPECIAL STUDY

Elementary offered in
Summer Session.

EAP program, Leningrad.

.Tapes of Russian TV

288

COMMENTS

Persistence is good;
added special sections
help meet scheduling
problems.

Conducted in Russian
Conducted in Russian
Lit. classes use
origin,1 texts.
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Pacific Rim Inventory
Campus Tables: TABLE 2. New Table 3/87 c2prlang

RIVERSIDE, 1986-87

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE COURSES & SPECIAL LANGUAGE STUDY PROGRAMS
[Not included are courses primarily in literature/history/culture]

LANGUAGE/
TEACHING Quarter
DEPT. Course # COURSE NAME COMMENTS

CHINESE First Yr. Chinese was discontinued several years ago.
With growing enrollments, especially of Asian-American
students, demand for Chinese is rising. Dept. of
Literatures and Languages has applied to the
campus for staff to restart 1st yr. Chinese in 1987-88.
A persistence study would be done to determine whether
2nd and 3rd yr. should be offered.

JAPANESE Campus has never offered a Japanese program, but there is a
growing demand for one. Dept. is following same course
of action as with Chinese.



b._ ]RSIDE, 1986-87

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE COURSES & SPECIAL LANGUAGE STUDY PROGRAMS

LANGUAGE/
TEACHING Quarter

dlIDEPT. Course #

SPANISH
Dept. 1-2-3
Literature 4-5-6

9A-9B
Languages 11

25A-B-C
27A-B-C
101A-B-C
103
105
106A-B
107
108
163
207A-B
302

COURSE NAME COMMENTS

Spanish' A high proportion of
Spanish students study Spanish
Spanish for Reading Kn. through 3rd yr.
Spanish for Professionals
Spanish Conversation All lit. classes read
Int. Oral & Written Comp. texts in original.
Adv. Oral & Written Comp.
Sp. for Bilingual Classrm
Phonology of Sp. Lang.
Structure of Sp. Lang.
Intro. to Old Spanish
Hispanic L.11ectology
Sp. Poetry of 20th C.
History of Sp. Lang.
Teaching Practicum for TAs

SPECIAL STUDY

EAP program.

290
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Pacific Rim Inventory
Campus Tables: TABLE 2. New Table 3/87 c2prlang

SAN DIEGO, 1986-87

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE COURSES & SPECIAL LANGUAGE STUDY PROGRAMS
[Not included are courses primarily tn literature/history/culture]

COURSE NAME COMMENTS

LANGUAGE/
TEACHING Quarter
DEPT. Course #

CHINESE
Chinese 11-12-13
Studies 21-22-23
Program 111-112-113

121-122-123
163

Elementary Chinese Demand for Chinese is
Intermediate Chinese growing.
Third Year Chinese
Fourth Year Chinese
Intro. Ch. Linguistics

Lit. Classes read
181A-B Into. Classical Chinese original texts.
183 Readings in Classical Ch.

Linguis-
tics Dept. 19 Directed Study.

JAPANESE
Chinese
Studies
Program

OTHER-ASIAN
Linguistics
Dept.

306

Quarter
Course #

31-32-34
41-42-43
131-2-3
141-2-3

SPECIAL STUDY

EAP Program.
Exchange programs with
4 U's in the PRC & Taiwan.
Intensive summer language Offered every 2 yrs.
& cultural program in China

COURSE NAME

First Yr. Japanese
Second Yr. Japanese
Third Yr. Japanese
Fourth Yr. Japanese

SPECIAL STUDY

Undergrad: EAP-Tokyo
Grad: U. of Tsukuba

COMMENTS

Current 1st yr. students
expected to show
high persistence.
Japanese Studies is
planned to be offered
as a separate program.
Campus has attracted
2 endowed chairs in
Japanese Studies.
Lit. classes read
original texts.

Mandarin, Cantonese, Ti- Self-Study courses in
betan, Mongolian, Burmese,Language Lab tests
Japanese, Korean, Vietnam-for 2-4 units.
ese, Thai, Malay, Tagalog.
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SAN DIEGO, 1986-87

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE COURSES & SPECIAL LANGUAGE STUDY PROGRAMS

L,ILkIGUAGE/

TEACHING Quarter
AIDEPT. Course # COURSE NAME COMMENTS

SPANISH
Linguistics
Dept. 31/51 Elementary Spanish Demand for Spanish

32/52 Elementary Spanish is high at all levels.
33/53 Intermediate Spanish
34/54 Intermediate Spanish

Literature
Dept. 10 Lit/Sp.-Readings Lit. c'asses read

25 Advanced comp./grammar texts in original.
50 Readings-Lit/Culture

SPECIAL SI i)Y

Peru Consortium, 1 Quarter in Lima.
(Co-sponsored by U.C. campuses and U.Indiana)

Summer intensive Spanish:
Lit/Sp 7 (Elem) & 8 (Int.)

292
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SAN DIEGO, 1986-87

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE COURSES & SPECIAL LANGUAGE STUDY PROGRAMS

LANGUAGE/
TEACHING Quarter
DEPT. r.-"....__ .

,...,,,...= .,

RUSSIAN
Linguistics
Dept. 31/36

32/52
33/53
34/54
35/55
36/56

Literature
Dept. 101A-B-C

140A-B
141-143

308

COURSE NAME

Elementary Russian
Elementary Russian
Elementary Russian
Intermediate Russian
Intermediate Russian
Intermediate Russian

COMMENTS

Demand for Russian
is increasing, partic-
ularly at elementary
levels.

Advanced Russian Lit. Lit. classes read
Special Study Russian Lit texts in original.
Special Study Russian Lit

SPECIAL STUDIES

EAP Program Leningrad
SAN DIEGO, 1986-87



Pacific Rim Inventory
Campus Tables: TABLE 2. New Table 3/37 o2prlang

SANTA BARBARA, 1986-87

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE COURSES & SPECIAL LANGUAGE STUDY PROGRAMS
ilkLANGUAGE/
1-wTEACHING Quarter

DEPT. Course # COURSE NAME COMMENTS

CHINESE
German, 1-2-3
Oriental & 4-5-6
Slavic Lan-7
guages Dept8A-B-C

102A-B-C
105
120
122A-B-C
124A-B
125
135
136
137
198
201
501

CLASSICAL
CHINESE 101A-B-C

13CA-B-C
133
134

Quarter
Course #

JAPANESE 1-2-3
2A-3A
4-5-6
8A-B-C
101
120A-B-C
124A-B
129
135
198
199
201
501

Elementary Chinese Demand and enrollment
Intermediate Chinese have risen past 5 yrs.
Chinese Conversation Class s'ze has grown to
Chinese Conversation meet demand.
Advanced Ch. Conversation
Workshop-translation
Readings-Modern
Advanced Modern Chinese
Readings-Modern Lit
Business Chinese
Adv. Reading-Modern Lit
Adv. Read. Vernacular Lit
Adv. Read-Vernacular Drama
Readings in Chinese
Readings-Selected Texts
Apprentice Teaching

Elem. Classical Chinese
Int. Classical Chinese All Lit. classes listed
Adv. Read. Classical Prosehere read texts in
Adv. Read. Classic Poetry original Chinese.
SPECIAL STUDY

EAP Program.

COURSE NAME COMMENTS

Elementary Japanese
The System of Kenji
Intermediate Japanese
Japanese Conversation
Structure-Classical
Readings-Modern Japanese
Readings-Japanese Lit
Composition
Adv. Special Readings
Guided Readings-topics
Ind. Studies in Japanese
Readings-Selected texts
Apprentice teaching

SPECIAL STUDIES

EAP Program.

294

Chinese chr--acters used
in Japanese.
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SANTA BARBARA, 1986-87

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE COURSES & SPECIAL LANGUAGE

LANGUAGE/
TEACHING
DEPT.

SPANISH
Spanish &
Portugese
Dept.

310

Quarter
Course #

1-2-3
4-5-6
8A-B-C
9A-B-C
25
40
101
102A-B
102C
103
104
105
108A-B-C
112
114A-B-C
107
128

1SS-2SS
3SS-4SS

COURSE NAME

Elementary Spanish
Intermediate Spanish
Spanish Conversation
Spanish Conversation
Advanced Spanish
Sp. for Spanish Speakers
American Spanish
Adv. Sp. Grammar/Comp.
Adv. Sp. for Communication For future teachers.
Spanish Pronunciation
Standard Spanish
Adv. Spanish Translation
Sp. phonology/lexicography
Applied Sp. Linguistics For teachers
Spanish Linguistics
Languages in Contact
Creative Writing in Spanish

STUDY PROGRAMS

COMMENTS

Demand exceed, available
staffing.
All Lit. classes in Dept
are conducted in Spanish

SPECIAL STUDY

Elem. Intensive Spanish Summer quarter
Int. Intensive Spanish Summer qu =arter

EAP Program.
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Pacific Rim Inventory
Campus Tables: TABLE 2. New Table 3/87 c2prlang

SANTA CRUZ, 1986-87

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE COURSES & SPECIAL LANGUAGE STUDY PROGRAMS
IIF[Not inciaea are coursez primarily in literature/history/culture]

LANGUAGE/
TEACHTG Quarter
DEPT. Course # COURSE NAME COMMENTS

CHINESE
Languages 1-2-3
Prcgram 4-5-6

104

105
106

Quarter
Course #

JAPANESE
Language 1-2-3
Studies 4-5-6

15
103-104-105

Linguistics
Board

INDONESIAN
Language 1-2
Studies

Elementary Chinese Program is flooded
Intermediate Chinese with requests for
Readings-Chinese EconomicsChinese.

and Trade Demand exceeds available
Readings-Chinese Lit. staff.
Readings-Chinese History Advanced classes read

texts in original.

SPECIAL STUDY

EAP Program.

Exchange program with 9-12 months.
Beijing Language Institute

Summer language institute
on campus.

COURSE NAME

Elementary Japanese
Intermediate Japanese
Business Japanese
Advanced Japanese

187 Structure of Japanese

SPECIAL STUDY

EAP Program

Elementary Indonesian

296

COMMENTS

Demand and enrollments
are rising rapialy.
Sections have been
added.
Advanced classes read
texts in original.

Program is 2 yrs old
and growing. Demand
fcr int. and adv.
has not yet been met.
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SANTA BARBARA, 1986-87

FACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE COURSES & SPECIAL LANGUAGE STUDY PROGRAMS

LANGUAGE/
TEACHING Quarter
DrPT. #

RUSSIAN
German, 1-2-3
Oriental & 4-5-6
Slavic Lan-8A-B-C
guages Deptl1A-B

15
101A-B-C
102
105
108
123
198
199

312

COURSE NAME

Elementary Russian
Intermediate Russian
Conversation/Composition
Russian for grad. students
Intro. to Reading Russian
Advanced Russian
Russian Composition
Pushkin
Russian Linguistics
Russian Poetry Golden Age
Readings in Russian
Ind. Studies

SPECIAL STUDY

EAP Program
Pushkin Institute-Moscow

Russian House &
Russian Club

297

Conducted 4n Russian

Lit. classes read texts
in original.

Funded by participants



SANTA CRUZ, 1986-87

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE COURSES & SPECIAL LANGUAGE STUDY PROGRAMS
[Not included are courses primarily in literature /history /culture]
LANGUAGE/

AmkTEACHING Quarter
wDLPT. Course g COURSE NAME COMMENTS

RUSSIAN
Language
Studies

1-2-3

1X-2X
4-5
103A-B-C
15
105

Elementary Russian

Intensive Russian
Intermediate Russian
Advanced Russian
Conversation/Composition
Adv. Readings in Russian

Solzhenitsyn

SPECIAL STUDY

Persistence in Russian
is high and demand
for sections is growing.
10 units, 10 hrs /wk.

Conducted in Russian

Summer Language Institute All courses offered,
in Russian plus a graduate course.

EAP Program. '

298
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SANTA CRUZ, 1986-87

PACIFIC RIM LANGUAGE COURSES & SPECIAL LANGUAGE STUDY PROGRAMS
[Not included are courses primarily in literature/history/culture]
LANGUAGE/
TEACHING Quarter
DEPT. Course # COURSE NAME COMMENTS

SPANISH 1-2-3 Elementary Spanish Enrollments and class
Language 2X-3X Intensive Spanish size are growing.
Studies 4-5 Intermediate Spanish Classroom space is short

4X-5X Intensive Int. Spanish 10 units; offered as
part of Language Ceoarter
in Mexico. (See Special
Study)

15 Advanced Spanish
103 Advanced Sp. Comp/Syntax
301 Supervised Teaching of Sp.For TA's.

SPECIAL STUDY

Language Quarter in MexicoLive with local family,
courses taught by UCSC
faculty.

EAP Program.

Medical Spanish Special course.

Spanish for Sp. speakers Elem., Int., & Adv.
classes.

29i
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EDUCATION ABROAD PROGRAM SUMMRY

1985-86 1988-89 Actual, Budgeted,Ilk
VP 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88

Actual Budgetd Planned

1. COUNTRIES
Number 7 8 10

preapsum

Planned

1988-89
Planned

14
Names China China China China

Hong Kong Hong Kong Hong Kong Hong Kong
Taiwan Taiwan Taiwan Taiwan
Japan Japan Japan Japan
Australia Australia Australia Australia
Peru Peru Peru Peru
Mexico Mexico Mexico Mexico

Costa Rica Costa Rica Costa Rica
Korea Korea
New Zealand New Zealand

Indonesia
Singapore
Thailand
Canada

III

2. LANGUAGES
Number
Names

4

Chinese
Cantonese
Japanese
Spanish

4

Chinese
Cantonese
Japanese
Spanish

5

Chinese
Cantonese
Japanese
Spanish
Korean

7

Chinese
Cantonese
Japanese
Spanish
Korean
Indonesian
Thai

3. STUDY CENTERS
Number 8 12 14 18

4. INSTITUTIONS
Number 13 18 27 35

5. ENROLLMENTS

U.C. Students

Reciprocity

113 200 .1.),,,,. A,71
.211

Students 36 40 183 238

Source: Education Abroad Program 300 315



EDUC'TION ABROAD PROGRAM: ENROfl'iENTS OFU.C.
1985-86 1988-89: Actual, Bud,-Ged, Planned

Actual Budgeted

STUDENTS

Planned

preapen

INCREASmo,
All

Planned 85-86
Country Language 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 To 88-89

rHINA Chinn 5 19 35 65 60
HON(.2 KONG Canto,. ,e 4 4 4 4 0
TAIWAN Ckinese 2 2 2 2 0

0

JAPAN Japanese 30 31 45 . 100 70

KOREA Korean 0 0 30 40 40

INDONESIA Indonesian 0 0 0 10 10

SINGAPORE English 0 0 0 10 10

THAILAND Thai 0 0 0 10 10

AUSTRALIA English 27 32 38 38 11

NEW ZEALAND English 0 0 35 35 35

PERU Spani h 3 3 3 3 0

COSTA RICA Spanish 0 37 67 67 67

MEXICO Spanish 42 72 72 72 30

CANADA English 0 0 0 15 15

TOTAL PAC RIM 113 200 331 471 353
---

TOTAL EAP 820 937 1155 1275 455
......_

PAC RIM PCT. 13.8% 21.3% 28.7% 36.9%

U.S.S.R. [Included in Total EAP above]
Summer Q 0 30 30 30 30
Medical 0 0 6 6

Year 0 0 0 30 34111

Total USSR 0 30 36 66 66

Source: Education Abroad Program
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EDUCATION ABROAD PROGRAM: ENROLLMENTS OF U.C. STUDENTS
1985-86 1988-89: Actual, Budgeted, Planned

PROGRAMS FOR ST: Y OF SPECIFIC ACADEMIC SUBJECTS

Academic Actual Budgeted Planned Planned

preapen

INCREASE
85-86

Country Program 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 To ,3-89

JAPAN:
Business/
Computer 0 0 10 30 30

Science/ 0 1. 5 30 30
Engineerng

Peace 0 0 0 10 10

COSTA RICA Biology 0 25 25 25 25

t2XICO

Medical

Intensive

0 12 12 12 12

Language
Quarter 0 30 30 30 30

Source: Education Abroad Program

302
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Pacific Rim Inventory Appendix C
Updated 2/5/87 to Fall 1986

UC ENROLLMENTS

prxc

OF STUDENTS FROM PACIFIO RIM COUNTRIES, F 1981 & F 1986 Aft

UWIDE TOTAL
COUNTRY 1981 1986

China 136 612
Hong Kong 309 380
Taiwan 724 1022
Japan 386 362
S.Korea 190 538
N.Korea 2 5

Philippns
N.Guinea
Indonesia
Fiji
Singapore
Malaysia
Thailand
Vietnam

Australia
N.Zealand

Chile
Peru
Ecuador
Colombia

N ,Fall 1 9 8 6 by Campus
Chg UCB UCD UCI UCLA UCR UCSD UCSB UCSC UCSF

476 181 83 43 134 11 79 55 19 7
71 162 31 26 90 10 31 12 8 10

298 290 92 109 287 65 59 89 10 21
-24 106 41 26 104 14 26 23 15 7
348 209 62 57 136 9 20 30 7

3 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 0

61 101 40 30 16 17 18 4 7 7 0 2
2 3 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

91 114 23 31 18 24 10 7 12 8 4 0
2 1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

55 99 44 48 1 13 19 2 9 2 5 0
58 92 34 36 11 11 17 4 5 5 3 0
44 47 3 10 7 5 1.) 5 4 1 2 0
91 82 -9 32 0 0 0 1 8 37 4 0

56 70 14 29 9 2 21 0 3 4 0 2
21 22 1 9 4 2 3 0 0 3 1 0

49 51 2 14 10 1 17 0 2 1 5 1
13 10 6 8 6 1 2 0 1 1 0 0
12 9 -3 1 2 1 3 0 1 0 1 0
26 28 2 9 7 1 5 3 0 2 0 1

Panama 7 9
Csta Rica 11 25
Nicaragua 4 6
El Slvdor 5 6
Guatemala 8 12
Mexico 152 186

Canada

U.S.S.R.

SUBTOTAL
PAC.RIM

TOTAL
FOREIGN

PACRIM%

2 1 3 1 2 1 1 0 0 0
14 9 6 1 4 0 1 1 3 0
2 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 4 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 3 2 2 1 1 0 0 0

34 41 30 15 38 3 38 14 5 2

234 372 138 142 41 14 78 7 38 32 9 11

13 4 -9 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2762 4277 1515 1413 485 372 1006 147 347 333 103 71

6562 7091 529 2323 875 650 1509 246 565 622 211 90

42% 60% 61% 55% 57% 67% 60% 61% 54% 49% 79%

Source: IS&S Corporate Student Data Base
Students are classified by home residence address.
This classification does not provide information on residency status.
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Pacific Rim Inventory Appendix E prase

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION OFFERINGS
Relating to the Pacific Rim

1985-86

PROGRAMS ABROAD 1

PROGRAMS HERE FOR ASIANS 2

PROGRAMS FOR AMERICANS ABOUT PACIFIC RIM COUNTRIES 3

Business/Management
Arts and Culture ;Partial List Only)
Languages
General Interest

1

304 319



PROGRAMS ABROAD
Continuing Education in Health Sciences/Dentistry - Japan - UCLA

workshop on Maintenance Management - UC Berkeley Extension and
Center for Management Technology of Singapore:

5-day seminar - Jakarta - April 28 - May 2, 1986
3-day seminar - Singapore - May 8-10, 1986
2-day seminar - Kuala Lumpur - May 5-6, 1986

International Conference on Semiconductor and Integrated Circuit
Technology - UC Berkeley Extension and the Chinese Institute
of Electronics - Beijing, China October 19-26; 1986.

Study Tours

Wildlife Viewing in India and Nepal VCD
Comparative Aging - Japan/China UCLA
Natural History of Papua, New Guinea UCLA
The Skies of Ancient China UCLA
Tour to GLfu, Kyoto, Tokyo and Nikko, Japan UCR

(outgrowth of Sister-university
relationship of Gifu Women's University
and UCR).

Photographic Expedition: China UCSC
The Natural History of Japan UCSC

PROGRAMS HERE FOR ASIAN'S
Advanced Management Program for International UCB
Bankers, a three week in-residence program
offered in Los Angeles for 30 Korean bankers,
taught by UCB and UCLA Business faculty.

Executive Program in General Management, a UCB
one-and-a-half week program offered twice
yearly for about 15 Taiwanese executives.

Seminar on Trends in American Management UCB
Strategies, a two-day program for 18 Japanese
managers as part.of a study-mission.

Management Development Program for Korean UCLA
Graduate Students

Design Tour of American Interiors for UCLA
Japanese Students

English Language Programs

All campuses offer regular intensive
English Language programs for foreign
students, a majority of which come from
Asian countries. Last year over 1,000
students were enrolled in regular
courses; approximately 60% were from
Asian countries. In addition to

305
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Page 2

regular courses, all campuses offer a
wide range of conversational or special
prcgrams that combine ESL with other topics.

PROGRAMS FOR AMERICAN'S A1301.17C
EZMNI C:C)LINTEZI:ELE5

Business/Management

Doing Business with China UCB
Doing Business with Japan UCB

Import/Export Opportunities with UCB
Australia and New Zealand

Doing Business with the Four Tigers UCB

Doing Business in the Pacific Rim UCLA
Doing Business in the Pacific Basin UCR
Doing Business in Japan UCSC
Maquiladora: Business Opportunities UCSD
with Mexico

Form and Presence: The First Order of UCSD
doing Business with the. Japanese

Contracts and Relationships: Expectations UCSD
of the Japanese Business Culture

Arts and Culture (Partial List only),

Japanese Prints and the Art of Seeing UCB
Japanese Marbling: Sumi-Nagashi UCB
Japan: Essence and Tradition UCB
China's Brilliant Decorative Arts UCI

Introduction to Southeast Asian Culture UCI

Visual Arts of China as a Reflection of UCI
the Cultural Heritage

To California from China: The Chinese UCR
Immigrant Experience

Chinese Life and Customs UCR

Riverside's Chinese Heritage UCR
Japanese Gardens and Built Environments UCSC

Japan Style: A look at Japanese Graphic UCSC
Design

Art and Spirit - East and West UCSC

Australian Plants for the Central UCSC
California Garden

3G
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Page 3

Cross-Cultural Communication UCI
Chinese Brush Painting UCLA
Landscape Planning for Interior Design UCLA
Japanese Brush Painting UCLA
Traditional Japanese Textile Techniques UCLA
Essence of Japanese Design UCLA
Decorative Arts of Japan UCLA
Traditional Japanese Architecture and UCLA
Interiors

Japanese Landscape Architecture: Present UCLA
and Past

On Site Tour cf American Interiors for UCLA
Japanese Students

An Asian Journey Through Los Angeles UCLA
East Asian Language and Culture - UCLA
Archaeology in the Peoples Republic
of China

Modern China, 1840-1920 UCLA
The Chinese Revolution UCLA
Japanese Tea Ceremony UCLA
Age of the Samurai UCLA
Salesman in Three Cultures: China/Japan/ UCLA
America

Behind the Mask: Masculine and Feminine UCLA
in Japanese Society

A Sea of Upturned Faces: 3rd Pacific UCLA
Conference on Children's Literature

Reaching Asian-Pacific Audiences in UCLA
Southern California

Constructive Living: An Introduction UCLA
to Morita and Naikan Therapy

Languages

Almost all campuses offer a wide variety of
regular courses in Asian languages as well
as conversational language courses. An
illustrative partial list follows:
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Page 4

Elementary Chinese
Elementary Japanese
Intermediate Chinese
Intermediate Japanese
Advanced Japanese
Conversational Japanese, Cantonese,
Korean and Chinese

Chinese for Travelers
Mandarin for Beginners
Intermediate Mandarin
Introduction to Japanese Writing
Systems: Hiragana, Katakana and Kan'ji

Intensive Summer Language Institutes

General Interest

There are a number of offerings related to cooking
and the culinary arts of China, Japan and other
Asian countries. There are also programs on Ta'i
Ch'i and Herbology.

3S
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ATTACHMENT 6

DIMENSIONS OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES AT UCLA
The following is a statistical summary of faculty and

course strengths in international studies at UCLA. International
faculty and courses are defined as those deemed important

or critical to the conduct of one of ISOP's area, regional
or comparative programs. Center and program directors, curriculum
guides, and various reports were consulted in compiling these
statistics. Both faculty and courses were further stratified
into three categories: Core (C),

(M). The summary report is as follows:

FACULTY STRENGTHS (the figure in parentheses

Supportive (S), and. Marginal

is the figure for Core)
1986

TOTAL International Faculty 238 (120)
(C,S,M)

Letters and Sciences 317 (92-3)

Professional Schools, Fine Arts

and Health Sciences
81 (27)

.11.
By Area 1986

Latin America 45 (20)

Africa 26 (13)

CREES 20 (10)

Near East 33 (23)

Asia 36 (26)

Development 10 (5)

Comparative 69 (23)

TOTAL 238 (120)
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COURSE STRENGTHS (the figure in parantheses

1986

is the figure for Core)

(591)

(473)

(118)

TOTAL Intarnational courses:

Letters and Sciences

Professional Schools, Fine Arts

and Health Sciences

1,157

939

218

By Area 1986

Latin America 191 (135)

Africa 150 (69)

CREES 166 (83)

Near East 184 (108)

East Asia 170 (119)

S.E. Asia 37 (36)

Development . 44 (41)

Comparative 215 (0)

TOTAL 1,157 (591)

1:11W-

310
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January, 1987

STATUS OF TEN ISOP FIE ALLOCATED AT ITS INCEPTION TO STRENGTHEN INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

AT UCLA
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ISOP Faculty FTE Pool, 1986-87

Permanent Fit A ointments
.0 to o it ca cience for Leonard Binder (effective 7/1/85)
.67 to History Department for Kendall Bailes (effective 1/1/87;

full permanent FTE to be used in subsequent years)
1.0 to the School of Law for Mark Ramseyer (effective 1986-87)
1.0 to the School of Education for an African specialist

(appointment during 1986-87)OrNINIMININNIM

3.67 total Permanent FTE appointments made through 1986-87,

Permanent FTE Committed and to be Filled in 1987-88
1.0 to Political Science for International Security and

Strategic Studies
1.0 to History for Pre-Modern Japan History
1.0 to the Department of Spanish and Portuguese for Latin

American Literature
1.0 to the Anthropology Department for China Studies

4.0 total Permanent FTE committed and to be filled during
1987-88.

A total of 3.67 FTE from the pool of ten FTE have been used for
appointments in 186-87, consequently there are 6.33 FTE available for use
on a temporary basis during 1986-87.

For Temporary Use in 1986-87
.33 to History for Russian/Soviet Studies, Kendall Bailes

(Fall 1986)
1.0 to History for Pre-Modern Japan Studies
.40 to Political Science for International Security and

Strategic Studies, Giacomo Lucian;
1.0 to the School of Law for Islamic Law Studies,

Abdullahi Ahmad Ar-Na'im
1.0 to the Graduate School of Architecture and Urban Planning

for a specialist in Resource-Based Development
.33 .to History for Near East Studies, Khosrow Shakeri
.17 to History for Near East Studies, Khosrow Shakeri
.17 to the History Department for Brazilian History,

Consuelo Novais Sampaio
1.0 to the Graduate School of Management for International

Business, Jose de la Torre

total Temporary FTE to be allocated; upgrading is expected
to be provided to the school/college when the exact level
of the appointment is known.

The combined 3.67 FTE for permanent appointments and 5.40 FTE for
temporary faculty leaves a balance of .93 FTE in the ISOP pool for 1986-87.

Revision Date: December 1, 1986
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ISOP SMALL GRANTS
1986 - 87

Principal Investigator Title of Project

ALPERS, Edward A.
History

ANDERSEN, Roger W.
ESL

BICK, Kathleen A.
Art

DOLLAR, David
Economics

FRIEDEN, Jeffry A.

Political Science

INTRILIGATOR, Michael
Economics

POTTER, William C.
CISA

Capital, Commerce and Commodity Production in the Western Indian Ocean 1784-1914

Comparative Study of a Caribbean and an African Portuguese Creole

Artistic/Cultural Exchange: Focus on China

Labor Productivity in the Chinese Special Economic Zones

Five Latin American Borrowers From Borrowing Boom to Crisis

The Emerging Nuclear Suppliers and Nonproliferaticn

KATZ, Alfred H. Comparative Models of Health Self-Care Programs for the Elderly: Yugoslavia and the
Public Health US

KENNEDY, Gail
Anthropology

KOLKOWICZ, Roman
Political Science

LAKE, David A.

Political Science

MARVICK, Dwaine
SISSON, Richard

Political Science

313

Archaeology Investigations at Mozan, Syria

Domestic Sources of Soviet Foreign Policy -- Post-Bruhnev Period

Toward a Realist Theory of the State

A Workshop-Oriented Database for Studying Modern Electoral Democracies
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uo Principal Investigator Title of Project

McGEC, Henry W.
Law

MITOMA, Judy
Dance

MONKK(nIEN, Eric H.
History

NEUMANN, Alfred K.
Public Health

OZLER, Sule
Economics

PENCHOEN, Thomas G.
NELC

SAR DESAI, Damodar R.
History

SPIEGEL, Steven L.
Political Science

WILBERT, Johannes
History

Law and Ph.aing in Brazil

Indonesian -UCLA Exchange Program in the Performing Arts

The Declining Rates of Homocide, England and the US, 1850-1980

Family Planning Management Research -- People's Republic of China

Turkish- Gernan labor Migration

Language Policy in Morocco/ Language Skills Improvement

India and Southeast Asia, 1947-1984

A Calibrated Approach to Detente/Arms Control Prnblem

Borderlii,e: An Online Database of Library Materials Treating the US-Mexico Border
Region

WILBERT, Johannes Remote Sensing of the Orinoco Delta
History

WORTH, Dean S. Comparative Structures of Russian and Serbian Folk Laments
Slavic Languages
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ATTACHMENT 7

LARGE RESEARCH PROJECTS FUNDED BY GRANTS FROM THE
UNIVERSITYWIDE PACIFIC RIM RESEARCH PROGRAM

Initial Year, 1886-8?

BERKELEY CAMPUS

1. POLICIES AFFECTING FERTILITY AND AGING: LESSONS FROM CHINA FOR
THE PACIFIC RIM COUNTRIES

This project is administered through the Center for Chinese Studies,
Institute of East Asian Studies, UCB.
P.I.'s: Donald Minkler, Public Health, UCB; Joyce Kallgren, Pol.
Sci., UCD & Center for Chinese Studies, UCB. Project collaborators
include the UCSF Institute of Health and Aging, the UCB Demography
Group, UCB Center for Chinese Studies, a Chinese collaborator, and
Chinese graduate students at UCB. The project is funded for 1 year.

This policy-oriented study will evaluate the biomedical,
demographic, social and economic implications for China and other
Pacific Rim countries that are experiencing fertility decline and
the rapid ageing of the population (e.g., the Philippines, Indo-
nesia, Singapore, and Thailand). In China, the policy of one
child per family is being reevaluated anc possibly will be
relaxed to allow 2 children spaced 8-10 years apart. Chinese
concern is growing about the social problems that will result
from too rapid a decline in the size of the workforce needed to
support the growing aged population after the year 2000.

2. HOW DO THE RECENT FUNDAMENTAL CHANGES IN WORLD MARKETS AND FINAN-
CIAL SYSTEMS ALTER THE CHOICES FOR AMERICAN POLICY AND CORPORATE
STRATEGY?

The project is sponsored by the Berkeley Roundtable on the Inter-
national Economy (BRIE), UCB.
Co-P.I.'s: Stephen Cohen (Planning), Johy Zysman (Pol.Sci.) and
Laura Tyson (Economics). The Program funds the first year of this
two-year project.

In the first year, the focus will be on U.S.-Asian trade rela-
tions. The research will investigate (a) How governments, partic-
ularly the Japanese government, have shaped economic developments
in Asia. (b) Asian-American trade and competition in two sectors
of great importance to California microelectronics and telecom-
munications, and how national differences in business-state rela-
tions affect international outcomes. (c) Employment impacats of
international trade, especially the growing manufacturing imports
from Asia, on employment patterns in the U.S. (In year two, the
project will investigate the production revolution, international
agriculture, and international debt and finance).

1
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DAVIS CAMPUS

3. TRADE AND BUSINESS ORGANIZATION IN THE PACIFIC RIM

The project is sponsored by the Program for East Asian Culture &
Development, and the Institute of Governiiental Affairs, UCD.
Research Team: Nicole Woolsey Biggard, Schl. of Administration;
Gary G. Hamilton, Sociology; Peter H. Lindert, Economics; and Kwang-
Ching Liu, History. Collaborators: Two research teams, (1) Team
headed by Prof. Kao Cheng-shu, Grad. Inst. of Sociology, Tunghai
Univ., Taiwan.. (2) Team headed by Prof. Wong Siu-lun, Centre for Far
Eastern Studies, U. of Hong Kong. The Program is funding one Year of
this multi-year project.

Collaborating teams of researchers at UC Davis and
researchers in the Far East will investigate the distinctive
organizational networks of firms in Japan, South Korea,
Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore. In the first year of this
multiyear project, the goal is to document the firm networks
in each of the five countries, to reaggregate economic data
to permit grater understanding of the dynamics of Pacific
trade, and to investigate the origins and consequences of
patterns of firm networks. Ultimately, the researchers hope
to anticipate future development patterns in these countries.

IRVINE CAMPUS

4. ECONOMICALLY IMPORTANT PLANTS OF THE PACIFIC RIM

P.I.: Eloy Rodriguez, Dev. & Cell Biol/Ecology and Evolutionary
Biology. UCI.
Co-P.I. s: Franz Hoffman and Don Fosket, Dev. & Cell Biol., and
Krishna Tewari,. Molecular Biology & Biochemistry, UCI.
Collaborators: Faculty members from the two UCI depts. Involve-
ment of faculty from other Pacific Rim universities is planned.
The Program funds the first year of this two-year project. The
campus may apply for funding again for the second year.

The purpose of this biotechnology project is to improve the
productivity of certain plants native to the Pacific Rim that
are important in Pacific Rim trade between California and the
various countries of the Pacific Rim. Plants selected for
this research include soybeans, mustards and sunflowers.

5. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND GOVERNMENT IN THE PACIFIC AREA
NATIONS

This research will be administered by the Public Policy Research Or-
ganization (PPRO) a UCI ORU. Investigators: Kenneth L. Kraemer,
Grad. Schl. of Management, & Director, PPRO; John Leslie King, Chair,

111
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and Kathleen Gregory-Huddleston, Dept. Information & Computer
Sciences. Collaborators: Phase I, archival research: Asian and
Pacific Development Centre, a U.N. agency, Kuala Lumpur. Phase II,
case studies: Prof. Vincent Lowe, Schl. of Humanities and Center for
Policy Research. Universiti Sains, Penang; Prof. Youichi Ito, Inuichi
Ito Institute for Communications Research, Keio Univ., Tokyo, Prof.
Park, Communications Dept., National Univ., Seoul; and Prof. Juzar
Motrivalla, Dir., Systems Science Institute, National Univ. of
Singapore. The Program funds the first year of this two-year study.
The campus may apply for funding again in the second year.

The research will examine the hypotheses that (1) Different
government policy is crucial to explaining differences in the
diffusion of information technology in nations of the Pacific
Rim, and (2) Cultural factors are reflected in government pol-
icy for promotion of information technology in each country.
This research will include consolidation of existing data, and
case studies. Scholars at foreign universities will be commis-
sioned to prepare case studies, with the participation of UCI
research teams. Developed, newly industrializing, and less
developed countries will be included in the study.

LOS ANGELES CAMPUS

6. AOVEMENT OF HIGHLY TRAINED PEOPLE IN THE PACIFIC RIM: IMPACTS OF
TEE UNITED STATES AND ASIAN COUNTRIES

P.I.'s: Professors William Alford, Law; Lucie Cheng, Sociology &
Director, Center for Pacific Rim Studies; Susan Christopherson, Geo-
graphy; David Dollar, Economics; John Hawkins, Education; John Liu,
Comparative Culture: Paul Ong, Urban Planning. Overseas partici-
pants (partial list): Professors Yi-yun Chen, Academy of Social
Sciences, Institute of Sociology, PRC; Habib Khornker, and Yiu-chung
Ko, lecturers, Sociology, National Univ. of Singapore; and Xing-mei
Xiong, Institute of Economics, Nankai Univ., PRC. This is a two-
year project. The Program will fund both years.

The study focuses on the movement of highly trained people to the
U.S. from various Pacific Rim nations including Korea, China, the
Philippines, Singapore, and Taiwan. The study will focus on
(1) Measuring the flow of professional and technical workers and
students to the U.S., (2) The impact of this flow on American
economic activity, especially in California; (3) The implica-
tions of this flow for the sending Asian nations; and (4) The
impact on overseas investment and technological transfer.
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SAN DIEGO CAMPUS

7. ECONOMIC POLICY IN AEWLY INDUSTRIALIZING SOCIETIES. THEORY
BUILDING AND CASE STUDIES IN THE PACIFIC RIM.

P.I. Donald Wyman, GSIRPS, UCSD. Investigators:
T.J. Cheng, Political Science, UCSD, and Miles Kahler, Graduate
School of International Relations and Pacific Studies (GSIRPS),
UCSD; and David R. Mares, Pol. Sci. and Donald Wyman, GSIRPS. The
investigators will work through seminar= with colleagues at other
UC campuses, particularly BRIE at UCB and the UCLA International
Political Economy Group. THis is a multi-year project. The Program
is funding each of the first two years.

Research will be oriented around two broad research questions
and coordinated by the grantees. One area is the interplay
among international and domestic factors in the industrializa-
tion process and formulation of foreign economic policy. (Mares/
Wyman). The second is the question of how industrialization for
export affects domestic political systems. (Cheng/Kahler).
The concern of this research is to develop a better understanding
of the political economy of industrialization and economic inter-
d,:pendence in the Pacific Basin. Theoretical and policy issues
will be considered in relation to a developed country (Japan),
newly industrailzing countries (South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong,
Singapore, Brazil, Argentina and Mexico) and the second-tier
newly industrializing countries of Malaysia, Indonesia, Colombia,
and Chile.

SANTA BARBARA

8. MANAGEMENT OF MARINE RESOURCES IN THE NEW
FOR U.S. POLICY

P.I.: Biliana Cincin-Sain, Political Science,
tigator: Robert W. Knecht. The investigators
specialists. This is a one-year project.

PACIFIC: IMPLICATIONS

UCSB. Associate inves-
are ocean policy

The major purpose of the project is to analyze how the Pacific
Island nations and territories individually are attempting to
manage and use the resources in their new ocean zones and how
collectively they appear to be dealing with the areas of open
ocean that lie between these zones, and to exmaine the range of
Policy. responses available to the U.S. for addressing these
developments and issues in three areas: (1) Fisheries,
(2) Minerals, and (3) Ocean pollution.

3:20
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SANTA CRUZ CAMPUS

9. CIRCUM-PACIFIC STUDIES IN TECTONICS AND PALEOCEANOGRAPHY: CON-
TRIBUTIONS TO A FRAMEWORK FOR ASSESSMENT OF RESOURCE POTENTIAL

P.I.'s: Robert S. Coe, Robert E. Garrison, J. Casey Moore, and
Eli A. Silver, of the Earth Sciences Dept. and Institute of Marine
Resources, UCSC. Collaborators: In Chile, Dr. Eugenio Valde Benito
& colleagues at the Universidad de Antofagasta. In Peru: Dr. Con-
stantino Rospiglioli & colleagues at the Instituto Geologico Minero
y Metalurgico, Lima, and the International Ocean Drilling Program.
Others are colleagues at the University of Panama and Geographical
Institute of Panama; National' University of Costa Rica and RECOPE,
the national oil company of Costa Rica. Also, Marine Geological
Institute of Indonesia; Dr. Liu Chun, Institute of Geology of
Academia Sinica, Beijing; Institute of Geology in Lanzhou, Mr. Meng
Zifang. Also, Profs. A Taira and K Nakamura, Univ. of Tokyo.
This is a multi-year project. The Pacific Rim Research program is
funding one year.

The unifying theme of this research is investigation of tectonic
and paleoceanographic events along the Pacific margin,
particularly as they relate to the genesis and distributism of
hydrocarbon and mineral resources. The flow of scientific infor-
mation during the collaborative projects will directly benefit
the countries and the U.S.; the broader implications of findings
will circulate within an even wider scientific, economic, and
geopolitical audience in the Pacific Rim nations.

Note: The San Francisco and Riverside campuses did not receive
awards for large research projects in 1986-87. See separate list of
seed projects funded by the $10,000 pilot project grants awarded to
each campus.

file=ressum
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MO11111111.

CALIFORNIA POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION COMMISSION

THE California Postsecondary Education Commis-
sion is a citizen board established in 1974 by the Leg-
islature and Governor to coordinate the efforts of
California's colleges and universities and to provide
independent, non-partisan policy analysis and recom-
mendations to the Governor and Legislature.

Members of the Commission

The Commission consists of 15 members. Nine repre-
sent the general public, with three each appointed for
six-year terms by the Governor, the Senate Rules
Committee, and the Speaker of the Assembly. The
other six represent the major segments- of postsecond-
ary education in California.

As of March 1987, the Commissioners representing
the general public are:

Seth P. Brunner, Sacramento
C. Thomas Dean, Long Beach, Chairperson
Seymour M. Farber, M.D., San Francisco
Cruz Reynoso, Los Angeles
Lowell J. Paige, El Macero
Roger C. Pettitt, Los Angeles
Sharon N. Skog, Mountain View, Vice Chairperson
Thomas E. Stang, Los Angeles
Stephen P. Teale, M.D., Mokelumne Hill

Representatives of the segments are:

Yori Wada, San Francisco; representing the Regents
of the University of California

Claudia H. Hampton, Los Angeles; representing the
Trustees of the California State University

Arthur H. Margosian, Fresno; representing the
Board of Governors of the California Community Col-
leges

Donald A. Henricksen, San Marino; representing,
California's independent colleges and universities

Harry Wugalter, Thousand Oaks; representing the
Council for Private Postsecondary Educational Insti-
tutions

Angie, Papadakis, Palos Verdes; representing. the
California State Board of Education

Functions of the Commission

The Commission is charged by the Legislature and
Governor to "assure the effective utilization of public
postsecondary education resources, thereby eliminat-
ing waste and unnecessary duplication, and to pro-
mote diversity, innovation, and responsiveness to
student and societal needs."

To this end, the Commission conducts independent
reviews of matters affecting the 2,600 institutions of
postsecondary education in California, including
Community Colleges, four-year colleges, universi-
ties, and professional and occupational schools.

As an advisory planning and coordinating body, the
Commission does not administer or govern any insti-
tutions, nor does it approve, authorize, or accredit
any of them. Instead, it cooperates with other state
agencies and non-governmental groups that perform
these functions, while operating as an independent
board with its own staff and its own specific duties of
evaluation, coordination, and planning,

Operation of the Commission

The Commission holds regular meetings throughout
the year at which it debates and takes action on staff
studies and takes. positions on proposed legislation
affecting education beyond the high school. in Cali-
fornia. By law, the Commission's meetings-are open
to. the public:. Requests to address the Commission
may be made by writing the Commission in advance
or by submitting.a request prior to the start of a meet-
ing.

The Commission's day-to-day work is carried out by
its staff in Sacramento, under the guidance of its ex-
ecutive director, William H. Pickens, who is appoint-
ed by the Commission.

The: Commission, issues some 30 to 40 reports. each
yearrorr major issues confronting California postsec-
ondary education. Recent- reports, are listed on the
back cover.

Further information about the Commission, its meet-
ings, itsstaff, and its publications, may be obtained
from the Commission offices at 1020 Twelfth Street,
Third Floor, Sacramento, CA 98514-3985; telephone
(916) 445-7933.
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1 INSTITUTIONAL REPORTS ON PACIFIC RIM PROGRAMS
California Postsecondary Education Commission Report 87-25

ONE of a series of reports published by the Commis-
sion as part of its plannirg and coordinating respon-
sibilities. Additional copies may be obtained without
charge from the Publications Office, California Post-
secondary Education Commission, Third Floor, 1020
Twelfth Street, Sacramento, California 95814-3985.

Other recent reports of the Commission include:

87-9 Expanding Educational Equity in California's
Schools and Colleges: A Review of Existing and Pro-
posed Programs, 1986-87. A Report to the California
Postsecondary Education Commission by -Juan C.
Gonzalez and Sylvia Hurtado of the Higher Educa-
tion Research Institute. UCLA. -January 20. 1987
(February 87)

87-10 Overview of the 1987-88 Governor's Budget
for Postsecondary Education in California, Presented
to the Senate Budget and Fiscal Review Subcommit-
tee #1 by William H. Pickens, Executive Director,
California Postsecondary Education Commission
(March 1987)

87-11 The Doctorate in Education: Issue., of Supply
and Demand in California (March 1987)

87-12 Student Public Service and the "Human
Corps": A Report to the Legislature in Response to
Assembly Concurrent Resolution 158 (Chapter 165
of the Statutes of 1986) (March 1987)

87-134 Standardized Tests Used for Higher Educa-
tion Admission and Placement in California Du. ing
1986: The Second in a Series of Annual Reports Pub-
lished in Accordance with Senate Bill 1758 (Chapter
1505, Statutes of 1984) (March 1987)

87-14 Time Required to Earn the Bachelor's De-
gree: A Commission Review of Studies by the Cali-
fornia State' University and the University of
California in. Response to Senate t3il1 2066 (1986)
(March 1987)

87-15 Comments on the Report of the California
State. University Regarding the Potential Effects of
Its 1988 Course Requirements: A Report to the Leg-
islature in Response to Assembly Concurrent Resolu-
tion 158 (Chapter 165 of the Statutesof 1986) (March
1987)
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37-16 Changes in California State Oversight of Pri-
vate Postsecondary Education Institutions: A Staff
Report to the California Postsecondary Education
Commission March 1987)

87-17 Faculty Salaries in California's Public Uni-
versities, 1987-88: The Commission's 1986 Report to
the Legislature and Governor in Response to Senate
Concurrent Resolution No. 51 (1965) (March 1987).

87-18 Funding Excellence in California Higher Ed-
ucation: A Report in Response to Assembly Concur-
rent Resolution 141 (1986) (March 1987)

87-19 The Class of '83 One Year Later: A Report
on Follow-Up Surveys from the Commission's 1983
High School Eligibility Study (March 1987)

87-20 Background Papers of the ACR 141, Task
Force on Funding Excellence in Higher Education
(March 1987)

87-21 Educational Costs in Technical and pfdoles-
sional Fields of Study: A Report to the Legislature in
Response to Assembly Concurrent Resolution 38
(Chapter 50 of the Statutes of 1986) (April 1987)

87-22 Update of Community College Transfer Stu-
dent Statistics, University of California and the Cali-
fornia State University, Fall 1986 (April 1987)

87-23 Annual Report on Program Review Activ-
ities, 1985-86: The Eleventh in a Series of Reports to
the Legislature and the Governor on Program Re-
view by Commission Staff and California's Public
Colleges and Universities. (June 1987)

87 -28 Major Gains and Losses: Part Two. A Staff
Report on Shifts Since 1976 in the Popularity of Vari-
ous Academic Disciplines as Fields of Study at Cali-
fornia's Public Universities (June 1967)

87-27' Faculty Salary Revisions: A Revision of the
Commission's 1985. Methodology. for Preparing Its
Annual. Reports-on Faculty and Administrative Sal-
aries and Fringe Benefit Costs (June 1987)

e7-28 Comments on the Second Draft of the Master
Plan for Postsecondary Education, 1987-2002, by r-
William H. Pickens. Executive Director's Report?
June 1987 (June 1987)


